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PREFACE.

Among nations not improved by the arts

of civilization, the exemption from disease

which they enjoy, compared with those

who have advanced higher in the scale

of refinement, appears, independently of

other causes, to be in no small degree at-

tributable to the bodily labour imposed on

them by their natural habits of life; and its

importance in the preservation of health

has been a matter of observation from the

earliest periods. Notwithstanding this

assent to its general utility, the application

of this power for the recovery of natural, or

the removal of the disordered function of

particular parts of the body, seems to have
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been little attended to. To supply, in

some degree, this deficiency, by com-

bining theoretical views with practical

results, is the object of the present at-

tempt.

Ten years have now elapsed since the

author's attention was directed to the dis-

orders which form the subject of the

following work, by two cases of paralytic

affection in which he was led to adopt the

particular method of treatment recom-

mended, in consequence of the ordinary

methods of cure proving ineffectual. The

principles upon which the treatment was

conducted, appeared to him to be new, or

at all events not to have been acted upon by

medical practitioners. A conviction of its

utility subsequently, founded on the benefi-

cial result of cases of a similar description,

has induced him to lay them before the

public, more particularly as he has ob-
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served many injuries from accidents as

well as from other causes, in which, from

inattention to some practical points not

generally adverted to, he has had occasion

to witness the want of success, even in

the hands of judicious and able practi-

tioners. It is to be lamented, that the

treatment of some of the diseases which are

here noticed, has too often been confined to

empirics, who, without being aware of the

real nature of the disorders they have at-

tempted to treat, have endeavoured to re-

medy what is very often the effect of

muscular debility by mechanical contri-

vances, which, instead of alleviating, tend to

perpetuate the complaints which they were

designed to remove. The treatment of the

diseases of the joints may be selected as

shewing the mischief likely to result from

the misapplication of such means. It is

sometimes difficult for the surgeon, aided



by correct anatomical and pathological

knowledge, to decide whether the morbid

alteration has taken place to such an extent

as to occasion the absorption of the carti-

lages and the formation of anchylosis, and

in distortions of the spine of long con-

tinuance, whether they have been preceded

by caries or not. If, under such cir-

cumstances, without discriminating be-

tween the different states of disease, an.

attempt should be made to cure the

disorder by frictions or mechanical force,

in some individuals of irritable habits, or

in certain states of the constitution, even

the life of the patient might be put to

great hazard.

ri .It will be seen in the view taken of that

pf, disease which has been termed

Ancliylose fausse, by Petit, as well as in

ttose of contractions from chronic rheu-

matism, gout, &c. that in cases of long
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standing, although the original disorder

Wy^'have subsided, another is frequcnllj

superadded to it, arising from the loss of

muscular substance and of strength, con-

sequent upon the state of inaction in which

the limb has been kept. An attention to

the causes which have given rise to this state

of debility may prevent the useless if not

injurious application of remedial measures,

such as frictions, &c. to the joints, which

if employed exclusivly over the muscles,

might be attended with advantage.

It is proper to state, that the treatment

here recommended for the cure of incur-

vation of the spine, was first suggested to

him by the perusal of a treatise on mus-

cular motion*, the principles upon which

it should be founded have also been lately-

laid down by Mr. Wilson f . The particu-

lar mode advised by him, however, on the

'* Pugh on Muscular Motion, 1794.

t Lectures on Diseases of the Bones, p. 181.
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authority of Mr. Grant of Bath, of car-

rying a weight on the head, appears to be

better adapted to the shghter cases of cur-

vature, whether anterior or lateral, than

to those of either great extent or long

duration, and may be resorted to as an

auxiliary measure when the spine has

nearly recovered its original shape, and to-

establish a permanent cure.

He is inclined to think that many cases,

of incipient consumption may be con-

nected with that deformity of the chest of

children commonly called chicken breast

;

he is aware that even where the alteration

in shape is not very considerable, it is fre-

quently productive of great distress at an

after period of life ; and he is induced to

believe that the treatment here proposed

may be found also useful towards the re-

moval of predisposition to this complaint,

as he has found by observation, that the
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increased velocity of the circulation dimi-

nishes in an exact ratio with the improved

circumference of the thorax ; and to those

families whose members have suffered by

that malady, it would be of importance

to ascertain whether increased exercise of

the trunk and upper limbs, conjoined with

a proper attention to diet and other juvantia

et Isedentia of that complaint, would not

be useful as a means of preventing the

accession of the disease, or of checking its

progress, as he is convinced, however op-

posed by general opinion, that its frequency

in this island, especially amongst females, is

not so much attributable to the variations

of atmospherical temperature, or even to

diet, as that life of inaction, particularly

with reference to the exercise of the upper

parts of the body, consequent upon wealth

and refinement*.

* Sydenham notices the advantages of horse exercise in

this disorder. See also Fuller's Medicina Gymnastica.
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The history and treatment of paralysis

and of chorea, as far as belongs to the pro-

vince of surgery, has been rendered as

concise as was consistent with a proper elu-

cidation of the views which he has formed

of those disorders. To medical writers bp

.must refer for fuller inform^f;joii,{W,i,^h^Tje-

spect to points of general treatment;,,^, ^|; ,itS

not unlikely that in the cases related, be

may have been indebted to the protracted

state of the complaint for the relief >ybich

the means employed have enabled him to

afford, as it is probable, that time may

effect a restoration of the nervous functions,

although the muscles, by the deprivation of

. nervous excitement and consequent inacti-

vity, may have lost their bulk and strength.

Thus, the original disease being removed,

another cause arises which equally pre-

vents a free restoration of the muscular

powers, in this respect bearing some
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analogy to the wasting of muscular sub-

stance after long continued disease of the

joints.

If, by this endeavour to establish the

treatment of these different diseases upon

niore correct principles of pathology, he

should be the means of directing the at-

tention of the profession to these subjects,

and, though at the risk of opposing the

prevalent doctrines as to the causes of con-

sumption, be instrumental in effecting a

change in the present injudicious mode

of bringing up females, with respect to

exercise, and thus lessening the number

afflicted with that disease, his time will

not have been misapphed.
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OBSERV ATIO NS,

&c. &c.

CHAPTER T.

OF THE INFLUENCE OF MUSCULAR EXERCISE ON THE

BODY.

Among the more perfect classes of animals, those

parts by which their locomotion is performed, and

the principal functions of life are carried on, con-

stitute by far the largest portion of the animal

machine, and are termed the muscles. In what

the property of contraction and relaxation in the

muscular parts consists, or in other words, what is

the cause of muscular motion, has been long a sub-

ject of unsuccessful enquiry among physiologists,

and like that of the connection of the brain with

the operations of the mind, and an infinite number

of other phenomena in the universe of which we

are content with the simply observing, without

enquiry into their cause, must, I fear, be left as a

B
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mattei- beyond the reach of the human under-

standing. Without entering therefore into any

general physiological views respecting the nature

or functions of muscles, I shall confine myself

to those only which are connected with the dimi-

nution or increase of power and bulk of the mus-

cular parts, as points which have a practical ap-

plication to the subject of my present enquiry,

and appear to me to have been hitherto much

overlooked as the causes of various important

diseases associated with lameness and deformity

of the human body;

All the functions of the animal body, as well as

the power of locomotion, being dependant on

the muscular part of the frame, this peculiar

structure is necessarily coeval with the first for-

mation of the embryo, and its action in the mo-

tion of the heart marks the first dawn of life in

the newly created being. This moving principle

which distinguishes the muscular parts fi-oni all

others, is observable also in the action of those of

the voluntary kind, as those of the limbs, even

while the foetus remains in utero, the perception

of it being what is termed in common language,

the quickening of the infant. The functions of

the muscles therefore, like those of many other
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organic parts of the frame, do not lie dormant

even in the infantile state, but are exercised as it

were with a view of better fulfilUng those pur-

poses of life for which they are afterwards de-

signed.

When the muscles, especially those of the

voluntary kind, are examined in the foetal state,

their bulk is small in comparison with many other

structures of the body, as that more particularly of

the adipose membrane, the fibres or packets of

which they are composed, are at this period pallid

and soft, but as the animal advances in growth, they

become gradually of a deeper and more florid co-

lour, as well as firmer in their texture. This change

in the colour, and firmness of the muscular fibre,

as well as the bulk and intensity of power in the

muscles, appears to depend on their acquiring

greater vascularity, and the latter on the degi^ee

in which the muscular ftmctions are performed^

or in other words, on the frequency and extent

with which they are called into action, whether

spontaneously or at the will of the mind.

It is observed * that when pugilists, during a

course of training as it is called, have acquired

their full strength, the hands, when placed between

* Sir J, Sinclair ou Health and Longevity, vol. ii, p 1 12.
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the eye and a candle, have a more florid and tran-

sparent appearance than under ordinary circum-

stances. A similar remark may also be made on

the game cock, in which the bright red colour

that the comb acquires in consequence of an

increased circulation of blood in the part, is re-

garded as an indication of the muscular powers of

the animal being in their fullest vigour. In these

instances, the intensity of nnascular power is pro-

duced by a free circulation of blood through the

part, and by the changes which the blood under-

goes in the respiratory organs. On the other

hand, a negative proof of the importance of a:

large supply of blood towards the support of mus-

cular strength is afforded, after an operation for

popliteal aneurism, where the debility which en-

sues is evidently a consequence of the defective

supply of blood in the limb. A change in the

bulk and colour of the muscles is likewise observ-

able in a remarkable degree in persons who have

died of dropsy, or any other disease in which

the powers of the body have been greatly weak-

ened.

All the vital, as well as animal functions of the

living body, have a dependence on each other;

those of respiration, circulation, and digestion, as
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well as of muscular action, are so intimately con-

nected, that whatever injures the one, in some

degree affects the other, and any imperfection in

the ])erformance of one of these processes, is fol-

lowed by a corresponding defect in the rest.

This reciprocal dependance of the several organs

of the body upon each other, is particularly re-

markable in animals that remain in a torpid state

during winter, in which the power of digestion, the

slowness of respiration and circulation, and the

inactivity of the body, keep pace with each other.

Of the dependence of the muscles on the state of

the respiration and circulation, many proofs may

be adduced both from the comparative vigour they

are found to possess in different classes of animals,

and from the changes produced on them in health

and disease. In birds that are long on the wing, as

those of prey, the aircells of the lungs communi-

cate with the cellular texture in the bones, and the

flesh is of a deep florid colour; the greater capacity

of the chest, and consequently the circulation of a

larger mass of blood through the lungs, consti-

tutes a distinguishing mark ofthe greater strength

and firmness of the muscles of the male over that

of the female in most animals. In persons em-

ployed in laborious exercises, and in wild animals,
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the muscles possess greater vigour, and are of a

deeper colour than in those who lead a sedentary

life, or in animals that are domesticated. This

increased vascularity and strength are found to

result from the agency of several causes.

The degree, or increase of power and bulk of

the muscular parts, is not only dependant on their

relation with the state of the organs of respiration

and cii'culation, but the extent and frequency of

exercise to which the muscle itself is subjected.

The effects of exercise, in this respect, on the body

are so obvious as scarcely to need a recital ; it will

be sufficient therefore to point them out, only in a

few instances. In those individuals whose condi-

tion in life exempts them from labour, the muscles

of the arm, for example, are rarely called into ac-

tion, or exerted with much force or frequency, in

other words, the nervous influence is directed sel-

dom and with little intensity to those muscles, and

in consequence of a deficient supply of blood in

them, they are diminutive in size. In the man em-

ployed in hard labour, as the waterman, on the

contrary, who is constantly exercising the act of

volition over the muscles, and urging them to

frequent and energetic exertion, the circulation is

more active, a larger quantity of blood is sent



through them, and an accretion of muscular fibre,

of weight, and strength, is the consequence. That

muscular power corresponds to muscular size, is

well known to those who frequent pugilistic or

other athletic contests, where, although the spirit

of the combatants may be equal, a superiority

of weight is {ccBteris paribus) always decisive of

the preference. That the increased developement

of power in the muscles is proportionate to the

degree of exercise imposed on them, is shewn by

facts which are within the most common obsei-

vation ; thus the muscles of the arms of watermen

particularly, compared with those of the legs, are

considerably larger. In the persons of dancers,

the muscles which move the lower limbs greatly

exceed those of the upper extremities. In those

who have undergone amputation of one of the

limbs it is commonly found that the other, from

the additional exercise imposed on it, becomes

comparatively larger and more powerful.

The same thing takes place in the involuntary

and voluntary muscles, in consequence of disease,

as we frequently find in cases of enlargement of

the muscular structure of the heart from the ossi-

fication of its valves, and in the thickening of the

nmscular coats of the bladder from obstructions
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in the urethi'a. * It is the well directed use of

muscular exertion that makes the distinction be-

tween the gait of the ploughman, and the carriage

of the soldier, and to which the natives of the

South Sea Islands owe their agile limbs, and the

manly and erect deportment of the body.

That the firmness and strength of the muscles

should increase with their use, is contrary to all

that we observe in machines of human invention.

The acute and indefatigable mind of Haller,

seems only to have formed some conjectures on

this point, and has afforded us but an imperfect

explanation of this peculiar property of muscles.

" Suffecerit forte admisisse (says he) ad maximum

musculi robur requiri certam in glutine firmitatem

eam acquiri pressione, quae est in musculi actione,

dum lacerti ad se invicem accedunt. Hinc senes

non exercendi qui abunde glutine sint nimis rigido.

Hinc vita nimis actuosa senectutum praecocem

facit." t

* I have seen several instances where the muscular coat

of the bladder, which in its natural state is so thin as to be

scarcely perceptible, increased to the thickness of an inch

or more, from long continued strictures of the urethra and

enlargements of the prostate gland.

t Elementa Physiologije, torn. iv. p. 571.
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This phenomenon is neither altogether without

analogies in the animal body, nor is its solution

difficult according to our present physiological

views, for we observe that the senses become more

acute by use, and the defect of one is from the

same cause often supplied by an increased power

of perception in others. The manner in which

this effect is produced on the muscles seems to be

this ; in consequence ofthe relation before pointed

out between the several functions of the body, the

action into which the muscle is thrown by the

will of the mind, necessarily occasions an accele-

rated respiration, and a more rapid circulation ' of

blood. This increased quantity and flow of blood

to the muscle, is followed by an evolution of heat

in the part, and probably a separation, or rather

secretion of coagulable lymph, which becoming

organized, an accretion of new fibre to the muscle

ensues, and in this manner the muscle by its ac-

tion becomes the means of its own increase.

The length of time that muscles can continue

to act without intermission, will depend on the

frequency and degree of exercise to which they

have been habituated. Thus if an equal weight

be placed in the hands of two individuals with the

arms extended, the one accustomed to labour, the
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other unused to exertion, the former will be able

to support it for a much longer space of time

than the latter. In some instances, it should seem

that the protracted duration of muscular exertion,

is the result of peculiar organization, indepen-

dently of the causes already enumerated*. This

is shewn in the slow moving animals, as the Mau-

cauco, (Lemur Tardigradus) Great American Sloth,

(Bradypus Tridactylus) and the Lesser Sloth,

(Bradypus Didactylus). It appears that in these

animals the axillary and" iliac arteries are found to

divide into a considerable number of cylinders,

which are exclusively distributed on the muscles

of the limbs. The effect of this peculiar distribu-

tion of the vessels, would seem to be that of re-

tarding the velocity of the circulation ; this is con-

firmed by a comparison of these animals with

each other, and of the upper and lower extremi-

ties of the same animal. In the Great American

Sloth the cylinders are more numerous, and the

communications of the vessels with each other

more frequent than the Maucauco or Lesser Sloth,

and the animal is represented as more slow in its

motions than either of the others. In each of

* Philosophical Transactions, vol. 90, p. 100, Mr. Carlisle,
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these animals respectively, the cylinders are in

greater number, and anastomose more freely in

the upper extremiities upon Which the' chief sup-

port of the body appears t<J devolve, than in the

lower limbs. The sanie distribution of vessels

also takes place, " in the muscles which act upon

the toes and feet of many birds, and seems to be

an adaptation for the long continued exertion of

these muscles whilst they sleep, and also when

they retract one foot under the feathers to pre-

serve it from the effects of cold."

In all these instances, the long continued action

of the muscles seems to be the effect of a more

regular and full supply of blood in them.

The intensity of muscular power, or the energy

with which muscles are excited to contraction,

will depend on the degree of incitement of the

nerves, by which they are connected with the

brain : this is evident from experiments made on

animals where life is apparently extinct, in which

the muscles can be thrown into the strongest ac-

tion by the application of galvanic or electric sti-

muli. How greatly this power is excited by strong

efforts of volition, is also evinced by examples of

the extraordinary strength exerted by lunatics, and

persons actuated by fear, or any strong passions

of the mind.
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If a muscle from injury or other cause remains

inactive for any length of time, although in other

respects in a healthy state, it wastes and loses its

tone and florid colour: this is frequently the case

in injuries of the upper limbs, in which the del-

toid muscle, from want of use, becomes incapable

of raising the limb, or sometimes even of moving-

it from the side.

Another law which belongs to the muscular

fibres of a living animal, is, that they appear to

have a perpetual tendency to contract themselves,

independently of the application of any stimulus ;

this is evinced in the retraction of muscular parts

when divided across, and also in a paralytic seizure

of one side of the face, in which the resisting force

on one side being withdrawn, the muscles of the

opposite side draw the mouth in a contrary di-

rection.

I consider an experiment made by Bichat, as

strongly illustrative of this point, in which it is

proved that the division of the nerves distributed

to the muscles of a part, diminishes its contractile

power, but does not entirelv destroy it*. "II

paroit que dans beaucoup de Paralysies la contrac-

* Bichat Anatomie generale, torn. ii.
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tilit6 de Tissu est une peu alter^e du cot6 affect^,

mais jamais elle n'est totalement detruite, de

maniere a ce que dans l amputation d'un membre

paralyse, il n'y ait point de retraction musculaire.

J'ai fait cette experience sur un chien. Les nerfs

ayant 6t6. coup6s dix jours auparavant, et le

membre ayant reste immobile depuis cette epoque,

la section des muscles produisit un ecartement

nianifeste entre leurs bords, et meme en coupant

ensuite comparativement le membre resta sain

:

je ne trouvais aucune difference."

A comparison between tbe living and dead body

still farther tends to elucidate this matter*. "Take

a long muscle, as the sartorius, dissect it in the

dead subject, it will be longer than from its origin

to its insertion, but, lay bare the same muscle in

the living body and it will be always shorter than

from its origin to its insertion." A remarkable

proof of this spontaneous contractility of the

muscle is shewn in the case of a negro, related

by Mr, Homef .
" A negro, about thirty years of

age, having had his arm broken above the elbow

joint, the two portions of the os humeri were

unfortunately not reduced into their places, but

* Dr. Fordyce, Philosophical Transactions, vol. 78, p, "29.

t Philosophical Transactions, vol. 85, p. 210,
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remained in the state they were left by the acci-

dent, till the callus or bony union had taken place;

so that when the man recovered, the injured bone,

from the position of the fractured parts, was re-

duced almost one half of its length. By this

circumstance the biceps flexor cubiti muscle, which

bends the fore arm, remained so much longer than

the distance between its origin and insertion, that

an the most contracted state it could scarcely

bring itself into a straight line. This muscle,

however, adapted itself to the change of circum-

stances, by becoming as much shorter as the bone

was diminished in length, and by acquiring a

new contraction in this shortened state, it was

enabled to bend the fore arm : some years after

this accident the person died. The biceps muscles

of both arms were carefully dissected out, and

being measured, the one was found to be eleven

inches long, the other only five, so that the mus-

cle of the fractured arm had lost six inches, which

is more than the half of its original length."

From this tendency of the muscle to shorten it-

self, it must be obvious that the limbs could not

be preserved in a straight position, unless there

were some counteracting power to preserve their

balance ; this is eiFected, for the most part, by
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musdes which are opposed to them, which are

termed their antagonists.

From what has been stated, I think we may

draw the following inferences :

That the comparative power of muscular parts

depends,

1. On the state of the functions of respiration

and circulation, and that increased strength is a

consequence of increased vascularity and circula-

tion of blood in the part, and vice versa, a want of

tone and power, of a deficient supply of it.

2. On the degree of exercise or frequency with

which they are called into action.

3. On the mental energy or power of volition

exerted on them,

4. That the most effectual means of encreasing

muscular strength is by the frequent exercise of

the power itself, and, consequently, the preserva-

tion of the healthy actions of those functions by

which it is influenced.

5. That the muscular parts have a constant

tendency to contract, by which they adapt them-

selves to the state of the limb or parts to which

they are attached.

The proper application of these principles ap-

pear to me, of essential importance in the treat-
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ment of those disordered states of the limbs which

are accompanied with muscular weakness, more

especially as it is often associated with diseases

which not only aflfect the comfort, but the life of

the individual.

The indications which arise from these, and the

mode of fulfilling them, will be spoken of in

treating of those diseases under their respective

heads.
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CHAP. 11.

OF THE CURVED SPINE.

Distortion of the spine is of very frequent occur-

rence, and important in every point of view,

whether considered with relation to the actions

of the body, or to its influence on the health

of the individual. The disease which forms the

subject of my present enquiry does not affect

the bony substance of the vertebrae, from which

I shall hereafter distinguish it, but is confined to

the parts connecting them, and is in its conse-

quences no less injurious to the general health and

happiness of the individual.

It may be defined, an alteration in the natural

form of the spinal column, without caries of its

bony structure.

Curvatures of the spine may be of two kinds,

lateral or anterior ; the former of these more fre-

quently attacks young persons in their growth

;

the latter is met with at a more advanced period

of life, as one of the sequelae of general chi onic

c



rheumatism or of any long protracted disorder

occasioning muscular weakness.

The appearances met with on dissection are

the following:—the intervertebral substance is ge-

nerally thinner than natural, but much more so

on the concave than the convex side of the curve,

and in some cases has not exceeded more than a

third part of its natural thickness. Glisson no-

tices the alteration produced by this disorder in

the Ligaments. " Hinc saepe fit ut ligamenta

vertebrarum spinae a parte lateris frequentius pro-

minentis laxentnr atque elongentur, a parte vero

opposita contrahentur ; ita ut tractu temporis se-

cundum rectam et naturalem lineam spina erigi

non possit."* The transversales muscles in-

serted into the spinous processes, are elongated

and much finer and smaller on the convex than

the concave side of the curve, where they are

shorter and fuller. Bichat gives an accurate

description of this state of the parts in the fol-

lowing words :
—*' Dans les deviations diverses de

rapine, les muscles suivent la disposition osseuse :

ils s' allongent du c6t6 de laconvexit^ se raccourcis-

sent et se renflent du c6t6 de laconcavite. Les fai-

sceaux divers du transversaire ^pineux ra'ont pre-

* De rachitide, p. 147-
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sent6 surtout cette disposition."* In both instan-

ces the muscles are more pallid than usual, the

ligaments also are not so strong as in a healthy

subject, where they are found to correspond in

size and power with the muscular structure.

This disorder appears, not only from my own

observation, but that of others, to be of increasing

frequency, more particularly amongst females in

the opulent classes of society, a circumstance

which perhaps may be attributed to the present

mode of education, in which greater attention is

paid than formerly to the cultivation of the mind

and female accomplishments, and less time conse-

quently allowed for the bodily exercise necessary

to the preservation of health. In no instance,

perhaps, is the zealous regard of parents for their

children more misapplied than in an overweening

desiie for high attainments and polite accom-

plishments, at the expense of what is of infinitely

paramount importance
; by which the future en-

joyments of life are either much circumscribed or

destroyed, and the individual rendered the subject

of disease and misery. The system acted upon in

many of our boarding-schools, in the education of

females, I consider, in this respect, materially de-

Bichat Trait6 d'Anatomie descriptive, torn. p. ii. 210,
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fective. The plan pursued in most of these semi-

naries is to allow of little more than the exercise

of walking, it being deemed indecorous or indelicate

to run or use any more active mode of exercising

the body. This restraint is evidently a contra-

diction to the laws of nature, which disposes the

young, in all classes of animals, to active exercise,

and is designed as the means of producing a greater

inclination for food, and, consequently, of im-

proving the powers of assimilation, and favouring

the progressive growth of the body ; and in pro-

portion as its wants become less, and no longer

require such assistance, the inclination diminishes

with declining age.

This complaint has its foundation frequently

laid in the improper method of nursing during

early infancy, from the ignorance, if not culpable

negligence of mothers, in refusing that nutriment

to their offspring which nature herself has provi-

ded, and for which it is scarcely possible to find any

substitute capable of affording, to the infantile sto-

mach, a food so readily digestible and convertible

into nourishment. It may be confidently asserted,

that the infant is under no circumstances so heal-

thy or free from disease, as when it is supported

entirely on the breast of the mother ;
* and I

,

* Lichteuslein lemuiks, thut aiuougst the Koossas^ where
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have observed that children nourished entirely at

the breast are more capable of resisting the bane-

ftil effects of overfeeding afterwards, than those

which have been sustained by other food. The

health of the parent may, in some instances, be

deemed a sufficient reason for the non-perform-

ance of this duty, the frequent neglect of it, how-

ever, on slight and insufficient grounds, cannot be

too strongly reprobated.

A similar error to which the disease may be

often traced, is the abuse in the mode of diet

often adopted by nurses and others, not only

during the period of weaning, but for some years

afterwards, of loading the stomach with an unne-

cessary quantity of food, the defective nutrition of

the body is to be attributed no less to excess of

quantity than to a deficiency of nutriment ; and I

would appeal to the experience of those who have

had extensive opportunities of observation in the

disorders of children, whether the instances of dis-

ease arising from privation offood be not much less

frequent than those occasioned by the contrary ex-,

the mother suckles her child two years—" Diseases among

infants are rare. It is very rare indeed to hear a child cry ;

all my companions agreed with me in this point ; we never

knew an infant scream, or aii older child weep."

—

Voyage in

Southern Africa,
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treme, by which the assimilatory organs are ren-

dered incapable of converting the superabundance

into chyle proper for the nutrition of the body. It

is a fact exempliBed in the mode in which men are

trained and exercised for pugilistic contests, as

well as in the feeding of game cocks, that though

the animal powers are increased for a time by the

free use of highly nutritions aliment, the practice

cannot be persevered in, and if continued too long

it will occasion a loss of strength and vigour.*

To the combined operation of" these two causes,

viz. defective nutrition from the organs of diges-

tion in the child being loaded with more food

than they are capable of assimilating, and the want

of exercise necessary to favour their proper action,

I therefore attribute, in a great degree, the preva-

lence of the complaint.

If the incurvation of the spine take place after

six or seven years of age, it appears to me that a

want of proper exercise may be deemed the chief

cause, for although the same errors in the ma-

nagement of their offspring, with respect to diet,

are committed by the labouring as the higher

classes of society, we see amongst the children of

the former an unrestrained freedom of action and

* Bryan Robinson, on the food and discharges of human
bodies.
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bodily exertion, favouring the production of mus-

cular strength and vigour. That sex has no pe-

culiar influence in the production of the disorder

is evident, from its being equally uncommon in

the females as amongst the males in the lower

ranks of life.

It has been supposed by many, that certain ha-

bits, such as standing on one leg, sitting awry in par-

ticular occupations, &c. have a share in producing

the distortion. But from what 1 have stated here -

after it vj^ill be seen, that the former is an effort

to preserve the equilibrium of the body, apd

should therefore be looked upon as one of the

symptoms indicating that an alteration has already

taken place in the relative position ofthe trunk, with

respect to the pelvis and of the vertebrae with re-

gard to each other. Sitting in a crooked position,

such as in writing, &c. may be admitted as con-

tributing a share, in some degree, to the formation

of the disorder ; but as females are not alone con-

fined to the desk, and rather less so indeed than

children of the other sex, it is more reasonable to

ascribe its origin to causes of a general rather than

those of a local nature.

The opinions generally entertained upon the

subject of distorted spine appear to have been,
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that it has always had its origin in caries of the

vertebrae, or in a morbid state of the bone tending

to it. Prior, however, to the occurrence of any

alteration in the position of the spinal column,

except in those cases where it arises from local

injury, we find that there is a considerable decrease

of muscular power, and a sense of great general

lassitude and weariness : the least bodily exertion

induces great fatigue, and the patient, even if per-

mitted, is not inclined to indulge in the sports

common to childhood ; there is generally derange-

ment of the digestive organs, and an uneasiness

which is referred to different parts of the spine.

As no particular spot can be pointed out as the

seat of disease, these symptoms perhaps are over-

looked, till from the general causes of debility,

some part of the muscular structure becomes

unable to support the spine in the erect position,

and it yields ; this perhaps may in some instances

give rise to unnatural pressure on the parts, and

consequently inflammation of the ligaments, ab-

sorption of the intervertebral cartilages and caries

of the bone
; but, that very considerable distortion

of the spine, both laterally and anteriorly, may
exist for years without such effects being produced,

I have had sufficient demonstration, both from tlie
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instances of restoration which I have witnessed,

and from inspection of the parts in the dead

subject.

It has been observed that the curvature takes

place more frequently towards the I'ight side than

the left : the manner in which it appears to be

occasioned is this ; during the perfectly erect

position when standing, and while the muscles are

in their full tone, the body is so supported, that

the centre of gravity falls exactly in the middle

of the line which divides the space between the

centres of the two feet. In this situation of the

body little muscular effort is required to sustain

it. The weight of the head is borne by the spinal

column, and transferred to the pelvis and lower

limbs in the most favourable direction, any devi-

ation to one side, gives to the muscles affixed to

the transverse and spinous processes of the con-

cave side of the curve increased contraction, whilst

a corresponding state of relaxation or extension

takes place in those of the opposite side ; the

muscles on the concave side acquire comparatively

increased power, whilst those on the convex be-

come proportionately debilitated, and the balance

by which the spine is preserved in its erect form

is necessarily destroyed.
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If one side of the body be heavier than the

other, so much additional weight will necessarily

be required on the opposite, as may be sufficient

to serve as a counterpoise, in order to preserve its

equilibrium. This is easily shewn in the case of

a person holding a weight in the hand with the

arm stretched out ; he is under the necessity of

bending to the opposite side in a greater or less

degree according as the weight is increased. To

illustrate the matter more cleaily, let it be sup-

posed that an individual, standing with both feet

close to each other, took a weight in the right

hand with the arm extended, and that he continued

the position in which he necessarily threw himself

to preserve his equilibrium, for a considerable

length of time, it would be found that the left

shoulder inclined greatly to the left side; that por-

tion of the spine on a line with the left shoulder

would be slightly drawn towards it ; that a second

curve would ensue with its convexity towards the

right side, and again, a curve would take place in

the lumbar region with the convexity towards the

left ilium : the intertransversales muscles of the

concave side of each curve respectively, would be-

come contracted ; those of the convex side of the

curve, on the contrary, being in their extended state
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inactive, would become smaller in size* and con-

sequently weaker, so that if the weight were sud-

denly abstracted, they would no longer have the

power of replacing or preserving the bones of the

spine in their natural position, so as to bear the

superincumbent weight ; and as every increased

deviation from the perpendicular line would render

the muscular parts still less capable of acting, the

alteration of form, unless some means were used

to counteract it, would become perpetuated.

The inequality of bulk in the arms I conceive

to have some influence, however inconsiderable it

may appear at first sight, in producing this effect

:

the right arm, which is constantly used in pre-

ference to the left, becoming larger, and conse-

quently heavier, tends to draw the spine to the

right side, and the body is insensibly obliged to

incline to the left, in order to preserve its equili-

* The diminution of muscular parts from disuse is seen

still more conspicuously in those of large size, as the exten-

sors of the thigh, for example, in cases of anchylosis of the

joint, long continued rheumatisiii, gout, &C., where, with a

view to relieve pain, the limb has been kept in a bent posi-

tion for a considerable length of time, I have seeft on dissec-

tion, the rectus not much thicker than a wafer, and the vasti

corresponding in size, whilst the flexors have preserved nearly

their original bulk.
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brium. It must be admitted that this inequality

of weight in the arm is of itself inadequate tp

,

the production of the derangement of the spinel

in a healthy subject ; but if we advert to the cir-

cumstances above enumerated, with respect to the

manner in which the disease is produced, and the

state of muscular debility of the patient, and also

take into consideration the constant operation of

this cause throughout the day, or during the time

the body is in a standing attitude, it must be al-

lowed some share, however small, in producing

that state of disordered spine which falls most

frequently under our observation.

The firmness of cartilages will be proportionate

to muscular strength. The Rev. Mr. Wasse*,

from a number of experiments made by himself

and others, asserts, that there is nearly an inch

difference between the height of the body on first

rising in the morning, and in the evening ; and

goes on to remark—"all the difference I find be-

tween labourers and sedentary people is, that the

former are longer in losing their morning height,

and sink rather less than the latter" This is cor-

roborated in the next paper of the transactions

* Philosophical Transactions, vol. 33, p. 87.
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by Mr. Beckett*, who, after stating that his ex-

periments confirm the preceding, says, " only this

I have further observed, that in those persons who

have been young, the alteration has been more

considerable than in those that have been aged.

The trials equally succeeding in a sitting or stand-

ing posture, will naturally lead us to believe that

it must necessarily be from the trunk of the body,

or some of its parts, that this remarkable alteration

is brought about." These experiments are of

importance, as bearing upon the present investiga-

tion of the causes of distorted spine, and as they

were not instituted with a view to serve any par-

ticular theory are entitled to attention.

The greater strength of the intervertebral sub-

stance in persons advanced in life, in connexion

also with the muscular structure, may be assigned

as the cause of their exemption from this disorder;

Mr. Pottf having remarked that he had "never seen

it at an age beyond forty." In youth the carti-

lages are less firm than in the adult age, and from

a cursory review of the above experiments it

would appear, that to the want of firmness of the

intervertebral substance may be ascribed the bc-

* Ibid. Remarks on the foregoing paper, p. 89.

t Farther remarks on the useless state of the lower limbs,

p. 9.

a
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currence of incurvation ; if we, however, take into

consideration the uses of the muscles, it will be

seen, that when in the erect position, if they act io

a natural manner, the cartilages will not be pressed

upon in an undue direction, either laterally or an-

teriorly, so as to produce distortion, but that the

only effect of the superincumbent weight will be

for the time to decrease the height of the indi-

vidual, by bringing the bodies of the vertebras more

closely together. On the recurrence to the hori-

zontal position, the spine will resume its proper

length. Less consequence has been attached to the

influence of the cartilages and ligaments in the pro-

duction of this disorder, than the importance of

their functions to the motions of the spine may

seem to demand. This has arisen, however, from

observation both in health and disease, that their

relaxation or firmness, increase or decrease of size,

power or weakness, will be commensurate with

the tone and vigour of the muscular structure

;

that the diminished strength of the ligaments and

cartilages, is a sequel of muscular debility ; and

that, therefore, by giving power to the muscles, an

accession ofstrength to the ligaments, and interver-

tebral substance, will result as a matter of course.

That to muscular debility we may ascribe the
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first occurrence of the disease, is confirmed by

the method of cure, which, however it may diifer

as to the particular mode of conducting it, is

founded on the principle of giving increased action

to those muscles of the spine which have been

weakened and extended, and thereby equalising

their contractile power with that of their anta-

gonists.

I cannot but advert, on this occasion, to the

ill-ijndged practice of mothers, who, with a desire

of giving their daughters a fine shape, or of pre-

venting or removing deformity, endeavour to

eflfect it by the fashionable use of stays and other

equally bad means of support. The materials of

which these are usually formed are either whale-

bone or steel, and therefore yield little to the na-

tural action of the parts to which they are design-

ed to give support. The motion of the interme-

diate parts of the spine must by this means be

greatly circumscribed ; the action of the muscles

attached to the trunk impeded ; the necessary

determination and circulation of blood through

their substance lessened, and, of necessity, their

size and power diminished ; thus defeating the

object in view, and increasing or perpetuating the

deformity they are intended to remedy. The
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same may be also said of pressure made on the

chest by any other similar means which may

impede the free action of the muscles of res-

piration.

I have thought it useful to extract the following

passage from a writer of great authority, not only

as it points out, in a striking manner, the ill effects

which arise from the use of these machines, but

also confirms the opinions advanced with respect

to the proper and most effectual means of correct-

ing them*:—"Musculi longo tempore quiescentis

ad paralysin disponuntur videmus hoc evidenter

in mulieribus, quae pessimo more loricis, ex baJae-

narum ossibus factis, corpus stringunt, die saepe

noctuque in illis totus truncus corporis sustinetur

hac lorica, quae constrictio abdomine ossibus illi

utriusque innititur, simulque axillas sustinct : hinc

musculi dorsi validissimi, qui truncum corporis

erectum firmant, otiantur ; et cum iidem musculi

decumbente in lecto homine vix agant, hinc, licet

deponatur noctu lorica, tamen manent illi musculi

fere otiori. Unde miserae mulieres, quae a prima

juventnte his loricis usse faerunt, illas postea

deponere nequeunt, quin antrorsum collabantur

totus truncus corporis, musculi dorsi inertibus red-

* Van Swieten Comment in Boerh Aphor.
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ditis, qui in valido et exercitatio corpore spinam

dorsi erectam et firmam tenere possunt, licet grave

pondus humeris imponatur, uti inbajulis videmus.

Vidi non sine commiseratione miseras tales foemi-

nas, quas nequidem sorani tempore deponere aude-

bant lorices expertae jam saepius quod vix se

vertere in lecto possunt, multo minus corpus ^ in

lecto erigere vel erectam sustinere. Ob banc

causam videtur post rheumaticam lumbaginem

quandoque sequi levior paralysis artuum infe-

riorum frictionibus tamen sensim superabilis,

dum saspe per pliires septimanas ne minimum

quidem motum partium inferiorum tentare audent.

Dolentissimum hunc morbum expertus Celeber-

rimus Boerhamus per plures septimanas, caruit

usu artuum inferiorum, dolore jam cessante

;

frictionibus autem valdis adhibitis superatum fuit

hoc malum quam integerrime, et quidem brevi

satis tempore quod in paralysi, ab impedito in-

fluxu spirituum per nervos producta, raro vel

nunquam tam cito fit. Unde videtur hoc malum

a flaccida inertia musculorum tam diu quiescen-

tium fac+um fuisse,"

Distortion of the spine, arising from muscular

debihty, may be distinguished from disease of its

bony structure, not only from the mode of its

J)
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termination, but by an attention to the general

history of the complaint; for although it must be

allowed that the principal causes which give rise

to the two disorders ai^e the same, yet some dif-

ference is observable in the mode of their termin-

ation.

In the lateral distoi-tion, the incurvation is ooin-

monly gradual aud not sudden, and if it occur in

the cervical vertebrae there is a second or third

curve* from the action of the muscles of the spine

necessary to preserve the centre of gravity ; it is

not attended with acute pain, but merely a sense

of uneasiness, which may, perhaps, be referred to

the fatigue of the muscles connected with the spine.

In several cases of long standing that have fallen

* II y a des courbures laterales vicieuses commes des ante-

rieures ou ces courbures presentent un phfenom^ne reaiarqua-

ble ; c'est que des qu'il ea existe uae daus un sens a une region

,

les autres regions en presentent bient6t d'autres en sens al-

ternativement inverses. Supposez par exemple, qu'un dep6t

une bride &c. forcent a inclin6r la portion cervTcalede Repine

a diroite, bientot pour soutenir le centre de gravite la region

dorsale se courbe k gauche et par suite la region lombaire a

droite en sorte que tout le tronc se ressent bient6t de la

vicieuse attitude d'une partie isoI6e de I'epine.

Bicbat, torn. i. p. 124.

See also Glisson, p. 139.
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under my own observation, thie patient has never

been sensible of any pain or uneasiness in the

spinal column or its vicinity, and, except from the

alteration in shape, would have been totally un-

conscious of the approach of the disorder. The

length oftime which it is in forming is also various,

sometimes its progress is slow and insidious, occu-

pying a period of one, two, or three, and in some

instances six or seven years or moi*e. Its ap-

proaches are for a long time scarcely perceptible,

but on the occurrence ofany particular disturbance

to the constitution, such as febrile indisposition,

the spine in the course of one, two, or three

months^ is found to yield in a greater degree than

it had previously done during as many years.

In the anterior curvature of the spine the curve

will also be found very gradual, as it comprehends

several of the lower cervical, and the whole of the -

dorsal and lumbar vertebrce ; in some instances it

is formed by the dorsal and lumbar only ; in these

cases likewise the pain is of an obtuse kind,

which may probably be referred to the same

cause.

In caries of the bodies of the vertebrae there

is a sudden projection of the part ; the relative

position of the spinous processes is altered, and
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they are occasionally separated to a greater dis-

tance than could be imagined, without a loss of

substance anteriorly ; in other instances they only

approximate more nearly to each other. * The

incurvation from with in outwards is occasioned by

the absorption of the bodies of one or more of the

vertebrse. The circumstance of the disease having

been preceded by a blow, is, with others, a fair

ground for suspicion of caries. The pain, pre-

viously to any incurvation taking place from

disease of the bone, is more acute than in that

arising from weakness, as might be expected from

the manner in which inflammation proceeds in

parts of a ligamentous, cartilaginous, or bony

texture, and it is more confined to the diseased

part, and attended with greater febrile indispo-

sition.

It is a matter of great importance to distinguish

between the two diseases of caries and rickets, as

it is evident that where any alteration of structure

* Mr. Copeland relates a case in which the intervertebral

substance was removed, and the dorsal vertebrae anchylosed,

without there having been any elevation of the bent spinous

processes, or distortion of the form of the spine; this case

however must be deemed of rare occurrence.

Copeland's Observations on the Spine, p.l5.
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has taken place in the bodies of the vertebrae from

the former, or where there is a scrophulous dis-

ease in the parts, any attempts to cure the distor-

tion by muscular exercise would, by preventing

the natural cure by anchylosis, be highly injurious.

The curvature of the spine anteriorly, as a

sequel of chronic rheumatism, or any other long

protracted debilitating disease, is not an unfre-

quent complaint; it appears to be induced by

the patient inclining forward when sitting or

laying, with a view to procure relief fi-om pain :

after this position has been maintained for some

time, debility is produced in the muscles of the

back from long inaction, and as every effort to

draw the spine backwards is attended with pain, it

is either not attempted, or so imperfectly, that

the incurvation becomes gradually permanent,

unless proper means are resorted to for its re-

moval.

By referring to the explanation which has been

already given, of the mode in which the disease

originates, the method of treatment which I pro-

pose will be readily understood. On the first

invasion of this disorder the diet ought to be care-

fully attended to, it should consist of plain animal

food once in the day, of which the patient should



be allowed to eat heartily. Bread and butter, or

bread and milk, or tea, furnishing the two other

meals of breakfast and supper: if the food be plain

and simple, there will be no inducement to over-

load the stomach. The principle upon which our

endeavours should be directed for the cure of this

malady, must be that of restoring the balance of

power between the muscles which are contracted,

and those which are in a state of extension ; it is

obvious, that any increase of strength and size

in those which have been weakened by extension,

and consequent disuse, will enable them to act in

opposing the contractile force of their antagonists,

and, consequently, in restoring the spine to its na-

tural shape; this object may be attained by various

means, which, for the sake of distinction, I would

divide into passive and active. Under the head

of passive, I would place all those external means

which have the effect ofincreasing muscular power,

suc|i as friction, shampooing, percussion, confine-

ment to a particular position, galvanism, electi-icity,

&c. Under the head of active> the excitement

of the muscles by volition, or that of muscular

exercise.

Friction has. been used as a remedy, by different

nations, in various chronic disorders from the
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earliest ages ; most commonly some nnctnous or

other application has been rubbed on the dis-

tempered part, to which any benefit that may have

accrued has been ascribed ; the most advantageous

method of employing it, however, is by the bare

hand, using some flour to absorb perspiration and

prevent abrasion of the skin*. Maniyjulation or

shampooing, is performed by squeezing or press-

ing the muscles in the hand, and between the

fingers ; percussion by striking with the fleshy

part of the clenched hand. The manner in which

they respectively appear to act as auxiliaries in

the removal of this disease, is by stimulating the

nerves of the part, increasing the circulation of

blood, and, consequently, favouring the increase of

muscular size and strength. These various me-

thods of exciting the warmth of the part, and

promoting a greater flow of blood to it, differ from

each other as to the effect, only in degree. The

choice of these, the length of time requisite for

their application, and the frequency of their repe-

tition, are points which must be regulated by the

aenaibiUty of the parts and the state of the disease.

* For this particular mode of using friction, and also its

more general introduction into this country, the profession

are indebted to Mr. Grosvenor of Oxford.
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As. a general rule, it is advisable to commence

with that mode of excitement which produces

the least uneasiness, and gradually to increase it

as the susceptibility to its influence diminishes.

Upon this ground, pevhaps, shampooing and per-

cussion possess some advantage over friction ;

whichever of these means is employed, it should

be continued for not less than an hour, and i-e-

peated twice or thrice during the day: it ought to

be kept in mind, however, that they should never

be carried to such a point as to excite any con-

siderable pain. The plan of confining the body

to an horizontal position, was recommended as an

exclusive mode of relief by Mr. Baynton''*', who

argued, that many of the cures of spinal distortion

which Mr. Pott attributed to the application of

caustic issues, derived their eflficacy from the

influence of the recumbent posture which was

enjoined during their treatment, and as a proof of

the correctness of that opinion, he adduces in-

stances of long standing, in which he efl^ected a

cure by this means alone.

On referring, however, to the histories of these

cases which are detailed in his treatise, it will be

* Baynton on Diseases of the Spine.
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observed, that they are chiefly those of anterior

curvatures of the spinal column, and that, although

in cases of slight lateral incurvation, he conceives

this practice may be useful, yet he admits, to use

his own language, that " it does not often happen

that curvatures vrith two inflexions are removed

by any means," and it is therefore not unfair to

conclude, that in such cases he was not fully satis-

fied of the entire efficacy of this mode of treatment.

The curvature with two inflexions differs only from

the simple incurvation of spine, inasmuch as it

may be regarded as a more aggravated form of

the disease, in consequence of its longer conti-

nuance. The curve, in these instances, generally

consists of three inflexions ; the first, which is

slight, usually begins in the cervical vertebrae, with

the convexity towards the point of the left

shoulder; a larger one is met with in the dorsal,

towards the right side; and again, a curve of less

extent than the latter in the lumbar vertebrae, with

the concavity towards the right ilium.

The use of the inclined plane for the purpose

of confining the body to a particular position, in

the recumbent state, for a considerable length of

time, without allowing any alteration of posture,

is extremely disagreeable to the patient, and some-
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times productive of distressing feelings, without

being compensated by any paiticulap advantage

that may not be gained by alloveing rest on a mat-

tress or sofa, without restraint on the motion of

the body.

It has been remarked to me by patients them-

selves as well as by those around them, that they

arose from the former not only without feeling

refreshed, but sometimes greatly fatigued; and if

we consider that the alternations of position in the

body throughout the day, and even during sleep,

are so many changes to relieve the contractions

of the muscles, and that in this confined attitude

a great number of them must be kept in action

during the time it is persevered in, and that they

cannot support long continued exertion without

great weariness supervening, we shall be at no

loss to discover why such an effect should be pro-

duced.

In the anterior incurvation of the spine, I

should esteem the recumbent position on the back

most advisable, although I do not think it indis-

pensable or absolutely necessary. I would mere-

ly recommend, that it should be pursued to such

an extent as not to be productive of inconvenience

to the patient.
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In the lateral incurv ation the confinement to a

general horizontal posture is all that is requisite,

without restricting the patient to any particular

position.

The recumbent position, by taking off the su-

perincumbent weight, and thus favouring the dis-

position of the parts to regain their former

healthy condition, is unquestionably a measure of

essential importance in the treatment of this

disease, and in slight cases, may alone be sufficient

for the removal of it ; but it ought not to be relied

upon exclusively. It should be recollected^ that

when the spine has, by this means, recovered its

proper station, the muscles which are attached to

it, and are so considerable in number and bulk as

to be in a material degree the support of the trunk

in its erect posture, are left in an atonic state and

altogether incapable of executing their functions.

It is obvious, that the only means of restoring this

power, of effecting a permanent cure, or preventing

a recurrence of the disorder, is that of giving ad-

ditional tone and strength to. the muscular parts,

which, from long disuse, have become incapable of

fulfilling their office.

This intention will be best attained, by putting

in force the measures already hinted at under the
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head of active ti eatment, which consists in com-

pelling the muscles to exert themselves with

energy to restore the spine to its natural situation.

One of the methods that I employ for this pur-

pose and the detail of which will place the

subject in the clearest point of view, is the fol-

lowing— a weight appended to a cord is passed

over a puUy, and the other extremity, having a

strap attached to it, is fastened round the patient's

head ; the pelvis being fixed, the patient is di-

rected to raise the weight by drawing the head

and trunk backwards, and to repeat this effort

until fatigue is produced. The frequency of repe-

tition of this exercise of the muscles, and the

weight of the body to be raised, must, of course,

depend on the patients strength. After each ef-

fort, it is advisable to take rest, by lying down on

a couch or sofa, in order that the muscles may not

be placed on the stretch and thus prevented from

recovering themselves. This mode of exercising

the muscles is equally applicable to the anterior

curvature of the spine, as to those which take

place laterally.

A combination of these means of muscular ex-

citement will be attended with more advantage

than when pursued separately. I have witnessed
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several cases where friction alone has been unsuc-

cessfully employed for a considerable length of

time, and others where the inclined plane also has

been depended upon solely, without the other

measures being prosecuted at the same time, in

which a combined plan of percussion and strong

muscular exertion, assisted by a recumbent pos-

ture, has afterwards been attended with complete

success.

By the union of these means the cure can be

effected in a much shorter time. It would appear

that another advantage is also gained of great im-

portance with regard to the general health. I

have observed, that when the recumbent position

alone has been relied upon, that great dyspepsia is

very often present, sometimes to a distressing de-

gree—this does not occur if recourse be had to

occasional action and rest ; on the contrary, this

regular exercise of the body tends to strengthen

the powers of digestion, and to promote the resto-

ration of bodily health as well as muscular

strength, which are usually found to keep pace

with each other.

Various mechanical contrivances, calculated to

rest upon the pelvis as a base, have been resorted

to for curing spinal distortions. The advocates
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for their adoption appear to have viewed the spine

as a mere assemblage of bones which were dis-

placed, and therefore required only external aid to

replace and retain them in their position, without

any reference to the natural moving powers con-

nected with tliem. If the view which has been

taken of the cure of the disorder be correct, that it

is effected by increasing the growth and strength

of the muscles connected with the spine, it will be

seen at once, that under any circumstances such

mechanical means are inadmissible, and that their

use has arisen from an erroneous view both of the

general causes of the disease, and of the principles

upon which their treatment should be founded.

Admitting that by any mechanical contrivance the

spine could be rendered straight by the use of ex-

ternal force alone applied to it, the muscular parts

would still be left in the same atonic and wasted

state as before. If the inutility of these means

were the only objection against the use of instru-

ments in these cases, it would be of little impor-

tance ; but, unfortunately, they are too frequently

injurious, by causing such a d^egree of pressure on

the bones of the pelvis, in an improper direction,

in a weakly subject, as would cause them to give

way even in a healthy person. The observations of
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Mr. Wilson * on the subject, with reference to

this point, are important, as being the result of ex-

aminations after death, and are therefore enti-

tled to considerable attention. He says, I have

examined very many cases of incurvated spines

happening in women, in that class of life which

would not permit of the purchase of expensive in-

struments, in which I have found the pelvis so

perfectly well formed, as to allow of the birth of

several living children, although the incurvation of

the spines had been very considerable and long

confirmed.

I have examined others, happening to women,

where I had the means of ascertaining that instru-

ments had been used ; in all of these, and in others

where, from similarity of appearance, I could not

doubt but that instruments had been used, I found

the bones of the pelvis irreparably injured, by

having yielded to the additional burden thrown on

them where they were never intended, and were

not calculated even in a healthy state to bear

much weight."

The truth of this observation I am enabled to

corroborate by the inspection of a case of extreme

* Lectures on diseases of the Bones, p. 178.
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distortion which lately occurred to me, where the

curvature was so great that there was only one

quarter of an inch of space between the inner sur-

face of the middle of the ribs and the projecting

part of the spine, notwithstanding there was no

defective formation of the pelvis.
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CASES

or

DISTORTION OF THE SPINE.

CASE I.

A MILITARY man whilst serving with his regiment

in India, after long exposure to inclement weather

and sleeping in wet clothes, was seized with pains

in the back, hips, shoulders, and knees, with gene-

ral disorder of the whole frame ; recourse was had

to the usual remedies in cases of rheumatism ; fo-

mentations, blisters, opiates, salivation, liniments,

the application of cooled water, and the use of the

warm sea bath, without deriving any benefit, except

from the latter, which afforded him a very trifling

mitigation of pain : during the continuance of the

disease, different parts of the body became con-

tracted. On his return to England, at the end of

twelve months, the medical treatment was equally

E
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inefficacious, till another year had elapsed, when he

was advised to go to Bath, where to use his own

expression, " after a fortnight's bathing, he found a

balsam for those pains which had deprived him

of rest for two years, but at the same time proved

to him the melancholy fact, that he was per-

manently contracted in almost every part of his

body." At the expiration of between five and six

years, from this time ; a period of more than seven

from the commencement of his illness, he placed

himself under my care : the following minutes

were made at the time—October, 1817, General

contraction and rigidity of almost the whole of

the body ; the head fixed on the dentata so as not

to allow of rotation, no motion of the cervical

vertebrae ; the chin bent downwards on the chest

to the lowest point of depression; the incapability

of raising it from this position, and the consequent

necessary elevation of the eye-brows to give him

any range of vision, had produced strong furrows

on the forehead ; there was a curvature of the

spine anteriorly, including the whole of the cer-

vical, dorsal, and lumbar vertebrae, accompanied

with a considerablelateral incurvation, owing, most

probably, to the unnatural position to which he

had been long accustomed, as he found consider-
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able relief from resting the left elbow on the chair,

and reclining his head upon the arm of that side

;

the chest very much narrowed and sunk in ; the

left arm contracted at the elbow joint ; the thighs

nearly at right angles with the pelvis, without any

motion either backwards, forwards, or in a la-

teral direction, so that they could neither recede

from, nor approximate each other ; the legs con-

tracted on the thighs, and considerable enlarge-

ments of the knee joints. The diminution in

height was so great, that, when standing supported

by crutches, he measured only four feet seven

inches, whereas his ordinary stature, previously

to the incurvation, was between five feet seven

and eight inches ; the head also, when placed in the

same position, projected nine inches beyond the

feet. As the history of this disease decidedly

marked it as a case of rheumatism, and as there

was no other reason to suspect caries of the bones

of the vertebrae, or anchylosis, than the immo-

bility of the joints, it was deemed advisable to

try the effect of muscular action. During the

first fortnight he was directed to attempt general

exercise of those parts which were motionless

;

the first eff"orts were futile and discouraging, but

by repetition a trifling motion was gained, sutli-
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cient to incite him to further perseverance. The

most distressing part of the case apparently, was

the confinement of the head on the chest ; my
attention was therefore more particularly directed

to assist its elevation, especially as the means

requisite to effect it wei'c equally applicable to the

altered state of the spine; with this view I di-

rected frictions to be used to the neck, and he was

desired to make attempts to raise the head fre-

quently. Having made some trifling progress in

this; to increase the power of those muscles which

act in preserving the spine erect, a strap was fixed

round the head, connected with a cord running

over a pulley, to the extremity of which a weight

of one pound was affixed : as he was unable to

stand, unless supported by crutches, he was placed

in a chair with the weight before him, which ht

was directed to draw backwards, and to continue

this effort as long as the strength would permit,

repeating this exercise twice or thrice during the

day. He was also desired gradually to increase

the effort, for example, if on the first attempt he

was able to draw up the weight a dozen times,

thrice in the course of that day, the ensuing das

he was to encrease the number to thirteen at least,

and repeat the labour as often as before. In the
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course of a month there was a very evident im-

provement, particularly in a greater mobility of

the cervical, dorsal, and lumbar vertebrae on each

other, some motion of the head from side to

side, and a greater freedom of the arms, hips, and

legs. The weight was gradually increased till it

amounted to four, seven, ten, twelve, and four-

teen pounds, and so great was the increase in the

powers of the muscles of the neck and back, that

it was raised in the manner before described be-

tween two and three thousand times a day. After

each task of exercise, he lay down on the back or

side on a mattress, until he recovered from his

fatigue : at the expiration of nine months he had

acquired three inches in height ; the head being

raised as far as possible, and then supported by an

instrument constructed for that purpose, three

inches more were gained in addition^ although the

muscular power alone was unequal to preserve it

in that situation till some time had elapsed ; the

legs could be separated twenty one inches farther

apart, and in the step forwards twenty five inches.

The contractions of the left arm and of the legs

were entirely removed ; the anterior and lateral

curvature of the dorsal and lumbar vertebrae dis-

appeared ; in the cervical, however, a slight bend
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still remained. A striking feature in this case also,

was the visible improvement which took place in

the foi'm of the chest, and corresponding to the

amendment in the spine; at the commencement of

the treatment it was contracted and concave from

the sternal extremity of the clavicle to the ensi-

form cartilage, and the points of the shoulders

approximated very closely ; the breast had now

acquired its usual appearance and rotundity ; the

stomach also, which at first would not bear more

than half a pint of liquid, and a proportionate

quantity of food without great annoyance, could

now admit double or treble the quantity with less

inconvenience. Circumstances occurred which pre-

vented the same strict adherence to the pursuance

of that plan, which had been attended with so

much success. He, however, by regular exercise,

confirmed the power he had acquired, and was

capable of walking two miles without mucli

fatigue ; his health also was tolerably good.

Enough, however, has been given in this concise

account of the case, to shew that if the same

measures had been persevered in for a longer

period, the results would have been still raoje

beneficial.
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CASE II.

A gentleman^ aged 26, applied to me in October,

1818, for an incurvation of the spine and con-

trvictions of the hips and legs. The account

which be gave was, that about six years before,

he had been attacked with uneasiness in the hip

joint, and severe pain along the thigh, in the

course of the sartorius muscle, which deprived

hiin of rest at night. In this state he continued

during three months, and he could walk with the

help of a stick till the year 1814, when he experi-

enced an increase of pain over the whole of the

body, for which various remedies were adminis-

tered with little success. After labouring under

the disease two years, he went to Bath, and con-

tinued bathing for four months, with evident re-

lief from pain ; but he derived no benefit with

regard to the contractions of the hips and legs, or

distortion of the spine. The bowels were regular,

and the appetite and spirits good during the whole

of this period.

On examination, I found that there was an an-

terior incurvation of the spine, including the whole

of the dorsal and lumbar vertebrae, which did not

admit of any motion on each other, and he felt
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ijo pain on pressing different parts of the column.

The hips were bent towards the pelvis and mo-

tionless, and the legs contracted ; the left leg was

two inches shorter than the right, and he was in-

capable of standing without the assistance of

crutches. His present height five feet two inches

three-eights ; when in health he measured five feet

eleven inches three-fourths. His general health

was delicate in the extreme, and affected by the

slightest changes of weather ; the least exertion

either from speaking too loud, or from any cause

which quickened the circulation, rendered him

breathless, and the voice was very feeble. The

pulse (one hundred and thirty) was weak, and

from any trifling excitement so much accelerated

as to be scarcely counted, and he was greatly

emaciated.

Gentle aperients were administered twice a

week, and the sulphate of iron twice a day, in

doses of two grains.

From the symptoms attendant on the complaint

in the left hip, there was reason to fear that mis-

chief might have proceeded to a considerai)le extent

in the joint, and it was therefore necessary to pro-

ceed with much caution, lest in attempting the

cure by muscular exercise, a latent disease might
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be roused into action which might have been at-

tended with hazardous consequences to the patient,

particularly in his very delicate state of health.

The method by shampooing was therefore em-

ployed along the course of the spine and the lower

part of the back, avoiding the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the joint. He was directed to attempt

to stand and lean on two chairs without the aid

of crutches. As his strength improved, endea-

vours were made to separate the legs, as in the

act of striding and walking, cautiously and gradu-

ally encreasing the distance. He was likewise

enjoined to observe the recumbent position on the

back as much as he could bear without inconve-

nience. This was more strongly enforced than in

the former case for the reasons already given. A
strap also, with a weight attached to it, was fixed

on the neck, and drawn backwards until fatigue

was induced, the weight being gradually in-

creased according to the improvement in the

patients strength.

The beneficial effect upon the general health, in

a short space of time, was sufficiently manifest

;

the pulse was much diminished in frequency ; the

strength increased; the breathing became more

free, and the voice more powerful. Exposure to
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cold air and variations of temperature, were no

longer productive of indisposition, and, indeed, it

may be asserted, that he suffered less from the

effects ofwinter than others. The improvement in

other respects, though not so rapid, was visible

;

some slight motion ofthe vertebrae upon each other

became perceptible. In the course of the first

month, one inch and a half was gained in height;

the left foot could be advanced from the other to

the distance of six inches ; the right could not be

placed before the left in consequence of the differ-

ence in length, and six inches was acquired in the

lateral stride.

This plan was followed up during twelve

months with great regularity; the amendment was

progressive ; the spine became perfectly straight,

and there was an acquisition of four inches and a

quarter in height, ofone foot seven inches and a half

in the progression of the left leg before the right,

of one foot three inches in that of the right before

the left, of two feet one inch in the side step.

The health of the patient was good; he could

walk two miles, with little inconvenience, with the

help of a stick alone, without the assistance of

cratches. In this instance the utility of the plan

recommended, however, is not, I conceive, to be
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estimated merely by the improvement in the state

of the spine and limbs ; its beneficial influence on

that of the general health was marked in a still

more striking degree, and I feel myself justified

in beheving, that if these or similar measures had

not been resorted to, the disease must eventually

have proved fatal.

CASE III.

C. S. etat. 6, of fair complexion, was brought

to me in June, 1820, with an anterior incurvation

of the spine, including the whole of the dorsal

vertebrae, of which the third and fourth projected

more particularly; she was very much emaciated;

hadaconstant cough; great difficulty of breathing;

was excessively fretful and irritable, and had lost

the power of walking for the last four years. The

measurement of the chest at the scrob cord was

seventeen inches and a quarter, the length from the

occiput to the os occygis ten inches : she was

directed to be kept in an horizontal position, fric-

tion and shampooing M'ere first used over the chest,

afterwards percussion for one or two hours during

the day, and gentle aperients were administered twice

a week. As there was some reason to apprehend
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a caries of the bone, from the sudden projection

of the upper dorsal vertebrae, as she hved at a

distance from me, and the circumstances of the

parents did not allow her to be placed immediately

under my inspection, I thought it better not to

incur the chance of doing mischief, by having

recourse to the active mode of treatment before

recommended, therefore shampooing, percussion,

and the horizontal position alone were had re-

course to. At the expiration of six months the

measurement of the chest was nineteen inches and

a half ; being an increase of two inches and a

quarter, the spine fourteen inches and a quarter,

being an increase in length of four inches and a half.

The child has now gained flesh, lost her cough,

difficulty of breathing, and irritability of temper,

and runs about with alacrity.

CASE IV.

In July, 1820, I was desired to see an infant

seven months old, who had an incurvation of the

spine, apparently brought on by his leaning and

being carried in the nurse's arm on one side only

;

there was some acidity present, I therefore pre-

scribed testaceous powders twice a day, and mild
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aperients were administered twice a week ; gentle

friction and shampooing were employed over the

whole spine during an hour once or twice a day,

and the position in which the infant had been

carried was reversed. At the expiration of six

weeks the child recovered perfectly.

CASE V.

The attention of the friends of Miss A. etat. 16,

had been directed for some time to an unseemly

protuberance of the right hip, which became gra-

dually worse ; on examination it was discovered

that there was an incurvation of the spine, which

continued to increase for nearly two years. When
the case was submitted to my inspection, I found

that there was a projection of the right scapula,

an anterior curvature, including the three lower

cervical, and two superior dorsal vertebrae inclu-

sive ; a more considerable distortion laterally

towards the right side, extending from the fourth

dorsal to the first lumbar vertebrae, and a slight

curve in the inferior lumbar. As her general

health was delicate, I prescribed the carbonate of

iron twice a day, and aperients twice a week.

Shampooing, and afterwards percussion was em-
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exercise of the spine in the manner before de-

scribed, by moving a weight by the head, and

other similar means, by which the muscles of the

spine could be called into action, were resorted to,

and she was directed in the intervals of rest to

lay on a mattress or sofa in any position that was

most agreeable to herself, changing it when it

became irksome. By an adherence to this plan

which was followed up with steady perseverance

during six months, the anterior curvature was

first lessened, and then progressively the other

parts of the spine which were altered in shape
;

the spine became perfectly straight ; the protube-

rance of the hip, and also the projection of the

scapula vanished, and no appearance of personal

deformity remained.

CASE VI.

Miss B. etat 15, was brought to me September,

1821, with a distortion of the spine, which was

supposed by her friends to have commenced about

three years before, though in all probability its

origin was of still earlier date. It was observed

that the distortion had increased very materially
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during the last three months, which induced her

parents to phice her under my care. Her health

was delicate ; any trivial exertion produced breath-

lessness ; she was unable to bear slight exercise

without great fatigue.

The alteration of shape had not been preceded

by the slightest pain either in the back or any

portion of the spine, and but for the remarks of her

friends she would have been entirely unconscious of

its approach ; the following appearances presented

themselves on examination; a considerable projec-

tion of the right scapula ; the right shoulder much

higher than the left ; a protuberance of the right

hip ; a lateral incurvation of the spine, commencing

at the first dorsal vertebra ; the spinous process

of the third being nearly covered by the superior

edge of the left scapula, from thence bent towards

the right side, passing under the inferior part of

the right scapula and covered by it; and a third

incurvation towards the left side formed by the

inferior lumbar vertebrae.

On drawing a line from the last cervical ver-

tebra to the middle of the sacrum, the spine at

its greater curvature deviated two inches and a half

from the perpendicular ; there was a considerable

projection of the ribs on the right side near their
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junction with the spine, forming a ridge with a

corresponding hollow in the left side. The mea-

surement of the chest at the scrob cord on taking

a full inspiration was twenty-three inches.

During the first three weeks she took the

tinct ferri ammoniati twice a day, with aperients

twice a week ; shampooing and percussion were

successively employed over the chest and spine,

the patient standing against a machine, which

will be described in the next chapter, and the

position varied according to circumstances ; a

weight also was used and drawn backwards by

the head, as in former instances, and afterwards,

when the curvature of the upper portion of 'he

dorsal vertebrae was removed, it was appended to

the shoulders, and increased according as the

patient's strength improved. At the end of the

first month the chest had increased in admeasure-

ment on inspiration two inches and a half : after a

lapse of another month the measurement was

twenty-six inches, being an additional gain of half

an inch ; the deviation of the spine, at the expira-

tion of nine months, was not more than half an

inch from the perpendicular ; the upper curvature

had disappeared, and the other was much decrea-

sed ; there was also a considerable improvement in
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the appearance of the chest. The anterior and

posterior projections were much diminished, and

there was a proportionate fullness in the other

parts.

CASE VII.

The friends of Miss T. a young lady etat. 11,

of a light complexion, have observed for some

time past a projection of her right shoulder ; her

health is delicate, and she is incapable of much

exertion from the fatigue induced by it. On ex-

amination, Dec. 1 822, there was a great inequa-

lity in the two shoulders ; the right scapula pro-

jecting more than the left, and the shoulder of

that side was one inch higher than the other.

There was an anterior curve of the upper dorsal

vertebrae, with a lateral curve towards the right

side; the chest measured twenty-two inches at the

scrob. cord., the height was four feet six inches. I

prescribed for this little girl the tinct. ferri ammo-

niati twice a day, and aperients twice a week,

during the first fortnight, when they were discon-

tinued. kShampooirig was used over the thorax

and spine an hour each day, the patient stand-

ing against the instrument noticed in diseases of

F
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the cheat. She also commenced drawing a weight

of five pounds by the head, in the manner before

described, gradually increasing till it amounted to

fifteen pounds, and continuing the exertioti as

long as she was able to bear it. In addition

to this, she was desired to observe a recumbent

position during the remainder of the day. At the

expiration of the first month, the chest acquired

an additional circumference of two inches ; she be-

came an inch taller; there was less projection of

the right shoulder, and it was only two-eighths of

an inch higher than the other when standing

erect. The general health improved in an equal

degree with the form of the spine. After the

lapse of another two months, the measurement of

the chest was twenty-five inches ; the height four

feet seven inches and three quarters ; the shoulders

were of equal heights, and there was no appear-

ance of personal defect ; the child became perfectly

healthy and strong.
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CHAP. III.

OF DEFORMITY OF THE CHEST.

As far as I cau judge from my own obsei'vation,

little has been attempted in the treatment of de-

formities of the chest, except in as far as regards

an attention to the state of the general health

;

although they appear to me equally to admit of

alleviation or cure by a judicious use of some

of the means recommended in the last chapter.

The bones forming the thorax derive their sup-

port from the spinal column ; any incurvation,

therefore, of this part will necessarily be accom-

panied by a corresponding displacement i of the

ribs and sternum, and the removal of the spinal

distortion will usually be followed by an improve-

ment in the form of the chest. This intimate

connexion between the two diseases, and the

dependence of the several parts on each other,

may, at first sight, appear to render any separate

notice of them unnecessary; but instances do
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not unfrequently occur, where considerable de-

formity in the thorax has existed, without any

derangement in the spine ; it appears to me, not

only on this account, but of its importance in a

general point of view, to merit a distinct consi-

deration.

The treatment of deformity of the chest simply,

was, indeed, suggested to me by observing the

amendment which took place in such cases, whilst

my attention was directed to the removal of the

incurvation of the spine.

The general appearance of the chest in the dis-

order of which I am treating has been usually

designated, from the resemblance which it is sup-

posed to bear to it, by the name of chicken breast.

It is marked by an apparent projection of the

sternum, which seems rather to arise from a loss

of the arched form and a flattening of the ribs on

each side, than from any unnatural protuberance

of the bone itself. Sometimes there is a faUing in

of the breast bone, producing a preternatural hol-

low instead of projection of this part of the chest,

in which case the edges of the false ribs are fre-

{[uently turned in upon the lungs, and the ensi-

form cartilage can scarcely be felt, and not unfi-e-

quently one side of the breast is flattened, while
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there is a corresponding swelling of the opposite

side.

In weakly and delicate children also, indepen-

dently of any distortion, there is a greater length

of chest from the first to the lowest false rib than

in the natural state ; the clavicles project forwards,

as well as the points of the shoulders, and there

is not that depth or capacity of chest from the

sternum to the spine which may be observed in

perfectly healthy individuals ; this is particularly

apparent when the patient is viewed sideways.

The diminution in the size and capacity of the

thorax is productive of various complaints, which

at first may not be suspected to arise from such

cause, viz. difficult respiration ; pain in the chest ;*

frequent palpitations, and indeed all the symp-

toms attendant on an interrupted, quickened, or

disordered circulation. For if it be necessary for

the proper supply of the body, that a certain por-

tion of blood should circulate through the lungs

* It seems not improbable that ia consumptive cases

among females, the most marked symptoms of which are

accelerated pulse and distressing cough, a large proportion

of them may be ascribed, in conjunction with the other exci-

ting causes, to a want of active exertion of the upper parts of

the body and thorax, and, consequently, a deficiency in the

capacity of the latter.
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in a given space of time, it necessarily follows

that, if from a diminution of size in the capacity

of the chest a less volume of blood only can be

exposed to ox\ genation, the velocity of the circu-

lation must be proportionately accelerated in order

that it may undergo the changes necessary for the

purposes of life.

It may be observed in the cases of children or

young people labouring under this disorder, that

when they attempt to run or quicken their pace,

they are obliged to stop and take breath much

sooner than those in which the configuration of

the chest is perfect.

The general constitutional causes which give

rise to malformation of the chest are the same as

those which occasion incurvation of the spine.

To shew their influence in the production of this

disorder, it will be necessary to take a brief view

of the process of respiration as far as the mecha-

nical part of its functions are concerned.

In a healthy subject, where the thorax is well

formed, dming the erect position of the body, when

the air has been expelled from the lungs, the ribs

pass obliquely downwards from their vertebral at-

tachments to their connexions with the sternum.

In an ordinary inspiration, the levatores costarum
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intercostales, &c. by their action, tend to elevate

the ribs and sternum, and bring»the sternal ends of

the ribs nearer to a right angle with their vertebral

extremities, and at the same time, by carrying the

ribs and sternum outwards, increase the distance

from the spine, and enlarge the circumference of

the chest, while the diaphragm by its action press-

ing the contents of the abdomen downwards in-

creases its capacity in its longitudinal axis or great-

er diameter. Majendie * supposes that the for-

mation of the sternum, in a young subject, being

divided into two parts by symphisis, the upper

part of the lower portion has some motion out-

wards md thus assists its further enlargement.

After each inspiration is completed, the dia-

phragm becomes relaxed, and the abdominal mus-

cles act in pushing the contents of the abdomen

upwards, the sterno costal es, and serrati postici

inferiores pull down the ribs and sternum, in

which they are assisted by the tendency of the

latter to fall by their own gravity, the angle which

the ribs and sternum form with the vertebras, to

which they are attached, is less, and the chest

consequently becorpes narrowed, and its capacity

diminished. During inspiration, the chest, in

* Majendie Pr6cis 61ementaire de Physiologic, t. ii, p. 271.
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its external appearance assumes a circular form ;

in expiration it aproaches more to that of an

ellipsis.

The only difference with respect to the muscu-

lar agency in respii ation is, that inspiration is

effected solely hy muscular powei-, whilst in expi-

ration the influence of gravitation is superadded

to it. In childhood, the constant inclination to

active exertion induces a corresponding activity

of the muscles employed in respiration, by which

their strength is increased and the chest expanded

to its utmost extent, thei'eby allowing ample space

for the dilatation of the lungs, and the al)sorption

of that portion of the air which is essential to the

purposes of vitality.*

In children, on the contrary, who from defective

alimentation have not the same muscular strength,

the inclination to exercise is necessarily less, and

as the effect of inaction is to do away with the

necessity of taking in more than an ordinary in-

spiration, the mnscles connected with that pi'ocess

will become debilitated, the abdominal and other

* It is, perhaps, not improbable, that to this salutary exer-

cise of the muscles of the chest, which is necessarily em-

ployed in the irihalation of oxygen and other factitious airs,

may some of the good effects which have been ascribed to

their use be traced.
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muscles concerned in expiration, aided by the

continual influence of the gravity of the ribs and

sternum, will acquire an undue power, so as effec-

tually to counteract those of inspiration, and the

chest will become permanently diminished in cir-

cumference.

The ribs themselves, also, will sometimes be

found to be comparatively diminutive in bulk, in

consequence of deficient muscular exertion ; of this

I have witnessed many proofs in deformed persons,

where from the position in which the ribs were

placed, by lapping over and laying close upon each

other, it was scarcely possible there could have been

any motion of them, or that only in a trifling de-

gree during life, and when compared with other

bones in the same subject, or with those of other

persons of the same size, they were found consi-

derably less both in bulk and weight.

It is not improbable that the ribs, in these

cases, being less freely supplied with blood, the

earthy and gelatinous depositions are proportion-

ally decreased, and their substance consequently

diminished.

To this deficiency of strength may the loss of

the arched form of the bones be ascribed, an ef-

fect, perhaps, produced by the ribs firmly attached
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at their connexions with the vertebrae, having to

sv^pport the sternum at the extremity of a long le-

ver, and to sustain the weight of it almost entirely,

in consequence of the diminution of power in

the muscles.

Whether the views here advanced, with regard

to the causes ofthe disease, are correct or not, may

perhaps, admit of some contrariety of opinion ;

but the fact is unquestionable, that children who

have been nurtured entirely at the breast, have

generally a much larger circumference of chest

than those who have been brought up in any

other manner. Of the ti-uth of it any one may

be easily satisfied who will take the trouble to

make a comparison, in this respect, in children

of the same family, or of different families, mak-

ing, at the same time, a proper allowance for the

natural differences which will arise in the compa-

rative form of the parents.

There are some other causes of a local nature

which ought to be particularly noticed, such as

undue pressure made on the chest from the child

being constantly held in one position by its nurse,

without exercise, or in consequence of its being

tightly laced or clothed.

The observations which I have made apply
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chiefly to that deformity of the thorax which is

met with during the period of infancy, yet a state

of disease similar to this is not unfrequently pro-

duced at a more advanced period of hfe, by the

injudicious use of stays or other mechanical con-

trivances, which, by pressing upon the ribs and

impeding the natural actions of the thoracic

viscera, occasion the respiration to be carried on

solely by the action of the diaphragm, and some-

times lay the foundation of alarming disease.

Although in the treatment of the disorder I rely

chiefly on the loccd means which are employed

for restoring the chest to its natural figure, and

have observed that even in delicate children, in

proportion as the thorax has regained its proper

form, the general health has amended in the same

degree, yet this is by no means designed to pre-

clude a proper attention to the diet and the gene-

ral state of the constitution.

The method which I have employed with re-

gard to the local means in those cases, where the

• spine has been exempt fi-om disease, has been that

of placing the intercostal muscles and those con-

nected with the anterior part of the chest on the

stretch, by placing the patient in a standing posi-

tion, with the back against a cylindrical piece of
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wood and the arms extended backwards. By this

means an extension of the pectoral muscles is

produced, and they are thus brought into full

action upon the ribs as well as the muscles of the

abdomen which are opponents to tbem. The po-

sition, as well as the condition of the muscles,

may be imagined by that of a person in the act

of attempting to throw a somerset backwards.

While the patient is in this situation he is desired

to take deep inspirations. I direct manipulation,

and afterwards percussion, to be employed for one

or two hours during the day, gradually increasing

them in force according to the influence produced

on the patient.

In addition to these means, I usually direct the

patient to suspend the body by the arms, and similar

modes of exercise, with a view to promote the

full action of the pectorales, serrati magni, and

postici muscles, &c. on the ribs, to produce the

greatest possible extent of elevation of the ribs

and sternum, and consequent expansion of the

chest.

The benefit to be derived from this plan will,

of necessity, depend much on the age of the pa-

tient ; if the sternum and cartilages have not yet

become completely ossified, although the disease
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may have existed for a considerable length of

time, a greater degree of benefit may be expected

by a steady perseverance in the means recom-

mended, than if the individual be at an age when

the bones have acquired their solid state ; and

even in the latter case, much may be done by the

increase of muscular povrer, for the relief of the

patient. The good eflfects of this plan of treatment

is not confined to the removal of the local dis-

order, but, as I have already stated, in treating of

the distortion of the spine, is attended with still

more important advantages with regard to the

state of the general health. It is uniformly found,

that, in proportion as the parts are restored to

their natural form, the pulse is diminished in fre-

quency ; the respiration becomes fuller and easier,

and the actions of the digestive organs, as well as

of the bowels, become more regular and natural.

A brief recital of the following cases will place the

advantages of this mode of treatment in a more

conspicuous point of view.

CASE T.

Miss E. L. etat. 13, September, 1 819, of a light

complexion, had a considerable fullness of the
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third and fourth ribs on the right side, which

attracted the notice of her friends ; upon exami-

nation it was discovered that there was an incur-

vation of the bones near their middle. The child's

health was delicate, she had a slight cough and

quickness of pulse. The chest was longer than

natural from the clavicle to the lowest false rib,

as is usually observed in weak and debilitated sub-

jects. The circumference of the thorax at the pit

of the stomach, measured twenty inches and a half.

Gentle aperients were administered twice a week

;

manipulation, and afterwards percussion, were

employed for an hour each day, placing the pa-

tient in the attitude already described. This plan

of treatment was persevered in for two months,

when the parts were again examined. At this

period the cough had subsided as well as the

quickness of pulse ; the general health was very

much amended, and the projection of the ribs con-

siderably less, the measurement being found to be

twenty-three inches and a half. At the expiration

of another month her general health was entirely

restored, and the circumference of the chest at the

part before mentioned, was twenty-four inches and

a quarter, and the protuberance had entirely dis-

appeared.
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CASE IT.

Master , etat. 15, July, 1819, of a light

complexion ; the chest when examined had tTae

appearance as if a circular band had been passed

round it just albovethe scrobiculus cordis, dividing

tlie upper from the lower part. As this malform-

ation of the thorax had escaped the notice of his

friends, they could give me no information of the

length of time it had existed. The circumference

at the depressed part measured twenty-three inches

when he took a full respiration. The pulse varied

from ninety to one hundred and twenty. There

was every appearance of health, as far as regarded

the appetite, spirits and sleep at night, he com-

plained of considerable uneasiness about the chest,

however, on any increased exertion but not other-

wise, and the pulse was so much accelerated, that it

could scarcely be counted. In addition to the

means before detailed, he was directed to raise

himself by the arms as irX the act of climbing, and

to run certain distances without resting, so as to

give greater action to the muscles of the thorax,

and thus expand the dhest.

At the expiration of a month the circumference

of the chest at the contracted part, was twenty-
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seven inches, making an increase in measurement

of four inches.

In September he was again measured, and had

gained half an inch more, making twenty-seven

inches and a half; from this time no farther in-

crease was observable, the chest being nearly re-

stored to its natural proportions, audit was thought

unnecessary to continue the mechanical means any

longer for the purpose of exciting the muscles.

The salutary influence of this plan on the func-

tions of respiration was very manifest ; at the

commencement he was breathless and almost sink-

ing from difficulty of breathing, after an attempt

to run twenty yards ; at the expiration of a month

he could run at his utmost speed, till muscular

fatigue of the limbs obliged hina to desist.

CASE III.

;M. M. etat. 24, June, 1818, of a fair com-

plexion and blue eyes, pitted with the small pox,

had from her early infancy an anterior incurvation

of the spine, attended with difficult respiration,

which has been at all times very much increased

by any trifling exertion ; the head could only be

thrown so far backwards as to form a straight
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line with tlie spine, and could not be turned round

to its full extent. The measurement of the chest

was twenty-five inches and a quarter at the scrob.

cord. Her situation as a servant in a family not

allowing me fully to make use of the mechanical

modes of exercise in the manner I have described,

I did not anticipate any material amendment in

the state of her complaints ; but thinking it right

to attempt some mode of relief, however imper-

fect, I directed her to employ, as far as it lay in

her power, means similar to those recommended

in the former cases, with the exception of percus-

sion ; to take in a deep inspiration, so as to fill

the cavity of the chest completely, and to throw

the head as far back as possible with the arms ex-

tended, at such intervals in the day as her occu-

pation permitted her, or till it produced fatigue.

After persevering in this plan for two months, she

expressed great satisfaction at the pleasurable

change in her feelings, and she was now able to

carry a pail of water to the top of the house with-

out stopping, which she had never been able to

do before. The lateral motion of the head was

also more free; the incurvation was no longer per-

ceptible, and she was enabled to carry the head as

far backwards as in ordinary circumstances. The

o



measurement of the chest was now twenty-seven

inches. She persevered in her plan of exercise a

month longer, when she quitted the country, I

have been induced to insert the history of this

case, merely in order to show the advantages of

muscular exercise under circumstances in which

the plan of treatment could only be conducted

very imperfectly.

CASE IV.

E. T. etat. 9 months, June, 1819, a child

brought up by hand, had cough and difficult res-

piration ; on inspection there was a considerable

projection of the sternum, and flattening of the

ribs on each side, giving to the thoi-ax a triangular

appearance ; gentle aperients were directed occa-

sionally, and manipulation used to the whole sur-

face of the chest. By perseverance in this plan

during two months, the cough and respiration

were very much improved, and the chest was in-

creased one inch and three-quarters in its circum-

ference.

CASE V.

Miss L. etat. 7, March, 1821, had an enlarge-

ment of the right side of the thorax, occasioned
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by a projection of the ribs, which included the

fifth to the eighth ; it was unattended with pain,

and had been a considerable length of time in

arriving at this state ; in other respects the chest

was well formed ; her health was what would be

called delicate. The usual plan of treatment was

adopted in this case, and in the course of a month

attended with a considerable diminution in the size

of the swelling ; it was adhered to during another

month, with evident improvement in the state of

her general health, and so great a subsidence of

the tumour that the parents thought it unneces-

sary to continue her any longer under my care.

CASE VI.

Master A. etat. 12, April 20, 1821, of a light

complexion, with a narrow chest, and protube-

rance of the fifth and sixth ribs at the junction

of the sternum, was placed under my care on ac-

count of a cough, attended with slight expecto-

ration, general debility, nervousness and breath-

lessness, from any trifling exertion or quickening

of pace. The circumference of the chest, when

measured at the scrobiculus cordis, was twenty

two inches and three quarters, and at the project-
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ing part, twenty-three inches and three quarters ;

the chest was not increased more than a quarter

of an inch in circumference during a full inspira-

tion. The plan before recommended was carefully

pursued during six weeks in conjunction with the

use of aperient medicines ; at the expiration of

which time the thorax measured at the scrob. cord,

twenty-five inches ; at the projection twenty-five

inches
; and, during a full inspiration, the circum-

ference was increased two inches ; the cough and

expectoration had subsided as well as the quick-

ness of pulse ; indeed the amendment in his gene-

ral health was progressive, and commensurate with

the increasing size of the chest. The boy could

now breathe with ease after exercise, was appa-

rently in good health and spirits, and entered with

alacrity into the usual amusements of his age.

CASE VEI

Miss M. etat. 7, July, 1821, of a light com-

plexion, was recommended to me by a medical

friend in consequence of her complaints not yield-

ing to the usual remedies. Her general health

was very delicate, and she was much debilitated.

From what was stated I had a suspicion that the
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chest was ill formed, and on inspection it was

found narrower than usual; the sternum very much

depressed, forming a cavity three eighths of an

inch in depth, with a considerable projection of

the extremities of the ribs on each side. The

ensiform cartilage appeared to be turned back, and

could not be felt ; the upper false ribs were turned

inwards, and could not be thrown out by the most

powerfiil inspiration. The circumference of the

chest, when measured between the fifth and sixth

ribs, and at the junction of the true and false ribs,

was nineteen inches.

The method of treatment before recommended

was pursued for six weeks, at the end of which

period the measurement round the scrob. cord, was

found to be twenty-one inches and seven eighths;

at the depression in the sternum one eighth of an

inch. The projections of the ribs became less

apparent ; the ensiform cartilage resumed its situ-

ation; the ribs assumed a more natural appearance,

and she was restored to a complete state of health

and strength.
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CASE VIII.

Master F. etat. 5-6, August, 1 82 1, a boy stouter

than the generahty of children of his age, but

of deUcate health, had for some time laboured

tinder considerable difficulty of breathing, and

suffered repeated attacks of inflammation of the

lungs, which were brought on by the slightest

exposure to cold, and had several times reduced

him so much as to render his recovery very doubt-

ful. On examining the chest there appeared a

flattening of the ribs and projection of the sternum.

The measurement of the thorax by a line circum-

scribing the plane of the scrob. cord, was nineteen

inches. In addition to the means usually resorted

to, he was directed to take small doses of the

hydrarg. cu. creta every night, and aperients twice a

week. At the expiration of the first month the

chest had gained one inch and a half in its circum-

ference, the measurement being twenty inches and

a half; after the lapse of six weeks more, an in-

crease of one inch and a half, making three inches

in the whole. At the expiration of this time, he

caught a severe cold in consequence of being

drenched in a heavy shower of rain, and the bene-

ficial results which ensued from the increase of
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capacity of the chest became sufficiently manifest

to the observation of his friends, who remarked

that a less degree of exposure to cold or wet had

commonly subjected him to an attack of inflam-

mation of the lungs. The child has since enjoyed

a much better state of health than for two or three

years past.

CASE IX.

The friends of Miss T. etat. 12^, observed a

projection of the left clavicle at its connexion

with the rib; on measuring the thorax at the scro-

biculus cordis, in December, 1821, the circumfe-

rence was twenty-two inches and a half, which

was increased one inch and a half on inspiration ;

the spine was perfectly straight, and she enjoyed

good health. She was shampooed over the chest

for an hour each day in the usual manner, and

drew a weight of seven pounds by the head, back-

wards, as recommended in the treatment of dis-

tortion of the spine. At the expiration of five

weeks the deformity was no longer observable

;

the chest was improved one inch and a half, and

half an inch on inspiration. When in a state

of expiration the admeasurement being twenty-
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four inches, and on inspiration twenty- six inches

in circumference.

CASE X.

Miss M. T. etat. 6, January, 1 822, has suf-

fered under considerable difficulty of breathing,

the consequence of occasional attacks of inflam-

mation of the lungs ; on stooping or using exer-

tion, the face became suffused with a purplish

colour, shewing an imperfect oxygenation of the

blood in that viscus. On the measurement of the

thorax at the scrob cord, it was found to be twenty

inches, the circumference of which was augmented

one inch on inspiration.

This was not a small chest for a child of her

age, nevertheless it was thought advisable to have

recourse to the same means as recommended in

the former cases. After a lapse of six weeks the

admeasurement of the chest at the scrob. cord, was

found to be twenty-one inches on expiration, and

twenty-two inches on inspiration, being in the

former state an increase of one inch, and in the

latter two inches in circumference. The advan*

tages of the method of treatment is not in this in-

stance to be estimated merely by the actual aug-

mentation of the size of the thorax, which was less
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than in some others that have been related. Be-

fore this plan was commenced, the child was pre-

cluded from using much exertion, in consequence

of the uneasiness ahout the chest, and the difficulty

of hreathing which it produced. By these means,

however, the powers of respiration were so much

improved that she could use active exercise with-

out difficulty, and run as far without resting to

take breath as most children of her age.

CASE XI.

A young lady, etat. ] 3, was placed under ray

care in March, 1822, her general health was deli-

cate, a consequence of the small size of the thorax.

Its circumference, between the second and third

ribs, was twenty-three inches ; at the scrob. cord, it

was twenty-one inches and a half, and twenty-two

inches and a half on inspiration. The means

usually adopted were had recourse to in this case.

At the expiration of six weeks, the admeasurement

round the thorax, between the second and third

ribs, was twenty-four inches and a half ; at the

scrob. cord., on expiration, twenty-four inches, and

twenty-six inches on inspiration. In the general

health there was equal improvement, with the

augmentation in the size of the chest.
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CHAP. IV.

CONTRACTIONS OF THE LIMBS.

The term contraction has been nsually applied to

that state of the limb in which some portion of

it is permanently bent, and its free motion either

entirely or in a great degree impeded.

The appellation, however admissible in this ge-

neral sense, serves to convey an incorrect notion

of the nature of the disease, inasmuch as it is to

be understood generally to imply that it consists

in the preternatural contraction of particular mus-

cles, whereas, in a great majority of instances, in-

dependently of other causes, the incapability of

motion rather has its origin in muscular weakness,

and is to be regarded as a consequence of decreased

energy in the power of the inuscles, more particu-

larly of those which produce the extension of the

limb.

The cases in which these contractions of the

limb take place may be divided into twp claj^ses ;

those in which there is a complete immobility of
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the joint, from an ossific union having taken place

between the articulating extremities of the bones,

or what is termed anchylosis, and those in which

the motion of the joint is only partially lost. The

first of these, or anchylosis, are those generally in

which there has been considerable and highly ac-

tive inflammation, in consequence of wounds or

other violent injuries inflicted on the parts, or from

caries of the heads of the bones connected with a

scrophulous disposition of the habit ; instances of

the latter are more frequently met with in the joint

of the hip, and those of the tarsus and carpus,

than any other of the articulations. That anchy-

losis is not a very frequent termination of long

protracted cases of disease in the joints, is noticed

by Mr. Crowther,* who observes, " I have never

seen, before nor since my first publication, more

than four cases of the knee and one of the elbow

anchylosed by ossific union."

The cases of distortion, in which the motion of

the limb is not entirely abolished, arise generally

from inflammation of the joint, connected with

some internal disorder of the frame, as rheu-

matism, gout, &c. occasioning deposition of coa-

* Crowther on White Swellings, p. 39.
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gulable lymph, or the formation of concretions; at

other times, collections of fluid within the cavity

of the joint, or an abrasion of the cartilaginous

extremities of the bones. To these causes of im-

peded motion may be added spasmodic, or para-

lytic affections bruises of the muscles, or any

occurrence which induces a confinement of the

limb to a particular position for a considerable

length of time.

In all cases arising from the causes which I

^ave enumerated, if a careful examination be

made, it will be found that the muscles of the

limb are wasted and flaccid, and from long conti-

nued want of action, have almost entirely lost the

power of moving it. The limb, unless means are

taken for its prevention, is usually bent on the

side, on which the largest and most powerful mus-

cles are situated ; thus the leg, fiom this cause, is

bent backwards on the thigh, and the fore arm,

by its flexor muscles, is drawn forwards towards

the upper arm.

As one of the most frequent examples of con-

traction of the joint is met with in the knee, I

shall select this, to elucidate in some degree, the

distinction between anchylosis and that derange-

ment of the parts which is remediable by art.
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It is an object of primary importance, in all

cases that have been preceded by severe inflam-

mation, to ascertain the nature of the disease, and

whether it has proceeded to such a destruction of

the soft parts as to have occasioned anchylosis to

take place between the articulating extremities of

the bones, constituting the joint, or whether the

mischievous efl^ects of the disorder have not pro-

ceeded to such an extent, as it is obvious that any

attempt to relieve the former, by the means

which may be applicable to the cure of the latter,

would not only be useless but highly injurious.

In those cases of diseased joint, where the limb

is immoveable in consequence of the shortening

of the flexor muscles, it is sometimes very diffi-

cult to ascertain, by the mere examination of the

parts, whether anchylosis has taken place or not.

In these instances, the history of the disease

must be the guide to the practitioner in forming

his opinion as to the propriety of attempting their

cure. Whenever inflammation has been so severe

and long continued as to produce erosion of the

cartilages and an union of the articulating extre-

mities of the bones, it will be found, on enquiry,

that the pain previously, as well as during the ab-

sorption ofthe cartilages and articular surfaces, has
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been of the most insupportable kind : that the

patient has been unable to procure sleep, except

by the use of the strongest opiates ; and the pain,

deep seated, and referred to the part which is the

seat of disease, is immediately under the patella

;

and that the disorder has continued, without any

diminution of swelling or remission of pain, ac-

companied with a grating sensation on the slight-

est motion of the limb; and lastly, that the pain has

for some time preceded any appearance ofexternal

swelling, the growth of which has been gradual

and uninterrupted. In the morbid change of

structure of the synovial membrane mentioned by

Mr. Brodie, * " the gradual progress of the en-

largement and stiffness of the joint without pain,

and the soft elastic swelling without fluctuation,

in the majority of cases, enable us to distinguish

it readily from all the other morbid affections to

which the joints are liable."

This general history of the symptoms, which

precede the absorption of cartilage, will be suffi-

cient to distinguish the state of the parts pre-

ceding anchylosis from that which takes place in

rheumatic affections, in which the pain is more

diffused over the joint, and frequently accom-

• Brodie on Diseases of the Joints.
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panied with wandering pains in various other

joints. In the latter case, also, the swelling is not

so permanent, and comes on, and arrives at its

greatest bulk more suddenly. I have seen it very

considerably enlarged in the course of a night.

Richerand observes, " dans la variety nomrn^

rheumatismale la tumeur reste plus dure, et n' ar-

rive jamais a liTn grosseur aussi considerable que

chez les scrophuleux." *

From the exaniination of morbid parts made by

different surgeons it appears, that even after a con-

siderable degree of ulceration has taken place in

the cartilaginous parts of the joints, although the

cartilage itself is not renewed, yet that a new se-

cretion of a hard smooth substance is formed, at

the extremity of the bone, which serves to supply

their loss. This has been observed by Mr. Mit-

ten,
f"

as having been noticed by Mr. Brooks and

Mon. Tessier of Paris. Mr. Brodie savs, " I

have not hitherto examined any cases in which it

appeared that there had been an attempt at the

regeneration of the absorbed cartilages ; and I

have occasionally been able both to feel and to

hear the hard surfaces of the bones grating against

* Nosographie Chirurgicale, torn. iii. p. 236.

t Tentatnen Medicura de Morbis Artuum vitiis curandifi.
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eacb other in the motion of the joint, in such -^

manner, that it was evident that they had no car;

tilaginous coverings. In some instances a com-

pact layer of bone is formed on the carious

surface, nearly similar to what is seen in thg

healthy bone after the cartilage has been destroy-

ed by maceration. I have many times, in dis-

section, observed a portion of the cartilage of a

joint wanting, and in its place a thin layer of hard

semi-transparent substance, of grey colour, and

presenting an irregular granulated surface. In

a subject in the dissecting room, I found no re-

mains of cartilage on the bones of one hip, but

in its place a crust of bony matter was formed,

of a compact texture, of a white colour, smooth,

and having an appearance not very unlike that of

marble." Dissection demonstrates that ulcera-

tion of the cartilages occurs also in gouty subjects,

independent of the formation of concretions. In

confirmation of the opinion that restoration of the

free motion of the limb is not incompatible with

the apparent destruction of a portion of cartilage,

I have witnessed examples of gouty concretions,

in the joints, where the grating sensation given on

moving the limb proved that abrasion of the car-

tilages had taken place, and which subsequently
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ceased after a long continuance of muscular exer-

cise cautiously pursued.

In cases of contractions arising from spasm,

paralysis of the antagonist muscles, gouty concre-

tions, or any long standing complaint inducing

conBnement to a particular position, the distinc-

tion between these and the anchylosis will be

sufliciently obvious. If the view hitherto taken

of the subject be correct, it follows that the

length of time that muscular contraction may

have existed, is to be esteemed of importance only

as retarding or protracting the cure, and not as

ultimately preventing a successful result.

That crepitus or crackling which takes place on

the motion ofjoints which have been long affected

with rheumatic swelling, and which might be at-

tributed to ulceration of the cartilages, appears

sometimes to arise from a deficient secretion of

synovia, 1 have traced this cause very satisfactorily

in a patient, where the shoulder, elbow, hip, knee,

and ancle joints equally partook of the same

symptom. The kneejoint was exercised alone, the

crepitus, swelling, and pain diminished, first in that

joint, and successively in the others as they were

used. It is not unreasonable to suppose that a

deficient secretion would be the result of inaction,

H
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and, on the contrary, that increased motion of a

part would augment the fluids poured into the

joint, analogous to what we observe in other

parts of the body.*

In corroboration of this opinion, I have wit-

nessed the same sensation on the motion ofjoints

which have remained along time inactive, in con-

sequence of the neighbouring muscles having

been bruised, and where no suspicion of ulceration

of cartilage could arise. In rheumatic swellings

J' have known this symptom subside in a week,

after regular exercise of the limb. The removal

of it in so short a time is incompatible with the

supposition that any ulcerative process had been

going on in the cartilages ; it is also notunreason-

a:ble to suppose that, in the latter case, active mus-

cular exercise would have proved injurious rather

than beneficial. It is noticed here to shew that

such symptom alone should not preclude the

use of gentle motion of the joint, imless accompa-

nied or preceded by those continued pains in the

* " La dissection des articulations, devenues roides a la suite

deces fractures, (dela partie moyennedes os longs) fait voir

qu611es contiennenfc bien moins de synovie que dans I'etat

uaturel, mais qu'U ea exists encore. M. le Baron Boyer

Traits des Maladies Chirurgicales, tom.iv. p. 558,"
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part which are usually symptomatic of ulceration

of cartilage.

In the majority of instances, as I have before

stated, the immobility and consequent loss of

power in the extensor muscles of the limb, from

inaction, is principally owing to the wasting of

the muscles, so that in cases of diseased knee of

long standing the rectus femoris is sometimes not

much thicker than a wafer, it therefore must be

an object of the first importance to endeavour to

restore the muscular parts of the limb to their

proper office. This object is most fully gained,

according to my observation, by the use of such

mechanical means as are best adapted to promote

the gradual and gentle exercise of the muscles, and

thereby to restore them to their former tone and

power, precisely on the same principles as those

which I have recommended in cases of distortion

of the spine.

The contraction of a single muscle, or of a

particular set of muscles, which concur in the

same action, can be longer sustained them that

of a great number of muscles put in action at

the same time. It needs no proof to shew that the

muscles ofthe arm for instance, can be exerted for a

longer space of time, as in various branches ofme-

chanical labour, than when the greater part of the
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muscles of the whole body are put in exercise, as

in dancing or any other similar mode of exertion.

The sensorial power, from which it is reasonable to

suppose the muscles derive their energy, is distri-

buted in the latter case to a greater number, and

consequently is exhausted in a shorter time than

when it is directed to those of a particular part

;

they likewise act with less intensity, even for thp

short period in which they are employed. A very

simple experiment will serve to put this in a

cleai er point of view ; let a weight be supported in

each hand, with the arms extended, until fatigue

is produced in them, and afterwards severally, or

by one arm at a time, and it will be found that, in

the latter case, it can be sustained by either for a

longer time than when the weight was supported

by both simultaneously. It is evident that, in

this case, the muscles of either arm sustain only

the same weight as when they are put in action to-

gether, but the whole of the sensorial power being

directed to the muscles of one side only, they are

thereby enabled to continue their state of contrac-

tion for a longer space of time. This fact is of ma-

terial consequence in our endeavours to give grea-

ter strength to the particular muscles, which are

weakened in cases of distortion of the limbs, for

by exciting these to action only, while those less
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connected with the cause of weakness are suffered

to remain in a certain degree at rest, they can be

kept in action, and exerted with more energy for a

longer space of time, and therefore more quickly

restored to their natural strength and tone.

Although the adaptation of the mechanical

-means may in different cases admit of some modi-

fications, yet as the principle to be aimed at in all

of them is the same, viz. that of increasing the

power of those muscles which have been kept

too long in a state of extension, I have thought it

sufficient, for all practical purposes, to select the

method of treatment suited to the contraction of

the knee joint, not only because of its greater fre-

quency, but because the same or very similar

means will be found applicable to almost all other

cases of contracted joints. Considerable caution,

however, ought to be observed in all cases of this

description, in which there has been long conti-

nued inflammation, from whatever source it may
have had its origin. Attention should also be

paid to the patient's general health, particularly

with reference to the action of the bowels, which

ought to be kept in what is termed a soluble state

to prevent the repetition of inflammatory action,

that the progress in the cure of the local diseas^
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may not be impeded by constitutional indisposi-

tion. If inflammatory action should supervene

on using exercise, which will be indicated by per-

manent pain in the part, it should l)e immediately

discontinued; rest should be enjoined, and the

antiplilogistic plan of treatment resorted to.

On commencing muscular exercise, some slight

degree of uneasiness is coimmonly felt under the

patella, at the insertion : of the rectus ' into 'tha^:

bone, and along the course of the muscles ; the

former will continue a few days, the latter will

give more or less inconvenience during the pro-

gress of cure, according to the force which the

muscles are daily accustomed to exert.

In those cases where there has heea consider-

able inflammation of the parts, depositions of coa-

gulable lymph, fluid, or gouty concretions in the

ioint, I think it better to trust their absorption to

the influence of gentle exercise of the limb, rather

than by the employment of friction, manipulation,

or percussion on the joint itself, to incur the risk

of the injurious consequences likely to result from

the application of local stimulus to parts which,

from previous disease, are more liable to the re-

currence of inflammatory action. As this use of

friction also to the joint itself is commonly at-
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tended with some degree of soreness and stiffness

of the part on its first application, a circumstance

wliich might mislead the practitioner, and induce

him to ascribe it to the effect of disease. I think

it better in the first instance to direct friction, ma-

nipulation, or percussion to be applied over the

extensor muscles of the thigh only. If the angle

at which the tibia is fixed on the femur be acute,

the patient being placed sitting on a high chair, a

line passing over a pulley is affixed to the heel with

a small weight attached to it, and he is desired to

pull it steadily forwards, and continue to repeat the

efforts till fatigue is induced. The first attempts

should be continued only for a short time, and in

proportion to the increased strength of the ex-

tensor muscles, the weight ; as well as the length of

time occupied in the exercise of the limb, should

be gradually augmented. When by a steady perse-

verance in these means considerable motion has

been gained, 'and sufficient strength acquired to

allow the patient to bear his whole weight on the

affected limb, a further plan may be adopted of

extending the flexor muscles by placing the fopt

on an inclined plane (which may be made by at-

taching two pieces of <flat board, about one foot

and a half in length, and a foot in breadth, to
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each otherj so that when placed on the floor a

iriangle will be formed, the base of which is the

ground, the point of attachment the apex,) the

heel resting on the ground, and t)ie toe towards

the upper part. In this position the patient

should stand on the aflPected leg only, holding by

the back of a chair, so that by advancing the body

forwards, or receding, the flexor muscles of the

leg may be proportionally extended. This exer-

cise should be persevered in as long as it can be

borne without excessive fatigue, and repeated at

intervals during the day.

The following cases will show the efficacy of

the plan of treatment i-ecommended ;

—

CASE I.

T. A. etat. 37, 1816, has had for several years

past repeated attacks ofrheumatic inflammation in

the I'ight knee, which terminated in stiffness ; it

could be bent backwards, but could not be

rstraightened ; the general health being good, local

. means only were resorted to. As the leg was

tliot greatly bent on the thigh, he was enabled at

once to commence the use of the inclined plane.

Xhe rectus femoris was, as usual, merely a co-
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vering, like a thin skin over the bone, the flexors

preserving nearly their usual size. There v^as

considerable puffiness of the knee, and the unea-

siness which he occasionally suflFered during the

progress towards recovery, frequently rendered it

necessary to desist for a time from his usual exer-

cise. By perseverance, however, in seven months

he recovered entirely the use of the limb.

CASE II.

M. L. etat. 13, September, 1819, of a pale and

dark complexion, has had, during six or seven

years past, repeated attacks of inflammation of

the left kneejoint, which appeared to be rheumatic.

Four years since the leg became contracted upon

the thigh; on inspection, the extensor muscles of

the thigh were wasted ; there was great swelling

and pufliness of the joint ; uneasiness, not amount-

ing to pain, upon pressure, more, perhaps, from

distension of fluid in the joint than any other

cause. The leg formed a right angle with the

thigh, and admitted of no motion. As general

debility prevailed to a great degree, I commenced

by giving three grains of the carbonate of iron

twice a day, and aperients twice a week.' Mani-
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pulation, and afterwards percussion, were directed

to be used to the muscles of the thigh for an

hour each day, and gentle exercise in a chair in

the manner before recommended. At the expi-

ration of a month a very slight motion was

gained ; some uneasiness was felt under the

patella, particularly at its connexion with the tibia,

which led to great caution in the employment of

the exercise, which was at intervals discontinued

until the pain subsided, and then resumed as

before.

By persevering in this cautious manner during

two or three months, considerable increase of size

and strength of the limb was gained ; the swelling

of the knee was much diminished, and the mo-

tion of the joint became more free.

When he had acquired such an extent of

motion and power in the limb as to be able to

bear upon it, he was placed with the foot resting

upon the inchned plane before described, and re-

mained as long a time as he could support it.

After a lapse of five months more, still observ-

ing great caution as to the extent of exercise,

which was rendered necessary by the occasional

recurrence of pain, the limb became straight, and

he regained its complete use.
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CASE III.

A gentleman applied to me with an apparent

anchylosis of the two first joints of the left toe,

the consequence of repeated attacks of gout. As

it prevented the proper action of the foot in

walking, it was productive of considerable incon-

venience, and he was anxious to attempt some re-

medy for it. He had been careful in regard to

diet and exercise, and therefore had not suffered

lately from gout. He was directed, by standing on

the left foot, to raise the body gently, to bear as

much weight on the toe, and for as long a time as

he was enabled to support without much pain, and

repeat this frequently with caution; when; any

uneasiness was induced, a poultice was applied,

and a few days rest given; by perseverance in

this plan during three months, he entirely re-

covered the use of the respective joints.

CASE IV.

J. E. etat. 28, January, 1822, has suffered

during the last six weeks under inflammation ofthe

cartilages of the left knee joint. The pain at
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night was so acute that he was unable to procure

rest but by the use of powerful opiates. A repe-

tition of leeches to the part, alterative doses of pil

hydrarg, purgatives, and a succession of blisters

were prescribed during two months^ with the ef-

fect of totally removing the pain and swelling, the

disease notwithstanding terminated in an immo-

bility of the joint. The leg became bent upon

the thigh in consequence of his having preserved

it in that position as one which gave him the least

pain. With a view to restore the parts to their

proper motion, by enabling the extensors to

counteract the power of the flexors, he was placed

on the inclined plane before mentioned every day,

standing on the diseased leg alone as long as he

could support it. By perseverance in this plan

during three weeks, (with the exception of four

days that he was desired to desist in consequence

of his feeling some pain in the part,) the leg be-

came perfectly straight, and he suffered no incon-

venience in its use.
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CASES

Of

CHRONIC MUSCULAR AFFECTIONS.

CASE I.

J. M. etat 50, has been incapable during the

last twelve months of moving the wrist or fingers,

which were bent on the palm of the hand; this he

attributed to exposure to a current of cold air.

The complaint, at its commencement, was attended

with great pain, which was relieved in two months

by the administration of purgatives, fomentations;

and blisters. There appeared to be some deraiige-f

ment of the digestive functions, I therefore pre-

scribed alterative doses of mercury, with purga-

tives twice a week ; manipulation and percussion

were directed to be used for an hour each day

over the extensor muscles, and as much muscular

exercise of the arm as he could support; in addi-

tion to this also, a splint was placed on the inside
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of the arm, to the extremity of which a spring

was attached with a view to press back the hand ;

the force was increased by a gradation of others of

greater strength as he became able to bear them,

and they were taken oflf when pain was occasioned

by their use. By perseverance in these means,

at the expiration of seven weeks he acquired the

use of the wrist and fingers.

CASE II.

A lady was thrown from a chaise and fell with

great violence on the shoulder, which produced

much swelling and inflammation from the summit

downwards ; the usual means, bleeding from the

arm, antiphlogistic topical remedies, &c. were had

recourse to. On the subsidence of the tumefaction,

which existed for a considerable time, the patient

experienced an inability to raise the arm from the

side, and every attempt to do so was attended

with distressing pain, and she could scarcely en-

dure the slightest motion of it. After the lapse

of twelve months I saw her ; on examination, the

only marks of disease were slight tenderness on

pressure, and great diminution in size of the supra

and infra spinati, and deltoid muscles. Manipu-
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lation and afterwards percussion Were used during

an hour each day, and the patient was directed to

exercise the arm by drawing a weight over a pulley,

varying the position of it according to circum-

stances. The first eiFect was that of augmenting

the pain and uneasiness ; this was apparently oc-

casioned by the increased exercise of muscles

which had been wasted from disuse, in conse-

quence of pain accompanying their action ; it was

succeeded, however, by a greater diminution of

pain than had been before experienced. By per-

severance in this plan for six weeks, gradually in-

creasing the weight according to the capability of

the muscles to bear the augmentation, the limb

was restored to its wonted powers.

CASE III.

K. L. etat. 37, 1 820, has, during the last two

or three years, complained of considerable uneasi-

ness and weakness in the whole course of the

spine, but particularly in the lumbar region ; so

greatly did he suffer when in an erect posture

that he was unable to preserve it for any length

of time, and wajs under the necessity of reclining

on a sofa during the greater part of the day, ex-
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cept when business compelled him to exertion.

In addition to these complaints he suffered much

from pain in the right shoulder, which prevented

the free motion of the arm ; the liowels were con^

fined and did not act unless he had recourse to

purgatives. I directed small doses of a mercurial

alterative with occasional aperients, and that per-

cussion should be employed for an hour once or

twice a day along the spine and upon the shoulder,

together with such exercise as to call the whole

of the muscles of the spine into strong action.

He was also directed to exercise the arm three or

four times during the day, with a weight in the

hand, till full perspiration was excited, observing

always the precaution to lay down on a sofa after

the exercise had induced fatigue. By perseverance

in this method of treatment for the space of three

months, the pain and uneasiness in the back and

shoulder gradually decreased; the debilitated mus-

cles of the spine regained their full strength, and

the arm was restored to its usual vigour. Mer-?

curial remedies had been before exhibited in this

disorder without any advantage ; it is therefore not

unreasonable to presume that to the agency of

muscular action was the patient chiefly indebted

for the beneficial result.
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CASE IV.

H. L. etat. 40, was thrown down on the pave-

ment, and severely bruised on the hip, when in the

seventh month of her pregnancy. The parts be-

came very much swollen and painful ; she was in-

capable of walkiiig, nor could she bear any pressure

on the limb without its being attended with ex>-

treme pain. The remedies usually applied to

subdue inflammation were resorted to on this

occasion. She was confined to her bed from the

time of the accident till after her lying in. When
she t recovered fiora her accouchement, she was

equally as unable as before to bear any weight on

the foot. After the lapse of twelve months she

applied to me ; on examination, scarcely a vestige

of the glutsei muscles remained ; the muscles of

the thigh also were much diminished in size,

and there was some uneasiness on pressure, not

amounting to pain. The limb could be moved in all

directions by another person, though the attempt

occasioned considerable uneasiness to the patient.

The symptoms attendant on this case, distinctly

negatived the supposition of any other disease

than the mere absorption of muscular substance

from inaction. Manipulation was directed to be

1
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applied over the hip and thigh ; she was desired to

make gentle attempts to exercise the limb several

times during the day, by swinging it backwards

and forwards till the mnscles became fatigued.

Having by this means acquired some little power

and freedom of motion, it was deemed advisable,

with a view to promote the action of the gluteei

muscles in particular, to affix a strap to the heel,

to which a weight of six pounds was connected hy

a line running over a pulley, and oblige her (stand-

ing on the other leg) to draw the weight, back-

wards. When she had acquired sufficient strength

tt) allow her to bear on the affected limb solely,

she was required to stand on that leg only, to

bend the body forwards, keeping the leg straight,

and raise and depress it alternately till fatigue was

induced. By perseverance in this plan, for the

space of five or six months, she was enabled to

leave off her crutches, to walk without a stick,

and carry a pailful of water up three pair of stairs

without assistance.
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CHAP. V.

ON PARALYSIS.

Palsy may be defined to be a disease in which

there is a partial or total loss of sensation or

power, or both; of the muscles depending on the

will, or those which are partly voluntary and

partly involuntary.

Palsies have been differently distinguished ac-

cording to the parts which may be affected ; thus,

when the disease takes place on one side of the

body only, it is termed hemiplegia; when half the

body transversely is affected, paraplegia.

As it is not my intention to give a history of

these different forms of disease, but only that

which will best illustrate the advantages of a mode

of treatment which has hitherto been either over-

looked or too much neglected by the profession,

I shall single out hemiplegia and paraplegia as^

the best suited to effect that purpose.

The precursory symptoms of- hemiplegia are
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the same as those which are usually db^servt(f'oTi

the coming on of apoplexy, of which it is Com-

monly a sequel, viz. drowsiness, giddiness, pain'm

the head, which is described as more circuiii-

scribed than in simple cases of apoplexy ; cohfid^

sion of ideas, loss of memory, gi'eat iriitability of

temper, hesitation of speech, double or indistinct

vision. The symptoms which more immediately

characterise it arej a partial or complete loss of

power of the muscles of one side of the body, rtbt

only of those which are voluntary, but also those

of a mixed character, as the intercostals: The

disease, however, is not always confined to oiie

side.' I have a case under my observation where

the right arm and left leg are paralyzed. The

sense of feeling in the part is diminished, or so

much lost that it may be pricked, or even burnt,

without the person being conscious of any feeling.

The paralytic limb is sometimes perfectly mo-

tionless, but not unfrequently is found to have a

shaking motion, sometimes the muscles of one

limb of the affected side will be in a state of relax-^

ation, whilst those of the other are permanently

contracted ; to these symptoms a decrease of the

natural heat, and diminution of the bulk of the

limb are to be added.
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, It, hia^,. been stated * that the sensibility may

continue unimpaired, or ^even be increased in a

greater degree than natural; it may be questioned

whether this circumstance should not be esteemed

ai^ a proof that the parts are recovering their

healthy functions, and therefore imply rather an

approacln: to convalescence than a symptom of

disease.

I have seen several cases of hemiplegia where

the strabismus has been slight, and where, from

the inabiUty to direct the muscles of voluntary

motion in walking, the patient has exhibited to an

ordinary spectator the appearance of intoxication.

The immediate causes mentioned by writers on

this subject are to be referred to whatever occa-

sions pressure on the brain or spinal marrow, or

an alteration in their structure, and may be briefly

enumerated under the following heads effusion

of blood, of limpid, serous, gelatinous or bloody

j^oidsj) between the cranium and the meninges^,

between the pia mater and the brain, and in the

ventricles, tumours, lesions, ulceration of ^ijo^^

cerebrum, the presence of hydatids ;}:, a deficieiii^jj^

* Pinel Nosographie Philosophique.

t Morgagni de Morbis Capitis 'Epist Anat, 63. 9.

t Id. xi. 6.
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of different parts, as cavities * in the substance of

the brain
-f-,

obh'teration of the corpora striata

softness of the cerebellum^, schirrbs'''b*f nearly

the whole of the cerebellum.

'The 'appearances, on dissection, ivill-depend in

some measure on the duration of the disease, ita

recent cases shewing extraTasation of blood, Ih

others ulceration of the brainjj.

The remote or indirect causes of pai-aty^i^ are,

the suppression of regular discharges, such as the

menstrual, hemorrhoidal fluxes, perspiration, &t.

^ tir the disuse of customary evacuations, bleeditig,

cupping, and the healing of ulcers which have

existed for a considerable length of time, without

either setting up another discharge or increasing

the bodily exercise, or diminishing the quanitity

8r quality of the aliment. -
" - -

' The causes which toay be cohistdfered 'a^'moi'e

iimmediately exciting, or by their direct action

producing paralysis, are intoxication, narcotics,

^tiger, terror, grief, anxiety. Or any other strong

etnotion or passion of the mind ; to these may be

added mechanical injury to the brain or spinal

marrow, and the sudden application of cold.

• Serres. f Willis. : Morgagni. Ixii. 9. § Id. 15.

II
Hunter on the Blood, p. 913.
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The general causes may be traced to the usual

habits of civilized life, which are such as to occa-

sion, either directly or indirectly, general or local

plethora; amongst the direct may be enumerated

the too free use of animal food, and that perhaps

highly seasoned, without a sufficient admixture

of vegetables with it ; the excessive use of vi-

nous and fermented liquors.

The indirect causes of plethora are, sedentary

habits of life, although the diet be moderate ; its

consequences in persons of studious habits, on

the state of the digestive organs, must be suffi-

ciently manifest. It will be equally evident that the

operation of these causes, either collectively qr

separately, must have a tendency to produce a ple-

thoric habit of body, especially if we reflect that,

to the healthy actions of the animal frame, a cer-

tain equilibrium seems necessary to be preserved

between the assimilatory and excretory functions,

and that a redundancy on the one side, or a defi-

ciency on the other, must tend to destroy that

harmony of the whole, on which the preservation

of health so essentially depends.

That temperate persons, and those of fhin wd
spare habits, should be liable to the invasion of

this disease, is explicable^^q^^ t||^,supposition that

«
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although the quantity ofi ialimeiiti taken into the

system be not great, yet that^ ifijthe. excretions

from the effect of . exercise . be itTot proportionatej

-the balance will not be maintained;, iandv. disease

mwst be the necessary consequence, o fiohriiiuoiq

The converse also is illustrated in a'case.dfSn-

ordinate appetite, related, by Dr. Cochranel, of a

man Avho swallowed sixteen pounds of , solid ani-

mal food, with six bottles of porter, in tlie course

of twenty-four hours, and was preserved in good

health by the great discharge from the skin: keep-

ing up the balance of tlie system.

The greater liability of its occurrence to those

who are somewhat advanced in life, appears to

iJiriginate in some measure from a longer, continu-

atice of the remote causes, and from the habits of

persons of mature age - being such as to foster a

greater tendency to plethora. The early part of

life is usually spent in active exertion, with a view

to future ease and enjoyment, and the majority de-

-I4tif6 their chief gratifications either in a respite

from those exertions, or from indulgence in; the

pleasures of the table, both of which causes, as it

has been shewn, will equally tend, either indirectly

ho

* Medical and Physical Journal, No. 13.
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or positively, to the production of apoplexy or

paralytic affections.

tamWith-i the exception of mechanical injury,<f!l

conceive the exciting causes inaclequatei to the

production of the disease, unless a plethoric habit

of body be presupposed.

The rare occurrence of paralytic affections

among the soldiery * may be greatly attributed

both to the regularity of bodily exercise, and to

their comparative moderation in diet, indepen-

^ dently of . the period of life at which they quit

the service.

The treatment may be considered under two

heads, preventive and curative.

The preventive measures will necessarily consist

in guarding against the remote causes ;
patients

who from headach, vertigo, or any of the symp-

toms enumerated under; the head; of the remote

and excitingj i or whose • parents having beien

afflicted with the disease, have reason to fear

its occurrence, would do well to observe a spare

diet, and to take regular exercise, which should

at first be moderate, and afterwards may be gradu-

ally and :safely increased. jjTiQ ^what extent this

ought to be carried cannot be easily determined,

* Dr. Cook on Palsy.
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but it is advisable that it should be powerful, and

continued until a full and free perspiration be in-

duced.

A caution here also may not be useless to

those persons who, from feeling some forewarning

of symptoms threatening this disease, are in the

babit of losing blood, or being cupped at regular

periods as a measure of prevention ; the pleasure-

able sensations which follow the abstraction of

blood leads them too often to overlook the causes

which render such practice necessary. But it

should not be forgotten that this temporaiy expe-

dient renders them, by degrees, more liable to the

attacks cf the disorder, inasmuch as it is itself a

cxtaae of increasing the plethoric state of the

habit.

It would be more judicious, either by abstinence,

by the use of a less nutritious diet, or by addi-

tional exercise, or both, to endeavour to remove

the causes of disease, than to have recourse to a

means which, though it may appear for a time to

palliate the mischief, must eventually, by its repe-

tition, tend to aggravate it.

i d On the first attack, blood-letting, as a curative

means, holds the first rank ; in all instances it

ought to be taken away freely ; regulating the
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quantity, however, according to the state of the

symptoms, the period and habits of life of the pa-

tient, and the greater or less disturbance of the

fanetions of the brain, without reference tofthe

loss of power of the limbs.

In cases where the patient is young, or not

greatly advanced in years, and of a full habit, and

there is great derangement of the powers of the

mind, it is advisable to bleed largely, both gene-

rally and topically ; of the immediate advantages

of which mode of practice, numerous instances

might be cited from the writings of almost all

those who have treated on the subject ; neither, in

my opinion, ought the circumstance of advanced

life to be regarded as an objection, provided the

symptoms are such as to indicate great vascular

action. ' -
^

If the view hitherto taken of the exciting and

other causes be correct, the employment of eme-

tics will appear to be of very questionable utility

;

they are objectionable on the ground of exciting a

great influx and determination of blood to the

head, which is not compensated by any stimulant

properties they may be supposed to have on the

stomach, in which view only they appear ad-

missible, especially as the latter may be attained by

much less hazardous methods.
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To purgative remedies the same objections do

not apply; their exhibition has been recommende4».

and their efficacy established on the .concurring

testimony of the greater nuniber of ,vv;riters
; they

may be used with advantage in every, stage of the

disorder.

ijj;In that state of paralytic disease where, froni

the previous habits of the patient, and from oth^!^

symptoms, there is reason to suspect derangement

of the liver in particular, or general visceral dis-

order, some of the forms of mercury may be use-

fully ,
conjoined with purgatives; and in thies^

cases also depletion should not be qarried to the

same extent as in those where the causes

disease have been of a more active kind.

Various stimulants, both internal and external,

tvaye been resorted to, and recommended by dif-

ferent authors. The Bath and Buxton waters

internally and externally. Rhus toxicodendron,

nux : vomica, arnica montana, raphanus rustica-

nus, cantharides, semen sinapeos, opium, valerian,

camphor, castor, ether, the mineral acids, ammo-

nia, lavender, blisters, the actual cautery, burning

with moxa, galvanism, electricity, warm
,
an^

cold bathing, and friction.

Each of these remedies has been extolled by
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those who have treated upon their respective

oises^' and each in its turn has disappointed the

expectations of those who have rehed on its ex-

clusive administration. As the exhibition of

stimulant remedies appears to have prevailed very

generally in this complaint, it may be useful to

^t^r -more frilly into the question, and discuss

impartially their respective advantages and disad-

vantages.

The priiicipfe ' upon which they appear to hav^

bbeh administered has been that of stimulating the

nervous powers under a supposition of its being

defective. If we advert to the appearances on

dissection, and review the causes that have given

rise to it, we find that the deficiency in the distri'-

bution of nervous energy has arisen either from

pressure or effusion on the brain, or from some

alteration in its structure, occasioned, in most iu'-

stances, by a more rapid or slow operation of

causes which have a tendency to produce increased

vascular action in that viscus ; if they have been of

an active kind, it is probable that rupture of the

vessels has taken place, for if is to be presumed

that a great state of fullness of the vessels of the

brain is likely to be attended by a corresponding

weakness of their coats from constant distension ;
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if they aie of a slower kind, eflFusion or ulceration

will be the consequence, according as it affects a

secreting surface, as the ventricles, or the sub-

stance of the brain itself.

If the theory of the disease be correct, it neces-

sarily follows that internal stimulants given with a

view of acting on the nervous system, must, ifnot

absolutely injurious, be at least of questionable

utility ; and indeed many of those who have at

first advocated their use have admitted that, in

many cases, they ought to be suspended or given

upy from an apprehension of fatal consequences

;

indeed they must in all cases be regarded as

totally inadmissible until the plethoric state of

the system which originally gave rise to the

complaint be removed, and under such circum-

stances only should they be had recourse to.

The manner in which stimulants are supposed

to operate in this disorder, is by increasing that

energy of the brain which is necessary to the

production of muscular action. The stimulus,

however, which appears to me the most safe, the

most completely under our controul, and the

best calculated to effect this object, is that

of frequent exercise excited by or dependant on

volition.
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' From the phenomena which the disease pre-

sents, it would appear, that an interruption takea

place between the sensorial and muscular power,

between the governing principle and the subor-

dinate agent, by which the movements of the

b<*dy are performed ; and although the pressure

or other cause affecting the brain be removed^ and

its healthy functions restored, yet the connexion

having been once destroyed between the sensorinm

and the muscles, the habit of association has

been thereby lost, and the latter are no longer

subservient to the dictates of the will.

The necessity of the frequent exercise of voli-

tion, to accustom the muscles to obey the impulse

of the mind, and its influence in producing that

efiect may be illustrated by a reference to those

arts in whicli the association between volition and

action, is enjoyed in the highest practical degree of

attainment, as in those of fencing, dancing, especi-

ally on the. tight and slack rope, the; feats of jug-

glers, &c. &o.

A tyro has the same power of volition over the

number of muscles which are to be exerted, as

the most expert professors of the respective aartsi;

but his first efforts are, however, unconnected- and

irregular, and it is only by repeated attempts that
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he is enabled to acquire the power of immediate

association between vohtion and muscular action.

A want of attention to these, and other circum-

stances which will be hereafter detailed, will ex-

plain the general failure of the usual means that

have been resorted to for the cure of paralytic

affections after the primary disease of the brain,

whatever may have been its nature, has been re-

moved ; the intimate connexion and dependance

which exists between the sensorial and muscular

power has not been adverted to, and that most

powerful of all muscular stimulants, volition, has

been altogether overlooked, or regarded only as a

casual and secondary means of cure.

We constantly see individuals who have at-

tained the full and free use of the leg of the affect-

ed side, whilst the arm, perhaps, hangs as useless

as when first attacked by the disease. Dr. Cooke,

in bis valuable History of Palsy, observes, that

" in hemiplegia it almost always happens that the

power of the leg returns long before that of

the arm; I have even seen more than one case

in which the arm of the affected side has re-

mained paralytic for several years after the resto-

ration of the leg *."

* p. 12.
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The character of the malady, in the majority of

ttese cases, as tar as relates to the state of the

bi-ain, must be the same, and the reason of the

difference in the recovery of the two limbs will

not appear difficult of explanation. The invalid

is under the necessity of using the leg frequently,

the efforts of volition on the muscles are stronger

and more constantly exercised, and necessarily

produce a greater determination of blood to the

limb, and consequently an increase in its bulk and

strength. The action of the arm not being so in-

dispensably requisite for the common purposes of

life, the inducement to the exercise of it is less,

especially as its uses can be readily supplied by

that of its fellow.

To external stimulants the same observations

are not equally applicable, although the utility, or

perhaps even safety of their exhibition will de-

pend, as in that of internal stimuli, on the primary

disease of the brain being removed. The adminis-

tration, therefore, of such powerful stimulants as

electricity and galvanism must be inadmissible

while there remains a general excitement or local

increased action in the brain.

With the restrictions before laid down as to

the removal of the predisposing and exciting

K
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causes, and of the vascular excitement of the braia

pyio^ to their use, a trial of such as may appeat

beat adapted to the case may be allowed of. A
want of attention to this, in the treatment of para-

lytic affections, may, perhaps, account for many

cases of failure in the application of stimulacrt

remedies. In my opinion, the advantages to be

derived from the actual cautery, and buraing with

moxa, are not compensated by the pain they oc-

casion, and may be attained by means that are

much more effectual. Friction with the hand,

manipulation, or percussion, appear to have a local

effect on the nerves distributed upon the muscles,

by increasing their energy as well as inducing a

greater sanguiferous circulation, and a conse-

quent enlargement and correspondent increase of

strength in them. These stimuli I consider infe-

rior in their effect to that excitement produced by

the act of volition ; they are, nevertheless, to be

regarded as powerful auxiliaries.

To obtain the full benefit of these means, viz.

friction,«manipulation, or percussion, they should

be employed simply without the addition of sti-

mulant substances, pai'ticularly that of friction,

otherwise soreness of the skin will be produced,

which will render it necessary to discontinue the
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remedy, as the increased irritation excited on thU

skin will not afford an advantage equivalent to

the regular application of this stimulus to th6

muscular nerves.

As the manner in which these excitants att, U

upon the same principle, they may be used indis-

criminately, though perhaps manipulation and

petcussion kfe preferable to friction, particularly

the latti^t, as the skin is not so easily abraded

thereby; it also can be carried to such an extenf]'

with regard to force, as to act on the deepet*

seated muscles, and it is performed with greatef*

ease to the opei'ator.

If friction be used, some dry powder, such as

flour or some oleaginous substance should be

robbed on the skin, but if percussion be preferred^

these adjuncts will be unnecessary. It is advisable

to continue them for one or two hours at intei^-

vals during the day.

It here becomes necessary also to advert to ir"

part of the general method of cure, without atten-

tion to which all our eflforts will prove abortiVd,

viz. regimen. The diet of the patient should CofU-

sist of the plainest and most simple kind ; animal

food, as a general rule, should not be eaten oftener

than every other day, and that sparingly; if it fte
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eaten every day it should form only part of a

meal; pudding, or fish without high seasoned

sauces, making up the remainder. As a general

rule, also, the patient should finish his meal before

the appetite is fully satiated ; this should be most

rigidly enforced, for otherwise Avhen the paralytic

limbs have recovered their powers, a renewal of

the malady may take place in the brain, and either

carry off the patient or render it necessary to

commence the treatment de novo. It should he

most cai efully impressed on the minds of patients

who have suffered attacks of paralysis, more par-

ticularly at a late period of life, that no exemption

from a relapse can be insured to them, unless a

strict attention be paid to the avoidance of the

predisposing and exciting causes ; but it may fairly

be stated, that by abstinence and strict adherence

to the precautions befoi'e laid down, a more fa-

vourable issue may be anticipated than writers on

this subject are willing to allow.

Paraplegia.—Many of the causes that give rise

to hemiplegia are also incident to paraplegia, but

independently of these, the latter is frequently

produced by disease of the spinal column, or en-

largements of the ligaments occasioning pressure

on the spinal marrow.
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The theory of the disease, as propounded by

Dr. Baillie *, that there is often effusion between

the membranes of the brain, and that serum so

formed may fall into the tbeca vertebralis, and

press upon the lower part of the spinal marrow,

appears highly probable, and enables us to explain

some of those cases where no disease of the spine

or any of the ligaments has been discoverable on

examination.

We find this communication between the

parts in cases of spina bifida, and in children

affected by it, the limbs are most usually para-

lytic. It is also illustrated in the case related by

Mr. Astley Cooper f, in which he tried the cure

of spina bifida by means of pressure, the mother

observing that during the time pressure was made

on the tumour the child was occasionally con-

vulsed.

The constitutional remedies are the same as

those which have been recommended for the cure

of hemiplegia.

If there should be tenderness on pressing any

part of the spinal column, giving reason to suspect

inflammation, or thickening of the ligaments or

* Transactions of the College of Physicians.

+ Medico Chirurgical Transactions, vol. ii. p. 323.
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cartilages, the application of leecbeg, and a repe-

tition of blisters ipay be resorted tp, in ray

opinion, with greater advantage than issues or

setons. Purgatives should be had recourse to at

the same time.

After the adoption of these means, the return

9;lf sensation, however trivial, should be hailed as

^he signal fqr the corarnencemeiit of the local

treatment by muscular exercise, assisted by frio-

ti.Qp, ni^ipnlation, or percussion, the extent of

)yhich ^hould be regulated accprding to the pro-

gressively jncrcf^sing strengtlji and powers qf" ^hp

patient. In some instan.ce.s \ think these lo^ea-

sures may be resorted tp, even before t^iere i§ a

jfeturn of sensation: a patient on \vhDm tlu^

plan was adopted^ althpugh at the coraciiencem.^t

there w^s pot tj^e slightest sense o^ feeling

the lower limbs, so much so that he was sq^]^(l;,

4pd vesications produced without his l^eing sen-

sible of it^ and the bladder and rectum appeared

also to participate; yet by the use of these

pieans, especially that pf direpting the influepce

of the will tp attempt motipn, the s^e

tjpag e^thibiting constitutional remedies, tbe

powers of sensation and motion kept pace with

each other, and were so far restored that, the

patient was enabled to walk.
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In another instance, on the eontrary,':1^Fiere

there was a return of sensation, and where, in

consequence of gentle muscular exiercise of the

limbs, there appeared a gradual increase of

strength, both sensation and muscular power wer6

sgtiddenly lost and never afterwards regained.

I have usually advised that the patient should

observe a recumbent position, and in that posture

make use of muscular exertion till a considerable

degree of strength was acquired.

It has been remarked by patients who have

suffered much from the spasmodic twitchings and

pains in the night, described by Pott *, that on

using considerable muscular exertion, fre-

quently attempting it, and repeating it at intervals

during the day-time, the pains and cramps either

did not occur or were lessened. To effect this

object it appeared to be necessary to induce com-

plete fatigue.

CASE I.

^
-I / •

,

Master K., etat. 11, of a light complexioii,

eight years since was suddenly deprived of speech,

* Farther remarks on the useless state dt the lower

limbs, &c.
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and the use of both legs and the right arm, by a

paralytic seizure. At this time, June, 1819, his

articulation is very feeble and indistinct ; he is

not understood by strangers, not always by his

friends, and only when close to hira ; his walk is

unsteady, resembling that of a person intoxicated

;

a slight impediment, such as that of a stone

lying in his path, is sufficient to throw him

down ; he is unable to carry a cup of tea to his

lips, cut his food, or feed himself with his right

hand. The appetite and general health are good;

tongue remarkably clean, and the bowels regular.

He has some pustular eruptions over the skin,

for which small doses of thehydrarg. cu creta were

prescribed every night, and the magnes sulphas

twice a week. The measurement of the right

arm, across the middle of the biceps muscle, is six

inches. He was directed to pay strict attention

to diet, and to avoid eating meat more frequently

than twice or thrice a week. With a view to

increase the power of the muscles of respiration,

and those connected with the voice, he was

desired to stand at a considerable distance and

rfepeat the letters of the alphabet, or any short

sentences that he had been taught, increasing the

distance at which he spoke, as he acquired
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strength of articulation. He was directed to

hold a weight in the right hand, and to add to it

frooa time to time as his strength became aug-

mented ; he was enjoined also to stand on each

leg singly till it became fatigued, to lower and

raise the body alternately, supporting it entirely

on one leg, and he was induced to attempt to hop

and jump frequently by receiving slight rewards

when he excelled. This plan was pursued

steadily during the space of twelve months ; at

the expiration of that time he could articulate

distinctly, so as to be heard at the distance of

forty or fifty yards ; the arm increased one inch and

a half in circumference; he was able to support a

weight of nine pounds in the right hand, with the

arm extended ; he could jump forty or fifty times

without resting; run with tolerable swiftness, and

walk five or six miles or more in the course of

the day. t

CASE II.

-Or

A. S., etat. 65, June, 1819, was attacked,

twelve months ago, with a paralysis of the whole

of the left side, from which he had j ccovered, with

the exception of the left arm,, which was totally
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useless. The measurement around the arm, at

the middle of the biceps muscle, was seven inches

and a quarter. He was directed to pay strict

attention to diet and the state of the bowels, to

prevent a renewal of the affection of the brain',

and as he appeared in other respects in good

health, local means only were resorted to ; sham-

pooing was used over the whole arnl every day.

As there was no voluntary motion of the arm,

but merely that which was communicated by the

movement of the trunk, he was directed to exert

the act of volition frequently, by attempting to

move it. The first efforts were attended with

scarcely any effect ; but by successive exertions of

the will he gained a trifling degree of power. In

July he was desired to try to hold a very small

weight, and by accommodating its increase to his

improving strength, at the expiration of twelve

months the arm was increased two inches and a

half in circumference ; it became useful, and

although not so powerful as the other, yet strong

enough to enable him to resume his occupation.

CASE III.

E. A. was suddenly' deprived of the use of the

upper and lower extremities, in consequence of
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the baneful h^bit pf takiog large quantities of

laudanum. This attack was preceded by pains

throughout the w^h of the muscular system,

particularly in the muscles of the limbs, and fol-

lowed by an extreme degree of emaciation. Her

mind was not otherwise affected than as shewing

that apathy to external impressions which usually

accompanies the influence of this narcotic. The

quantity of laudanum taken throughout the day

was directed to be gradually diminished by filling

up the vessel containing it with a portion of water

equal to that which was taken out. Any attempt at

a more gradual reduction was attended with the

most distressing feelings to the patient, so as to

give rise to all the symptom of approaching disso-

lution. The patient was allowed a liberal diet, and

small doses of the sulphas, ferri. twice a day, and

purgatives %wice a week were administered with

the effect of improving the general health. Fric-

t^ns. were directed to be used to the extremities;

t;(pc€^in the twenty-four hours with evident benefit.

Tl^§ patient, though incapable, was directed to

attempt to stand,, and by the repetition of these

efforts succeeded, and acquired strength. The

\q^X extremities had attained nearly their full

IHxvver, when the arms or hands could scarcely be
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moved from the side. She was advised, therefore,

ki addition to the frictions, to hold a small weight

in the hand, and exercise with it till fatigue was

induced ; a weight also was suspended from the

ceiling by a line over a pulley, with a handle

attached to one extremity ; the hands were tied to

it, as the muscular power was not sufficient to

enable her to grasp the handle, and this was

drawn up several hundred times during the day,

increasing its amount in proportion as the strength

improved. By perseverance in this method, for

the space of eighteen months, a restoration to

health, and the power of the hands and arms was

effected.

CASE IV.

Master J. W., etat. 12, at three years of

age, after an attack of fever, was seized appa-

rently with a paralytic affection of the right

leg ; various means were tried for his relief

without success ; amongst other remedies, irons

had been worn for a period of nearly two years.

On examination, March, 1821, the leg was hang-

ing useless ; there was a slight contraction of the

knee joint, and an inability of raising the thigh
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Ijackwards or forwards. The muscles of the hip,

thigh, and leg, were very raiicli wasted ; the foot

was two inches shorter than the other, and formed

an arch, so that when placed on the ground, the

only points of support were the extremity of the

great toe and the heel ; there was no vestige of

the tendo achilles; a considerable lateral incur-

vation of the spine had also taken place from the

necessity of supporting the body on the other

leg.

The upper part of the thigh, below pouparts

ligament, measured, in circumference, eight inches

and a half ; about the middle, eight inches ; the

calf of the leg, six inches and three-quarters ; the

distance from the trochanter major to the mal-

leolus externus was twenty-two inches and a half

;

length of the foot, six inches and a quarter. The

measurement of the sound limb was, at the upper

part of the thigh, twelve inches and a half; middle,

twelve inches ; foot, eight inches and a quarter ;

calf, nine inches and a quarter.

As the child's general health was by no means

good, and the appearance of the tongue, &c. in-

dicated deranged secretions, alterative doses of

the hydrarg. cu creta. were given every night,

with gentle aperients twice a week ; manipulation
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and percussion were used over the whole of th6

thigh and leg during an hour each day, and

he was directed to stand on the sound leg, sup-

ported by a cratchj and to try to swing the

affected limb to its utmost extent, and to endea-

vour each time to throw it oUt further than the

preceding, repeat it as frequently, and during as

great a length of time as he could bear.

At the expiration of the first month the fol-

lowing increase had taken place in the size of the

limb -.—the upper part of the thigh, three inches

and a quarter ; middle, three inches and a quartet* j

calf of the leg, one quarter of an inch ; length of

the foot, thiee quarters of an inch ; the tendo

achilles could with difficulty be distinguished.

This plan being persevered in till considerable

strength was gained in the muscles which move

the thigh on the pelvis, he then was directed, with

a view of increasing the labour, to kneel and

balance the body on the affected Hmb, and in this

situation gradually to attempt progressive motion,

till he had acquired (what may be called) a facility

of running on his knees : having gained thus

much, it became an object to increaise the powei*

of the extensor muscles of the leg; fof this

purpose, being placed in a chair, and a strap
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fastened to the heel, with a cord passing over a

pulley, and a weight of two pounds attached to it,

he was desired to move the leg forwards, and

repeat his attempts till complete fatigue was

brought on. The weight was gradually increased

to four, and at last to six pounds.

After this had been continued for two months,

he acquired sufficient strength to enable him to

bear on the affected limb, assisting himself by

fixing the hands on the back of a chair, which

was not deemed advisable to attempt before, lest

the. limb should give way, by allowing it to sup-

port the weight of the body before the muscles

and ligaments had acquired the power to preserve

it in the proper situation; subsequently he became

strong enough to balance the body on the diseased

leg alone, which was continued till he was tired,

and repeated very frequently during the day. He
was now able, standing on the sound limb alone,

to draw a weight of thirty-seven pounds back-

wards, and six pounds forwards, when the sti-ap

before described was attached to the heel or fore

part of the foot.

The chief obstacles remaining were the shortness

of the foot, and the incapability of placing it flat

on the ground from the contraction of the plantar
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aponeurosis. The method pursued to obviate

this difficulty, was that of standing on the diseased

leg alone, placing the extremities of the tbeal bn

the ground, and elevating the heel by placing^fli

board underneath it, and gradually increasing itJ

thickness as the tendon became extended ; th^

height to which it was raised was regulated by the'

eflfect it produced in its extension, taking catpl*

although some uneasiness was necessarily pro-i"}

duced, to avoid giving much pain. I

The measurement of the limb was as follows t4s«

of the upper part of the thigh, thirteen inches and

a? half; of the middle of the thigh, nine inches

and a quarter ; of the calf of the leg, seven inches

atid a quarter ; ofthe sole of the foot, seven inches

and five-eights. The glutaei muscles of the'

side affected, are very much increased in size;

the tendo achilles is also considerably enlarged.

The patient, although not entirely recovered,

and still requiring a continuance of the means

before detailed, is able to walk two miles with the

assistance of a stick.
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CASE V.

H. K. etat. 13 months, was suddenly seized

with a paralytic affection of the left arm and leg.

In consequence of the indisposition of the mother,

this child had been fed with a larger quantity of

spoon victuals than the stomach could readily

digest, to which cause the occurrence of the

disease may be attributed.

By strict attention to diet, in not allowing any

other nourishment than rhe mother could supply

the exhibition of gentle aperients twice a week,

and manipulation over the arm and leg one or

two hours during the day, in the course of ten

weeks the infant completely recovered the use of

her limbs.

CASE VI.

T. B. etat. 40, was, three years since, deprived

of speech and the use of his right leg by para-

lysis, which was slow in its approach. His trade

was that of making the patent yellow, at which

he worked five years, and during that time

suffered severely from cholic, and occasional

uneasiness about the head ; he has always been

temperate in his habits of living.

L
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He cannot at this time, August, 1821, speak

to be understood, is very irritable, walks badly,,

^nd when he rises from his chair, or .endeavours

to tprn rojiind, when standing or walking, is under

the jiecessity of dancing about a few seconds till

]^(^ c^|i cqntroul the jniuscles of the lower extre-

mities., [If tl^ere is a determination of blood , to

the head, indijiced by. stooping, or any emotion of]

the mind, such as anger, the left side of the,

face becomes, remj^i'kably florid, whilst tlie other

remains pallid.

;Tf). T^lieje . the head-acb, fourteen ounces of

blood were taken from the arm, and a blister

applied to the buck ;of the neck, five grains

the pilul,. hydrargyri were prescribed three times>

a week, and such a portion of magnes. sulphat. aa

was sufficient to procure two evacuations every

day. He was enjoined to abstain from malt

liquor or spirits, and not to eat meat more fre-

quently than once or twice a week. To improve

his powers of articulation he was desired to speak

loodiy ajod slowly to a person near him, in-

creasing the distance at which he spoke as his

voice became more powerful ; he was desired also

to stand qn the affected limb only, and alternately

to lower and raise the body upon it so as to give
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to the muscles increased exertion. By perse-

vering in the above-mentioned plan, at the

expiration of eight months his articulation be-

came much more distinct, the muscles of the

limbs were under the controul of the will, and he

could walk eight or nine miles without much

fatigue.

It is at the same time but right to remark,

that if he is agitated and attempts to talk fast,

that the articulation becomes indistinct; also if

he is hurried, and rises from his chair or turns

round suddenly, he is obliged to dance about till

be recovers bis balance; bujt if desired to sit down

and get up again slowly, or to turn round more

leisurely, he effects either the one m the other

without difficulty with a tolerably finrmr step,

evidently shewing that the muscles are much

more under the direction of the mind.

a
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aiioin

1o pi.' 1. J^noisBooo iu6

eraoJqmv J.-xiU ^inawl Bob b9ib«0d sao

"tbjai yhi}9l > >ir.>jBii,fi fdJ lo tuaraaonamraoD adl Jii

The - irregular and convulsive, actions of the

^
muscles of one^ siSe of the feo^y,"t1ieir feng'iio

longer under the guidance of the will, evidently

demonstrate an interruption to the transmission

of nervous influence ; the confusion of mind, the

'irritability accompanying this disorder, the con-

Tersion also of the one disease into the other,

induce me to consider it as a modification of

hemiplegia occurring in a young subject*. Thus

~'we know that pressure on the brain will produce

liemiplegia, and when occasioned by effused fluid,

irregular action of the voluntary muscles ; we see

^the same thing, in a less degree, occurring to

'individuals at a more advanced age during para-

lysis ; on the examination of a child who, some

time before death, had jerking and convulsive
9ii.;.- -..-^'^^ ^ij'ViJij'u>Hii'ii--

* Mead.
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9!

motions of the right arm and leg, not continued

but occasional, I found a considerable quantity of

water effused in the left ventricle of the brain.

In a young woman who laboured under a con-

stant involuntary motion^ (^j^^tlxe arm, which was

synchronous with the pulse, beating regularly

one hundred and twenty strokes, the symptoms

the commencement of the attack clearly indi-

cated that their had been pressure on the brain.
on

tn the case of .a woman aged 40, a patient of

the public dispensary, a convulsive jerking of the

lygHt arm occurred every second pulsation ; she

had a fit about two months prior to the attack,

and suflfered much from head-achs, w;hich were

confined to the left side of the head. This com-

plaint was removed in a few days, by one bleeding

and the use of purgatives. It appears probabje

that a greater degree of the same cause, in botli

these instances, might have produced paralysis. .

It is remarked by Sydenham, that the disease

occurs more frequently among girls than boys.;

in the cases given by Mr. Andree*^ the propoij-

tion is four to one, in those recited by Dr. Hamil-

ton t, five to font-; the comparatively less exercise

• Andree on Chorea. t Hamilton on Purgative Med.

9{
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taken by the former, may, in some measure,

accoimt for their greater liability to its attacks.

In addition to the symptoms ahove enumerated,

there is usually head-kch experienced on the side

opposite to the part affected, hesitation of speech,

and dalness of intellect Though the faculties of

the iirind are frequently impaired, the memory

more especially, yet it is not a constant accompani-

ment of this disorder, as in several cases of chorea

that have fallen under my .care, the individuals

have displayed considcsrable acuteness of inind; in

one of thie most severe and troublesome which I

have met with, apd .' which yielded with the

utmost difficulty to the means employed, the

intellectual faculties were particularly acute.

Dissections of those who have laboured under

this complaint have been rarely made ; in a case

related by Dr. Copland*, a quantity of turbid

serum was found within the spinal canal, and the

Serous membrane covering its sides were more

vascular than usual.

Sydenham recommends bleeding to the third

or fourth time, and purging every other day.

Tonics and stimulants of different kinds have also

been resorted to with various degrees of success.

* London Medical Kepo^itory, January, 1831.
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"JTo^, th^|e/ remedies the same observations are

applicable, as
,
in

. ,
treatment of hemiplegia.

With respect to . the general treatment,
,

bleeding

appears to ]be unnecessary, and therefore unad-

Yjisabl^ except in, gases where great vascular

excitement is present. Upon the whole I am

rather disposed to. place a reliance on the plan of

purguig, the efficacy pf which, in ,i:ecent cases,*

Dr. Hamilton h^s fully established. In; cons,e-

cjuence of, the beneficial results which had ensued

from the employment of the exercise of vplition^

in restoring the connexion between the sensorial

and muscular power in paralytic affections, I was

induced to try its influence in the cure of chorea;

with what degree of
, success will .be^ shewp. by

the follpwing cases, two pf which w^re pf. long

;Stan^ing, and ^tjie usual, remedies had been found

jjnavaiijng.

CASE 1.

E. P. etat. U, a quick and lively girl^ in the

spring of J814 was attacked with chorea, vvhich

had been preceded by considerable head-ach,

affecting the right arm and leg. In 1815, a

twelvemonth from the commencement of the

* On Purgative Medicines.
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disease, the soltitio. arsenici was exhibited twice

a day in the dose of eight drops ; purgatives, con-

sisting of rhubarb and calomel, were given twice

a week, aided by the muscular exercise of the arm

and leg. This plan was persevered in for six

weeks, and was attended with the complete

removal of the disease. a sili io jiociDt

The intellects of this child remained however

much impaired ; her memory was neither so re-

tentive, nor bad she the same quickness of com-

prehension as before the attackq oJ o« tgai edi

xac iBZ orfw

-T
CASE II.

iJfi'Master R. when between ten and eleven years of

age, was, in the night attacked, by a paralysis of the

whole of the right side, supposed to be occasioned

by fright; at the expiration of twelve months I

saw him, when he had a continual cough, indistinct

articulation, and perpetual convulsive motion of

the right leg and arm ; after the lapse of another

yeaa^v from the invasion of the disease, he was

placed under my care: it may be necessary here;

to premise, that during this period purgatives

were had recourse to, as well as various tonics^

arsenic, nitrate of silver to such an extent as to
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an<i> every means which an' intelligent and afFec^

tionate relative could procure, or medical skill

suggest, had been tried with very little advantage.

^= At this time, October, 1818, he had acquired

more power in the arm and leg, but the irregular

action of the muscles was so great, that in the

aet of drinking he frequently threw the glass or

cup from him with a jerk, and when sitting a"t

table had no power of controuling the motion of

the leg, so as to prevent him from- striking thdSe

who sat next to him.

Though in the preceding case, the adminis-

tration of arsenic, conjoined with purgatives and

muscular exercise, was attended with a beneficial

resuk, yet as, in consequence of their being used

together, it was uncertain to which of these

remedies the favourable termination was to be

attributed, I determined to give the two former a

fair trial. After continuing the use of them for

two months without any decided advantage,-?!^

resolved on making trial of muscular exertion

alone, and though I had anticipated its good

effects, was surprised at its speedy influence over

the disorder ; he was in the morning directed to'

attempt to hold a weight of four pounds and a half^^
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with the arm extended, as long as he wa^ able,

and to repeat it several times during the day ; he

Was directed also to stand on the,right leg only,

till it
;
would bear him no lopger, and repeat .^t

jBoiitinually.,
. On tbe same evening.the cpnvulsiyje

•motions were ?
les8ened, rand, aftev persevering in

this plan
:
till the expiration .pj^jaf,,month tb^y

entirely ceased. ,

So great was jtbe increased muscular power,

that he was now enabled, by; repeated trials,

support the whole of the weight of the body by

the diseased arm alone.

I was induced to suppose that muscular action

might be usefully employed in this case, not only

from the similarity of the previous symptoms to

those of paralysis, but also from observing that

the frequency of convulsive motions in the leg

Was diminished, and its strength improved in a

greater degree than in the arm, which I attributed

to the more frequent exercise of the limb.

On a review of this case, it appears that an

interruption had taken place in the connexion

subsisting between the brain and muscular

system; the former was restored to its healthy

functions, but in consequence of the interruption

to the;; sensorial excitement conveyed to the
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muscles by means of the nerves, they had lost

the power of obeying the impulse of the will,

and, in consequence of diminished exercise, were,

less freely supplied with blood, and had become

debilitated; the unity 'and connected' action,

between these parts was to be acquired anew : it

therefore appeared that the most rational mode,

of procedure was to enforce the frequent exercise,

of the power of volition over them, so as to bring

them under its natural controul.

CASE III.

Master H. etat. 15,. was placed under iny

care in July, 1819. He had laboured uudet

convulsive and irregular actions of the muscles

.

of the trunk, upper extremities, neck, head, face^

and eye-lids, during the last nine years. Within

the last twelve months the disorder was sud-,

pended for a fortnight, during the appiBarance

of the nettle rash, when it again recurred, accom-

panied with a constant snuffling, snorting, and a

barking noise, sometimes loud enough to be

heard at the distance of more than a quarter of a
,

mile, and so frequent as to occur twenty or

thirty times during his dinner. The following
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memoranda were taken of the case j^^tlbe' tongnc

is furred, the bowels are habitually costive, the

piilse varies from 90 to 120. He is quict^o^

apprehension, easily irritated, but remarljaBiy

cheerful and good-tempered. It has been oh-

served by his friends that, on the whole, the

Cotivulsive motions were less frequent when he

was confined to a low diet and his bowels kept

iri'a soluble state. Any attempt to resist these

irregular actions, even for a short time, fatigue<J

him excessively, produced great uneasiness about

the chest, and apparently aggravated the dis-

ordier;
.i-^^ij-

^ i

liixercise, or any emotion or passion of

the mind that accelerated the circulation, m-

creased the contortions in different pairts'of iW
body. On examination, the thorax was foAiici^

contracted, the extent of which, and the means

adopted for its removal, have been stated under

the head of distortion of the chest (Case IT.).

' Various means had been resoi-ted to for the

removal of this disease, purgatives, electricity for

the s|)^ce of six months, daily for the first, and

twice a day during the next three months; he

took anodynesJ underwent a course of mercury,

and had an issue applied to the nape of the neck.
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A sea voyage had also beea recommended and

tried, without deriving any other advantage from

it than that of the improvement of the general

1 determined, as in the last case, to try the in-

fluence of the sol. mineral arsenici. of which he

took ten drops thrice a day for two months,

and purgatives of calomel and pulv . rhaei. twice

a week, without any diminution of the con-

yulsive motions of the body ; the former was

therefore discontinued, and purgatives only were

persevered in.

e principal indication appeared to be, in this

as in the former case, to restore the influence of

the will over the muscles, by the frequent and^

powerful exercise of volition over them ; for this^

purpose he was desired to hold a weight in each

hand successively, with the arm extended as long,

as he could support it, to carry as great a weight

on the top of the head as he could bear, balanc-

ing it without the assistance of the bands, and

proportioning its increase to his improving

strength, and he was daily required to stand for auj

hour, and to endeavour to restrain the convulsive

twitchiugs of the eye-lids. He was encouraged

aUp to use different kinds of muscular exercise.
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such as digging, climbing trees, and to run as far

as he could at a time, without stopping to recover

his breath. In October the barking noises en-

tirely ceased, and the convulsive twitchings in

different parts of tbe body were much improved.

In January every complaint was, to all ap-

pearance, entirely removed; the bowels were

regular, the pulse varying from 70 to 75, and he'

remained rather more than three weeks free from

disorder of any kind, but in consequence of his

paying a visit to his friends, and intennitting the

exercises and the strict attention which had

hitherto been paid to his diet, he suffered a slight

relapse with respect to the involuntary contract

tions of the eye-lids. He continued in this state

during a year, sometimes free from any complaint

for a week or fortnight, and occasionally a return

of the nictation. To remove this affection the

ung. antim. tartariz. was rubbed on each side of

the face, and occasionally a very small blister

applied on the upper or under eye-lid, with the

view, by giving some uneasiness on the motion of

the parts, to induce him to restrain their inordi-

nate action.

These applications answered the intention

whilst the least soreness remained, but atf sodn
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as the irritation ceased the convulsive affection

returne(J.

[That he possessed the same controul over the

muscles moving the eye-lids as the others, cannot

be doubted, for independently of intervals of a

week or a fortnight, when he was totally free

from any complaint,, in the company of strangers

he could restrain himself for five or six hours

without incurring a suspicion of his labouring

under any disorder. On the contrary, when

alone and supposing himself unnoticed, he has

been observed to give an unrestrained freedom to

these contortions of the countenance, which he

admitted gave him pleasure.

On a review of this case, it appears that the

original malady of the brain had been removed

by the long continuance of the purgative course,

assisted by the strict adherence to a moderate

diet, and that the different modes of exercise were

instrumental, by means of the frequent and pow-

erful exertion of the faculty of volition, in re-

establishing the influence of the sensorial over the

muscular power. The want of success in con^

quering the irregular motions of the eye-lids may

be imputed somewhat to the difficulty of eradi-

cating a disorder which had been long habitual.
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partly to the action of the eye-Hds being in some

measure involuntary, but principally that its

entire removal depended very much upon his

own voluntary exertions, as the same external

agents calculated to oblige the muscles to ex-

ercise the act of volition, were not equally

applicable to the muscles of the eye-lids aa to

those of the limbs and neck.
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CHAP. VII.

MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS.

There are various other disordered states of the

body which do not admit of being classed under

any of the above-mentioned heads, for the reHef of

which muscular exercise may be employed with

materia] advantage. In intractable cases ofchronic

rheumatism, which are generally if not always

connected with impaired digestion, or functional

or organic derangement of the liver, it may be

advantageously used in conjunction with some of

the preparations of mercury *. The cure of the

disease, in general, may perhaps be ascribed ex-

clusively to the administration of that medicine

:

several cases have, however, fallen under my ob-

servation, where mercury has been previously

• The use of mercury, in chronic rheumatism, has been

warmly eulogized by Mr. Cheshire, in a Treatise on the

subject, in 1734.

M
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given, to a considerable extent, by itself, and failed

of the desired relief in consequence of thq,|fl§^,.pjr

mnscular substance of the limbs, Jj-lrP^dy

noticed, where its subsequent use, in .conjunction

with muscular exercise, has afterwai'ds effected a

complete removal of the disorder. To deriV|e,t|h,e

full benefit from its employment, in these cases,

will be necessary to pay attention to the diet, and

to the cautions, as to the regulation of exercise,

before given, that the exertion should bes.;pi:o-

gressive according to the patients capabilityi i^fO

support it; that those parts which are the s?at|pf

disease should be especially called into action ;; and

that when the patients strength will permit, it

should be pursued till full and free perspiration

is produced.

It appears that there is an advantage in exciting

perspiration, by this means lather than by in-

ternal remedies, as it is not followed by that

debility which ensues from the administration of

diaphoretics or sudorifics. Nor is the patient ^so

liable to relapse; of this I have witnessed a re-

markable instance where the disease was of

several years standing, in which any occasional

accession of cold air produced a recurrence of

general rheumatic pains. After using strong
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'iriiiscrtlar exerdse, however, in the manner before

recommeinded, the patient was enabled to bear ex-

posure to easterly or north-easterly winds without

iricdnvenienee.'y^i^ ^'r^"p^>adt.i i^jr v

The stat4' 'df' spasm in which the sterno cleido

mastoid muscle is sometimes found, denominated

wry rieck, usually has its source in disorder of

the stomach and bowels, and, in general, yields

readily to purgatives, anodynes, and fomenta-

tions. But if the disease should have become

permanent, - iti admits of a cure by the means

above-mentioned.

The observation in the third chapter, that the

proportionate deposition of gelatinous and earthy

substances in the bones, and their consequent

solidity and strength, depend on the relative

quantity of blood circulating through them, and,

of consequence, on the degree of muscular action

induced in the limb, will lead to the inference,

that the empfdyment of friction, shampooing, br

percussion, would be found beneficial in rickets,

molHties ossium, and those cases of fracture in

which ligamentous instead of ' ossific union has

taken place. .m

It is, perhaps, unnecessary to remark, with

regard to its proposed application in the latter
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case, that if percussion, which would be the pre-

ferable mode of rousing the action of the vessels

of the part, be made use of, a most perfect qui-

escence of the Hmb should be preserved; that it

should be employed twice or thrice a day for an

hour each time, and that any trial for a less period

than three months may be deemed insufficient

for the removal of the complaint. A striking

evidence of the increase of bulk which bones

acquire, in consequence of greater muscular ex-

ertion, was lately furnished in the case of a para-

lytic subject, in whom the heels had remained

three or four years drawn up by the contraction

of the muscles of the calf, so that the sole of the

foot nearly formed a straight line with the back

part of the leg. By making use of the inclined

plane before described, and such other means as

were calculated to bring the extensors of the legs

ii^to action, at the same time greatly augmenting

thej^exercise used by the patient, in the course of

.l^ur months the posterior parts of the os calcis

on each side, into which the tendo achilles is

jjjjjj^^ei^ed, was, to appearance, nearly doubled in

size.
-'J

:

The influence of exercise in diminishing the

,^^eq«ency ,,pfj^the pulse is not undeserving of
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notice in this place. In the case of a yonng

gentleman, whom I directed to use considerable

muscular exertion, the first effect was to produce

a considerable increased quickness of the pulse i

at the expiration of a quarter or half an hour,

however, when the immediate acceleration fi'om

exercise had abated, the number of beats has been

reduced twenty and thirty in a minute. The

same effect I have also frequently witnessed in

adult age. In a gentleman of forty years of age,

whose pulse had regularly, during two years, beat

ninety strokes in a minute, it fell to eighty, and

subsequently seventy- five, on using daily strong

muscular exercise.

In gouty concretions of the joints, excitement

of the muscles, whether by voluntary exercise or

other modes, as those of friction, shampooing, or

percussion, or a combination of all of them, may

be employed with success, observing the caution

before given to bring into action the muscles

which move the affected joints, and to limit the

friction, &c. to those parts only, rather than apply

it to the seat of disease. By following this

method, in one instance, I have succeeded in re-

moving the complaint in several joints where it

had existed eleven years. In this state of disorder
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it may be iilso remarked, that it is indispensably

necessary to avoid those causes which have laid

^e foundation of the complaint, and by the

observance of an abstemious regimen and general

exercise, to endeavour to prevent a recurrence.

The accession both of strength and fullness

which the voice acquires in those young patients

in whom an increase of size takes place in the

chest, in Consequence of a greater exertion of

ihe "'muscles connected with it, as well as the

improvement in the powers of articulation in

paralytic patients, produced by increased mus-

idular eflforts, lead, I think, to the probable con-

clusion, that such means mav be found useful in

persons afflicted with the imperfection of speech

called stammering. Slighter cases of this affec-

tion may arise from diffidence, which, by distract-

iiig " tli6 tnind of the individual, prevents the

proper direction of the influence of volition to

the nerves of muscular motion ; some of the more

severe cases would appear to depend upon para-

lysis of some of the muscles employed in verbal

articulation. "
Ill the greater number of instances,

when the disorder has been of long standing, the

paralytic affection has been subdued by a renova-

tion of the proper function of the nerves ;
but, as
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iti bas .lje^^t observed before in the remarks on

chorea, the chain of connexion between the mind

and the nerves distributed to the muscles having

biaep; broken,, the muscles connected with speech

are not so much under the controul of the will as

before,: afl(^, therefore, to produce a correct articu-

lation, a greater effort of volition is required than

it^ ordinary circumstances. Thus instances are

pot unfrequently met with, where persons who

stutter and stammer greatly, can sing without

difficulty or interruption, the latter requiring a

much greater effort of the muscles of respiration,

as well as those which modulate the voice, than

ordinary speech. This fact is strictly analagous

to what was observed in the case of master R—

,

who, although he was unable to execute the usual

movements of the arm without convulsive jerk-

ings, could support a weight, with the arm extended,

with perfect steadiness till fatigue obliged him to

desist. The mode of cure, which consists in calling

the muscles into strong action, is exemplified

(independently of those which have been narrated)

in the well known instance of DemostheneSy&ndvo,

two cases related in the Dictionnaire des Sciences

Medicales. In attempting its removal the same

cautions as before given should be observed, that
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the nervous affection, whatever may have been its

cause be first removed, and its recurrence pre-

vented. But this caution may, perhaps, be neces-

sary only in recent cases, as after some time a

renovation of nervous power takes place, and the

renewal of the association between volition and

muscular action alone is required.

In conclusion, I cannot but esteem muscular

action as a powerful agent in the cure of disease,

although its utility must necessarily depend on its

proper application to individual cases ; and it would

be no less unwise to discard many powerful reme-

dies from the Materia Medica, which have been

misused, or are occasionally liable to abuse, as to

neglect this as a remedy, because it may have been

sometimes incautiously employed in disorders in

themselves incurable, or abused in others, in

which, under proper restrictions, it may have been

susceptible of affording material benefit.

THE END.

T. White & Co. Printers, 14, Bear Alley,

LondoD.
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INTRO DUCTrO N.

,
" Itaqne non sic causa intelligi debet, ut, qaod oaiqae antecedat, id ei causa

•It, sed quod caique efficienter antecedat; nec, quod in campum descenderim,

id foisse cansffi, cur pila luderem : nec Heoubam, causam interitus fuisse

Trojanis, quod Alexandrum genaerit: nec Tjndareum Agamemnon!, quod

Clytiemnestram."

Cicero : de Fato, 15.

The object of the Translator of the following

Memoir upon Moxa, has been, to lay before the

Medical Public, in an English version, the

history and use of a substance, which holds an

eminent rank in the therapeutics of continental

practitioners: to this he has been instigated,

from no English treatise, ex professo, being to

the best of his knowledge in existence upon the

subject, and from the Moxa being consequently

unknown to several British practitioners, both as

an object of natural and medical history. The

essay, which the translator has selected for this

j

purpose, is contained in an 8vo volume, entitled

Recueil de Memoires de Chirurgiet by the Baron

a
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liARRi^l'^bf which Memoirs the one upon Moxa

is by far the most extended. That celebrated

surgeon has been so long, and so deservedly

esteemed, in this country, for the ability and

zeal displayed by him, in the numerous oppor-

tunities, which he has had for pathological

investigation, that, where several treatises existed

upon the same subject, no explanation will be

considered necessary for having preferred liis

memoir to that of any other writer: indepen-

dently of this consideration, however, as the

following treatise is a developement* of the

article Moxa, which was consigned to the author

in the JDictionnaire des Sciences 3Iedicales, the

translator has selected it, from its containing

a more complete history of the use of the

Moxa in various diseases, than any treatise at

present extant.

It is but justice to observe, that highly Avorthy

of attention as Baron Larrey may be con«-

dered, as a practical surgeon, he can never be

held in great estimation as a theorist: his bypo-

* See Page 2.
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theses being generally vague and unintelligible,

and apt to spread confusion through his practical

remarks :—it is, alone, as a register of cases

successfully treated by the Moxa, that the work

of the Baron, which is now laid before the

Profession, can be considered deserving of

attention.

It unfortunately too often happens, that medi'

cines are brought forward with lofty pretensions,

but which, in a short space of time, sink into that

oblivion, which they frequently so justly merit:

if we turn our eyes to the history of medicine,

we cannot but be surprised at the immense

catalogue of articles, which have been admitted

into, and, in a short space of time subsequently,

discharged from, the catalogue of the Materia

Medica. According as the theories of the empi-

ricaly methodical, or dogmatical* sect usurped the

dominion of medicine, in the earliest periods of

tnedical history, so were there remedies proposed

* —^Triplex quoque forma medendi.

Quae logos aut methodos, cuique Experientia nomen.

AusoNii Edyll. 11. Lin. 67 et laj.

a2
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io^uif tfi'e prevailing iheones'; arid ain'trtigst the

ftioderns several have been introduced,which have

been considered capable of fulfilling indications,

suggested by the hypothesis which the proposer

might have imbibed, from his individual notions

of pathology. It is, however, to the class of

JEmpirici, from the time of Serapion of Alexan-

dria, its founder, to the present, that'we bwe the

introduction of several of the most important

articles of the Materia Medica. By the Empi-

rici of former and present days, is not to be

understood the unprincipled pretender, who has

liis nostrum, which he gives indiscriminately in

all diseases ; but the man of education, who yet

founds his plans of treatment, almost wholly,

upon analogy, without taking into consideration

philosophical induction, or the reasons which

physiology might suggest to his mind, aiid assist

him in laying down the indications of cure. The

ancient Empirics were men of talent, and strict

observation, which latter qualification they natu-

rally acquired from their principles being founded

upon the success, which they observed in analo-

gical cases, requiring very considerable attention,

in rtie discrimination of diseases.
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The great mutability that ..has always been

observable in medical theories and practice,

however, may be fairly ascribed to a species of

false experience, or want of proper knt)wled^e

respectiQg ljhe\^aws of cause and effect: it unfor-;.

tunately top frequently happens, that when a man

brings forward any medicine, he is so much

interested in its success, that he is often induced

^o view the subject through a flattering medium,

and to ascribe to its action, effects to which

it is n<^t at all entitled. If we cast our eyes

oy^r the history of medicine for the last hundred,

and fifty years, we may see, that an almost

innumerable list of medicines has been proposed,

several of which have been introduced with

such high recommendations in their favor, so

many cases of cure obtained, according to their

proposers, through their influence, that we

cannot but be astonished, when we find that

practitioners have subsequently excluded them

from the Materia Medica. The proposer, how-

ever, of any fi-esh medicine, is so blinded by his

prejudices,, that he too generally gives a list of

successful liases, .not one of which perhaps q^^l^

its fortunate termination to the adrainistratioi^
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the supposed means. Under the Stahlian doc-

triti^,'* Gr what has been called by the French, La

strti6k with the number of cures which take place

in diseases, where, from the peculiar doctrine of

the practitioner, they are left principally to na-

ture; yet had any one of the alterative remedies,

which have been so extolled at different periods,

been administered, the issue would have been

most certainly ascribed to it, and the number of

false facts*, as Dr. Cullen would have called

them, been considered sufficient to authorize a

fresh addition to the already overstocked cata-

logue of the Materia Medica. Nothing can prove

so strongly the necessity of the physical sciences

forming part of the education of the medical

practitioner, as the bad reasoning which is every

day observable, respecting cause and effect: the

study of physics necessarily habituates the mind

to philosophical induction, and if a better capa-

bility of tracing effects to their causes were the

* Elements of the Philosophy of the Human Mind, by

PuGALD Stewart, Esq. F. R. S. Ed. vol ii. p. 440.
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only advantag-e to be derived from such studyj

it would be an acquisition of the utmost impai:][

tance; independently of this, however,, it iSv/a

Takiable auxiliary in physiological and medical

investigation:*— Aliter eriim in Physicis,

jjsdit^ im fdro medico tractanda est natura: illie

genemliter et in comrauni, hie vero specialiter,

ut homini est propria, respicitur." ^

"WhenAETius,:|;PAULus iEGiNETA,§ and Ama-

Tius LusiTANTJS,!! recommended coition as a

cute for diarrhoea, and Hippocrates^ remarked

* Lectures oil Physiology, Zoology, and the Natural Hittorif

of Man, hyW. Lawrence, F, R. S. Page 76,
'

t Mich. Bernh. Valentin. Med. Nov. Antiq. pag. 14.

FrSincofurti ad Moenum, 1713.

i Tetrabib. 1. Serm. 3. cap. 8.

'

i Lib. 1". cap. 35.

II
Lib. 1. Cent. 13. obs. 11.

If " Balbi ab alvi profluvio maximfe conipiuntur longo."

HiPPOCRAT. Aphor. 32. Sect. 6. Upon this ridiculous

aphorism, the satirical Swift remarks, "I wish Physicianai

had power to remove the profusion of words in many people

to the inferior parts." See Swift's Works, arranged by

Sheridan, and conected by Nichols, vol. x. p. 247.
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-that istuttering people were always subject to

that affection, we cannot for a moment suppose

that these observers had made remarks, which

they did not consider to be authorised by their

experience; yet, in all these instances, there has

evidently been an accumulation of false facts;

the connexion, between the ascribed cause and

effect, being built upon no stronger founda-

tion than in the following old, but apposite

anecdote, which was related by Bishop Latimer

in the last sermon, which that prelate preached

before Edward VI. :
—" Here now," said he, " I

remember an argument of Master More's which

he bringeth in a book that he made against

Bilney ; and here by the way, I will tell you a

merry toy. Master More was once sent in com-

mission into Kent, to try out (if it might be)

what was the cause of the Goodwin-sands, and

the shelfs that stopt up Sandwich-haven. Thi-

ther Cometh Master More and calleth the country

before him, such as were thought to be men of

experience, and men that could of likelihood

best certify him of that matter concerning the

^^§toppage of Sandwich-haven. Among others

"came in afore him an old man with a whitehead,
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and one that was thought to be little vless tl^^

an hundred years old. When Master M^pifCtSi^

this ag-ed man, he thought it expedient to Jjear

him say his mind in this matter, for being so old

a man, it was likely that he knew most of any

man in that presence and company. So Master

More called this old aged man unto him and said,

f iFather,' said he, ' tell me if ye can, what is

the cause of this great arising of the sands and

shelves here about this haven, the which stop it

up that no ships can arrive here ? Ye are the

eldest man that I can espy in all this company,

so that if any man can tell any cause of it, ye of

likelihood can say most in it, or at least wise

more than any other man here assembled?'—

' Yea, forsooth, good master, (quod this q\d

man) for I am well nigh an hundred years old,

and no man here in this company any thing near

unto mine age.'—' Well then,' quod Master More,

* how say you in this matter? What think you to

the cause of these shelves and flats that stop up

Sandwich-haven?'— ' Forsooth, Sir,' quoth he,

am an old man. I think that Tenterton steeple

is the cause of Goodwin-sands. For I am an

old man, Sir, (quod he) .^d,JaJpay.^rgm^^jsr
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the building of Tenterton steeple, and I may

iiBTriember AVhen there was no steeple at all

there. And before that Tenterton Steeple was

in bnilding', there was no manner of speaking

of any flats or sands that stopped the haven,

and therefore I think that Tenterton steeple is

th« canse of the destroying and decaying of

Sandwich-haven.'*

Ridiculous as this may seem, it is an every day

occurrence in medicine : in their anxiety for the

success of any remedial agent, medical practi-

tioners seem totally to forget, that the cases,

which they bring forward are frequently those,

which do any thing ratbei* than prove the supe-

rior efficacy of their adopted mode of treatment.

This prejudice is, unfortunately, not only confined

to the routine practitioner, the degenerated rem-

nsoit of the old secia enipirica; but to the man

of Science and philosophy ;* although it is a

* . .—Homines dbcti (supini sane et faciles) rumores

quosdam experientiae, et quasi famas et auras ejus, ad pbilo-

sophiam suam vel constituendam vel confirmandam eiceperunt,

atque illis nihilominus pondus legitimi testimonii attribuerunt.

Bacon. Nov. Org. Lib. 1 Aph. 98.
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system, which he would highly deprecate in

another. When we observe in tlie older writers,

that Democritus mentions that some diseases

are best cured by anointing with the blood of

strangers and malefactors, and others with the

blood of our friends and kinsfolks; that Miletus

cured affections of the eyes with human bile;

that Artemon treated epilepsy with dead mens'

sculls, and Antheus convulsions with human

brains;* and when we find in the lists of the

Materia Medica, such means as the periapta

medicamenta or amuleta, f and still later, the

album gr^cum or canis, the vipercs, limaces, lum-

hrici terrestres, sperma ranarum, urina hominis,

wrina vacccBy the millepedes, and several other

articles, equally absurd, admitted even into the

dispensatories—we cannot but feel satisfied, that

the effects, brought forward, have had no more

connexion with their ascribed causes, than the

* Plin. lib. 28. cap. I.—Muffet on Food, page 141.

t Amulets are still held in great repute by the Egyptians,

Sumatrans, and most of the Orientals. See Belzoni's Nar-

rative of the operations and recent discoveries, &fc. in Egypt

and Nubia, page 10.—MarsdEn'S History of iSumatra, page

164, Lend. 1783.
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ljuilding of Tenterton steeple had to do with the

iippeded navigation of Sandwich-haven: yet to

suppose, that the learned physicians who com-

posed the college, at the periods when several

of these medicines were introduced into notice,

had incorporated them into their dispensatories,

without having had full opportunity, as they con-

ceived, by experience, ofjudging of their powers,

would be ridiculous : in proportion as the lights of

science, however, have shed their influence upon

us, a better knowledge as well as attention to

the laws of cause and effect has been acquired,

as will be evident to any one, who will take the

trouble of referring to the works of the older

authors on medicine or physiology. It. caii

scarcely be credited, that the following account

of the mackerel, as an article of dietetics, could

have been written by a member of the College of

Physicians, and been printed under its sanction

:

the treatise from which it is taken, \iras originally

written by Dr. Muffet, who is entitled" an ever

famous doctor in physick," and was afterwards

corrected and enlarged by Christopher

Bennet, doctor in physick, and fellow of the

Colledg of Physitians in London," and bears the
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imprimatur of " Francis Prujean, Presideiifi

and of Balduinus Hamey, "GifdRGE EN-if,

Edmund Wilson, and Christopher BENNfiT,

Censors."

" MacJcrels were in old time in such request,

ttiat i\(/^6 gallons of their pickle (called the

pickle of" good fellows) was sold for a thou-

sand pieces of silver; but time and experience

described them to be of a thick, clammy and

suffocating substance, offensive to the brain,

head, and brest, though pleasant in taste, and

acceptable to the stomach : Certain it is that

they cause drousiness in the best stomacks, and

apoplexies, or palsies, or lethargies, or dulness

(at the least) of sense and sinews to them that

be weak. Tralianus rightly adviseth all persons

sick of fleagmatick diseases, and of stoppings,

to beware of Mackrels as a most dangerous

meat : albeit their liver helpeth the jaundies,

being sod in vinegar, and their flesh sod in

vinegar cureth the suffocation of the matrix:

they are best being sod in wine-vinegar with

mints, parsly, rosemary, and time, and if after-

wards they be kept in pickle, made of Rheniiisli
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wine, ginger, pepper, and dill, they prove a very

dainty and no unwholesome meat
;

they are

worst of all buttered. The French men lay

Southernwood upon a gridiron, & them upon the

Southernwood, and so broil them both upon the

fire, basting them well with wine and butter, and

so serve them in with vinegar, pepper, and but-

ter, as hot as can be
; by which way no doubt

their malignity is much lessened, and their good-

ness no less encreased."*

Between the time at which the work of

MuFFET, from which we have just quoted, was

published, viz. about the middle of the sevens

teenth century, and a nearly corresponding

period of the eighteenth, practitioners do not

appear to have advanced, in their correct know-

ledge of the effects of medicines on the animal

economy, with such rapid strides as might have

been wished: on the contrary, although the doc-

trines of pathology were undergoing several

changes, and an immense number of fresh articles

* See ffealth's Improvement ; Qr Rules comprising and dis-

covering the nature, method, and manner ofpreparing all sorts

fif Food used in this Nation, p. 167. London, 10&5.
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had been added to the Materia jVXedica, very

few of which have been since retained, and

several improvements taken place in the practice

of medicine and surgery, yet no greater tact

was acquired in discriminating the false from

the true facts, as far as they related to the

medicinal virtues of those articles, which act

insensibly upon the human frame, and which

have been commonly denominated alteratives:

as one instance, in proof of this assertion, the

elaborate account of the viper(B, as a therapeuti-

cal agent, in the older works on Materia Medica,

an article which has been, for a considerable

length of time, justly banished from our pharma-

copoieas, may be adduced :*

* Dr. Mead, in his Essays on Poisons, has the following

iculogistic account of the viperce.

" One of the first whom we find in antiquity to have made

use of the Fjlesh,of this Greature to Medicinal Purposes, was

I think, Antonius Musa, the famous Physician to Octavim

Ctesar; qf whom Plmy tells us, That when he met with

inveterate Ulcers^ he order'd.the eating of Yipers, and by thifi

means they were quickly healed. It is not jniprobable, ;that

.he might have learn'd this from tlie Gree^ Physician Craterus,

.ipention'd often by Ciqcro, in his Epistles to Atlictis : who
Porphyry relates, very happily cured, a miserable slfive, whose

ikin in a very strange' manrier fell off from his Bones, %
adviting him to feed upon Vipers, dress'd after the manner
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By several authors an appeal has been made

to " long experience," in confirmation of the

of Fish. Be this as it will, in Galen's Time, the profitable

qualities of the Viper were very commonly known, himself

relating very remarkable stories of the Cures of the Elephan-

tiasis, or Lepra, done by the Viper Wine. Arataeus, who

most probably lived about the same time as Galen, and of all

the Antients has most accurately described the Elephantiasis,

commends, as Craterus did, the eating of Vipers as Fish, in

the same Diseases. And to this purpose I remember, that as

Lopez, in his Kelatious of the Kingdom,of CQugo in Africa,

takes notice how greedily the Negroes eat Adders, roasting

them, and esteeming them as the most delicious Food; so

Dampier, also informs us, that the Natives of Tonquin, in the

East Indies, do treat their Friends with Arrack, in which

Snakes and Scorpions have been infus'd; accounting this not

only a great Cordial, but also an Antidote against the Leprosy,

and all other sorts of Poison.

" The Physicians in Italy and France do very commonly

prescribe the Broth and Jelly of Viper's Flesh for much the

same uses; that is, to invigorate and purify the mass of Blood

exhausted with Diseases, or tainted with some vicious and

obstinate Ferment."

After making these remarks. Dr. Mead goes on to observe,

" From all this it appears, that the main efficacy of the

viperine flesh is to quicken the circle of the Blood, promote its

due mixture, and by this means cleanse and scour the glands

of those stagnating Juices, which turning to acidity, are the

origin of many, at least, of those troublesome distempers, in

the surface of the Body, which go under the names of

scrophulous, leprous, &c." See The Medical Works of

Richard Mead, M. D. page 47, London 1762.
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virtues of tHis article of the dispensatory—so

much in use at that period,* and if mck,

testimony be considered sufficient to prove

its efficacy, in those cases which have been

adduced, practitioners must, subsequently, have

been guilty of great impropriety, in banishing it

from the pharmacopoieas, and even, altogether,

from practice ; as we unquestionably are, at pre-

sent, possessed of no substance of the Materia

Medica, which is capable of answering all the

purposes ascribed to the viperie : the truth,

however^ is, that it was afterwards found, that a

number ofJialse facts had been accumulated in

their favor; between the effiscts of which, and

the ascribed causes, practitioners were disposed,

very properly, to consider, that there was no

connexion whatsoever, and it has long been the

universal opinion, that they are possessed of no

medicinal quality: the like may be said of the

limaces, sperma ranarum, &c. before mentioned :

the properties ascribed to them are little

less ludicrous than the following directions

* Vide Quincy's Pharmacopoiea officinalis. 10th Edit.

1736.

b
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respecting the Moxa, taken from the translation

of a Japatiese treatise, shewing what parts

of the human body may be bm-nt with that

substance

—

" Chap. 3. Women, who would have done

breeding, must have three cones burnt on the

navel

:

" Chap. 4. Women, that would be glad to

have children, must have eleven cones burnt on

the side of the twenty-first vertebra." *

Since the period (1736), at which the dispen-

satory of QuiNCY was published, to which we

have alluded, several new agents have been intro-

duced upon the stage, which, in a short space

of time afterwards, disappeared entirely from it,

leaving scarcely any vestiges of their existence

:

of these modi medendi, not the least important,^

if we may take the noise to which they gave

occasion upon their first introduction, were the

ft'-"'"

|f^,See The History of Japan, by Engelbertus Kjempfer,.

M. i). translated from the High-Dutch manuscript, by J. G.

SfiSStfCHZEB, F. R. S. Member of the Royal College o£;

Physicians, London. 1728. Vpl. ii. appendix sect. 4.
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much in use at that period,* and if such

testimony be considered sufficient to prove

its efficacy, in those cases which have been

adduced, practitioners must, subsequently, have

been guilty of great impropriety, in banishing it

from the pharmacopoieas, and even, altogether,

from practice ; as we unquestionably are, at pre-

sent, possessed of no substance of the Materia

Medica, which is capable of answering all the

purposes ascribed to the viperae: the truth,

however, is, that it was afterwards found, that a

number of false facts had been accumulated in

their favor ; between the effects of which, an(|.

the ascribed causes, practitioners were disposed;

very properly, to consider, that there was no

connexion whatsoever, and it has long been the

universal opinion, that they are possessed Of no

medicinal quality: the like may be said of the

limaces, sperma ranaruniy &c. before mentioned:

the properties ascribed to them are little

less ludicrous than the following directions

• Vide QuiNCY's Pharmacopoiea officinalis. 10th Edit'.

1736.
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-respeGtingsfthe- MoxA,- taken from the transla-

tion of a Japanese treatise, shewing what parts

^of the human body may be burnt with that

substance

—

" Chap. 3. Women, who would have done

breeding, must have three cones burnt on the

navel

:

" Chap. 4. Women, that would be glad to

have children, must have eleven cones burnt on

the side of the twenty-first vertebra."*

Since the period (1736), at which the dispen-

satory of QuiNCY w^as published, to which we

have alluded, several new agents have been intro-

duced upon the stage, which, in a short space

of time afterwards, disappeared entirely from it,

leaving scarcely any vestiges of their existence

:

of these modi medendi, not the least important,

if we may take the noise to which they gave

occasion upon their first introduction, were the

* See The History of Japan, by Engelbertus Kjempfer,

M. D. translated from the High-Dutch manuscript, by J. G.

ScHBUCHZER, F. R. S. Member of the Royal College of

Physicians, London. 1728. Vol. ii. appendix sect. 4.
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metallic tractefrs tof Pf&EKiNfii and the iahalatiGn

of gazeous compounds, proposed hf the cele-

brated Dr. Beddoes; yet the use of both has

been almost entu-ely laid aside, and we now

seldom or nfever hear any account of them ; in

fact, they may be said to have fallen into almost

perfect oblivion: the same may be observed of

several articles of the Materia Medica:—the

three kingdoms of nature have been ransacked,

in order to add to our therapeutics, and scarcely

one single substance has been brought forward,

without some apparently strong cases of suc-

cessful results being adduced, in affirmation of

its efficacy: future experience, however, disco-

vered, that the effects were rather consecutive

tlian cdnsequent; and their use fell into total

neglect. It is this unfortunate contradiction,

fei the results obtained from particular means,

which, more than any other circumstance,

iias tended to cause the practice of medicine

to be considered as an almost perfectly empi-

rical art. There are not wanting men, at

the present day, who are disposed to say,

^d to think, that the science of medicine is

not one jot better than it was in the time of

b 2
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HippocjiATEs:* this sentiment has been lately

promulgated', though not in a very liberal man-

ner, in a literary work of considerable merit,

written by i ' a learned divine, f ^ in> >wbidi he

observes, that " no men despise physic so much

as physicians, because no men so > thoroughly

understand how little it can perform : tliey have

been tinkering the human constitution four

thousand years, in order to cure about as

many disorders; the result is, that mercury and

brimstone are the only two specifics they have

discovered:— all the fatal maladies continue to

be what they were in the days of Paracelsus,

Hippocrates, and GxLEfi—Opprobria Medico-

rum" To advance arguments for the purpose

of combating the latter part of this remark,

woiuld be an idle waste of words :>i]Gwa m^TOy who

had paid any attention to the subj^t? cpuld have

thrown such a stigma upon medical science:

illiberal, however, as it is, whei^ taken as a

* Vide A Treatise on Experience in Physic, by Dr. Zm-

t Laeon, or many things in few words, by the Rer. C. C.

CouLTON, M. A. 1821, page 160. ^
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"^'hole; it is but too tme*. that there . has always

been, and still continraes to be, an unaGcountable

vaciilatidrifi oiibffeishion in medical* puictio®:; and

that but few of those agents, which bave been

rfecommended empirically, amongst which must

be' included almost the whole class of altera-

#wc(5, ' ba*ve ' retained the ground, which they

pOs^Sessed at their first introduction ; indeed,

Hvith the exception of the articles, which Mr.

CouLTON has mentioned, there are but very few

others, which can be considered to come within

ah immeasurable length, of what is generally

understood by the term specifics.

-ossfesi^

^^Tt-ls! not to the empirical use of any remedies

whatsoever, that we must ultimately look for

any great improvement in the profession : by an

^empirical trial we, first of all, find out the

sensible medical properties of any substance,

and, afterwards, our physiological and patho-

logical knowledge enables us to turn it to the

greatest account ; but, where the properties are

by no means sensible, i. e. when the substance

is supposed to act as an alterative^ we should

be most especially careful not to ascribe to it
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qualities to which it is not entitled:* it is tlii»

confusion respecting cause and effect, which (as

was before observed) has tended, more than any

other circumstance, to the retardation of thera-

peutics; for it cannot be doubted, tliat where

the means adopted are inert, the practitioner,

from a supposed opinion of their virtues, is apt

to lull himself into a too fatal confidence; and,

imder a false security, to lose an opportunity for

using more active remedies, which it is not in his

power subsequently to regain. The catalogue of

the Materia Medica has been undergoing a dimi-

nution, in its number of articles, for several years,

and there are at present many, which, doubtless,

might be very properly expunged. To physio-

logical and pathological knowledge it is, that we

must look for the most important improvements

* Jacobus Rohault, has, in his Traelat: Physic: laid

down three degrees of experience, which, if strictly attended to,

would prevent all that confusion respecting cause and effect,

which is daily observable in medicine. " Primus" he observes,

" est simplicissimus sensuum usus : secundus, observationes

fortuitaa siib experiraentis artificialibus occnrrentest tertius,

ilia observatio quam ratiocinatio per varias illattones confimiat."

Vide Mich. Bernh. Valentin, Nov. Antiq. pe^g^ 8,
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ill medical science;—r empirical practice . being

perfectly subservient to it. When A-emedie& are

brought forward with too lofty pretensions, or

tpo indiscriminately used, they freqjaently fall

ijjifcPfjtptal, neglect, in consequence* fOC,^fheir not

fulfilling all the indications, for which the pro-

poser, recommended them, although, in several

instances, their employment might be attended

with the greatest benefit: of this a most remark-

able case isi, the use of the actual cautery;—

appositely administered, it is a most useful agent,

in several diseases
;

but, principally in conse-

quence of its too indiscriminate adoption, it has

been almost entirely banished from the thera-

peutics of British practitioners ;— and, in the case

of vaccination, there are several of its former

advocates., ^j^JiO have abandoned it, in cons,e,T

quence of its not fulfilling every thing, which

Dr. Jenner promised on its first introduction.

A more particular attention to the series implexa

causarum, and to their relation with effects^ will,

unquestionably, remedy this false reasoning, in

process of time; and, according as our acquaint-

ance with the laws of physiology and pathology

becomes more developed, medical science will
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^jgij^ropprtiopj^bly improved, and more care

^^ken with respect to the introduction of sub-

stances, into the Materia Med ica, which are not

^p^rtby of a place there
; or, if . admitted^ their

^fM^i^^Mt^^^ correctijr trq^c^^.^li^fijtl^eu-

causes, and, consequently, - pretensions

brought forward, which they aye.jincapable of

fulfilling. It is not to credulity, but to well

founded scepticism, that we are to look for those

improvements in medical science, which may

enable us to treat diseases philosophjcEjhllljr, ^ipd

successfully—*
^^^^

" Curare apposite sanandura." CicERp.

These remarks have been suggested by some

of the cases, adduced by Baron Larrey, in

which the beneficial results, ascribed to the

Moxa, do not appear to have owed their exis-

tence to the supposed cause; in confirmation of

this, the cases detailed at p. 67, and seq. may

sdi io YOi or8^ IK-

* Some interesting remarks on the general principles of

Truth and Error, in the cultivation of Medicine, may be found

in the Elements of Medical Logick, by Sir Gilbert Blank,

Bart.
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be referred t6, ' of abscesses in W^lHrea^

broke internally, and the contents bf wiiTfch were

dischar^M'by th(^ bowels: ill ttee ca^e^J^^

author ascribes the dfevelbpeiiient 6f the aiihe^ive

inflammation, which had commenced between

the outer paries of the abscess and the intestine,

to the iriflnence of the Moxa, but without any

shadow of proof—the application of the Moxa

liavihg'pfeceded the discharge of the pus, beiri^

the only basis upon which he could have possibly

founded his opinion; and, indeed, if his obser-

vation were grounded in fact, which cannot for

a moment be supposed, the Moxa must be

possessed of ihe power of acting as a counter-

irritant in one case, and as a developer of

inflammation in another—which seems ridicu-

lous^ the introduction of such cases would have

been much better avoided, as it throws discredit

upon the talents of the author for correct obser-

vation, and may have a tendency to cause those

histories to be slighted, where the efficacy of the

Moxa is indisputable.
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"3 term Moxa has been considered, by most

authors, as a word of Oriental extraction: Percy

and Laurent, however, are of opinion, that it

is to Europeans we owe the application of it

to the substance, which forms the subject of this

work. They observe, that the Portuguese were

the first people, who called this mode of caute-

rization, of which they were witness, in India,

China, and Japan, by the name of Moxa :

—

" The people of these countries," they say»

rolled or twisted small cords of certain

vegetables, almost in the same manner as we

prepare tobacco for smoking. Each one w^a§

provided with them, and when he wished to

cauterize himself, a small piece was cut from

the end of one of these cords, which was some-

times applied by the individual himself; but more

commonly by regular cauterizers (Xin Kieu),

and to which he set fire, in the same manner

as smokers to their tobacco, which caused the

Portuguese who were witness to this operation,

so novel to them, to observe, that they burnt

themselves with a match, and consequently

they gave the name of Metchia, Motzchia,

Moxia, Moxa, MechCy as well to the operation
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itself, as to the material which was employied

for it."* ^ h'^'i'n r aTrUf+rt.^

" The word Moxa," they elsewhere observe,

** is not to be found in the works of the Japanese

and Chinese physicians, who call it Kieou, and

only use the term Moxa, before strangers, to

whom they may wish to make themselves intelli-

gible."

In this derivation of the word, they are

not borne out by Ten Rhyne, whom they

mention to have introduced it upon the continent.

This latter author observes, when treating of

the artemisia— " Hac ergo, quae in agris et

eompetis provenit uberrima, nulla frequentior

planta est Japonibus, qui eam Jomongi et

JSophouts, atque cum exaruerit, Moxa nuncu-

pant."t It is here evidently given, as the

* Vide Dictionnaire des Sciences Medicates, article Moxi-

bustion, by Percy and LAURENT.

+ Vide Ten Rhyne de Arthritide, page 97. The saiil4

writer, in mentioning the mode of preparing the cones of Moxa,
says, " Modus eorum praeparandi simplex est. Tenuiora enim

folia simimitatesve Artemisia: latifolije (nam tenuifoliam, lit
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yemacijlar language of the country, and there

does not appear to be the least reason for

believing, from any of this writer's observations,

that the word is of Portuguese origin: but the

evidence of K^mpfer, who had the most

ample opportunities, from a residence of a con-

siderable duration in Japan and China, sets the

matter perfectly at rest, by proving the term to

be deduced from the Chinese.

rfirtl The Chinese and Japanese," he observes,

*' trace the origin of the Moxa to the remotest

antiquity, and pretend that it was known, long

before the invention of physick and surgery,

and that, consequently, the use of it is sufficiently

supported by a continued experience of so many

ages. This ancient and so much commended

caustick goes by the name of Moxa, not only

in China, but in all other countries where

the learned characters and language of the

Botanici vocant, Japonic^, saltern quantum ego comperi, non

novit) salutaris admodum plantae, colligunt, coUecta siccant in

umbra (turn demum, uti supra dictum est, Moxa appellatur)

siccata manibus fricant ambabus," &c. «SL'C. Vide page 108.
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Chinese are known, as in Japan, Corea, Quinam*,

thie Luzon or Philippine Islands, the Island

of Formosa, and the kingdoms of TCinqttili 'atod

Cotsijnsina." * .ny axil iBdi

• ill 911

: When the term Moxa was first introduced

into Europe, it was understood to signify a cone

or -cylinder, which the inhabitants of Japan and

China were in the habit of using as a remedial

agent, and which was formed of a cottony sub-

stance, procured from the beaten leaf or pith

of a species of artemisia (artemisia Chinensis):

since that period, however, it has been used

iny^atiimore general acceptation, and is now

understood to signify any combustible substance,

which may be employed for the cure of disease,

by being placed upon any part of the body,

and suffered to burn down, until cauterization

is produced; but, most commonly, it is used

to designate the ustio Arabica, or mode of

cauterizing practised amongst the Arabs, and

f
* See r/t« J?is<ory q/",7bpan, by EN6EtBERTVSrRi*MPPER,

M. J>j vol. ii. fippendix Sect. 4. page 34. .
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now almost universally followed by tlie French

practitioners. *

Whatever may have been the derivation of the

term, it does not appear that the Moxa was well

known, on the continent, till towards the end of

the seventeenth century : about that period

Hermannus BusscHOFjt Ten Rhyne,
:J:

and

Cleyer, § who had resided for some time in the

East, returned to Europe, and published sepa-

rate treatises, extolling it against many morbid

affections, for which they had seen it employed

amongst the Orientals.

The knowledge of this remedy appears to

have reached this country, from the continental

writers abovementioned, as well "as from several

* Vide Dictionnaire des Sciences MSdicales, article Feu,

by M. JOURDAN.

t BusscHOF published his work On the Cure of the Gout

by Moxa, in Dutch, at Amsterdam, in 1674: an English trans-

lation of which, in 8vo. was published at London in 1676.

I Libro citato.

§ Andreas Cleyer in Eph: Nat: Cur: ann. 4. obs : 1.
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other treatises, which were published about the

same period, in Italy, Germany, Poland, &c.*

Its fame, however, upon its first introduction

xipon the continent, was, more especially, for

relieving the paroxysms of the gout; and it

appears to have been scarcely ever employed, in

this country, for any other affection. Soon after

BusscHOJ' hiad published his small treatise,

'upon the wonderful cures, which he had seeil

performed in the East, in gouty subjects, and

practical confirmation of which he had experi-

enced in his own person; SirWilliam Temple,*!"

who was then at Nimeguen, and was a martyr

to the gout, after having read Busschof's work,

* Vide PuRMANKUS in Chirurg : P. 3. p. 292.

Pechlinus in Observ: pag. 263.

Valentinus in Polychrest: Exotic: p. 197.

in Hist: Moxcs cum meditat: de

Podagrd.

Kjempfer in Amoenitat: Exotic, p. 589.

History of Japan, vol. ii. app. Sec. 4.

Bern: Wilh: G%i\.vv& de MoxA: 1G7G.

t Letters written by Sir William Temple, Bart, and
other Ministers of State, ^c. published by Jonathan Swift,

Domestick Chaplain to his Excellency the Earl of Beukely,
&c. Page 135, vol. i. Lond. 1720.
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determined upon making trial of the Moxa, when

he received such considerable benefit from its

application, as well as in one or two other

cases in which he used it, that its fame was soon

published in England : it does not appear,

however, to have been much used in this

country, and, in a short time, fell into such total

neglect, that scarcely any writer on medicine or

surgery, except in works of reference, since the

time of Sydenham, has even noticed that such

a remedy was in use for the cure of disease

;

and this last author refers to it, as to a subject

which was by no means in general adoption by

the practitioners of his time.* Of all the nations

of Europe, there are none which have employed

the Moxa to an equal extent with the French

;

although, before the middle of the last century,

few individuals in France knew what the Moxa

was.f PouTEAU, \ however, about that period,

* Tractat: de Podag: page 602,

t Vide Dictionnaire des Sciences Medicales, art. Moxibustion.

X Vide Melanges de Chirurgie, page 1, 7 & 31.

(Eumes Posthumes, vol i. p. 202 and 626, and

vol. ii. p. 36.
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drew the attention of his medical cpi^itrymen so

plosely to the subject, by the evidence which he

gtdduced, of the beneficial effects resulting from

tjliis, mode of applying the actual cautery, in

several diseases, more especially in those arising

^ijn a rheumatic or scrofulous vice, affecting the

articulations, that this remedy began to be

adopted. by practitioners; since which time so

^laiiy testinaonials have been given in its favor,

by several enlightened and observing individuals,

that its fame may be said to rest on higher

grounds, than that of any other remedial agent

at present employed by French practitioners.

Of all the various means, which have been

employed at different periods for the cure of

disease, there is none which has been so univer-

sally adopted by nations, in a state of primeval

simplicity, * as that of cauterizing. History

* In the opinion of these people, the actual fire was as

useful in relieving human suffering, as ViRGiL describes it to

be, in restoring infecund lands

—

——• Omne per ignem.

Excoquitur yitium, atque exudat inutilis humor."

P. Virg: Mar: Georg: Lib. i. i. 88.

C
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informs us that the practice was followed

amongst the Aborigines of North and South

America ;
- by the natives, of Japan .and China,

from time immemorial; by the ancient Scythians;

^Egyptians, Arabs^ and Laplanders; and from

the testimony of several scientific travellers, who

have, in modern times, attended to their medical

and chirurgical practice, it appears, that the

descendants of these people still follow the

modes, which had been practised by their

ancestors.*

Various are the forms which have been

recommended, from the time of Hippocrates

downwards, for the application of the actual

cautery; but we shall confine ourselves to those,

which, according to the present acceptation of

the term, belong to the head of Moxa: com-

prising, as was before observed, every cautet*

rizing agent employed for the cure of disease,

* Vide Burckhardt's Travels in Nubia, pag. 340.

Histoire Generale de la Chine, Tome 13, par

M. I'Abbe Grosier.

Memoires eoncernant V Histoire, les Sciences, 8^.

iks Chinois par les Missionnaires de Pe-Kin, Tom. 8. p. 262.
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by being placed upon some part of the human

body, and suffered to burn down, until it pro-

duces cauterization. From the earliest ages, the

Nomades employed, for this purpose, the fat

wool of their flocks, * as well as certain spongy

substances growing upon oaks, and springing

from the hazel -j"—the Indian, the pith of the

reed, I and flax, or hemp, impregnated with

some combustible material^—the Persian the

dung of the goat—the Armenian the agaric of

the oak—the Chinese and Japanese the down of

the artemisia—the Thessalian, dried moss]!

—

the Egyptian, Arracanese, and several oriental

nations, cotton^— the Ostiaks** and Lap-

* Hippocrates in Lib. de affect, cap. 30.

t Paulus JEgineta, Lib. G. cap. 49.

\ K_a;MPFER's History of Japan, vol. ii. app. Sect. 4. p. 36.

§ BoNTius de Medicina Indorum, p. 32.

II
Percy in Pyrotechnie Chirurgicalc Pratique, p, 12.

f Prosper Alpinus de Medicina JEgyptiorum, L. iii,

cap. 12.

*f Voyages de M. P. S. Pallas, Tome 4. pag. 60.

c 2
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4a<ft(}eyg * agaric of th,e,
,

j|-cj^^~ and the

4>bof!igiQes,p.of„Dforth America, gotten and dried

iwood, which they called punk.1[ Hippocrates

S^as in tJie habit of employmg fungi and flax J

' ^^'^rareZs \hron^Ji ' Sweden, Finland, and LapTdii^^to the

North Cape, by Joseph Acekbi, page 291, vol. ii.

LiNN^Us in Lachesis Lapponica, or a Tour in Lapland, by
Jas. Ed. Smith, M. D. F. R. S. &c. vbt. i. p.' '274i

Hakmens and Fielstrom, and Rosen, Diss. Med. Lapp,

in HalL Disput. ad MorL Hist. Tom. 6.

. t Rush's Medical Inquiries and Observations, p. 2Q.

X Hippoc. de affection, cap. 8.

Since the time of Hippocrates, it has been almost

universally supposed that the term Linum crudum, signified

Flax in its state of raw material. Percy and Laurent
have, however, lately advanced an opinion, that it meant

unbleached linen, and quote the following verse from Eccle-

siasticus in support of their belief, " Ab eo qui utitur hyacinthus,

et portat coronam, usque ad eum qui operitur lino crude, furor

zehis, tumultus, &c." Although the term fi;/xo^l*o», or Linum

crudum, might be occasionally used to signify cloth which had

not been bleached; in the same manner as it was sometimes

employed for a barber's cloth, which was tucked round the

shoulders, whilst the hair was cutting, to prevent it from falling

down the neck; yet, there can be no doubt, but that Hippo-

crates meant by it. Tow or Flax before it had undergone

any preparation, whilst the linum coctum signified the same

substance after it had been subjected to the necessary processes

for being formed into cloth: this would seem to have been the

understanding which Prosper Alpinus put upon it; for,

after having described the mode of cauterization practised by
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weire situated near the bone V^ttd so great

his opinion of the actual cautery, in the cure bf

disease, that he considered it, under any of its

forms, as the derniere ressource, the remedy par

excellence. " Quamcunque partem dolor occu-

paverit, balneis, fomentis, linimentis emoUife,

et alvum subducere, levato dolore gurgans

'exhibere, post haec lac asininum potare, &c. si

in unum aliquem locum irruerit dolor, et con-

stiterit nec medicamentis expellatur, inurito,

quocumque in loco fuerit."*

The Chinese Moxas are formed from the

the Egyptians, by means of the cylinder of cotton, surrounded

by linen cloth, which will be hereafter mentioned, observes,

*• Non tamen modum inurendi, qualem ^gyptii frequentant,

olium antiquorum vel juniorum medicorum cognovisse comperi,

nisi dixeris Auctorem Lib : de affectio : tali experientii aliquando

usum fuisse, cum ad coxendicum dolorem et ad podagram,

inustionem lino crudo faciendam tradiderit. At isti non lino

crudo, sed cocto, atque gossipio, id praesidii genus exercent."

Vide Prosper Alpinus, Lib. 3. cap. 12.

Vide also upon the same subject, Fabricius ab Aqua-
pendente, de Operationibus Cfiirurgicis, cap. 93. 106.

Celsus, de Ani Fistulis.

* Hippoc, de inlernis affect, cap. 63.
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dried' leaves bf the Artemisia vulgaris latijolid,

iyt "Artemisia C/linensis:* the leaves are plucked

off when the plant is very young and tender,

and are hung out in the open air for a considera-

ble time. The Japanese consider, that it is not,

at all times, equally proper to gather the arte-

misia for this purpose ; but that it must be done

only on those days, which have been selected

by their astrologers, and which are thought to

possess the advantage of a particularly benign

influence of the heavens and stars, by which the

virtues of the plant are greatly increased : these

are the first five days in the fifth Japanese

month, called by the natives

—

Gonguatzgonitz,

which, according to the Gregorian calendar,

answers to the beginning of Jime, and some-

times, but seldom, to the latter end of May ; the

Japanese commencing their year, with the new

moon next to the spring equinox. The plant is

gathered early in the morning, before it loses

* FuRSTENAU, in Observ. de Indor. Morb. 15.

Moxa made from the Artemisia vulgaris in Germany, was

found to answer very well. See Eph. nat. Cur. Dec. 3.

A. 7. 8. app. 141.
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the dew:; ;it is then hung in the open air, on th^e

west side of the house, until perfectly dry, and

afterwards laid up in the garret: the older it is,

the tenderer and better down may be obtained

from it, for which reason it is sometimes kept

so long as ten years. The fresh artemisia

receives the different names of Tutz, Nophouts,

Jamoggi or Jomongi, according to its different

•stages of growth, and of Moxa when dried ; this

.change of names, according to circumstances, is

not confined to plants, but is also applied to

other things, according to their different uses ;

as well as to men when they come of age, or are

advanced to any considerable post*

The preparation of the Moxa, is a matter

of no great art or difficulty, although it was

formerly kept a great secret by the Chinese,

being sold in their shops, ready prepared, only.f

* Vide Ktempfer's History of Japmn, vol. ii. App. Sect. 4.

Ten Rhyne de Arthritide, pag. 108.
'

t Vide Miscel. Cur. Med. Phys. Acad. Nat. Cur. ann.

1675—6, obscr. 224, JoHANNis SlGiSMUNDi Elsholtii
dc Moxa.
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"iThe leaves are, in the first place, beaten with

pestle, or rubbed between the hands, until the

coarser fibres, and harder membranous parts,

are separated; the fomentum, or down, which

remains, is then kept for use : this, when formed

into small cones or pyramids, of about the size

of a pea each, is the most common mode of

making the Moxa, amongst the Chinese, as well

as the Japanese.* Sometimes, they fold the

purified down of the herb in paper, and roll it

.with the palm of the hand, until it is equably

and compactly put together ; from which, with a

knife, they cut off small pieces, of about the

thickness of two quills (duos cirdter scriptorios

calamos crassas), which they place upon the

pained part, and, after having set fire to, suffer

to burn down.I M. Larrey observes that M.

Klaproth, the younger, after the return of the

latter from China, presented to him a Moxa, of

the form and size of an ordinary crayon (un

crayon ordinaire a dessiner), which he used with

• * Ten Rhyne, libro citato.

t Ibid, pag. 109.
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the greatest advantkge, in lev^rf caSfe,^^iitlre«Se

could not apply the cotton cylinder. These

small Moxas were composed of powdered phos-

phorescent wood, and lycopodium, and wer^i

according to M. Larrey, easy of imitati<)iii;* ^ ^

The most (Common caustic in use amongst the

"(Brahmins, '''M- Gymnosophistae of the ancient

Greek writers,, and the Indian heathens, is the

pith^^iof'iithe junci, or rushes, which grow in

tkhf^My places : it is not material what sort of

rush it is, provided it is somewhat thicker and

larger than the common scirpus. This pith they

dip into the oil of the seed of the sesamus, and

burn the skin after the common manner. ^

Accordiii^ to K^mpfer, the Chinese and

Japanese burn indifferently, and without regard,

old and young, rich and poor, male and female:

• Memairesde Chirurgie Militaire et Campagnes, du BaroQ

D. J. Larrey, vol. iv. page 407.

t KiEMPFER's History of Japan, vol. ii. App. sec. 4, p. 36.

I Ibid, p. 39.
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women big with child are alone Bparedj if they

hmeiiot 'been burnt before. •
; The intent of burar

ing with the Moxa, is either to prevent or to cure

diseases, but it is more particularly recommended,

by their physicians, as a preventive medicine, for

which reason they prescribe it to the healthy,

more frequently than to the sick : this practice

they ground upon the principle, that by the very

rsatoe viitue by which it dispels and cures pre-

sent distempers, it must, of necessity, destroy

fthe seeds of those to come; and, by that means,

prevent them. Hence it is that, in those extre-

mities of the East, all persons who have any

regard for their health, cause themselves to be

burnt, once every six months. This custom is

so thoroughly and so religiously observed, in

Japan, that even those unhappy persons, who are

condemned to perpetual imprisonment, are not

deprived of this benefit, but are taken out of

their dungeons, once in six months, in order to

be burnt with the Moxa*. The neighbouring

black nations make more use of the Moxa than

* Ten Rhyne, libro citato.
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the Chinese and Japanese themselves, in epii-

iepsy, and all chronic disorders of the head :

their plan is, to burn a considerable quantity of

it along the sutura coronalis, which has been

sometimes attended with so much success, that

some patients are said to have recovered,

who had been previously given over by their

physicians.*

In all the northern provinces of China, the

principal remedy, for most diseases^ consists in

making deep punctures in the body, upon which

small balls of the down of the artemisia are

burnt: these punctures are made with needles*of

gold, silver, or steel, without drawing blood

;

and all the skill required in the physician, is to

determine their number and depth, and where

ft is necessary, to make them:')* this plan is

famed, not only for curing, but for preventing

several diseases, especially the gout and rheu-

* KiEMPFER, libro citato.

t Hisloire Genvrale de la Chine, par M, I'Abbd G rosier,
torn. 13.
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matism, the former '<)f ' which is said to be

unknown in China. * It was formerly conside?fed

that every kind of fire was not proper for

lighting these salutary balls, and, therefore, mir-

rors of ice or metal were employed for that

purpose: they caused the water to freeze in a

round convex vessel, and the ice, being presented

to the sun, collected its rays, and set fire to the

dbwn of the plant.t The practitioners, who

apply the Moxa, are called, by the Chinese,

Tensasi.\ Ten Rhyne observes, that acupunc-

turation\ has become a peculiar art, in Japan,

* Travels in China, by John Barrow, F. R. S. p. 354.

t Description Generale de la Chine, par I'Abb^ Grosieb,

torn. ii. p. 549.

Memoires concernant les Chinois, torn. v. p. 517.

Narrative of a Journey in the interior of China, tfc. by

Clarke Abel, M. D. F. R. S. F. L. S. &c. Page 218.

X K^MPFER, libro citato.

§ Within the last few years, Acupuncturation has been

employed upon the Continent, as well as in this country, and

apparently, with considerable success: but few trials, hare,

however, been made of it.

See Dietionnaire des Sciences Medicates, art. Acupuncture.

—Memoire sur les Maladies Chroniques, les evacuations

sanguines et Vacupuncture, par L. Y. J, BeRLioz, D. M.

Paris, 1816.
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and that those who perform it are called Fcmir

tatte (id est Acupunctores), but if they join with

the application of the Moxa, as many do,

they are called, in Japan, Farrawyts tensas, and,

ixx Chma, Xinkieu: their houses are known by

j^^,wooden image of a man being placed in the

vestibule, on which the places for acupunc-

4;>ii'ation and the application of the Moxa are

^ielineated.*

In applying the Moxa, the base of the cone

or pyramid is placed upon the part, intended to

be burnt, and the top set fire to by means of

an aromatic bacillum, called by the Japanese

senki, and which is similar to those, which the

heathen priests burn in their temples
; they burn

slowly, are of a strong, fragrant scent, and are

made from the powdered slimy bark of the

taah tree, as they call it, or taabnoki, (the

Laurus Japonica sylvestris, or wild Japanese bay

A Treatise on Acupuncturation, Sfc. by James Morss
Chuuchill, Member of the Royal College of Surgeons ia

London.

* Ten Rhyne de Arthritide, pag. 189.
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tree,) made into an electuary, with aloes wood,

and other sweet scented spices, and afterwards

formed into troches or bacilli.*

,.«After the Moxa is bm-nt down, bruised garlic

is applied to the eschar f, and if a blister is

produced by this substance, it is opened with a

pair of scissors ; but the eschar is suffered to

separate by nature : to assist this, a heated plan-

tain leaf (folium plantaginis tostuni) is applied,

so that the rough back is turned to the eschar;

but if it be the intention to heal it, without giving

rise to suppuration, the soft side of the leaf is

put to the part: in want of the plantain, a cab-

bage leaf, and in default of that, the emplastrum

diapalma, or basilicum, is sometimes; applied
;

indeed, this last application is made use of, along

with the plaintain or cabbage leaf, for the

purpose of retaining it in its situation. \ ,

* KffiMPFER, libro citato.

'^^^f Ten 1Rkyhe, libro citato.

A

X Vide Miscell. Cur. Med. Phys. Acad. Nat. Cur. Ann.

1675 and 1676. Obs. 224, JoHANNls SlGlSMUNDI

Elsholtii, de Moxd Sinensi antipodag.
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The mode of preparing the Moxa, most gene-

rally, however, adopted, in the present day, on

the continent, is, according to the Arabic or

Egyptian manner, or what has been called the

mtio Ardbica—the form of cauterization practised

by the wandering Arabs and Egyptians of this

Baron Larrey has given a description in the

following pages,* which, it will be observed,

bears a very close analogy to the following

account of the Egyptian Moxa, given by Pros-

per Alpinus,']'—" Volentes inurere aliquara

partem corporis, sumunt lineam petiam, cubiti

longitudine, latitudineque trium digitorum, atque

gossipii justam quantitatem, quod totum linea

praedicta petia involuunt, ac filo serico ligant

ad formam pyramidis, ipsiusque latiorem extre-

mitatem urendae parti applicant, prob^quie

cuti adhaerere student, alteramque caput vel

extreraum succendunt, coraburique permittunt,

quousque fasciculus ille ex linea petia, atque

gossipio . omnino crematus sit, continue dum

cutis uritur, camem circum circa ferro tangentes,

* See page 4 and seq.

t De Medicind JEgyptioram, cap. 12.
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^eit^x eo calore aboriatur 'interea aliqua inflam-

%6iAt!f)'^-''oB§ef'Vant estidm ' dSiiii' involucrum illud

^arant ut in ejus medium sit foramen vel meatus,

per quem fiat aliqua respiratio atque eventatio."

This, with very little alteration, is the plan

which PouTEAU, who has the credit of having

revived the use of the Moxa,' in ' Europe,

adopted,* and which has been followed *#ith btit

few modifications, by nearly all th e practitioners

since his time. The Arabians, and those

Asiatic nations who received their arts and

isciences from them, as, for instance, the Persians,

«iid those of the Great Mogul's subjects who

embraced the Mahometan faith, are said never

f^'ihake use of any other caustic than woollen

feloth, dyed with glastum or woad. The caustics

of the Arabian physicians are made of a sub-

stance, dyed with a decoction of this plant, from

a supposition that it increases the efficacy of

|

the fire, which supposition they declare to be far
i

from imaginary, but to be grounded upon a

continued experience of many centuries. This

- \- • — •
i

* Melanges de Chirurgie.

(Euvres Posthumes, torn. 1 & 2.
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opinion of tl)/^ Aral?ians,- is supported by^

notion, which prevails very much amongst the

common people, in some parts of Europe, that

burning a piece of cloth, dyed blue with woad,

and; holding it under the nose of a person in an

epileptic fit, will remove the paroxysm more

e^ectually, than the smoke of white linen, or of

any other stuff whatsoever.*

In consequence of the inconvenience which

Baron Percy found to attend the application of

the common cotton Moxas, from the necessity of

employing the blow-pipe, until the whole of the

cylinder was consumed ; he was induced to

substitute Moxas formed of some combustible

material, impregnated with nitre : this idea he

confesses to have acquired from the following

quotation from Fabricius ab Aquapendente: j"

" Per linum crudum, uti supra Celsi testimonio

dictum est, cap. de ani fistulis, puto Hippocb.

* K^empfer's History of Japan, vol. ii. app. sec, 4. p. 30.

t Article Moxibustion in the Dictionnaire des Sciences

Mtdicales,
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ft^^K^^e' lfeiittl'igtfiitflonvatque uro verbo dicani,

^tWfWi!Srf^Sctm^^h:}&>\imi<(^ ut est

chorda sclopeti, c(Uae ignita servat ignem, nisi

<jWod sdlopeti chorda cocta est, quae ver6 ab

HiPPOCR. usurpabatur erat chorda iion cocta."*"

In this sentence, it will be ; observed, -the

author does not give us any reason'for suippdsing,

that he had ever himself employed the gun match

or chorda sclopeti, as a Moxa : Percy, however,

in his Pyrotechme Chirurgicale, f published

towards the end of the last century, gave to

Fabricius the credit of having made use of it

for that purpose ; this error he subsequently

corrected;! ^^^> same time, conimitted

smother, by ascribing to himself the origioality

of the employment of the wa^c/i .;if , J?eff4iad

teferred to Bontius, who published his work

We Medicina Indorum, about the commencement

* De Operationibus Chirurgicis, cap. 106.

t Pyyotechnie Chirurgicale Pratique, p. 77. Paris, Edit.

1811. v:

t Dictionnaire des Sciences Midicales, article Moxibustion,
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of the seventeenth century, and who lived, conj-

sequently, nearly about the time of Fabriciu§

ab Aquapendente, he would have found that

BoNTius hais remarked, that the Orientals were

formerly in the habit of applying the chorda

sclopeti as a cautery:— " Cucurbitae quoque

affigantur cervici, scapulis, ac vertice raso capiti,

mcolae arterias crotaphiis seu temporales, lamina

'teandente, vel fune sclopetario accenso, urunt,

cum stupendo fructu, quod etiaip faciunt in

omnibus capitis longis doloribus.*

According to Percy, t they have no other

Moxas in the French array, than those cut from

the gun matches, which are sometimes applied

in the state of chord, and, at others, after having

been reduced to a lanuginous form: he recom-

mends that flax, hemp, or any porous and soft

vegetable substance, should be put into a strong

solution of nitre ; which solution must be afters

wards evaporated, until the flax, hemp, or other

* BoNTius de Medicind Jndorum, p. 32. Paris, 1645.

t Article Moxibuttion,

d2



othexSf y,ji^f^,fth£f-, .meditullium of the helianthus

nnmciis, or great sunflower, which " Nature," he

observes,, has impregnated with the nitrate of

potass, which causes other Moxas to> bi]rfi so

well." He directs the stalks to be well dried in

the sun, to be cut into pieces, half an inch long,

and kept free from mould and moisturc^.^^ 'a^k^

bark of the plant," he says, " left.^^^jili^gfpj'jp of

a ferule, round the pith, serves as an envelope to

the Moxa, which may, by this means, be managed

,a)S4 we like, and held with the fingers so long a

time as is necessary, without risk of their being

burnt:—so slow is this species of. envelope in

being heated!" Another advantage wliiclij^jhe

considers this meduUari/ Moxa" tQ gQssp,ss,,.iSj

that the pain of the burning may be diminishe<3,

during its application, by pressing upon the

cortical covering, and by burying, a little, in the

skin, the end which is applied to it.*

* Article Moxihvstion,



liii.

Notwithstaildiiig the recoriimendatioft '6fBar<iii

*PerCy, that the Moxas should be fdiiiied of flax^,

hemp, dbtton, or other substanc^,' 'impregnated

with'iiifi^ M^jf^I^n hks'l^^ii' Vii^^sitkYf'm^t

use '6/,^ in Fi4irite, more especially, ih conse4ti^nce

'i)f the cauterization being more sudden, more

Severe, and in every respect more similar to the

abtion oif the metallic cautery than the Moxa in

ordinary tf^e,' 'described by BarOn ^ IIX'rI^
e'^-'

" Every thing," says M. Roux, " should tend,

that the combustible substance which we employ

^ay* 'c'Onsume slowly, and without intermption,

^cr'that the heat be prolonged, and insensibly

Tian'ied to its greatest intensity: it is upon this

thail!l'tfe''^ffic'acy of the remedy depend'si:*

t

This *<5bject would not be answered by those

substances which are strongly impregnated with

*hitte',^'moTe particularly if the intention of the

physician were, like M. Larrey's, merely to

product' a' superficial burn: the meditulUum of

% f,

• Page 4—and page xlvii. of this Introduction.

t Dictionnaire dcs Sciences Medicates, article Feu, by
M. JOURDAN.
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^^'^"httianf^tCs annuvs, however, appears to

pofe'^es's ' every a'dvanta:ge which a Moxa can

have ; and independently of the convenience of

being so easily attainable, it is, according to

Percy, unattended with the inconveniences^

which he has conceived to accompany the

application of the cotton Moxas, as usjially

formed.

In concluding the History of the Moxa, it

may not be improper to make a few observations

upon the qu^ilificatiohs which it possesses as a

therapeutical agent: and, if we give full credence

to the cases, detailed in the following Essay, as

tvell as to the works of the authors to whom

reference has been made, it must be allowed,

that those qualifications are by no means

despicable; on the contrary, there can be no

question but that the Moxa is an agent, of the

greatest efficacy, in the cure of several diseases *

~~~—~ -'lu . auuaujiiiiBMju.

Hi ualOvjSf ,«D

,n' » c(
-pi^jg remedy, which has several times been the

''Subject of my clinical Lectures at the Hopital de la Garde, has

^krticuliarly fixed the attention of the foreign physicians, who

constantly attend these lectures, and notwithstanding the little
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The high eneomiums that have

upon it—the apparently stroBg- eas^^ wiiciijb||ji{^

been adduced of its efficacy, and it^ freq^ei^

use amongst continental practitioners, se\;ei;ajl^f

whomw© men of the greatest;Scienpe,;T!entit}^ 4^tp

considerable attention from Britisli practitioners.:

according to those authors, it may fairly be said,

in the words of a celebrated lawyer and states-

man, upon another occasion:—" Si antiquitatem

spectes est vetustissima, si digmtatem est hpno-

ratissima, si jurisdictionem est cap,acissim^|'A..|ji^r

several reasons, however, it has never been

sufficiently attended to, by practitioners in this

Country, whilst, on the continent, it has, on,the

Contrary, like most other favorite remediesj, J^g^i

applied too indiscriminately. '

confidence which they at first possessed, respecting the efficacy

of this remedy, they yielded to evidence, and, at present, not

only fiulogize, but have generally adopted it, as the most

advantageous means, in the treatment of some chronic

affections, reputed incurable; such as the Disease of Pott
(vertebral disease), that of the Coxo-femoral Articulation,

Phthisis Pulmonalis, Scirrhus of the Pylorus, &c." S^e ihe

preface to iht
, Recueil de Memoires de Chirurgig, ^hy :BA9f>^
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oo^^unfounded idea has beeB^tiiith^rto enter-

t^iiied by most medical practitioners in this

^country, who have not taken sufficient pains to

inform themselves to the contrary, that the Moxa
is never employed but as a caustic issue, and

that its efficacy is merely dependant upon the

discharge produced by it: this opinion has^-belen

promulgated in standard works of reference,*

in which, the inconveniences, attending the

application, have been carefully detailed, and

even magnified, whilst its reputed good effects

have been slightly passed over.

*"One of the most common of the objections

that have been adduced against it, is the great

degree of pain which it occasions, but even this

has been greatly exaggerated; to say that its

application is not attended with pain would be

ridiculous, but it is by no means of that superla-

tive degree which has been mentioned; and

moreover, were it so violentnasv, hbs *?been

described, provided it be an agent of such

* Cooper's Surgical Dictionary, art. Moxa.
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considerable efficacy, as there is every reason

for believing ;tit;>n- from the strong examples

which have been brought forward in its favoij,

the objection,j\^§ ;is^ cases of the m^pst jfj^ig^i^

surgical operations, would fall to the ground,

since it would seldom be employed, except in

jdiseases which had resisted other means, and

which, in all probability, either would prove

fatal, 'qi:)(l^etproductive, if left to themselves, of

considerable subsequent distress and misery

:

" Ad extremes morbos, extrema remedia exquisite optima." *

Those gentlemen, however, who have seen its

application on the continent, must have noticed,

^and even been somewhat astonished, from their

previous prepossessions to the contrary, at the

comparatively trifling expressions of pain, which

have escaped patients, whilst undergoing this

operation. Medical practitioners, since the time

haf DioNTis and Sharp more particularly, have

imbibed'- so*' great an abhorrence of the actual

»tautery, under any of its forms, that it has been

* HiPPOCRAT* Aphorism. 6. sect;. 1. I lO'.)-.

'
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frequently laid aside, in consequence of &\ieh

l^rejjidice, in cases, where its application might,

probably, have been attended with considerable

benefit; and there can be but little doubt, thait

the Moxa has been neglected, in this country, in

consequence of its being considered as produc-

tive of all the pain and inconvenience attending

the actual cautery, when used in a metallic ^&tat«:

this idea is, however, by no means correct ; the

light, porous substances of which the Moxa is

fabricated, during their combustion, are fre-

quently productive of a degree of heat so

trifling, as merely to produce rubefaction, and

irritation of the cutis vera, without even occa-

sioning suppuration: indeed, in the following

pttges, it will be observed, that M. La;rrey

frequently applies the Chinese Moxas* upon the

face, and, he particularly observes, that they

occasion little or no deformity, the suppuration

M. Larrey does not confine the term Chinese Moxa, to

the Moxa, formed according to the manner of the Chinese and

Japanese, detailed in a former part of this Introduction, but

uses it to signify the common Cotton Moxa, made much smaller.

See the wood engiaviug at page 4.
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being prevented, by the prompt application of

the liquor ammoniae,* and the eschars falling off

in the form of thin scales, from the tenth to the

thirteenth day.

Sir William Temple, Van Swieten, and

PouTEAu, who applied the Moxa to their owa

bodies, have given a description of the sensa-

tions they experienced, during the cauterization,

which by no means equals the degree of suffer-

ing, which has been supposed to be occasioned

by it: and although Fouteau may be justly

supposed to have been somewhat prejudiced in

favor of the cotton Moxa, from his anxiety to

have the substance introduced into Framce, it

cannot be imagined that the other two, whom we

have mentioned, were guided by any other

desire, than that of giving a correct history of

the effects produced by the Moxa, under the

belief, that it would be the means of diminishing,

if adopted in practice, the afflictions of suffering

humanity. In An Essai/ upon the Cure of the

'
> ' • I

;
• n

* See pag, 30 and 33.
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WilliAtvi Temple thus (lescribe^ Kis sensations,

during the application of the Moxa:— " For the

pain of the burning itself, the first time it is

sharp, so that a man may be allowed to com-

plain: I resolved I would not, but that I would

count to a certain number, as the best' measure

how long it lasted : I told six score and four, as

fast as I could, and, when the fire of the Moxa

was out, all pain of burning was over. The

second time was not near so sharp ias the first,

and the third a great deal less than the second.

The wound was not raw as I expected, but

looked only scorched and black; and I had

rather endure the whole trouble of the operation,

than half a quarter of an hour's pain, in the

degree I felt it the first whole night." The tes-

timony of Van SwiETEN,t is, in every respect,

* Letters written by Sir William Temple, Bart, and

other Ministers of State, ^c. Published by Jonathan

Swift, Domestick Chaplaia to his Excellency the Earl of

BerkeLy, &c. Page 135, vol. i. Lond. 1720.

t Gerardi L. B. Van Swieten Commentaria in HeR-

MANNl BoERHAAVE Aphorismos. Tom. 4. pag. 385.



similar—" Applicui proprio femori l^Mig^^

rem Moxas conum, et facile tolerare potui iU}^

dolorem. Gliscit enim sensim ignis per avte-

raisiee lanuginem, sicque gradaetim augetur calor,

donee sensim auctus tolerabilem satis ustionis

sensum rfaciat/' The quotations, which have

^een given^ relate to the Chinese Moxa,* which,

in consequence of being so much smaller than

the Egyptian, is, of course, attended with a

minor degree of pain. Of the sensation expe-

rienced during the application of this latter,

JfouTEAu §jv^s^the following account Jrj-gJ|y,a|

^rst, felt the part warmed by an agreeable heat,

but which soon became unpleasant: it would

have even become insupportable, had its violence

been of longer duration : I knew, however, by

* " The Pain is not very considerable, and falls far short of

that which is occasioned by other caustics or actual cauteries."

" I have seen many times the Very boys suffer themselves

to be burnt in several parts of their body, without shewing the

least sense, of pain." KjEMPFER's History of Japan, vol. ii.

app, sec. 4. page 39.

See also Narrative of a Journey in the Interior of China,

Ifc. by Clarke Abel, M. D. F. 11. S. &c. &c. page 217.

t Melanges de Chirvrgie, page 49. jmv^ f)
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tliQ trials which I had made, that the pain > was

v^Qst vjolejit when the fire destroyed the papilla

o^ th^ skin, and that it became less afterwar-ds,

although the heat continued to extend more

deeply into the body of the skin. It was nearly

a quarter of an hour, before the cauterization

was finished ; all which still proves that it is not

60 cruel, as one might, at first, have imagined,

by the pain, which a superficial burn of the

finger occasions."

Another most important objection to the

employment of the Moxa, were it founded on

fact, is, that even in those cases where its suc-

cess may have been manifest, similar results

might probably have been obtained from a

" caustic issue, a blister, or volatile liniments:"*

this is, however, a mere ^rfz<25 rfec^Mm^ and ^we

may thus, if inclined to be sceptical, doubt the

greater efl&cacy of any remedy whatsoever, and

choose to observe, that another, less severe in it?

operation, might have, perhaps, answered the

.t^*!¥iide A Dictionary of Practical Surgery, by Samu

Cooper, art. JMoxa. ?>;HAa
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purpose equally wel'l: ' bii a Reference 'to tfife

history of medicine, we may find, that the same

objection has been made to the first introduc^-

tion of several most important improvement^ Ifi

therapeutics, by which, many valuable lives have,

imquastionably, been preserved.* The observa-

tions of British practitioners can have no weight,

however, upon this subject; for the Moxa, most

assuredly, has never had even the shadow of a

fair trial in this country : some few cases have

occurred, where it has been employed, but they

have been so rare, and so imperfectly followed

up, that no negative or affirmative respecting its

good effects can be deduced fi'om them, t As

* Neither DioNis nor Sharp, who expressed in such

strong terms their disUke of the Actual Cautery, could exceed

Glanborp in his Tirade against Caustics: he observes;

" Ego ver6 ut verum fatear in tot^ praxi me^ k septici usu

abhorrui, illudque cane pejus et angue fugi, et tanquam zizaniam

relegavi, rejecique." Gasophylacium, cap. 7.

(Eumes Posthutnes de Pouteau, torn. i. page 271.

t Vide An Essay on Neuralgia of the Inferior Maxillary

Nerve, " Nervus Mandihulo-lahialis," cured by operation, by

Mr. John Lizars, in Edin. Med. and Surg. Journal,

Oct. 3821.

i.. In the preface to the Recueil de Memoires de Chirurgie,

Baron Larrey observes, that he had received a letter from
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was before observed, it has been, with us, the

common practice to consider the action of the

Moxato be, in every respect, similar to that of a

caustic issue ; but this is by no means the principle

upon which it is applied by several of the conti-

nental practitioners: indeed, so little do they

depend upon the discharge occasioned by it, that,

in several cases, detailed in the present work, as

well as in those of several writers upon the same

subject, the suppuration has been prevented, or

when it may have taken place, has not been encou-

raged: the principal advantage, which is ascribed

to it, is, its p.cting as a powerful counter-irritant:

there may, indeed, be instances, where the good

effects of the remedy may be still further increased

by the establishment of suppuration, but these

Dr. Granville, requesting some Moxas, similar to those

which he had seen M. Larrey use at his Hospital, accom-

panied with a description of the manner of making and applying

them; Dr. Granville, at the same time, stated, that from the

success which Baron Larrey experienced from their employ-

ment, he should endeavour to introduce them into use, as they

were unknown in this country.—From the known talents of this

author, we look forward with an agreeable anticipation to some

communication, respecting the results which he has experienced

from the employment of the Moxa. See Pref. p. viii.
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cojiseciitive effects are generally considered of

secontUry importance: now, if in those cases,

jrWliere caustic issues are thought tp bei riudi-

catecl, equally beneficial results are likely tp be

obtained, from the couijter-iiTitant propertied; pf

,|hfljMftx§i}j#i^ilatter means would, certainly^ b^e

attended \tith les$ inconvenience than the former,

and might, perhaps, in other respects, produce

less injury to the general system: moreover, the

pain, attending the Moxa, is only of very short

duration, whilst that attending caustics is consi-

derably prolonged *

J . 4l

It was tie opinion of the celebrated Mr. Pott, that the

utility of caustics in the vertebral disease, was entirely owing

Jto the quantity of matter, which they discharged, checking in

some manner the caries, and giving nature an opportunity of

exerting her powers of throwing off the diseased parts, and

producing by incarnation an union of the bones, (rendered

sound) and thereby establishing a cure; and that it was of

Very little importance towards the cure, by what means the

discharge was procured, provided it was large, came from a

sufficient depth, and was continued for a sufficient length of

time. Mr. PoTt also remarks, that he had tried the different

means of setons, issues by incision, and issues by caustic, and

that he had found the last in general preferable, most cleanly,

most easily manageable, and capable of being longest con-

tinued;* Baron Larrey, on the contrary, considers, that the
s

• Vide Pott's,Woik|, vqI, iii. page 455,

e
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swUff-iiifSt h©erf 'observed by a .writer of consi-

derable^ respectabilityj-f:
that they^ who recom-

mend 4heMoxa, should prove, that " there is

some particulaa" disease^ whieh iinayi ; iiti' this

manner be cured, but which cannot be cured by

other means ordinarily employed in our prac-

tice." He observes, also, that *^ they should

make us forget that the application of "actual

fire was once as common in English surgery as

in French, but that it had not attraction to

hiaintain its ground." With respect to the first

part of this quotation, it may be observed, that

it has not been the intention of any of the

scientific writers, who have treated upon the

Moxa, to hold it up as a specific in " some

particular disease,

"

" Eodem collyrio mederi omiiibus-i**?t!o

but to recommend it, as a highly efficacious

discharge from ulcers, formed by caustic, after the manner of

Pott, is attended with bad effects upon the system, on accoiuit

of the debility it induces, without producing the desired change

in the vessels of the part.* This was also the opinion of

^jESSAUIiT.

Oil* See Methoires^ de Chinirgie Mililaire, torn. iv. page S69.

T Cooper loco cilato, i
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remedy, in affections, which have been rehellibus

to other modes of treatment, and as one;, more

prompt in its action, in important diseases, than

the means generally employed: independently of

the cases^^^ih' confirmation of this recommenda-

tion, detailed^by - other writers, thej; examples

adduced by Baron Larrey in the present work

will shew its efficacy, where every other remedy,

common in snch cases, had been tried without

effect, or where, had they been administered^

there is every reason for supposing they would

have been ineffectual. With respect to the

latter observation of Mr. Cooper, it must be

borne in mind, that although the indiscriminate

use , of the actual metallic cautery has been

properly banished from our practice, yet, as was

before observed, the Moxa has never met with

that fair and judicious trial, which it is necessary

tiiat any remedy should undergo, before we can

form an adequate idea of its properties.*

,
,, I

. il l
iMfii'ii' i

' — "' '

'

' 1

c J. <r i.yv ad! m

* Several cases, it will be observed, are detailed in the pt^lenl

work, ill which complete success was not obtained from the

application of the Moxa, until its use had been persisted in, to

the thirtieth time and upwards.
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When Mr RouX, one of the surgeons of La

Chat^^sr WiS^ifl^'Lofidon;' he^ had two opportu-

nities of apjilyin^ the Moxa, and although

neither was completely successfiil, partly owing,

perhaps, lifir liis not having had kn oppor-

tunity of following up the application, so fre-

quently as was necessary, yet 'it^teeems, in

hoth instances, to have produced an almost

immediate benefit: the case of white swelling,

which he had an opportunity of treating at

Guy's Hospital, we shall give in a version from

the author's o^vn words, and, it will be observed,

that the opinion of M. Roux tends to confirm,

what was before mentioned, respecting the

Exaggerated statements, which have been made,

6f the pain, occasioned by this cauterization.*

*• Mr. GoopER," he says, " desired me to apply

ft, 'under his own eyes, upon a young woman,

whb felt the pain, very violently, on the outside

of the patella: it was upoTi this part that I

burnt a tolerably large cotton cylinder: the pain

diminished so considerably, and so speedily, m

itf^jj. fi.tf ii-.u. ^—-—^-
' '

'"^"See Relation d'uh Vdyage fdit (i Londres tii 1814, ou

Torallile de la Chirurgie Angldse avec la ChinVrgh Fran^oise,

p. 20 et, seq.
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the part, where the Moxa was applied, that,

some days afterwards, th« patient expressed to

Mr. Cooper, in my presence, that she would

willingly support other applications of the

Moxa, if they were judged to be necessary for

her cure; she even appeared desirous, that

another should be quickly applied, upon the

internal side of the articulation. In this young

woman, the disease was too far advanced, to

give any well founded hopes of a favorable ter-

mination: in all probability, it will have since

continued to make progress, but in a more slow

and indolent mannei*: and, more especially, it

will have been accompanied with more sup-

portable pain, I informed him, from what expe-

rience had taught me, that such would be the

only results, from the application of the Moxa,

in this case, but I announced them as nearly

certain. If the event has justified my predic-

tion, the English surgeon will, without doubt,

hare less repugnance, for the future, in making

use of the Moxa, and I may perhaps have done

something towards naturalizing, among them, this

means, so heroic, and so powerful in many cases.

May I observie, ien passant, that the application
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of the Moxg-r is aot iSQ ,cruel, but that we see

ip^ixy pi^^sQQs ,lt>eaf, j^^>fpr the jfiLrst tirne, without

gi;\i|ig signs,pf,verj, acute paia; 4ftn4,oth^).rs, who

have appeared to suffer more, but who have; had

but little aversion to having it repeated a consi-

derable number of times. " moii jTjniggaii

Finally—in the preface to the work, whence

the Essay upon Moxa, the translation of which

forms the substance of the present worl^, was

taken, Baron Larrey has made the foUOiV^ing

additional remarks, respecting the employment

of that agent: " The publication, in JAl^^f of

three volumes of my Campagnes, the first of

which contains a plate, representing tlie instrurr

ments for the Moxa, had already aroused the

attention of practitioners to this curative means:

since that period, the memoir, accompanied with

plates, inserted in the fourth volume of the same

work, published in January, 1817, as well as the

article Moxa, in the Dictionnaire des Sciences

Medicales, (torn, xxxiv.) have extended its

employment over all Europe, and I have, for

a long time, had the satisfaction of learning,

that several foreign physicians have obtained
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unlooked-for success from it. It is to be desired,

that iti France, tKey would Tiave less repugnance

to make use of this cauteiy, unquestionably

much less cruel than that of PoTT, ''fl?e^j$ai5i'bf

which, tii'Gug'h' less acute, is much more dis-

tressing, from its being so long continued. The

effects of the Moxa are, moreover, much more

advantageous, as I consider I have demon-

sti'ated; and, although the cautery of Pott is

still preferred by several celebrated surgeons,

I liaVe every reason for hoping, that the cases

detailed in these opuscula, and the experience

of physicians, who actually make use of the

Moxa. will convince every mind, and dissipate

thfe! jii'ejttdices, which still exist against this

ca'lAerizutidh. Since the printing of this memdir,

1 have collected a considerable number of facts,

which confirm, more and more, the truth of

my assertions.* I have not entered into any

•long expod of the diseases, for which 1 have

* "One of iiy colleagues will make known, in considerable

detail, the case of a Grenadier d cheval of the guard, named

Lem'a'ire. This young man, had been under treatment in

my ward?, in Gonsequencc of a slight wound, for a Phthisii^'
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M«mployed the Moxa, with success. Desirous

to^confine myselfj .^Ss mucl^ as possible, to the

sense of the title of -this Mecueill 't have con-

^ sidered that I inight leave to physicians the

faculty of explaining, at greater length, the

effects of the topical remedy, which I extol:

but, I may observe upon this occasion, that

there are very few severe diseases, which can

' be treated with any certainty of success, without

the aid of surgery, which I may call, with

Maecus Aurelius Severinus, Lapfyronie,

\and many other celebrated authors^ effective

medicine (La Medecine efficace).

From a comparison, then, of the testimonies,

which have been adduced by various celebrated

continental surgeons, regarding the efficacy qf

Pulmonalis in its third stage : from twenty-five to thirty Moxas,

and a mild regimen, conducted him to a perfect cure, so that he

has regained his former embonpoint.

Dr. Chardel, a distinguished physician in the metropolis,

will, doubtless, also publish the history of an extremely violent

case of Tic douloureux of tibe face, for which every kind of

treatment had been vainly employed. Thirty-five Moxas

caused the disease to disappear, and Madame de Ch**', tiic

subject of this case, was restored to perfect health."
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the Moxa, with the altera parSj or ©bjeGtions,

which have been brought against it, the man of

science will be enabled to decide, whether it

appears to be possessed of sufficient virtues to

induce him to make use of it in practice. In

a country, blest with so many excellent insti-

tutions for the relief of disease, opportunities

ai'e incessantly occurring, where the medical

officers might put it to the test of experience,

and if it should be found to possess the whole,

or, even, but half, of the powers, which have

been ascribed to it, it will be much more worthy

of a place amongst our therapeutical agents^

than many, which have, from time to time, been

admitted.

British practitioners have imbibed such a

horror of the^ actual cautery, under any form,

that some difficulty may be found in taking

an impartial view of its effects ;—even in ques-

tions of chemical science, where, it might, d.

priori, be imagined that no difference could

arise between the experiments instituted, the

greatest discrepancy is sometimes observable;

the results being differently given, according

f
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te^'^iiJe
'

pi*evious bias of the parties: how much

more' likely, then, are we to expect discordance,

owhere the relation, between cause and effect,

as so difficult ito ! be traced, as in medicine:?^

when such strong testimony, however, has bieen

given, a^' in the case of the Moxa, byseie^rai

enlightened Foreign practitioners, who caimot

be supposed to be interested in its success,

from any other desire than that of alleviating

human suffering, it behoves the scientific indivi-

dual to pay every attention to the obsei*vations,

which have been brought forward, and not to

decide respecting it, until after a full and fair

trial, endeavouring to lay aside any prejudices,

which he may have previously imbibed, although

a task, by no means free from difficulty, for

—

" Dediscit animus sero, quod didicit diu.'S.6» llf

jsiojffltrri' r

,,U;With respect to the execution of the following

essay, the translator would merely observe, that

he has, as much as the different idioms would

permit, §L.dhered closely to the.aijj^or s words:^

«« JtiiSi^Verbum verbo reddere'fidus^ 'i v^ v ^ i

andi where obscurity has occurred, he has,
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occasionally, added notesj»by-;Wtay of illustration:

with reapeet to the .aiithoi?'«t> theoyi^s, hftweivei^

which are frequentlyv/tfl^^?o3Bi^*rs^tti^P^ies,

almost perfectly unintelligible,: he} ohas; passed

them over without comment, and the reader

may, perhaps, be disposed to do the same. The

jBritish practitioner, who has been taught to

despise the doctrine, may be inclined to quarrel

withitbfe retentioniof: the humoral pathology ; a

doctrine, which the author maintains, in common

with his medical countrymen : but the translatoi*,

considered that he could not have performed his

duty faithfully, had he substituted any other

terms, fori those of the author: besides, the man

of sciende, in his zeal for prevailing systems,

and his antipathy to those, which may have

been exploded, should consider, that although

the humoral pathology may be fundamentally

erroneous, thfe difference frequently consists,

onlyy*^iH'^' j)hraseology ; and that some of our

mosl'plr^Vsilent ideas are precisely those of the

humoral pathologist, but under different terms—

thus, a sanguineous defluxion, upon any part, is

synonimous with a determination of blood; and

the employruent of a bU§Jtjeji, i as jffenyoj^^^,
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a« expressive, as to say, that it acts as a counter-

irritant.

The whole of the work the Translator submits,

diffidently, and respectfully, to his medical bre-

thren, and should it have the effect of drawing

their attention seriously to the subject, and of

informing gentlemen, who might otherwise have

been unacquainted with it, respeoting the history

of an agent, which is so much, and, frequently,

so usefully employed by continental practitioners,

he will consider that he has not written in vain.



ON THE USE OF

MOXA.

During my campaigns in North America^

Egypt, and Syria, having had an opportunity of

confirming the observations of authors and tra-

vellers, respecting the great advantages which

the people of those countries derive from the use

of Moxa, in several morbid affections ; I availed

myself of every occasion which occurred in my
practice for making trial of it.

In the first place, I took into consideration the

nature of the diseases which appeared to me to

require its use, and afterwards, observed atten-

tively the effects of this Cautery in its mode of

action, whether as applied after the manner of

the ancients, (generally adopted) or after the

modifications which I have caused it to undergo:

I have even followed, in the dead body, the

traces of the impressions which this Cautery had
left, when, (its action being rendered insufficient,

owing to the too advanced state of the disease)

it had not been able to re-establish entirely, the

equilibrium of life.

A
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The happy and extraordinary results, which I

have generally obtained from its application, in a

great number of desperate cases, have induced

me to develope in this memoir, the article which

is appropriated to the Moxa, in the Dictionnaire

des Sciences Medicales ; where there is, more-

over, but a small account of it: and I consider

that this new work will not be without its use,

either to the public who are imbued with an

unfortunate prejudice against this remedy, ot to

those physicians who are partisans of " expectant

medicine,* (la medecine expectante) and who

have not had an opportunity of practising in

large hospitals.

The people of Asia and Africa have, very

justly, passed the highest encomiums upon the

Moxa, not only for the removal of many diseases,

which had resisted the use of other means, but

also for preventing them, and for preserving

health ; and this sovereign remedy would cer-

tainly have enjoyed its reputation, so justly

merited, more generally, amongst European

nations, if, like the Chinese or Egyptians, it had

been applied with proper precautions ; by retum-

* " La Medecine Expectante" is used to signify that plan of

treatment, in which, diseases are suflFered to proceed according

to their natural course, without being opposed by vigorous means.

Tr.
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ing to the simplicity and perfection of its first

mode of application, we have been enabled to

procm-e from this agent all the advantages which

the ancients ascribed to it, and to remove the

inconveniences, which had, with equal truth, been

attributed to it, when the application was not

made with; the proper degree of judgment.

In^the description which I am about to give

of this Cautery, I shall endeavour to draw the

reafler's attention to its efficacy under every

possible circumstance; neither shall I dwell

upon its origin, which appears to be lost in the

obscurity of time; nor upon its various forms,

nor manner of application, according to the

people who may have made use of it.—Very

circumstantial details on these subjects may be

found in the Dictionary already quoted, by the

celebrated Percy, under the word Moxibustion*

I shall, in the first place, give a description of

the Moxa, as we employ it. I shall afterwards

point out its mode of application, the regions

and particular points of the human body upon

which it may be placed, and in order to give a

just idea, I have subjoined a plate containing the

back and front views of a doll, with the places

See also (he IrrarislaforVlfitroduCUou to this WOiltV ' 'Tr.
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proper for the application of the Moxa marked

upon it.* I shall afterwards make known the

specific properties of the Moxa, and its general

effects at the time of its application. The
diseases for which I have employed it with suc-

cess, shall be then succinctly traced, analyzing

as much as possible its particular effects in each

of them. And finally, I shall detail cases

relating to it, which I have collected in the

course of a practice of more than thirty years

;

after which, I am persuaded no one can be longer

doubtful of the great advantage, which art may

derive from this cautery, if more generally used.
/'J7/on

The cone or cylinder of Moxa is com-
'

posed of a certain quantity of cotton

wool, over which, a piece of fine linen is

rolled, and fastened at the side by a few

stitches,—as represented in the marginif

This conical cylinder should be about an

inch long, and of a proportionate thick-

ness: the size, however, may be varied

according to circumstances.

* These figures are executed in such a careless manner in

the original work, as well as in the Dictionnaire des Sciences

Medicales, that no correct idea can be obtained from them

;

they have therefore been omitted, and more especially as the

verbal description which follows, points out tbe author's mean-

ing in a manner sufficiently intelligible. /V.

_t_ Tbe upper figure represents a Chinese Moxa, and the lower,

one of cotton enveloped in fine linen.
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A Porte-Moxa, ajso represented

in the margin, is intended to fix

this cylinder upon the precise spot j^"^

where we wish the application to ^
. , , ' 101

be made. The rnetallic ring of

this instrument is isolated from

the' skinj by three small supports
|

of ebony, Mhich is a bad con-

ductor of caloric. After having

set fire to the extremity of the

cone, the combustion is kept up

by means of a blow-pipe; it should

not, however, be too much has-

tened, on the contrary, it should

be made to go on slowly. In

oi-der to apply the Moxa properly,

the precise spot, where we wish to

place it, should be first marked

with a little ink, and all the sur-

rounding region covered with a wet rag, having

:'a hole in the middle, so as to leave bare the part

which has been marked: this rag prevents any

sparks from coming in contact with the skin.

After having set fire to the top of the Moxa, the

Mfeie'^af it; held in the Porte-Moxa, must be

placed upoii the intended part, and, by means of

the blow-pipe, the combustion be kept up until

the whole is consumed. In order to prevent the

great inflammation and abundant suppuration,

which would be the consequence, the liquor
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ammoniae shoul'A'^'be'immediat^iy ipplietf to the

burnt part; this may be done even by dropping

it from the bottle.

According to authors, the Moxa may be 'placed

npon all parts of the body. I agree, however

witii some of them, that there ought to be

excepted

;

1st. All that portion of the cranium which is

only covered by the skin and pericranium ; there

the effects of the Moxa, and a fortiori, those of

tl^e Actual Cautery, act too immediately upon

the membranes of the brain, as well as upon the

l^jain itself: whence fatal events may result, of

which a great many instances have bcicurredl*

: c?rfj;j-u: —
* See CEuvres Posthumes de Ponteau. vol. ii. page 44.

Author.

Since the time of Pouteau, and notwithstandiug; the cases

which have been detailed by that author, as well as by Dehaen,

of what they considered fatal results, from the application of

this cautery to the head ; it has been strongly recommended

and generally adopted by Baron Percy, Valentin, "Gon-

DRET, and others ; not only under the form of Moxa, but also

under that of the Metallic Actual Cautery. In several cases of

affections of the brain, not only have the integuments been de-

stroyed by the application, but the soft parts have in repeated

instances been divided, and the actual cautery placed upon the

denuded bone, so as to occasion an exfoliation of the external

jj^ble of the skull: our astonishment is not so 'much excited by
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Dehaen relates two cases which confirm the

danger qf,the application upon these parts,

2dly. Neither should it be applied upon the

eyelids, the nose, nor the ears: we should equally

avoid its application over the course of the

larynx, the trachea, the sternum, the glandular

parts of the breast, the linea alba, and the parts

of generation; unless it be upon the perineum,

towards the origin of the canal of the urethra,

for schirrous and chronic enlargements of these

parts, particularly of the prostate.

3dly. We should abstain from the application

of every kind of cautery, over the course of the

superficial tendons, and over those parts of the

joints, where we should have any fear of injuring

the articular capsules.

the cures, which are related to have taken place from this severe

operation, as by the few instances, which are upon record of

serious injury occasioned by it. The interdiction of the appli-

cation of the Moxa also upon several other parts, appears to be

somewhat problematical. Percy is of opinion, that it may be

applied upon every part of the body, except the face, excluding

this region in consequence of the considerable deformity likely

to be occasioned by it ; but even this part it will be observed

has been subjected by the author to the action of the Moxa,

without being attended with the inconvenience mentioned by
Percy; so that it would appear there are but few regions of the

body, which have not been laid under contribution, for the appli-

cation of this cautery. JV,
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898d!S^^ 9fiT®B§^"^i^?5R*^^ti*^^'^W'<'x* -are different

^f0j^tlj^s§^^^(3 Metallic Actual Cautery, the

effects of which latter appear to be confined to

jjthe part touched by the fire : this part is disor-

ganized to a greater or less extent, according to

the bulk of the cautery, and the degree of its

Vapplication. It is accompanied ; withi a severe,

i-sharp pain, which is borne with difficulty, and

sometimes it is followed by the destruction of

the subcutaneous nerves, and by a very abundant

suppuration; whilst the Moxa, which is burnt

slowly, is less terrific, and the pains more pro-

gressive. It has, moreover, appeared to me to

i
communicate to the parts, along with a corres-

..ponding mass of caloric, a very active volatile

principle which cottony substances furnish, when

yjthey .are in a state of combustion. The irritation

j^nd excitation resulting from the combination of

-these two products, which are developed by the

linsufilation, are gradually propagated to the most

deepseated parts, so as to restore the .action of

the weakened or paralyzed nerves, and to stop

the progress of the morbid cause, seated in any

^particular part. When we >^'ish to produce

^.merely superficial effects by the Mp?i:jajit may

be permitted to burn down without making use

of the ,blow-pipe.—This is the plan of my

^|(:):|iorable colleague. Baron I'^i^qy,^!

, 1 sl^alj endeav9u.rjlfO explain the excitant etlccts
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of the Moxa, when speaking bf the causes

of the diseases, for which it appears to me to

be indicated. During its application, I have

remarked that the first degree of heat produces

a sensation, rather agreeable than painful; but

pain soon succeeds, and increases progres-

sSiseeiyi untibdt is at last, unquestionably, very

seveW^|ij3<B*t> patient, however, supports it the

more courageously, because he is prepared for it,

and knows, by experience, after one application,

that it is almost immediately removed by the

prompt application of ammonia.

.1 jiit ifJ ij j
'

'^>^he ntAtiber of the Moxas must"'We varied

according to the nature and duration off the

disease: one or two may be applied at a time,

but an interval of Several days should be left

between each application, because the intrinsic

effects of one or two Moxas, at the most, are

equal to those of a greater number, applied at

the same time, and upon the same part; but,

besides that the latter would be unnecessary,

they would be attended with the double incon-

venience, of producing a degree of pain which

the patient could not support, and of causing

(from the number of the burns,) a too abundant

suppuration, which might be followed by hectic

fever: for these reasons, then, it is better that

tlicy should be applied by one or two at a time.

Moist weather is less conducive to the success
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lirf ^llis application, than dry and. serene, which
iia^fn 'Should consequently be preferred. In

opderntUe assist .the . beneficial effects of this

remedy, in many cases, cupping, either dry,

mouchetces,* or scarifiees, should be premised,
and its use should be followed by the internal

eidiibition of remedies, appropriate
, to each

disease. As cupping is a powerful auxiliary of

the Moxa, and as its revulsive properties are

very analogous to those of this cautery, before

going farther, I shall enter into a short digression

upon that subject.

KjA cupping vessel is made of glass or other

transparent substance, such as horn, of a pyra-

midal or bell shape, intended for the purpose of

producing a vacuum upon any part of the body,

where it may be applied, by means of an ex-

hausting syringe, which is fitted to it, or of some

combustible-substance, which is set fire to, in its

interior, at the moment of its application; the

intention, in cupping, being to produce a certain

revulsion from the internal affected parts towards

the external, with or without loss of blood,

according to the indications to be answered. In

order to fulfil this intention with all possible suc-

cess, the vacuum under the cupping glass should

be produced by means of some combustible

* See pa^e 13.
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substance, which may rarefy ^ot' *^t)^ti^fct the fellr

contained in it, by producing such a quantity tif

caloric, as, when applied to the skin, may
penetrate through it, without, however, occasion-

ing burning, so that the capillary vessels of this

envelope, after having been distended by the

expansion of the aeriform fluids which they con-

taiiiv aiid ' being no longer compressed by the

external air, in consequence of its having been

abstracted or considerably rarefied, are slightly

inflamed by the contact of the caloric, caused by

the combustion of the substance made use of for

this purpose, and thus an artificial erysipelas is

produced: but the most simple, most prompt,

and least painful mode of procedure, and the

one which produces this result the most easily,

is, to burn a little fine tow in a common cupping

glass, so that the combustion may take place at

the bottom of the vessel. The mass of caloric,

and the action of the cupping glass may be

increased, by dropping upon the tow a small

quantity of any alcoholic liquor, but this is more

especially necessary when dry cupping is made
use of. "fi'

' i ooajB

Cup^iii^, by means of the exhausting syriligie,

is not attended with the same advantages; 'fOf,

besides the inconvenience arising from its hfeati-

ness, as well as from the necessity of having jso

many glasses, furnished with copper screws, for
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ifeei^iirpbye ommf'^^^pihd'W tHe '^fi'dtifeing

feyringe, it has tiijft of abstracting ihei Ibcal Heiii,

kiong with the atmospheric air, and of producing

a degree of cold in the part where the vacuum
is made': and, in fact, the temperature is there

very sensibly diminished. A simple tumefaction,

therefore, is alone produced, in that pdrt of the

skin which is inclosed by the clipping glass,

without the least redness ; so that the derivation

caused by it is not worth mentioning ; we have

therefore need of scarifications, or of punctures,

more or less deep, in order to obtain a sufficient

quantity of blood ; and this kind of solution of

continuity is not without its inconvenience

:

sometimes small filaments of subcutaheods iierves

^re wounded, which gives rise to nervous affec-

tions; and sometimes small arteries, producing

hemorrhages difficult to arrest, of which I have

seen many examples. This objection sipplies

equally to every instrument Avith a spring, and

which cannot be managed at will, whilst the sca-

rificator which I use, and which I invented,*

makes punctures as superficial or as deep as

may be required. These punctures, moreover,

embrace all the surface of the skin,^ which is

rubified by the cupping glass, and are made

Mfith nearly as much promptitude as those prO'

(|uc(e,d by tljie _cat<;Ji of the English-or German

%mm ndi yi: iu , u nMjin o»gr<t '^^r-r P'^Tirtoniin -^rft nffrfr

• .'tt^ * It is a species of modified fleam. Author.
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scarificator,* witlij^Jl^J^l^ifffiteji^ 'M^u^^^Afc

iVi^(|,e i^yith our scarificator, ^§r^tl^^ip9iij^»iid

more uniform. In short, experience has proved

to us that our mode of cupping is -the best aad

the most convenient : along with the Moxaj it

contributes considerably to the care of diseases,

for which this latter.remedy is indicated ; and it

is .more especially proper in every species of

phlegmasia; leeches not being at all comparable

I shall proceed to point out succinctly, and as
,

fotJuto^ TTTOitl -ftttff;

,
*.jTnys, comparison between the French and the English mode

of Cupping, appears to be very hypothetical, notwithstanding

what the author has observed, respecting the confirmation which

experience has given of the greater advantages of the French

riiethod. Baron Larrey is evidently much biassed in favor of

his own invention, for he has totally overlooked the circum-

stance, of the English Scarificator's being provided with a screw,

by which the depth of the punctures made by the instrument,

may be regulated at pleasure. The author has, in the following

pages, frequently alluded to two modes of cupping,—JLe» Ven-

touses Mouchetces, and

—

Les Vcntouses Scarifides, which he

appears to use almost indiscriminately, and, even wheft Jic

prefers the one to the other, he does not state his reasons for

so doing. Both the generic terms have been retained in this

English translation, the former of which,

—

Mouchetces, the

author has adopted when the punctures were made superficially,

either with the point or shoulder of a lancet, or with the instru-

ment of his inveirtiioh'; whilst the latter,

—

Scarifiees, fie has

used when the punctures were made more deeply by the same

mieaus, 7>. .j
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Bifljiodically as I possibly cam, the diseases for

"Vf^i^dici the Moxa, is indicated ; and i to make
known the modifications which should be adopt-

ed in its application, in each of them
;
beginning

with the disorders of the sensitive organs, and

proceeding, successively, to the enumeration of

all those, where this cautery is-fempldyed \vith

advantage. s rnA s^8B3 emOf

Defective action in the membranes of the globe

of the eye, incipient cataract, and weakness, or

recent paralysis of the optic nerves, indicate the

application of the Moxa, which should be pladed

upon the course of the nerves most connected

with those of the eye, such as the trunk, and

principal ramifications of the facial, those of thei

superior maxillary, and of the frontalw The exci-i

tation communicated to these nervous branches','

spreads progressively, and arrives by degrees at

those affected with the morbid principle ; the

effects of which are gradually dissipated, and

the vital properties of the diseased organs re^'

established in the same proportionsom eJi bavf

To the excitant property of the Moxa, :-'VJ^ich

is: ,the most efficacious, we may- jciffj^Jf it be

desired, the revulsive and derivative effect, which

OE VISION.

1.

^ionbrnld sfi

.>1)( iJ

Tjjsnlh? 9if* fid
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the suppuration from the cauterizati6ii 'By i'tJfeff;

Moxa prodnees, whenitis suffered to take placif^

the cases where this last mode is necessary; ar#'

easily distinguishable from those Avhere it is use-»-

less, and sometimes, even injurious. By this

remedy I have arrested, most particularly, the

progress of Amaurosis or Gutta serena, and, in

some cases, have caused it to disappear, where

the blindness had been complete. Many in-

stances may be found in the history of my
campaigns, but that of the little Englishman,

detailed in the third volume of those memoirs,

being one of the most remarkable, I shall relate

the particulars of it. io

This blindness, according to the father^'

account, had suddenly come upon him, when
crossing the Asturias, during the severe cold of

the winter to which they had just been exposed'.

This cold had, necessarily, a much more injurious

effect upon him, from his having had his hair

recently cut close, and from having travelled

from Corunna to Valladolid, barefoot. There

could be no doubt of the existence of amaurosis

in this child : the iris of each eye, however, pre-

served its movements. It would be difficult to

describe the situation of the father, a corporal in

the British army, and the great affliction, into

which the unfortunate state of his son had^
thrown bira. As the blindness was recent, I hadi
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great hopes of curing the little patient, who was,

besides, very interesting. After having put him,

with his father, in the best w^ard of the hospital,

and having had him well washed, in a bath of

soap and water, he was put upon the use of dia-

phoretic bitters, and the Moxa was applied over

the course of the facial nerve, behind the angle

of the jaw, and a camphor liniment was rubbed

over the head, which 1 took care to have imme-

diately covered with a woollen cap. At the

second application of the Moxa, the child saw

the light; at the fourth, he already distinguished

objects and colours; and, finally, after the se-

venth, the sight was completely restored.

When along with the paralytic affection of

these parts of the eye, which we have just

pointed out, there are joined symptoms of

plethora, in the vessels of the affected parts, the

application of the Moxa should be preceded by

that of cupping, mouchetSes or scarifiees, on the

temples, the nape of the neck, or the shoulders

;

and, if necessary, bloodletting from the jugular

vein, or from the temporal artery, should be had

recourse to. Leeches, without being attended

w ith the advantages of cupping, have the incon-

venience, especially when applied near the eye,

of producing an ecchymosis, which increases the

internal asthenia, and the turgescence in the

conjunctiva.
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The number of the Moxas, must be relative

to the duration and intensity of the disease; and

the effects of this efficacious remedy, may be

aided by aromatic, discutient fumigations, dry

or moist, directed upon the eyes ; by weak

embrocations of camphorated spirit upon the

eye lids
;
by the internal use of colomel, alone,

or in combination with other substances, accord-

ing to the nature of the case ; and by electric

sparks given off to the upper eye lid, where the

Moxa cannot be applied, should it be paralyzed,

2.

OF SMELL.

1 have obtained no success from the application

of the Moxa in some individuals who had lost

their sense of smell. It appeai-s that the pecu-

liar modifications which the olfactory nerves

undergo, in the pituitary membrane, for the

purpose of receiving the impression of smells,

render the nervous tissue of that membrane,

inaccessible to the stimulating effects of the

Moxa, so that I consider this remedy useless in

such affection.

3.

OF TASTE,

t The same may be said of the taste;—expe-
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rience hiiving taught me, that the Moxa, has no
effect upon this sensfe.

'

4.

OF HEARING, OF VOICE, AND OF

SPEECH.

'When deafness is occasioned by the impression

of a sedative and stupifying cause, such as cold

applied suddenly to the ear, or by the influence

of a keen and moist air upon this part, the Moxa,

which is infinitely superior to blistering, applied

over the course of the nervous branches of the

facial, and around the meatus auditorius, restores

the hearing ; the excitation, produced by the heat

of this cautery, being the more easily commu'-

nicated to the auditory nerve, from its intimate

anastomoses with the little sympathetic. I might

relate a great many examples of cure, obtained

by the Moxa in cases of deafness, produced in

the manner I have supposed; but I shall confine

myself to a succinct account of some of them.

A young trumpeter in the cavalry of the guard,

after having imprudently bathed in the Seine

when in a state of great perspiration, Avas sud-

denly struck with loss of voice, and inability of

hearing the loudest sounds. The nature of these

infirmities, was at first mistaken, and they were
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treated as feigned. The patient was however

removed to the hospital of Gros Caillou, in order

to be put under my care. After having cupped

him (niouchetees) several times upon the nape

of the neck, as well as between the shoulders, a

series of Moxas was placed over the course of

the principal branches of the nerves, which I

have mentioned : at the third application, the

yoimg patient began to hear loud sounds, and to

articulate some words; at the seventh and ninth,

the articulation was almost perfect, and thes

hearing very considerably improved : finally,

after the thirteenth Moxa, this trumpeter was

sent back to his regiment, completely cured,

I have obtained similar success in other young

persons, whose cases are related in my Cam-

pagnes,* and in whom the deafness and dumb-

ness supervened, from causes analogous to those

which produced them in this trumpeter.

5.

OF PARALYTIC AFFECTIONS OF THE

MUSCULAR SYSTEM.

I shall now proceed to notice the effects

of the Moxa on paralytic affections of the

. Memoires de Chirurgie Militaire et Campagiies.

B 2
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locomotive system, with or without nem-algia,*

beginning with the first mentioned.

When the convulsive and habitual movements
of certain muscles (which characterizes the tic

douloureux) have become chronic, whatever may
have been their cause, or are the result of some

mechanical agent, which has weakened the ner-

vous tissue of its muscles, the Moxa is com-

pletely indicated: but it should be applied as

near as possible to the seat of the disease, and

over the course of the injured nerves. This

injury consists in a chronic and inflammatory

turgescence (engorgement) in the neurileme,]'

* The term Neuralgic, is used by the French writers, to

signify any irritation attacking a nervous trunk ; the principal

effects of which are an extremely acute, lancinating pain, follow-

ing the ramifications of the nerve, and commonly returning by

paroxysms. MoN falcon is of opinion that neuralgia only differs

from rheumatism, phlegmon, or phlegmasiae of the mucous or

serous membranes, by the nature of the tissue which is affected,

and that if nerves are susceptible of inflammation, (which he

considers it would be a " Medical Heresy " to doubt), then neu-

ralgiae are their inflammations. This it will be observed is also

the opinion of Baron Larrey. Tr.

t This term is used by the author, as well as by Reil,

BiCHAT, and others, to signify the sheath, membrane, or canal

which surrounds the medullary portion of the nerve; and which

two united, according to universal acceptation, form the nerve
;

itself. Tr.
j
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which envelopes the nerves of the part affected.

This remedy communicates an excitation to these

organs, produces a salutary derivation of the

morbid principle which alters their tissue, and

re-establishes the course of the nervous fluid.

The Moxa would not be equally indicated in

acute neuralgiae proceeding from spontaneous

causes, or in tetanic affections, because it in-

creases the irritation, as well as the tetanus : in

the latter case I have employed it, but without

any success. I shall proceed to detail some

cases, which leave no doubt respecting the suc-

cess of the Moxa in the chronic tic douloureux,

a disease which almost all physicians consider

incurable.

A young soldier, of the ex-imperial guard,

laboring under a tic douloureux of the left side

of the face, was sent to the military hospital of

Gros Caillou, in 1811, six months after having

received a blow, with a fencing foil, on the cheek

bone of the same side, and over the course of

the infra-orbitar nerve. This disease had with-

stood the application of leeches, alkaline lini-

ments, and blisters, which had been applied to

the temple, and behind the ear of the same
side. Six Moxas placed over the course of

the infra-orbitar nerve, and the corresponding

branches of the facial, entirely removed the

involuntary, convulsive, and almost habitual
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contractions, which he had experienced in the

affected part.

Madame D*** had been afflicted for many
years, with a tic douloureux, which began in front

of the right ear, and extended in diverging rays,

following the direction of the branches of the

temporal nerve, towards the top of the head, the

forehead, and to the eyelids of the corresponding

eye. The attacks were periodical, but very vio-

lent; they were followed by headache, sudden

palpitations of the heart, oppression, with spasm

and icy coldness of the extremities. The con-

vulsive contractions of the muscles of the eyelids,

occasioned a complete occlusion of the eye, and

prevented the patient from seeing even the light

on that side, during the paroxysm.—A great

number of remedies, more or less recommended,

had been ineffectually tried in the country as

well as in Paris.

After having seen this lady in one of these

paroxysms, I examined attentively the affected

parts, and made myself acquainted with every

thing, which could throw any light upon the

causes and progress of the disease. The prin-

cipal temporal branches of the facial nerve, wer^

easily felt by the finger, in the form and of the

firmness of small violin strings, and the gentlest

pressure^ made upon them, caused thejnost acute
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pftin*. .This neuralgia being complicated with

derangement of the greatest part of tliQ Orgiams

of internal life, I first of all fulfilled the indica-

tions, which such derangement presented to me,

fmd when I considered that the chief disorder

was isolated, I applied the M0X9,. Threp

small cylinders were successively placed over

the course of the trunk, and the principtil

branches of the facial nerve, and six Chinese

Moxas* upon the branches or cords above

mentioned. {

I
Each application was followed by a sensible

amelioration, and every nervous symptom had

entirely disappeared before the ninth.

This lady returned, completely cured, to her

usual place of residence, in one of the northern

departments, where she now enjoys perfect

health.

A second lady, of a more advanced age,

Madame de B***, had been affected for many

years with a tic douloureux, of all the left side

of the face, along with an incipient hemiplegia

(un commencement d'hemiplegiej of the same side,

the symptoms of which shewed themselves

'J:

* Vide Introduction. 2V.
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most particularly during the paroxysms of the

neuralgia.

A great number of remedies had been tried>

but without effect. With this lady, as with

the first, before the application of the Moxa, I

prescribed cupping, (mouchetees) and other means
which were indicated. She likewise underwent

a treatment adapted for combatting the morbid

cause of the neuralgia, which I should not have

been able to cure permanently, without such

means.* This was continued for a considerable

length of time after the Moxas, the number oi*

which, great and small, was carried to eleven.

To my great and agreeable surprise, this lady

now enjoys perfect health : her disease was one

of the most severe, that I have ever witnessed.

6.

OF PARALYSIS.

Paralysis, properly so called, has many de-

* The author has here, as well as in several other instances,

Very much diminished the interest of his cases, by not entering

sufficiently into detail. It is impossible to say what the treat-

ment, to which he alludes could have been :—in all probability,

however, (as the author considers Neuralgiae to be depending

upon an inflammatory state of the nervous tissue) it consisted

of antiphlogistics, combined with the means which he has

menlioued.. ) . i>i{j i>

1'^*
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grees, and a relative chiration: it fe ' sometimes

confined to asthenia of the locomotive powers,

without the animal sensibility being at all injured

by. it: in some very rare cases, this latter faculty is

entirely destroyed, whilst the contractile power

of the muscles remains untouched ; or else, these

two properties are affected at the same time,

which constitutes complete Paralysis. We also

very often observe, that the paralytic affection of

the muscles is accompanied with an increase of

the animal sensibility, which is manifested by

pain, and by preternatural and involuntary

movements of the affected limbs.

i In cases of the first description, the morbid

principle has appeared to me, to bear its effects

upon the substance even, of those portions of

the encephalon, in which the nerves of locomo-

tion, or of the animal sensibility, have their

origin ; or, upon the tissue of the nerves them-

selves. This nervous substance, when once

attacked by the morbific principle, after having

undergone changes, relative to the stages of the

disease, finally becomes wasted, and entirely

loses its vital properties. In the examinations,

which I have made, of the bodies of those

who have died, laboring under Paralyses of long

standing, I have found the nerves of the affected

side much smaller than those of the sound limb,

and of a dull colour, with tlie character* of

atiopiiy.
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tiT^Tbe latter affection having some affinity to

the tic douloureux, I shall begin by relating the

success, which I have obtained by the Moxa, m
that disease. Here, I had thought to have

remarked, that with the derangement in the

nervous substance, there is joined a sort of

phlegmasia of the neurileme of the nerves, or of

the cerebral or spinal membranes, which, along

with the asthenia in the movements, gives rise to

a degree of neuralgia. The Moxa is a no less

efficacious remedy in this case: it acts in two

ways: viz. by communicating an excitatipn to

the weakened tissue of the portion of the spinal

marrow, or of the affected nerves, sufficient for

the restoration of the nervous fluid ; and by the

suppuration which accompanies the burns of the

Moxa, and which produces a revulsion of the

phlegmasia. This suppuration is not necessary

in the case of a simple Paralysis, unaccompanied

with neuralgia; but, in the first instance, we

should allow the burns from the Moxa to

suppurate, and, commonly, it is indispensably

necessary, prior to its application, to prescribe

Clipping, (mouchetees) over the course of the

injured parts, according to my method.

M. P. counsellor in Paris, had been afflicted

for three years, along with exhaustion of strength,

by a paraplegia with neuralgia, characterized by

a total loss of the power of sustentation, and of
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progression;—by severe and almost permanent

pains, with shaking and emaciation of the lower

limbs ;—by want of sleep, and extreme irascibility;

All the remedies indicated in such cases, had

been ineffectually tried. The nux vomica, of

which they had been desirous to make trial, had

increased the neuralgia, without at all augment-

ing the tone of the muscles.* After having

made use of cupping, several times, at proper

intervals, upon the lumbar region, and over the

course of the principal nerves of the lower

extremities ; I began the application of the

Moxa, by two at a time, commencing at that part

of the spine, where the disease appeared to have

its origin: this was at the tenth and eleventh

dorsal vertebrae; the spinous processes of which,

jutted out preternaturally, and upon which pres-

sure by the finger caused great pain. The first

application relieved the pains ; which gave

encouragement to the patient: the two next were

immediately followed by spontaneous movements

. . .. 4

* The trials which 1 have made of this remedy upon some

paralytics, have had a similar result; it cannot be doubted,

that, far from dissipating the phlegmasia of the nervous mem-

branes, it augments it. I have remarked, that its effects are

constantly pernicious, and I think, contrary to the opinion of

some physicians who extol this medicine, that it is one of those

which should be expunged from the Materia Medica.

Author.
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in the limbs, and by such a delightful calm, that,

for the first time since a long period, he enjoyed

a perfect and uninterrupted sleep, for the space

of eight hours. After the eighth Moxa, he was

able to hold himself upright, and to proceed a

few steps, with the aid of crutches. The pain,

and shaking of the limbs, had entirely disap-

peared by the tenth application, and the contrac-

tile power of the muscles was sensibly increased.

Each subsequent application augmented the

strength and action of all the vital properties of

the limbs; so that its nutrition was, in the same

degree, restored. This amelioration went on

gradually, under the influence of the Moxas,

which I applied by two at a time, at relative

distances, but never at a less interval, than of five

or six days. They were suffered to suppurate

slightly, for the reasons which I have before

assigned. When we had reached the twenty-

sixth Moxa, he was able to go to the theatre, on

foot, with a single support. At the thirty-second,

I considered that his cure was as complete as

possible, and, what is very surprising, M. P*»*

is able to walk for a very long time, with the aid

of a stick, without pain or faltering. He no

longer feels pain in his limbs, which have nearly

^•ecovered their primitive shape and size.

In this paraplegic, a phenomenon, in some

Tespects singular, presented itself, and which I
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have not seen in such a sensible manner m otheir

paralytics similarly treated ; viz. that each appli-

cation caused contractions in the feet and legs,

as strong as those occasioned by galvanism,

when applied to the denuded nerves of these

limbs: an experiment which I was the first to

perform upon limbs recently amputated.*

On my return from Belgium, in 1815, I filuii^,

at the Military Hospital of Gros Caillou, two

soldiers of the Imperial Guard, affected with

paralysis and neuralgia of the forearm and hand,

produced by a gun-shot wound of the arm. In

the one, the projectile had traversed the limb in

its lower third, passing behind the os humeri;

and in the other, it had traversed the middle

part of the arm in front of that bone. In these

two subjects the paralysis was confined to the

muscular action, whilst the animal sensibility

was elevated. One of them, especially, felt

the most violent pain, in his hand and fingers,

accompanied with a sort of unpleasant tingling

at his fingers' ends. Emollients and narcotics,

particularly opium, had been ineffectually tried.

The paralysis and pain had gone on increasing,

and they begged for amputation, as the only

means for putting an end to their torments. I

j-/ii-JJ .iiUi

* See the Bulletin de la Soeieie Philomatique, Mar. et

Join. 1793, torn. i. Author.
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encouraged them as much as posSsible, and took

them under my care. After havmg washed the

limbs with strong soap and water, the Moxa
was applied above the cicatrices, and over the

course of the injured nerves; proceeding from

above, downwards: the pain and tingling quickly

disappeared, and the motion was gradually

restored in all the muscles of the fore arm and

hand. One of the soldiers left the hospital

perfectly cured, some months afterwards. The

second, who had been sent to the Hospital of

Val-de-Grace, in order to be cured of an itchy

eruption, (dime Eruption Psorique) which had

supervened, during the treatment of his w^ound,

was attended in this latter hospital by one of my
old pupils, M. Desuouelles, who continued the

application of the Moxas, from which similar

success was obtained.

The hemiplegia of the face has hitherto been

considered, by authors, as incurable; because

they durst not apply the Moxa upon the face;

and in truth, when this substance is employed

after the usual method, it produces extensive and

deep ulcerations, the effects of which are some-

times more distressing than the disease itself:

on this account, these same authors have beea

induced to prohibit its application upon this

part; but the modifications which I have adopted,

have eriaWed me to use the Moxa, as w ell.upon
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the face, as upon other' -^arts of the body; only,;

I have taken care to make the cotton cylinders

smaller, and to prevent the suppuration of the

burnt parts by the application of ammonia.

The first subjects, attacked with this kind of

hemiplegia, and cured by these means, were

yoimg soldiers of the imperial guard, who, in

consequence of the wet bivouacs of the first

campaign in Prvissia and in Poland, had one side

of the face paralyzed. The eye of the side

affected, remained open during sleep, and the

comer of the mouth, on the opposite side, wsls

drawn up, by the contraction of the muscles

which remained sound, &c.

The repeated application of small Moxas Over

the course of the branches of the facial nerve,

and upon some of the anterior branches of the

cervical, restored the action of the paralyzed

muscles.

The cases of these young soldiers are

inscribed in the registers of the Hopital des

Gardes: I shall dispense with relating them

here, and confine myself to that of a young

person, whom I had an opportunity of treating

in town, with similar success; the disease pre-

sented the same symptoms, but it was owing to

a different cause. Mademoiselle de M**%
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since become Madame D***, about seventeen

years of age, of a nervous and very delicate

constitution, possessing, along with the graces

of the mind, the highest accomplishments, had

been afflicted from her infancy, with a hemiple-

gia of the left side of the face, supervening a

worm fever.

Electricity, and mineral waters pumped upon

the part, had been employed, but without effect

:

the deformity was extreme, and gave to this

young lady, (otlierwise very pretty,) a disagree-

able look, especially when she suffered the least

smile to escape her.

The desire of being freed from this horrible

deformity, induced her to imdergo, contrary to

the opinions of several physicians, the applica-

tion of the Moxa, which I had proposed to her,

as the only remedy likely to be efficacious. I

had a small Porte-Moxa, made on purpose, and

I applied the first cones, over the course of

the trunk of the facial nerve, at its exit from

the foramen stylo-mastoideum : thence I fol-

lowed, in three diverging lines, the direction of

the principal branches of this nerve; making the

application at relative distances. They were

unquestionably painful, but the young patient, at

all times very courageous, bore them without

utteriilg a single cry. The prompt application
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of the fluid volatile alkali, immediately took

away the pain: the eschars from the Moxa dried

-up, and fell off in little black scales, from the

tenth to the thirteenth day; they left a very

small reddish cicatrix, which time and washing

with soap and water entirely effaced. At the

fourth application, there was an evident change

in the disease ; the improvement, however, pro-

ceeded but slowly, until the ninth; afterwards,

it was progressive, and after the seventeenth,

the cure was completed; the two commissures

of the lips were parallel, and the articulation,

which, before the treatment, had been very

defective, was become perfect. The occlusion

of the paralyzed eye, was not entirely effected

;

but with the exception of this deformity, the

muscular actions of the face, were almost

entirely re-established.

Hemiplegia of the limbs, especially when it

has become chronic, is much more obstinate,

and unless recent, it is difficult of cure; because

the portions of the brain and spinal marrow,

whence the disease is derived, are too remote

from the aid of art, more especially if the patient

he corpulent; whilst, if the paralysis is not of

long standing, and the subjects of it somewhat

lean, a complete cure may be obtained,

:y r.

<^ -I hav€ had under my care a great number of

c
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soldiers, who had become hemiplegie from the

severe cold vvhich they experienced, during the

campaign of Moscow. The Moxa, applied at

the sides of the spine, iand over the course of

the principal nerves of the extremities, produced

wonderful effects, in nearly all of them: it is

true, however, that the cures took place but

slowly.

In my account of the campaign of Egypt, 'I

remarked, that the Moxa restored the action of

those muscles which move the upper extremities,

and which had been paralyzed by the effect of

wounds, although superficial, complicated with

injury of the nervous branches of the cervical

pairs. I have there also observed, that in

relapses of these paralyses, the Moxa should

be again applied above the cicatrices, and over

the course of the injured nerves: this plan

should be persevered in, so long as the chronic

state' of the disease may require it, whateve'r

may be its character. I shall now relate the

case of a young soldier, in whom there was a

paralysis of the animal sensibility, only. The

circumference of the shoulder—all the exterior

surface of the arm, of the fore-arm, and of the

right hand, were, in this young man, deprived

of feeling: the skin of these parts might be

pricked, burnt, or pinched, without his feeling

the least pain; whilst the motions of the limb
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had not been for a moment suspended, but were

executed with as much strength and precision,

as those of the left. This soldier had received

a sabre cut above the clavicle, and in the middle

of the triangular space, formed by the junction

of the humeral extremity of that bone, with the

acromion. The injury was very superficial, and

scarcely perceptible:— there was every reason to

believe, that the instrument had only touched

some ramifications from the cervical branches,

destined to form the cutaneous nerves, which

are organs of the animal sensibility, whilst those

which supply the muscles are deeper seated, and

have, in truth, another origin, in the spinal

marrow.

Some theories, deduced from this anatomical

knowledge, are the subject of a memoir, inserted

in the collection of the JBulletins de la SocietS

Medicale d"Emulation, to which we refer those

who are curious to read the account.* Cupping,

(scarijiees) several times repeated, over the

small wound which was healed, and three

Moxas applied over the course of the injured

nervous branches, were sufficient to restore the

sensibility in the whole of the limb, and to, put

it upon an equality with that of the rest of the

* Vide Vol. V. of this Bulletin, 181(L Author.

c 2
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body: in short, this soldier was discharged from

the h6spital some weeks afterwards, perfectly

cured.

Simple and muscular paralysis of the lower

textremities, may be the result of concussion of

the spinal marrow; or of a certain degree of

compression of this medullary production, or of

the Cauda equina; a compression occasioned by

an asthenic turgescence of the spinal membraneSj

or by the effusion of a serous or sanguineous

fluid, into the vertebral canal. In this cascj

there is no inflammation of the membranes,

similar to what we have observed, when the

paraplegia is complicated with neuralgia. In

the first case, the Moxas alone, are indicated^

and even the suppuration should be prevented.

The application of this stimulating and revulsive

agent, should be made at the sides, and

opposite the spinous processes of the vertebrae,

descending from the upper extremity of the

part in which the disease originates, to the two

lateral depressions of the os sacnim. It may

also be placed over the course of the sciatic

nerves. These paraplegic cases, may be treated

with great success, when they are not of very

long standing, or complicated with incontinence

of urine~a very unpleasant symptom. I atfl

possessed of a great many examples of coriij^l^te

si^ccess, obtained by the Moxa in this»3ecies
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bf disease; but I shall content myself with

relating the following.

Lieutene^nt General Viscount M****, was

struck with a paralysis of the lower extremities,

in- itsi second stage, (portee ou 2de degrS)*

liccorapanied with a preternatural jutting out

loif the last dorsal spinous processes, with deep

seated pain in that iregion, retention of urine^

and disposition to adipous polysarcia. All the

organic and sensitive functions were in such a

state of asthenia, that they were very imperfectly

performed. Different irritating and rubefacient

substances, had been applied, ineffectually to

the legs. I was anxious to employ cuppings

(moiichetces) /And afterwards, to have immediate

recourse to the Moxa. An elastic gum sound

passed into, and left in the bladder, with gentle

cathartics, repeated according to the state of

the patient, removed the retention of urine, and

the obstinate constipation, with which, he had

* The' author appears to' use the word Degrc somevrhat

iobgcurely •- as'; he frequently observes, that a disease had

arrived at its first, second, third, and even beyond its third

Degre-; except^ however, where he has premised his observa-

tions upon any particular affection, by dividing its progress into

separate stages : the ' words flrst> second, third, and fourth

degrees, can only be understood to signify, fignratively, its

different stages of advancement. '/V.
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been for a l^ong time, affected. The two first

applications of the Moxa caused a sensible

improvement, which very much encouraged the

General; after the third application, he began

to walk with the aid of a stick ; after the fifth,

without any support; and after the ninth, he

found himself perfectly cured—this was in the

fourth month of his treatment. This cure lis

remarkable in several respects.

7.

OF ORGANIC DISEASES OF THE

HEAD.

1 shall now proceed to enumerate, briefly,

the organic diseases, for which, I have also

employed the Moxa with great advantage,

endeavouring to explain its effects, in each of

them. In all chronic affections of the head,

I have used this remedy, with tlie greatest

success : thus in idiopathic epilepsy, dropsy of

the ventricles of the brain, cbronic head ache,

&c., the applications should be made all around

the basis of the cranium, and especially over

fhe junctures of the squamous sutures" 'of the

temporal bone, with the
' lambdoidal : these

junctures in' the adult- correspond With ^he

lateral and posterior fontanelles in tK^' foetlis,

and very young subjects: it is U!?eless to go
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higher than,: the line, which separates the basis

of the cranium, from \vliat i§ called the skull

c^p (la calotte)
\
and, besides, it may give rise

as we have before observed, to unpleasant

symptoms; this upper hemisphere being only

covered by very thin integuments and aponeuro-

ses, the heat traverses them rapidly, and anives

almost immediately at the membranes of the

brain, which it disposes to inflammation, without

however, causing any change in the diseased

parts of the brain, which are situated so deeply,

that the heat cannot reach them. And, in fact,

if we consider that the hemispheres of the brain,

of a soft, t)ulpy nature, are five or six inches

thick, we may be convinced that the cautery

applied upon the top of this mass, can have no

effect upon the diseased part, which is commonly
situated towards the base of that organ, and,

indeed, experience has shewn the truth of

this assertion. I shall now cite some rather

remarkable examples of cure, obtained by the

aid of the Moxa, applied upon the places which

have been pointed out.

A young tnimpeter, of the chasseurs of the

ex-guard, having fallen from his horse, upon his

head, was tormented, for about two years, witji

epileptic fits, so frequent, that he was often

att£^cked twice a day. The cranium was de-

formed, and it had acquired, in a short time,
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siii?l^;a .size^ that the iinifol-m hat, which he had

received on entering the tegiment, was too narrow v

by five ot six lines: his eyes were very prominent

and almost immovable ; the countenance was-

without color, the pulse slow, and the respiration-

laborious ; the pulsations of the heart were very

distant, and scarcely to be felt; and the extremi*

ties were almost always cold. Sustentation and

progression were performed with difficulty, and

all the sensitive functions, especially that of the

sight) as well as the mental faculties, were much

impaired : in short, every thing announced a

compression of the brain, unquestionably con-

centric, the effects of which were augmented^

according to the variations of the atmosphere,

or- other influencing causes. After a copious

bleeding from the jugular,—cupping, upon the

nape of the neck, and temples,— the application

of ice upon the head,-r-of mustard baths to the

legS) — and the internal use of calomel;— fifteen

Moxas were applied round the headj and especi*

allyj over the course of the old lateral, and,

posteriol* fontaiielles. The symptoms were gra-v

dually mitigated, so as to render the paroxysms

milder, and less frequent; at last* they entirely

disappeared, and the patient was perfectly cured,

before the end of the tenth month of his treat-

ment, All the animal and sensitive .funetiqns.

w,^rje.,pretty quickly re-established; but, what is

V(ji^ remarkable, the arch -of the cranium was.
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reduced in its whole circumference; th^'^iftifiitR^

conformation of these bones being gradually

restored: and at the time when the trumpeter

was discharged from the hospital, his hat, which

was before too narrow, had become five or siX''

lines too large: so thiit there was a reduction in

the whole circumference of the head, of eight oi*'

ten lines, which took place under the influence

of the Moxa, and which resembled what w^i

observe in the thorax, after the operation fdk

empyema. The effects of this revulsive applica-

tion round the head, towards the base of the

cranium, were powerfully seconded, in iiiy-

opinion, by the internal use of camphor, in large

doses, and of calomel, combined sometimes with

the extract of cinchona, with opium, and some-

times with the nitrate of potass and the extratit

of Valerian. The patient, moreover, made nse*

of a decoction of malt, sweetened, and acidu-*

latedwith muriatic alcohol. This individual was

seen, during his treatment, and after his cure, by

a considerable number of French as well as

foreign physicians, who attended my clinical

surgery. Doctor Boisseau, one of the most

distinguished of my old pupils, had the parti-

cular care of him.

'A grenadier in one of the corps of the infantry

of the guard, was brought to the military hospital

at^^Gros Caillou, in the first days of the year
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laiSfji having every symptom of a dropsy of the

ventricles of the brain; such as evident weakness

in the functions of the organs of locoraotioni

more particularly in the lower extremities; anjd

in all the organs of sense; the sight, especially,

was almost extinct, and the voice interrapted

and drawling. He had frequent vertigo, and con-

stant dull pains in the head, towards the occiput,

with an habitual tendency to sleep, or rather to

stupor. The pulse was slow and hard, beating

fi'oni forty-five to forty-six in a minute; he com-

plained, besides the pains of which w^e have spo-

ken, of a troublesome weight of the whole head,

which he could not bear to bend forwards, or

backwards, without being threatened with syn-

cope, which the least neglect, on his part, in not

holding it right, brought on immediately. An icy

coldness instantly came over all his limbs, and

tlie functions of circulation, and of respiration,;

appeared suspended together. These phenomena

I have frequently had an opportunity of observ-

ing in this individual. The mental faculties did

not appear to participate at all, in the derange-

ment of the brain; and he could relate with

exactness, that his disease arose, in consequence

of having plunged, head forwards, into the Semp,

from a very high place ; and that he had been

suffering ever since. After having taken off the

fulness of the vessels of the brain, by bloodletting

from the jugular vein, and temporal artery, and
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by cupping (moucheUes) on the nape of the neck

;

ice was applied to the head, and afterwards the

Moxas, which were placed upon its posterior and

lateral regions: the number was carried to ten,

several of which were allowed to suppurate:

with these means were joined mercurial frictions

to the soles of the feet, every four or five days.

After four months of this treatment, the gre^

nadier was discharged from the hospital, in very

good health, and returned to his duty; all his^

functions being restored to their equilibrium. • F
obtained a like success by the same means, with

an Englishwoman, Madame J * * in whom an

acute dropsy of the right ventricle, suddenly

manifested itself to such an extent, as to strike

her with apoplexy, and hemiplegia of the left side,

in its second stage. After bloodletting, the appli-

cation of ice, and blisters to the head, I felt

persuaded that the recovery of this lady was

ensured; this did not happen, however, until after

the fifteenth month, by means of the Moxa, ap-

plied towards the basis of the cranium,— between

the occipital protuberances,—and upon the sides

of the vertebral column. The celebrated John

Bell, and Dr. Morgan, assisted me with their

advice, in the treatment of this interesting patient,

— the mother of a numerous family.

A child, from seven to eight years of age, son

of a retired officer, M. Walter, and of an
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Bfe|hVh:^%, 'lM^evt^py^feyliif«oA^^^ a 'cTironic

dropsy of the ventricles of the brain, with pre-i

ternatural size of the cranium: he Mas in dang6i*

of dying when I was requested by his father to

give him my advice. The first indications being

fulfilled, I applied several Moxas upon the nape

of the neck, and the sides of the head, which I

followed up, some time afterwards, by .aotulal

cauteries, placed over the course of the old pos-

terior and lateral fontanelles. The little piatient

was cured before the end of the ninth month;

at which time the cranium, which had beeh

measured before the treatment, was reduced in

its whole circumference about six lines. This

child at present enjoys perfect health. It is

proper to observe, that his sister had recently

died of the same disease, as dissection had

demonstrated. My brother-in-law, Dr. Cou-

tanceau, attended this little patient for a short

time, whilst I was absent.

Since that time another child of the same age,

of a scrophulbus idiosyncrasy, belonging t6

M. B***, a merchant at Havre, affected with

the same disease, and characterized by the same'

symptoms—has been also cured by a similar

plan: there was in this little subject alsot^'ii'

reduction in the cranium of from three to fbu'i^

lines. Doctors Ribes and SpuRZHiiM iv^Ve

called in, in consultation on this case.
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I have also completely cured chronic and

rheumatic head-aches, which had resisted a great

number of remedies, by the Moxa, applied upon

the lateral parts of the head, and the occiput.

This caustic is, in my opinion, contraindicated,

in mental diseases attended with exaltation,

although it has been extolled in these cases by

some authors:—Were I not afraid of wandering

from my subject, I should endeavour to explain

my reasons for so thinking; for the present,-

I

shall confine myself to observing that it caii only

be employed in very rare cases.

8.

OF DISEASES OF THE CHEST.

Of Asthma.—I have used the Moxa with

great success in asthma, when it has not been

hereditary, or produced by some malformation

in the thorax, and when the subject of it has

not been too far advanced in years. I shall

suppose also that this affection has for its essen-

tial character asthenia of the pulmonary organs,

and a spasmodic and convulsive contraction of

tjio- pectoral muscles; a consequence ,j9|jijt^p..

turgespence or latent inflammation of the vessels

of these muscles and the membranes, which are

situated on the circumference of the breast; a

sort of rheumatic affection, which is commonly
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QCi^asioned : by ,
suppression

, of th,^ cutaneous

perspiration, or other habitual discharges. In

accordance with this hypothesis; if the disease

has resisted the means ordinarily indicated for

restoring the suppressed functions, and putting a

stop to the effects of such suppression upon the

affected parts; the greatest advantages are to

be obtained from the Moxa, the application of

which, however, should be preceded by one or

inore cuppings (mouchetees

)

; the principal effect

of this latter means is to take off the fulness of

the organic capillary vessels of the skin, >and

subjacent muscles, and to communicate to the

debilitated parts a gentle degree of excitation,

which the Moxa gradually increases. The

(Cylinders of the Moxa should be placed in two

lines, parallel to the lateral parts of the chest,

towarfls the anterior attachment of the great

pectoral muscles, and the costo-scapularis. The

number must be relative to the intensity of the

disease.

- I might relate many cases in confirmation of

the success which I have obtained, but I shall

content myself with the detail of that of -a

young Parisian female, who for many years,

and after each menstrual discharge, the periods

'jpf which, were however, regular, had been

t^ifflicted with paroxysms of asthma, accompanied

^jy spasms, convulsive movements, and a sense
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of suflfocatiott, wliiclt Were sometimes so violent,

that she had been several times in danger of

She was, in the first place, cupped over all

the anterior region of the chest; to these local

bleedings, which were several times repeated,

I added the Moxa, which was placed upon the

principal points of the circumference of the

thorax. The first applications retarded and

diminished the attacks so much, that, considering

herself cured, she did not wish to have any thing

more done for her; but, suddenly, a fresh and

very violent paroxysm came on, which was

relieved by the means already mentioned: viz.

by cupping, and the Moxa; the application of

the latter was particularly insisted upon; and

the number of the cotton cylinders, burnt upon

both sides of the chest, was carried to twelve.

The paroxysms entirely disappeared, and after

seven or eight months of treatment, this young

lady felt perfectly cured. I had the pleasure of

seeing her, some years afterwards, enjoying good

health, and without ever having had the least

return of her disorder.

Intermittent neuralgic palpitations of the heart,

proceeding from debility of that organ, and of

the spinal marrow, are successfully combated
by the Moxa, which should be applied at the
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sides of the dorsal column, and round the circle

occupied by the heart. I have cured many
individuals affected with these neuroses, )3y the

employment of those cauteries.*

9.

OF OLD CATARRHAL AFFECTIONS,

AND CHRONIC PHLEGMASIA OF
THE PLEURA.

The Moxa is equally indicated in old catarrhal

affections, and chronic inflammation of the pleui-a;

especially when the disease has been first caused

by the repercussion of some gonorrheal or her»-

petic affection, which is not unusual—or by the

presence of a syphihtic virus. According to this

supposition, before applying* the Moxa, it would

be necessary to bring back the repercussed affec-

tion, and to remove the virus, by the means

which are indicated. I might relate several

cases in confirmation of these precepts; but I

shall pass on to a much more severe disease, and

one which has been a principal object of my
researches and meditations.

* We ought not to confound these neuroses with the organic

diseases of the heart, such as active or passive aneurism of

that organ, the curative means being very different.

Author.
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10. ' '
^ ^

OF PHTHISIS PULMONALE.'

Before making a complete memoir upon

phthisis puhnonalis, the particular object of

which will be, to make known the efficacy of the

Moxa, in the cure of this terrible affection, I

shall indulge in a short digression upon that

disease, which has been considered by almost

all authors and practitioners, as incurable and

mortal. I might have been convinced, a priori^

of the efficacy of this application, had I reflected

upon the extraordinary success, which I had

obtained from its application, in rachialgia, and

femoro coxalgia,—which might be more properly

tenued spinal and articular phthisis, from which

phthisis pulmonalis only differs in its seat: in

fact, these two affections present the same phe-

nomena, are owing to the same causes, and

produce the same effects : besides, it frequently

happens that diseased spine accompanies phthi-

sis pulmonalis. In this latter disease, as in

rachialgia, the Moxa produces the discussion of

the lymphatic congestions, or of the scrofulous

tubercles, as well as of those abscesses which

are symptomatic, when they are not too far

developed. It cleanses the internal ulcers, stops

the caries of the bones, and produces the adhe-

sion and healing of the parietes of the abscess,

o



or of the purulent cavities, established in the

tissue of the lungs, or in any other part, which

may have become the seat of the phthisis. At
last, a cure, more or less complete, is obtained,

according as the employment of this stimulating

and revulsive agent, has been more or less per-

severed in; an agent, certainly, but little used,

but which experience has taught us to be most

efficacious in those diseases. The internal remer

dies, more or less extolled by authors, (even

acetate of lead, and, a fortiori, the prussic acid)

are generally hurtful, or, at least, quite useless

:

if, however, there should be any particular virus,

it would be, first of all, necessary to remove that

cause, and, when the phthisis alone remained, to

attack it with the Moxa.

Those parts of the chest should be chosen,

for its application which are most contiguous to

the disordered parts of the lungs. The hollow

cylindrical tube (the Pectoriloque* of Laennec)

will, without doubt, assist us in this research,

but the experienced physician has no need of it.

Percussion 1, pressure made with care, a littl^,

-

* See a Treatise on the Diseases of the Chest, translated

from the Trench of R. T. H. Laennec, by John Forbes,

M. D. &c. TPr-

..t In almost all cases of thoracic disease, Percussion of (he

chest, is made use of by the French practitioners; in order tj>i
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experience, and the impression of the finge?

between the ribs, are sufficient to point out, in a,

manner nearly certain, the seat of the disease..

perform this, the fingers of one hand are to be collected into a

bundle, so as to have their extremities, upon a level; with

these the chest is struck, and the sound produced, carefully

attended to by the practitioner. This plan was first recom-

mended by AuENBRUGGER,* a German physician, about the

middle of the last century; his work was translated into

French in 1770, by Uoziere de la Chassugne,! a

physician of the Faculty of Medicine of Montpellier; and

by CoRvisART, with ample commentaries, in 1808. J The

principles upon which it has been recommended, are founded

upon the difference between the sounds, rendered by Percussion

upon the chests of healthy individuals, and of those laboring

under disease: for instance, if effusion has taken place into the

cavity of the thorax, or any change been produced in the bulk

of its contents, the sound is more or less hollow, according to

the diminution or increase of the cavity. It will be readily

seen, however, that Percussion can only be depended upon,

when taken in conjunction with other symptoms; and that its

use, under almost every circumstance, cannot assist us much

in the diagnosis of any disease : the various conformations of

the chest and its contents in dififerent individuals, previous

adhesions of the lungs to the pleura costalis, and several other

circumstances, may so far modify the sounds occasioned by

* Invenlum novum ex Percussione Thoracis hunumi vt signo, abstrusos intenii

pectoris morbos detegendu Svo. Vindebonte, 1763.

t De la Perauaion de la Poitrine. Paris, 1770, at the end of the Manuel

des Pulmoniques, of the same author.

t NownUe methode pour reconnSitre les maladies internrt de la poitrine par la

Ptreustion de teite cavite. Traduit d'Auenbrugger, avec des commenldires, P^ri*,

)808,
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In order to put it to the proof, and to leave no

doubt respecting the truth of my assertions, t

shall relate the history of some cases of phthisis,

which I have cured by the Moxa. One of the

first persons was a young lady, nineteen years of

|}^e, Rosina V****, tall, with hair of a flaxen

color, and flat chest: she had an incipient curva-

t!^r,e of the spine, with a preternatural jutting

out of several of the spinous processes of the

dorsal vertebrae— constant pains in that region

—

frequent cough, with loss of voice—oppression-

expectoration yellowish, and purulent—more or

less heat in the sternal region, and over the

sides of the chest— slow fever, with exacerba-

tions in the evening, followed by night sweats:—

all these symptoms announced phthisis, in ita

second stage, at the least. This lady, reduced

to the greatest emaciation, had been affected

.with the disease for eight or ten months. Many
remedies had been tried, but ineffectually.

Thirteen Moxas, applied over the sides of

the dorsal apophyses and of the chest, preceded

by cupping (moiiclietees), repeated at proper

Pemission, as to afford no criterion whatever,' "by %vhich V6

can be able to judge of the existence or non-existence of

organic disease in the thorax.§ Tr.

Y'^e Artiule Percussion in the Dictionnaire des Sciences Meiicalts, 'By

Merat.
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intervaT^', -'aftf^ eig'M ^i^iiith^ Com-

pletely cured her. This lady has smce married,

and had two children, which as well as the

mother, are enjoying good health.

A second female, of the same age, of small

stature, auburn hair, and very much pitted with

the small pox, had been put upon several modes

of treatment, and had passed many weeks in the

Hopital de la Charite, when I was requested to

see her. The left side of her chest was crooked,

the scapula jutting out, and the portion of the

vertebral column corresponding to it, inclined to

the same side, with a continual fixed pain in the

part. The cough w^as almost constant, and fre-

quently accompanied with hemoptysis : she had

continued fever, with slight exacerbations in the

evening, and night sweats: her emaciation was

very great, and the skin without color. The

disease had existed for about eighteen months,

and the physician who had attended her at the

hospital, had considered her as incurable, and

that the disease would, in all probability, soon

tenninate fatally. These symptoms were, not^'

withstanding, gradually removed, by cupping

and the Moxas ; the number of which was

carried to twenty-one. The incipient gibbosity

of the spine, and the deformity of the chest, dis-

appeared also, by little and little, under the

influence of this treatment, which was continued,
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it is true, for nearly two years. Thp young

woman, who had been previously f;rooked,

became straight; her chest was expanded, and

she acquired the freshness and embonpoint,

which we observe in healthy individuals. After

having preserved every sign of health, for more

than a year, she was suddenly attacked with

symptoms of gastro-enteritis, the progress of

"which was slow and gradual. The parents of

the patient, whose means were limited, believing

that her disease was of no consequence, content-

ed themselves, without calling in any physician,

with the use of some popular remedies, and suf-

fered the disease to proceed. Their daughter was

afterwards, however, threatened with such serious

consequences, that they decided upon calling

in one of my old pupils, Dr. Desrouelles,

who very zealously made use of those means

which were indicated ; but, notwithstanding the

most rational and attentive treatment, she died of

marasmus, a few weeks after the invasion of this

latter disorder.

On dissection, we found the left lung, in which

the phthisis had been situated, in a healthy state,

and that it had contracted a great many adhesions,

by membi'anous expansions, with the pleura

costalis: we observed, also, in many parts of its

pdi-enchyma, contractions, or species of deep

cicatrices, whtre, without doubt, during the dis-
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«ase, somany purulent cavities had been situated.

The whole mass of the viscus wa^ reduced by
one third of its natural size. The cavity which

contained it, was sensibly narrower than the

©ther, and its parietes were very much sunk in.

This work of reduction was the effect of the

cure. We observed in the right lung, a single

tubercle, excavated by a vomica (unfoyer puru-

lent), of some lines in diameter. The peritoneum

and intestines were in a state of suppuration, as

well as the mucous membranes of these viscera.

A third person, also of the same age and sex,

H. B. upon whom nature had lavished all her

favors, was threatened with imminent danger,

from a veiy advanced phthisis. It had even been

declared, at the last consultation held upon her

case, that nothing more could be done for her,

in consequence of the advanced state of the

disease, and her extreme weakness. Being

anxiously solicited by her parents to take her

under my care, I yielded, with some difficulty,

to their reiterated entreaties, and undertook the

treatment of her, in September, 1817.

I shall dispense with relating the symptoms of

the disease, and shall merely observe, that the

young patient was in a state of slow continued

feVer, with exacerbations in the evening-^flush-

itigs of the cheeks—painful and frequent cough—
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expectoration of yellow grayish and viscous

matter, and of a purulent appearance—she had

oppression— extreme debility— slight aphonia^

pain between the shoulders, and in the sides-r-

the tongue, the roof of tlie mouth, and the

inside of the throat, were covered with aphthai,

or excoriations, which appeared to extend into

the air passages— and the nails of the fingers

were crooked. Twenty Moxas, preceded by a

few cuppings, fmoucheteesj and a seton, placed

in the left side, had removed the symptoms, and

conducted the patient by degrees to an unex-

pected cure. The treatment had continued

eighteen months, and she enjoyed perfect health;

But since the time when I wrote out this case,

and after a whole year passed in this satisfactory

condition, she was attacked, from several fresh

causes, with an inflammation of the bowels, of

which she died, notwithstanding all the means

we could make use of, and the most assiduous

and attentive treatment: slie did not, however,

exhibit a single symptom of her former disorder.

The subject of the fourth case was a Belgian,

named P****, thirty-four or thirty-five years old,

of a brown complexion, and very irritable habit,

wljo was certainly laboring under a confirmed

phthisis pulmonalis, which had existed, about

two years. ijomdHOiU
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The principal symptoms of this disease, were

a frequent and painful cough, with an hemoptoe

which came on daily, and sometimes so copiously,

that it constituted a true hemorrhage (une veri-

table hhnorrhagiej : it was preceded by a febrile

attack, by heat in the chest, redness of the tip

®f ' the tongue, and of the cheeks, and was

followed by an icy coldness of the extremities,

by, syncope, and an almost total loss of pulse,

so that he was several times in the greatest

danger; to the foregoing symptoms, were joined

a total loss of voice, with deep aphthae over

all the mucous membranes of the mouth, of the

nasal fossae, and probably also, of the larynx

and pharynx : no particular virus existed in this

case.

Notwithstanding the almost desperate con-

dition of the patient, and the unfavorable

prognostic, which several physicians who had

been called in, in consultation, had given; I

ventured to undertake the following treatment,

the basis of which, was the successive and

repeated use of cupping (mouchet6es and scarifiSes

)

upon the back and chest, and of fifteen Moxas,

which were left to suppurate sljghtly.

After the application of the thirteenth Moxa,

the hemoptysis was arrested, and never afterwards

returned. All the other symptoms gradually
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disappeared, and the patient set out for his usual

Tesideiice, having been under treatment between

seven and eight months. His health was pretty

quickly re-established, and his embonpoint

reproduced in the same proportion. His voice

alone remained feeble. One of the physicians

consulted, M.Laennec, who, from the beginning,

had pronounced the existence of extensive

ulceration in both lungs, having explored the

whole circumference of the chest, a second time,

feind with the same instrument, made himself

satisfied of the cicatrization of the ulcerated

parts, and confirmed the cure of the patient.

^ The subject of the fifth case was. a young

female, twenty-seven years of age, a milliner,

who was affected with advanced phthisis pul-

monalis. She was in a confirmed state of maras-

mus, with continued fever, nocturnal foetid

sweats, and constant expectoration of purulent

matter: the catamenia had been suppressed for

a very long time, and the uterine passage was

almost totally obliterated; it would scarcely

admit the introduction of a very small elastic-

g-um sound: besides the chief symptoms of

phthisis, there waSj between the posterior edge

of the right scapida and the dorsal spines, a

round tumor, formed by the preternatural curva-

ture of the posterior extremities Of the third and

fourth ribs, between which, a deep and obscure
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fluctuation might be felt. The most gentle

pressure upon this part caused the most acute

pain, extending to the under part of the clavicle

of the same side. This pressure excited violent

cough, accompanied M^ith a copious expectora-

tion. The motion from coughing communicated

an impulse to this part, which could be easily

•distinguished under the finger; and w^ithout

•having recourse to the cylinder of Laennec,

we could easily discover that the lung of this

side was deeply and extensively excavated.

It was not until after the repeated entreaties

of the parents, that I determined upon taking

this patient under my care : and I was anxious

to know if, in this very advanced disease of the

lung, the Moxa would have effects similar to

those which I had obtained from its use in

diseased spine, when almost in its last stage.

Before employing the Moxa, I was nevertheless

anxious to have my diagnosis confirmed by my
colleague, Dr. Laennec, who as well as myself,

"vvith the assistance of his Pectoriloque, detected

the cavity of which I have spoken. Notes were

taken of this consultation, at which Doctors

RiBES and Desrouelles formed part. In short,

th6 Moxa was immediately applied, beginning

at the tumor, round which, six were successively

placed ; thence I passed to the other regions of

the chest, which I considered to be most in lela-
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tion with the internal ulcerations. To my great

sui-prise, the two first relieved the pains and the

spasm, and produced sleep, which she had not

been able to taste for more than six months.

This sensible amelioration encouraged me,- and

I continued its application under suitable modifi-

cations, until the fifteenth. The projecture in

the dorsal region formed by the ribs, gradually

disappeared—the cough became easier—the ex-

pectoration diminished, and became of a better

appearance— the appetite was restored—in short,

the patient went on improving, until she was able

to leave her bed and walk about her chamber;

and soon afterwards, to walk out for hours

together. She had been under this treatment

for about fifteen months, when I engaged M.

Laennec to see her again; he satisfied himself,

as in the case of M. P. that the deep cavities

which I had mentioned as existing in the whole

of the superior and posterior lobes of the right

lung, were obliterated and cicatrized. In con-

sequence of feeling so very well, she was desirous

of going into the country ; to this 1 consented

the more willingly, as her residence at Paris

was unhealthy, and very inconvenient for her

promenades. During the first days she felt pretty

•well, she had gained some flesh, and had but

little cough; but having been exposed, during

a stormy night, to the external air, which shifted

fjdddenly to the north-east, she was struck with
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very violent gastro-enteritis, which obliged her

to return to Pa lis, and notwithstanding the

employment of local bloodletting, and all the

usnal antiphlogistic means, this young lady died

about the fifteenth or seventeenth day from the

invasion of this disorder, and in the ninth month

of the treatment for the phthisis.

On opening the body, we foimd the right cavity

of the thorax considerably narrowed ; the uppet

half of the lung shrivelled, firm in some parts,

and traversed by membranous adhesions; the

lower portion was sound, but numerous mem-
branous adhesions had taken place, between it

and the pleura-costalis. The bronchiae of the

left lung were filled with a mucous purulent

matter, and we found some small vomicae, in th^

substance of the lung. The mucous membranes

of the stomach, and intestines, were inflamed,

and covered with gangrenous spots.

This dissection confirms the correct prognosis

of Laennec, and exhibits the advantageous

effects of the Moxa, in every stage of phthisis

pulmonalis— as, in this case, it had deterged the

.ui<:erated cavities, and produced cicatrization.
.

,

.TJbbC subject of the following case was more

fortunate, and although his disease was equally

far advanced, he obtained a complete cure. He
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was one of the vergers of the King's Chapel, at

Versailles. This man, who was of a phlegmatic

habit, and about twenty-seven or twenty-eight

years of age, was in the second stage of tuber-r

cular phthisis, when he requested my advice, at

the beginning of the year 1818. All the glan-r

dular system of the neck was swollen, and the

face without color; he felt great oppression, and

was tormented with a troublesome and almost

constant cough, followed by an expectoration of

a greyish foetid matter ; the mucous membranes

of the throat, and of the entrance of the pharynx,

were covered with aphthae; deepseated pains

were felt in the back, and in the sides of the

chest; and there was a disposition to continued

fever, with evening exacerbations, followed by

abundant sweats—in short, he was in a state of

marasmus.

The cause—at least the predisponent cause of

this disease, appearing to me to be owing to the

presence of a particular virus, I administered the

means which were required for the removal of

this morbid cause, at the same time that I applied

the Moxas. These derivative applications were

placed, by two at a time, at relative intervals,

and at fit opportunities, upon both sides of the

dorsal spine, and upon the lateral parts of the

chest:— the number was carried to thirty-six.

This treatment was continued about fifteen
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months, when it was followed by a Complete

and unexpected success. All the functions, in

this patient, were gradually re-established : he

recovered his embonpoint, and, at this time,

enjoys perfect health.

A young English lady, Mary J***, possessing

the most agreeable Physique, along with every

mental accomplishment, and the sweetest dispo-

sition—has been also so fortunate, as to be cured

of a like disease, in its first stage: only half-a-

dozen Moxas were here required for the cure.

I have since received several letters, from this

young person, which shew that she still continues

well.

I shall confine myself to the detail of those

facts, which appear to me to be sufficient for

drawing the attention of practitioners, to the

efficacy of this cautery, in the case of phthisis

pulmonalis.*

* I should also have spoken of the advantages which may

be derived from this appHcation in dropsy of the pericardium,

and in hydrothorax, if I had not already mentioned the cir-

cumstance in different memoirs, inserted iu my Campagties, and

to which I refer my readers : I should observe, however, that

this remedy can only produce a cure, when the diseases are

an irtcipient state ; an observation, the truth of which, t liay^,

had different opportunities of proving. Author.
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OF CHRONIC & ORGANIC DISEASES

OF TH^J^DOMINAL VISCERA.

1st. Of the Stomach.— Congestions in the

coats 'of 'this viscus, and scirrhiis which is

commonly a consequence of themj constitute

>af ^severe disease, which has almost always a

fatal termination; and experience has taught

me, that every internal medicine is completely

useless or hurtful: this circumstance has caused

these disorders to be considered incurable,

especially if the swelling at the pyloric orifice

has arrived at such a degree, that the food

passes with difficulty, or is rejected by vomiting.

I can affirm, however, that even in this condition,

the disease has yielded, in many cases, to the

repeated application of the Moxa upon the

epigastrium, the combustion of which should

be carried on by means of the blow-pipe, as in

phthisis, so that the heat may penetrate more

deeply. In order that the value of this stimu-

lating and revulsive application may be better

appreciated, I shall proceed to relate some casesj

the subjects of which had been laboring undet

chronic turgescence, already far advanced, of

the- 'pyloric orifice of the stomach; at least, I

had every reason to believe so, from the nature

<of the' symptoms. 4
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One of the first patients, affected to the

degree which I have just mentioned, was the

yalet-de-charabre of General Rutty. He felt a

dull, constant pain in the region of the stomach,

with eructations of an acid nature, and of a

disagreeable smell. He had frequent nausea,

and a few moments after having taken his food,

vomiting supervened, and continued for a longer

or shorter time. The alvine evacuations were

few, scanty, and of a hard matter, unless, when
from the effects of some cathartics, of which he

made frequent use, by the direction of physicians,

a flux supervened, to a greater or less extent,

which Avas sometimes followed by diarrlwBa,

He was in a state of slow continued fever, and

in the greatest degree of emaciation; when he

lay down upon his back, an oval tumor of the

size of a hen's egg, situated transversely, and

in the region of the pylorus, could be felt

through the abdominal parietes, which were

very much extenuated
;
pressure upon this part,

gave considerable pain. The liver also appeared

to project beneath the edge of the false ribs, and

I considered, that the spleen and mesenteric

glands, were likewise in a certain degree of

obstruction. The abdomen was covered with

large varicose veins, and the skin of the whole

body was of a dingy color, and dry and scaly.

This valet, aged forty, had been in the last

£



campaigns in Spain, Russia, and Saxony, during

which, he was exposed to the intemperateness

of the seasons, and to different climates; to

these circumstances we may refer the exciting

causes of this disease, being in all probability

predisposed to it by some particular morbid

principle. After having been cupped, (mouchetees

)

several times on the hypochondria, back, and

epigastrium, I began the application of the

Moxa upon this last region, and persevered in

its use, until the twenty-second time, with the

proper modifications which I have mentioned in

other circumstances. This treatment continued

fifteen or sixteen months, at the expiration of

which time, he felt perfectly cured; all his

functions were gradually restored to their former

state ; his embonpoint soon re-appeared, and

he enjoys at present (two years after his cure),

good health.

I might also relate the cases of several other

subjects, who were afflicted with similar diseases

in difierent degrees, and who have, in like

manner, been restored to health by the same

means.

2dly. Obstructions of the liver, spleen, and

every other abdominal viscus, may be treated

with equal success by the Moxa, more especially

when the disease has not arrived at its greatest

degree of developement.
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I shall relate a single example of chronic

hepatitis, accompanied with abscess, which was

brought to a favorable termination, by the appli*

cation of the Moxa,

The subject of this case, was a Conducteur of

one of the diligences from Paris to Rennes,

named Ferlura. This man, who was about

forty-five years old, had complained for seven,

or eight months, of dull pains in the right side^

of the chest, which was much more prominent

than the left ; he was in a state of obstinate con-

stipation; a dense and shghtly painful tumor,

was readily perceptible, below the ribs of the

same side, in the bottom of which, the patient

experienced slight shooting pains. A physician

was called in, who applied a hemlock plaster

over the tumor, and prescribed gentle cathartics;;

but the disorder making progress, I was called

in, in consultation. The disease was then at its

highest pitch, the whole of the hypochondrium

was very prominent, and there was beneath the

margin of the false ribs, an oval tumor, of about

the size of a fist ; it was hard round its edges,

and a deep-seated fluctuation could be distinctly

felt, towards the centre. Mercurial frictions

had been made use of to the tumor, and the

physician had recommended that a trocar should

be plunged into its centre, in order to give issue

to the purulent matter that (there was every

E 2
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reason to suppose) existed in -the tumor, which

certainly presented every indication of an

hepatic abscess. Before opening it, however, it

was agreed that the Moxa should be applied

around it, and that no other topical means should

be made use of.

Aft^er the second application of the Moxa, the

tumor had evidently diminished in size exter-

nally, but the deepseated and lancinating pains

which he experienced, had augmented, and

he had also considerable repugnance to the

application of any more Moxas; I, however,

removed his objection, and three more cylinders

were used, at an interval of two or three days.

After the fifth, the patient experienced a violent

attack of cholic, which was followed by repeated

alvine evacuations, at first, of a bilious matter

mixed with pus, but afterwards, entirely purulent,

the quantity of which might be estimated at

about a pound; these evacuations were succeeded

liy;,a> total disappearance of the tumor in the

hypochondrium, and of the internal lancinating

pains, which he had incessantly experienced

until this time. t aoqw

It is very evident here, that the Moxa had.

caused the developement of the adhesive inflam-

mation, which had unquestionably begun between

the inferior paries of the abscess, and the cor-
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responding paH of fli'e' transverse colon, the

coats of which had ulcerated, and the pus

been immediately discharged into that intestine.

I have reason to conclude, that the Moxa is an

excellent remedy for promoting the resolution of

congestions in the liver, and even for favoring

the exit of the pus from hepatic abscesses, into

some passage which may conduct it to the

exterior.

I saw in Egypt an hepatic abscess, which

burst spontaneously into the transverse colon,

and was evacuated by the bowels. *

A third individual, affected with an hepatic

abscess, was treated in our hospital by the same

means: in this person, the evacuation of the pus

was likewise made by the bowels. The case

was collected by one of my pupils.

3rdly. A salutary revulsion may be also

produced in chronic congestions of the uterus,

which are almost always followed by cancerous

ulcerations, from the application of the Moxa
upon the lumbar regions, preceded by cupping

(mouchetees) upon the same parts, and by a

depurative treatment. By these means, I ha,ve

'^jii

* See vol. ii of my Campagncs.
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baffled this disease, and, in several cases,

prevented its invasion, when there were strong

threatenings of it.

I shall now proceed to treat of the phthisis

of the bones, or of that asthenic, rheumatic or

scrofulous affection, which commonly attacks

young people, in the fibro-cartilaginous and

osseous parts; such as the spine, the junctions

of the bones of the pelvis, and the articulations

of the limbs.

12.

OF RACHITIS.

The principal effects of rachitis, are a softening

of the bones, and a bending or deviation from

the right line of the vertebral column, along with

a greater or less gibbosity. The Moxa is, with-

out contradiction, the remedy par excellence^ for

this disease. Ancient and modern authors, and

especially Pouteau, have passed the highest

eulogiums upon it; and the illustrious Dessault

taught us to observe, that the success of this

remedy is more certain, when, contrary to the

opinion of the celebrated surgeon of Lyons, the

wounds or burns, left by the Moxa, for the rea-

sons which I have already given, are not suffered

to suppurate.
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With this latter intention, ammonia must be

applied immediately after the Moxas have been

consumed. The application of this cautery must

be repeated, as often as the state of the disease

may require it.

The Moxa may be employed in every period

of the disease; it is better, however, to make
vise of it in the first stages, and before the

deformity has reached a very high degree.

should avoid applying it over the spinous pro-

cesses of the vertebrae, for fear of causing a;

denudation and caries of these bony points;

the application should be made, as much as

possible, over the course of the posterior branches

of the vertebral nerves, between the transverse

processes, so as to allow a communication at

the same time, with the spinal marrow.

Corsets, or other mechanical means, unless

they are employed as retentives, or as simple

supports, are in this case, more pernicious than

useful; the curvature or jutting out of the bones,

may, it is true, be repressed to a certain extent,

but if the morbid process continues, the disease

shiewg itself, towards those parts which are

diametrically opposite, and affects the intregrity

of the functions of the internal oi*gans.

We ought then to proscribe the use of these
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inachines, and to confine ourselves to that of

Moxa, and of those internal remedies, which

are considered to assist its effects. The intervals

of its application, should be proportioned to

the age and strength of the patient; it is better

that the treatment should be protracted, than

that the individuals should be exposed to

inflammatory symptoms, or to the effects of a

symptomatic fever, produced by a great number

of Moxas, the applications of which, have been

too frequent. I could relate a great number of

examples of success in these cases, from the

application of this cautery.

J 3.

OF RACHIALGIA.
-tip.

The Moxa is, above all, imperiously indicated

in tabes dorsalis. I shall permit myself to make

a slight digression upon this most severe disease,

the effects of which have been considered fatal,

by almost all physicians. It has been designated

under the names of Vertebral Disease— Curvature

of the Spine— or Disease of Pott: (see vol. iii.

of that author's works.) Notwithstanding tlie

remarks and interesting cases which that surgeon

has given, respecting this disease, we are riot

commonly aware of its existence, until it has

arrived at its second or third stage; a time at

which the assistance of art is less successful,
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than when employed at the invasion of the first

symptoms. v;jv Utnsjnt dsorij to ba& ^exoi^ .

" ' • - .ai'.>'iHo Hit ImaBn oi bnsbhtio'y
' Until the time ofPoTt, we had only vagute and

nncertain notions respecting diseased spine: the

effect was often confounded with the cause : and,

even at the present day, authors and celebrated

practitioners, consider the symptomatic abscesses,

which are certainly the result of caries of the

vertebrae, as a disease isolated, and independent

of that of the spine.*

;
f> ,

, .. ;. ... ,-

The researches which I have made, during

thirty years passed in camps, and in military

hospitals, have enabled me to confirm the

principles of that celebrated English surgeon,

and to minutely analyze the phenomena which

this disease presents in its different stages. My
numerous trials have likewise made known to

me a sovereign remedy against it, in the reiterated

application of the Moxa. This is the principal

subject of what I am about to relate. I have

considered it right, in the first place, to reform

the improper phraseology, under which the

disease of which we are treating has been desig-

nated, until the present time; and to substitute

-ofbrvit, a name which may make known its J^pe

*fi it ^-^Ma bv'U' If' hno-.^^,w ?t( jg i^^vn^R

Mf\p-?.003m B^'ji* See BoYER's Pathologiei ^f^) ?r>'r
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character;--as it consists in an inflammatory con-

dition of the vessels of the fibro-cartila|2:inouS

and osseous substance of the vertebral column,

or of the bony substance of other parts of the

trunk, I shall name it according- to its seat: viz.

Racliialgia, when it attacks the spine—Sacro-

coxalgia, when it is situated in the sacro-iliac

symphyses—Sternalgia, when in the sternum—

Costalgia, when upon the ribs or their cartilages

—

Scapulalgia, when in the scapula—and Femoro-

coxalgia, when it is seated in the coxo-femoral

articulation.*

I designate under the name of racliialgia, that

rheumatic or scrofulous affection, seated in some

part of the vertebral column, the principal effect

of which is, to produce a latent or chronic

inflammation, in the fibro-cartilaginous and

* It will be readily seen, that the different names which

Baron Larrey has given to this affection, according to its

seat, are perfectly insufficient for the conveyance of any know-

ledge, respecting its " true character;" the words—Rachialgia,

Sacro-coxalgia, Sternalgia, &c. according to their derivation,

merely signifying pain in the spine, sacro-iliac symphysis, and

sternum, without conveying any idea respecting its nature. As

a minor, but not unimportant circumstance also, this nomencla,-

ture is liable to objection, in consequence of its inelegance, in a

classical point of view; one part of the word, in many of the

instances, being derived from the Latin, whilst the other has its

origin from the Greek.
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osseous tissues of the vertebrae: this is a true

phtliisis. This inflammation, far from augmenting,

by turgescence, the volume of the parts,

weakens their tissue, and appears to accelerate

the work of absorption and of decomposition;

so that the bodies of the vertebrae, where the

disease first fixes itself, becoming softened, sink

down by degrees; the spinous processes tend

to separate more from each other, and make a

projecture behind, or are depressed forward, or

deviate to the right or the left, which circum-

stances characterize gibbosity in its different

senses; the intervertebral cartilages, are the first

to be decomposed or dissolved; and to this loss

of parts from absorption, erosion, or caries in the

corresponding parts of the osseous substance,

soon succeeds, where it developes itself with

more or less rapidity, according to the intensity

of the causes, or to the age and idiosyncrasy

of the patient;—the caries seldom attacks the

spinous or transverse processes.

From the first moment of the erosion, there i«

an emission of a serous purulent fluid, fronr

all the injured vessels^which accumulates, at first,

under the membranes, or the suiTOunding liga-

mentous fasciculi (trousseaux); afterwards infil-'

ti-ates or diffuses itself, in the cellular membrane,

towards the depending parts, or towards those

where it meets with the least resistance, and
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accumulates in pic^intrmore oMeg«rdistant, \*rhe^e

it produces what we desijpiate under the name
of symptomatic abscesses, or abseesses par con'

gestion. These abscesses, as the English author

has judiciously observed, are constantly the

result of the caries, or one of its principal effects.

The progress of these abscesses varies ad infini-

tum: most commonly they are situated in the

dorsal or scapular regions: the matter spreads

through the interstices of the muscles, at the

insertion of the tendons, and at the transverse

processes—accumulates in sacs, formed by the

aponeuroses, or the large muscles of the back-^

sometimes passes under the pillars of the dia-

phragm—follows the direction of the psoas

muscles, and collects in the fold of the groin,

or passes through the pelvis, and gains the

nates ; in other cases, it follows the direction of

the ribs, and proceeds to form collections in the

anterior part of the chest: in short, nothing is

more extraordinary than the progress of these

fuskes, and the developement of the abscesses

which are occasioned by them : this circumstance

should render the practitioner very circumspect

in his prognosis, as well as in the employment

of the means which he adopts.

. The first symptoms of this disease are deep-

-seated local pains, at first, somewhat obscuts^i

these, afterwards^ increase, and extend into the
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course of the spinal marrow, a^iid of the nerves

which emanate from it, especially into those

which go to the members nearest the seat of

disease; the muscles of these parts are struck

with stupor, without being- paralysed ; the limbs

experience painful cramps, and a sort of stiffiiess

or accidental retraction, with a sensation of

coldness, independent of the temperature of

the air; to these symptoms are joined lassitude^

oppression, loss of appetite, emaciation, slow

fever, with intermissions, more or less irregular,

followed by a colliquative flux, and marasmus.

I shall enter into a more detailed account of

the progress of this disease, in speaking of the

femoro-coxalgia—an affection of a similar nature,

which attacks the coxo-femoral articulation;

and shall only remark here, that the caustics

made use of by Pott, against rachialgia, have

not the advantages which I derive from the

Moxa.

The abundant suppuration which these first

caustics furnish, without producing the revulsion

which we desire, weakens the patient considera-

bly, especially if symptomatic abscesses exist.

If these same abscesses are opened early,

(wliatever may have been the method adopted)

before employing the means which are effective

against the caries, the patient quickly dies.
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Now, in the administratioa of those means, we
must dh'ect our attention to the prevention of

any foci of suppuration, from being established

;

it is sufficient to produce an excitation upon the

affected parts, in order to divert the morbific

principle, and to alter the vital properties of the

inflamed parts.

The Moxa, preceded by cupping (scanfiies)^

if necessary, perfectly fulfils this double indica-

tion. I shall now content myself with pointing

out the causes of the disease of Pott, and to

make known my mode of treating the abscesses,

par congestion, which are its principal effect.

The causes of rachialgia, are a rheumatic or

scrofulous vice, and, in general, every thing which

can contribute to annihilate the vital powers of

the vertebral structure. This affection developea

itself and proceeds slowly, but it is seldom that

it stops in its course, and gets well spontane-

ously. It is one of these diseases, of which

nature cannot rid herself, without the assistance

of art, and the consequences of which are

comrAionly fatal. We should therefore hasten to

employ those means which are the most proper

for co-mbating the morbific cause; and experience

has ta ught me that the most powerful and effica-

cious a'cmedy is the Moxa.
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A great many subjects, who had been consi-

dered in a desperate state, have owed then* safety

to the employment of this heroic remedy. I

shall, in the first place, relate the history of

several cases, which prove the truth of this

assertion, and shall afterwards have occasion ta

revert to the theory of the disease.

CASE 1.

General L * * * *, much reduced from several

debilitating causes, was attacked with a tabes

dorsalis, with slow fever, notable asthenia of the

genital organs, curvature of the spine, stiffness

and numbness of the lower extremities—maras-

mus in its first stage. This aflfection had with-

stood a great many means. It was decided in

consultation, that a series of Moxas should be

applied upon the vertebral column, and the

region of the sacrum, without discontinuing the

use of cinchona and ehalybeates, which had

been administered until that time. A favorable

change occured, after the three first applications;

the strength was re-established in proportion as

the applications were repeated: at the seventh

M. L. could walk alone, and at the thirteenth, he

was able to go to the mineral waters, for the

purpose of completing a cure, which was already

in a very advanced state : -he has made several

campaigns since.
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CASE 2.

Mademoiselle D***, about twenty-five years

of age, was in the first stage of marasmus, with

well marked symptoms of phthisis pulmonalis:

the dorsal vertebrae were already curved back-

wards, and to the right: the scapula of the

same side was detached from the tmnk about

three centimetres (In. 1.181) by a soft tumor, or

incipient DSpdt par congestion: this symptom
indicated the first stage of a vertebral caries: in

short, the young patient was proceeding with

rapid strides towards the termination of her

career, when I was called in, in order to give her

my advice.

The debilitating regimen, upon which she had

been kept for many months, was replaced by

one that was tonic and nourishing. Cinchona,

combined with opium, and balsamic and gummy
substances, were prescribed. Twenty Moxas

were applied successively, at intervals of three

or four days, at the sides of the spinous

processes of the dorsal vertebrae, opposite the

spaces which separate the transverse processes.

The first favorable change was the almost sudden

cessation of the symptoms of the phthisis pul-

monalis, and soon afterwards the reduction of

the projecture of the dorsal vertebrae, and the

diminution and resolution of the subscapulary



tumor, as well as the subsidence of the scapula:

the general strength was gradually re-established,

•and the internal organs resumed the play of

their functions:—in short, the young lady is at

present enjoying good health.

'^dil shall now give an account of a disease

nearly similar to the preceding— it is the history

of the case of one of the patients at the Military

Hospital at Gros Caillou.

fit :

CASE 3.

Joseph Richaulet, aged twenty-three years,

one of the foot artillery of the Guard, in Febru-

ary, 1816, had a tumor of the size of two fists,

and of an oval form, situated behind the spinal

edge of the right scapula: it extended from the

base of the spine of that bone to beneath its infe-

rior angle : there was a fluctuation in its whole

extent, and it was without pain, or change of

colour in the skin : he continually held himself

crooked : the spinous processes of the dorsal

vertebraB were jutting out, and separated from

each other; and this portion of the spine deviated

a little to the left (the side opposite the tumor)

:

when the region corresponding to these vertebr®

was slightly pressed upon; a sharp pain was
: felt, , accompanied with a sensation of sinking,
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which amounted almost to syncope^ when the

pressure was prolonged. This tumor, and the

other symptoms which accompanied it, made
me easily recognize the Disease of Pott, in an

advanced stage: it was the sequel of a rheumatic

affection, which he had contracted in the frozen

and wet bivouacs of the campaign of France in

1814. The condition of the patient was so

desperate, that I did not expect any success

from the employment of the Moxas: I never-

theless tried them: at the third application,

which I made at about two or three days dis-

tance, upon the course of the dorsal vertebrae

which appeared the most affected, he found

himself relieved, and the tumor had slightly

diminished. At this time I had a sketch taken

of him.* I prescribed antiscorbutics, and the

Moxa was continued until the twenty-fourth:

the last were applied upon the external paries

of a purulent sac, which prevented the union

of the parietes of the tumor. The cure of this

soldier was completed on the 23rd of July

last.t During the course of his disease, he

experienced a shortening of about two centi-

metres (In. .787) in his stature.

* See the plate in vol. iv. of my Campagnes.

t See the same Work.
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This patient was presented before the society

of the Faculty of Medicine, before and after

his cure.*

In Vol. ii. page 396 and seq. of the history:

of my Campagnes, several other cases may be

found, which prove the successful employment

of the Moxa, in rachialgia, or tabes dorsalis,

accompanied with caries and abscesses jpar

congestion, produced by it.

After having made use of the Moxa until the

progress of the disease was arrested, I have

opened the abscesses in some cases, after the

manner mentioned in the work before cited,

which consists in making an oblique opening, by

means of a narrow knife, heated to whiteness;

and then, immediately evacuating all the purulent

matter accumulated in the abscess, by means

* Lady Morgan, in her work upon France, testifies her

astonishment at the remarkable cures obtained in cases of this

kind by the assistance of the Moxa: a remedy at this time

never used in England. (Vol. ii. appendix 3rd.) Author.

It may seem astonishing, that the author should quote the

testimony of Lady Morgan to the cures obtained by the

Moxa : that astonishment will, however, cease, when it is recol-

lected. that her husband, Sir Charles, is a physician, and that

the appendix to her work relating to the state of medicine in

France, was written by him. Tr,

F 2
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of dry cupping, and a lightly compressive

bandage.

The following case, and those which are

related in my other work, as they shew this

mode of proceeding more in detail, will, without

doubt, justify the precepts which have been

laid down.

CASE 4.

Pierre Mousot, aged twenty-four years, of a

bilious phlegmatic constitution, fusileer in the

sixth regiment of the Royal Guard, contracted,

in the cold and wet bivouacs of the campaign

of Saxony, towards the end of the year 1813,

a rheumatic affection, which fixed itself in the

back. After having been assuaged by rest and a

better regimen, none of the symptoms remained,

to which this affection had given rise, with the

exception of some periodical pains, which had

settled about the same part; when, during the

winter of 1815, they recurred with greater force,

and in May, 1816, he was removed from the fever

wards, where he had been undergoing an anti-

rheumatic treatment, into mine. There was at

that time, a considerable tumor between the

spine and the posterior edge of the scapula.

1 discovered, at the first inspection, the disease

of Pott in its third stage, characterized by
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gibbosity, by deviation of the spine towards the

left side, and by paralysis of the body of the

bladder, and of the inferior limbs.

The dorsal tumor* was of an oval form; it

was about twelve centimetres (In. 4.724) in its

greatest diameter, and projected to nearly the

same extent; the fluctuation was uniform over

the whole surface, and the skin presented no

change of color.

I began the treatment by the application of

cupping, both dry and scarifiees, over all

the course of the vertebral column, which 1

followed up by the Moxas and the usual

medicines.

A favorable change was the effect of the first

applications, Avhich continued to make progress.

The tumor however, the volume of which had

undergone a very marked diminution after the

fourth application, but less sensibly from that

to the twenty-first, remained stationary until

the 25th of July, when a little phlyctena sud-

denly appeared in its centre, which gave us

reason to expect that the abscess would soon

break spontaneously: under this conviction, I

hastened to plunge into it a knife with a narrow

* See the Work above cited.
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blade, heated to whiteness, so as to make an

incision of about a centimetre and a half

(In. .594) in length, beginning at the phlyctena,

and directing it towards the lowest part of the

tumor; a vessel of about the capacity of a litre

(Pints 2. 1 133) was soon filled with a serous and

inodorous matter, of a greyish white color and

mixed with albuminous flakes ; a cupping glass

applied over the opening, completed the removal

of the little fluid which remained at the bottom

of the cavity; in the remnant of the fluid, we
found some friable osseous grains, which 1

believed to be the detritus of the carious portion

of the body of one of the vertebrae.

This operation threw the patient for four days

into a state of extreme weakness, which I treated

by an antiseptic potion and a strengthening

regimen ; a febrile attack shewed itself afterwards,

by repeated shiverings, followed by intense heat;

it was accompanied with a feeling of painful

constriction in the hypochondriac regions, with

dyspnoea, slight colic, diarrhcea and tenesmus;

the tongue was furred, and of a red-dish purple

color; and the urine scanty, and of a reddish

brown.

There was reason to believe that from the

aberration or metastasis t« all the mucous

membranes, of the very acrid principle of the
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suppuration, furnished by the caries of the

l>odies of the vertebrae, a chronic inflammation

had established itself in all these membranes,
which gave rise to the symptoms, of which
1 have just spoken.

The use of cupping (mouchetees), of large

blisters upon the thorax and abdomen, and the

administration of mucilaginous anodynes, re-

moved the imminent danger, and replaced him
in a favorable state. Finally, in order to favor

the adhesion between the parietes of the purulen;t

sac, I again applied the Moxa.

On the 25th November, 1816, he might be

considered as nearly cured : he walked with

tolerable freedom, but was deprived of the power

of bending his trunk forwards, or sideways, in

consequence of an union between the bones pri-

mitively affected by the caries : his stature was

diminished about four centimetres (In. 1.574). It

is evident, in this patient, who was perfectly cure^

after two years treatment, that the caries of the

cartilages, and of the bodies of the vertebraB must

have been very extensive, as there was so great

a loss of substance.

Another mode of procedure would have been

still more advantageous, if the fluid contained in

the abscess had spread into a portion of the
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cellular membrane, which communicated deeply

with the purulent cavity ; —this would have con-

sisted in passing a seton through the cellular

membrane; the fluid would immediately pass out

through the wounds of the seton, and continue

to drain out gradually, until it was entirely

evacuated. If the caries of the bone which had

furnished this fluid, was then arrested, as we
have supposed in this case, the complete cure of

the patient would have been the more certain,

from the matter of the abscess having been gradu-

ally evacuated, and without any communication

having taken place, between the external air and

the purulent cavity. Two cases, the details of

which will be given hereafter, have been advan-

tageously treated after this method.

CASE 5.

Thomas, fusileer in the fifth regiment of

the Guard, aged twenty-two years, after repeated

bivouacs, and frequent attacks of rheumatism,

had several times experienced acute pains, which

in the summer of 1816 again occurred, prin-

cipally in the upper part of the back. There

appeared, at the same time, between the left

scapula and the superior dorsal vertebrae., a

tumor, the progress of which was rapid and

remarkable
;

as, fifteen days after its appearance,
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it had acquirferTOfer^fe'fat)le"^^&!z^r*'^na''^^^^^^

sented a manifest fluctuation on every part of

its surface: the superior portion of the dorsal

spine projected considerably forwards, so as to

form a concavity behind. This condition, which

is very uncommon, was, doubtless, owing to

the diseased state of the posterior part of the

bodies of the vertebrae ; so that the spinous pro-

cesses approached each other, whilst the anterior

part of the body of each vertebra, tended to

remove itself from the corresponding part of

the bone, above and below it. The superior

extremities were in an almost complete state of

paralysis.

Twenty cupping glasses and thirteen Moxas
were successively applied round the tumor, in

the space of two months. In proportion as

these applications were multiplied, their efficacy

was the more evident—by the diminution of

pain, and reduction in the bulk of the tumor, as

well as by the return of motion in the thoracic

members. On the 20th of November, the tumor

was reduced to one quarter of its former size,

and the patient was in a way to convalescence.

This soldier, having been discharged, returned

home, where the cure will, without doubt, have

been COriipleted.

• See the Work already quoted.
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CASE 6.

DuLARD, cuirassier of the Guard, after having

been exposed to the pernicious influence of the

frozen bivouacs in Russia, was attacked with a

fixed pain in the lumbar region, along with

remarkable numbness, and very marked debility

in the lower limbs, which were subsequently

affected with almost complete paralysis.

The physicians of Bourbonne-les-Bains, to

which place he had been sent, did not perceive

the natui-e of the case, and only treated him for

the paralytic affection—but to no purpose.

When he was brought to our hospital, I disr

covered, from the symptoms which have been

already several times mentioned, a well marked

rachialgia. The three first lumbar vertebree

formed a gibbosity of about three centimetres

(In. 1.1811): the slightest pressure upon this

part caused acute pain, as well as slight convul-

sive movements in the lower exti-emities. At

the first application of the cupping glasses, which

was repeated in five or six days, over the whole

spine, the hypochondria, the flanks, the buttocks,

and the thighs, the relief was so evident, that

he allowed me to begin the employment of the
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Moxa, and to substitute, for the refrigerants

which he had been taking until that time, tonics,

administered under modifications suitable to the

indications.

Fourteen Moxas, applied successively upon

the sides of the gibbosity, and towards the

dorsal and sacral regions, conjoined with cupping

(scarifiees) caused it totally to disappear: they

re-established the contractile action in the ex-

tensor muscles of the lower limbs, which were

more especially affected with paralysis, and faci-

litated progression, as well as the play of all the

functions, to such a degree, that on the 20th of

November he was in a way of cure, and went

out of the hospital a few weeks afterwards.

CASE 7.

Labaudre (Blaise) aged twenty-eight years,

soldier in the first regiment of the infantry of

the Royal Guard, after having given way to

incontinence, began to feel, about six years

ago, pains in the back and pelvis.

When he was transferred, on the 7th of Sep-

tember, 1817, from the Military Hospital of Val

de Grace, where he had remained about six

Tnonths, to that of Gros Caillou, he presented
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in the left inguinal region, an abscess par con-

gestion, of an oval form, of the size of two fists,

with an evident fluctuation in its whole extent,

and without any change in the colour of the

skin : already one of the most prominent points

of the abscess was about to open ; and it was

accompanied with pains in the haunch and

thigh of the same side, as w^ell as in the dorsal

region.

A manifest gibbosity, of about two centimetres

(In. .7874), formed by the separation of the

spinous processes of the last dorsal vertebrae,

proved that at the Hospital of Val de Grace,

they had mistaken the primitive disease, of which

the abscess was only symptomatic ; as this tumor

had arisen in a carious part, established in the

bodies of some of the dorsal or lumbar vertebrae.

Cupping, both dry and mouchetSes, applied upon

the whole extent of the dorsal region, and

especially upon the sides of the gibbosity, com-

batted the chronic inflammation, and relieved the

patient. ;

•

After the application of nineteen Moxas, the

tumor, which had at first diminished a little in

size, remaining stationary, and the pointv; of

which I have spoken, appearing again about to

open, I passed a seton through the integuments

and cellular membrane of the groin of the same
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side; taking care to comprehend in the perfora-

tion, the deep cells of this region, with which

thepumlent matter, shut up in the sacs, appeared

to me to communicate. In causing the matter

to be evacuated gradually, and in an indirect

manner, J was desirous of shunning a direct

opening of the tumor, on account of the softness

and trifling thickness of its parietes, as well as

from its vicinity to the abdominal viscera. Not-

withstanding, however, the very marked reduc-

tion of this abscess, its parietes were so exte-

nuated, as to make me afraid of its spontaneous

opening—this circumstance made me determine

to plunge a red hot knife into it, after the man-

ner which I have described above.

During the three first months which followed

the operation, the patient was as well as could

be expected : the suppui'ation, although abun-

dant, was of a good quality—the symptoms of

fever from absorption were dissipated—all the

functions were well performed—and Labaudre

began to walk about the ward : but this unfortu-

nate person, being accustomed to spirituous

liquors, abandoned himself to them without

moderation, so soon as he found himself out of

danger, and in a way of cure ; in consequence

of which, he was attacked, a few days after-

wards, with violent colics, ardor urinaj, and,

subsequently, with a comatose affection. The
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suppuration from the wound, which had remained

fistulous, was suppressed, and SLmetastatic absorp-

tion, towards the lungs and the brain, shewed

itself almost immediately; the functions of these

organs became disturbed and gradually weak-

ened: in short, after a month of anguish, he

died from marasmus and exhaustion.

Twenty-four hours after death, we proceeded

to open the body, the color of which had already

become livid :—the limbs were flexible, and the

viscera of the thorax and abdomen presented

nothing remarkable : the cranium was not opened,

but we had reason to suspect a purulent taint of

the brain, from the paralytic state of all the

muscles of the extremities before death, from the

symptoms of cephalalgia and of mental aben-a-

tion which also manifested themselves before the

total extinction of life. After having removed

the viscera of the abdomen, we discovered, as I

had affirmed at the time when the patient entered

the hospital, a purulent cavity which extended

from the fistulous wound in the left iliac region,

along the psoas muscle and behind the peritoneum,

to the bodies of the second and third lumbar ver-

tebrae, in which a loss of substance of four centi-

metres (In. 1.574) in thickness was observable;

this was formed at the expence of these two

vertebrae, the two remaining portions of which had

approached nearer each other, and entered into a
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mutual adhesion. The cavity which resulted from

the loss of- substance, was re-covered by the liga-

mentous surtout: ossific vessels, sent off from

each of the two portions, had formed two little

bridges upon the sides, whilst the central parts

tended to approach, in order to form a similar

union. The sketch of this pathological specimen

may be seen in the fourth volume of the work

already cited: it proves in an incontestible man-

ner, that caries of the vertebrse, however extensive

it may be, can be arrested, and that the parts

decayed by this ulceration may cicatrize, as

happens in venereal caries of the cranium, when
treated methodically.*

* I have had under my care three soldiers, who, in con-

sequence of constitutional syphilis, had a caries in several

points of the cranium, which destroyed, in one, the whole

thickness of the external table, and of the diploe of the frontal

bone: in the other, it had extended its ravages even into the

sinus of that bone, causing a great loss of substance: the

third, in short, had the frontal and the occipital bones in a state

of caries :—at present, all three are enjoying perfect health.

The loss of substance, or the cavities occasioned by these

caries, are perceptible to the eye and touch, under the integu-

ments which have contracted an adhesion at all points. The

Moxa is not indicated in this kind of caries ; it accelerates its

progress, unless the cause of it be destroyed, or combatted

at the same time by specific means.

I shall not terminate this note, without speaking of the

treatment which I have adopted in syphilis, and which is

employed with the greatest success, in the hospital, the surgical
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It is evident that the caries in Labalidre

had been arrested : that the bony portions

years. This treatment, which I distinguish into internal and

external, consists in the administration, internally, of a compound

of oxymuriate of mercury, muriate of ammonia, and extract of

gum opium, iu equal parts: six, eight, or ten grains of this

compound, dissolved in a proper quantity of Hoffman's anodyne

liquor, is sufficient for a litre (Pints 2 .1133) of sudorific syrup,

or of distilled water. The syrup may be given in the dose of

from half an ounce to two ounces. The second preparation* is

administered in doses of from two drachms to an ounce, in

some proper mucilaginous liquid, such as milk; mercurial

frictions of from one to three drachms made constantly on the

soles of the feet, at three or four days interval, which we

follow up by soap washes and exercise, constitute the external

treatment. Author.

• By the second preparation, the author most probably alludes to the

sotutiou of the oxymuriate in distilled water, instead of in the sudorific syrup

;

and yet this seems to be unintelligible, as each solution contains the same

proportion of active ingredients. The sudorific syrup used by the author, was,

in all probability, formed from the sarsaparilla ; or, according to the formula for

the Syntpui Depuratiuus, or Sirop de Cuisinier, which is used as the vehiole for

the administration of Uie oxymuriate of mercury, by a great majority of the

French practitioners : (See Nouveaux EUmeits de Thtrapeutigue, Sfc. par J. L.

Alibert, Tome ii. p. 2T5 :)—This syrup is made in the following manner

—

direction of which, has been confided to me for nearly twenty

R
Sarsaparillae, fbii.

Florum Boraginis,

Sacohari,

Mellis,

Fiat secundtim artis regulas syrupuf, cujui

J
ana Ifcii.

siugulK librte addi potest muriatit
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destroyed by the affection had been cicatrized

and re-united with each other, and, as occurred

in the subjects of the preceding cases, that there

wanted nothing more to form a complete cure

than the detersion of the purulent cavity, which

had disorganized the cellular tissue of the psoas

muscle, and of the iliac region where the abscess

appeared. * This fact proves, in short, that

these diseases are curable, when we have courage

to persevere in the employment of the Moxa,

and when we are careful, in the opening of the

hjperoxidati mercurii granam nnam. Dosis communis, uncia una vel altera,

(See Alibert, Ibid, p. 651).

It appears also more than probable, tliat the Author alludes to some syrup

similar to the form which has been just given, as Cadet DE GassicourT >»

his Fornadaire Maghtfal, amongst his FormnUe, gives the Sirop D^paratif du

Dr. Larrey, which is made as follows:

—

" Take of

Syrup of Sarsaparilla, > „ , .

, t of each one Litre (Pints 2.1133.)— de Caisioier, )

Corrosive Muriate of Mercury,)

Muriate of Ammonia, K of each gr. 20.

Extract of Gum opium, )
Hoflman's mineral liquor, jii.

This syrup is given, in the dose of an ounce, in the morning, fasting, In a cup'

ful of decoction of sarsaparilla, (See Formulcdre Magistral par C. L. Cadet

DE Gassicourt, 2de Edition, 1814, Paris, p. 265.)—The whole of the note,

however, is very unsatisfactory, as the author has neglected to inform us of

the extent to which he carried his treatment. Tr.

* A soldier of the second Swiss regiment of the Royal Guard,

is now under treatment by the same means, at the hospital of

Gros Caillou, for an affection which presented the same

symptoms; he is in a way of cure. Author.

G
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abscesses, which are the result of the caries, to

empty at once all the matter contained in the

sac, unless we make use of the seton. I shall

terminate this paragraph by the detail of two

cases, which are extremely curious.

CASE 8.

BuLLiARD (Jean-Joseph) aged about twenty-

one years, of high stature, fair complexion, and

lymphatic constitution, soldier in one of the

Swiss regiments of the Royal Guard, was

received into the military hospital of Gros

Caillou, December 6th, 1818, for the purpose of

being treated for abscesses par congestion, which

had shewn themselves for some months: the

most considerable was situated in the dorsal

region, and the second upon the highest portion

of the sternum : the left knee of this patient was

swollen, and the motions of this articulation

were very contracted: the ninth, tenth, and

eleventh dorsal vertebrjB jutted out somewhat

considerably; and the least pressure made upon

the spines of these vertebrae, caused the most

violent pain : he was emaciated, pale, and there

was a febrile disposition, accompanied with,

slight remissions, &c.

s„ From all these symptoms I acquii-ed a convic-*

tion, that this young Swiss was affected with »
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plithisis of tlie bone, with abscesses par conges-

tion, seated in the bodies of the last dorsal

vertebrjE, in the stemunij and at the femoro-

tibial articulation. This disease, already arrived

at its second degree, was doubtless caused, by

the scrofulous idiosyncrasy of the patient, and

by onanism, to which he had given way without

reserve.

After some days observation, I prepared him

for the Moxa, the application of which appeared

cruel to him at first; but he became gradually

accustomed to it, and at last suffered all the

necessary applications to be made, with the

greatest courage, and with perfect immobility.-

I occupied myself, at first, with a treatment

proper for the sternal tumor, round which T

caused twenty Chinese Moxas to be applied: I

afterwards opened the symptomatic abscess,
'

which was of the size of a large hen's egg, by

means of the caustic potass.

The purulent matter being evacuated, the

cavity became cleansed, and on the sternum a

carious spot was observed, which had given rise to

the abscess. This decayed part became deterged

;

small particles of the compact laminae of the

bolie exfoliated, cicatrization took place, and
the ulcer of the soft parts, which remained for a

long time fistulous, also healed subsequently,

G 2
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like the carious portion of the bone, under the

salutary influence of fresh Chinese Moxas, placed

all around.

The dorsal tumor had acquired, during this

time> such a considerable bulk, that it equalled

the size and form of a child's head. I placed

upon the sides of the vertebral column, beginning

at the superior part of, and around, the tumor,

thirty cotton Moxas, which were consumed by

the aid of the blow pipe: the first having relieved

him much, he w as encouraged to suffer its

application to be continued. Pills of extract of

liyoscyamus, of nitrate of potass, and camphor,

and some particular precautions, caused the

pernicious habit which he had contracted to

disappear; and I was enabled to continue the

treatment with security, and with all the success

which could be expected from it.

The abscess in the back appearing stationary,

and the most prominent part threatening to

bi'eak; when he had arrived at the thirtieth

Moxa,and after four months treatment, I decided

upon operating according to my own method,

viz. with the hot knife : I chose one of the days

formy clinical attendance to perform this opera-

tion, which was followed by the evacuation of

about three pints of liquid, similar to that, which

the opening of the abscess of Labaudre had
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furnished us. The dressing being finished, I

took every necessary precaution to prevent or

dissipate the consecutive accidents; a treatment,

analogous to that of the preceding patient, after

some trouble, conducted the disease to the end

which I was desirous of attaining ; he went on

improving, and, after a year's treatment, found

himself, with respect to the rachialgia, in a way
of cure.

But the tumor of the knee had augmented in

like proportion, notwithstanding the use of all

the means indicated. I did not wish, however,

to remove the focus of this morbid process,

before the rachialgia had been entirely cured, as

I had done with regard to this latter, which I did

not attend to until the sternalgia was removed;

I then continued to give my care and attention

to the dorsal disease until the time of its cure,

which was very far advanced at the end of the

spring of the year, 1820. The disease of the knee

having made very great progress, and feeling

convinced that the caries had attacked deeply,

all the articular parts, I then decided upon

amputating the thigh, which the unfortunate

individual had himself requested for some time.

This operation, although performed with preci-

sion and method, was followed by a frightfully

conic stump. Many surgeons who attended my
lectures on clinical surgery, felt persuaded that I
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should be obliged to have recourse to resection

—but I removed their fears. Experience had
taught me that this projecture, being the effect

of local irritation, and of the wasting away of

the cellular tissue, would cease, when the exfo-

liation of the osseous virole which occurs at the

«nd of the divided bone, to a gi'eater or less

extent, should take place, and that there then

would be no more cause of irritation ; because

the motive fibre being re-swollen, and separated

by the unctuous fluid which again fills the cel-

lular tissue, nature gently draws back the soft

parts towards the end of the stump, and restores

them, and the divided part of the feraur, to a

perfect level: so that resection, so much praised

by some authors, and by many practitioners, is

not only useless, but may be dangerous ; it is

useless—because it is difficult, not to say impos-

sible, for the saw to fall precisely above the

points of the sequestrum, which the necrosis

produces in the cylinder of the femur, at dis-

tances more or less removed from its end: and if

ever so little of this sequestrum, or dead osseous

matter were to escape, nature and art would

have as much trouble in producing its separation,

as that of the whole sequestrum. As for the

danger from resection, it will be proportionate to

the hemorrhage or inflammation of the fibrous

membranes which may accompany it. All these

considerations will be developed in a particular
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memoir upon this accident This jDhenomenon

occurred, in a very evident manner, in Bulliard

^nd one ojf his comrades, whose thigh 1 had

likewise amputated, for a like disease, and in

whom the portion of the bone affected with

necrosis, having once exfoliated, the soft parts of

the stump put themselves upon a level with the

sound part of the bones, and the cicatrix was

accomplished: at last, this person went out of

the hospital perfectly cured, in the first days of

the month of August, 1,820. He has lost about

three centimetres (In. 1.1811), in height; his

embonpoint has returned, and there is ev6ry

reason to suppose that this soldier, who has now
returned to his country, with the subject of ih^

following case, is enjoying good health. This

case is remarkable in several respects.

CASE 9.

The success, which I have obtained in the

subject of the following case, is not less

astonishing, although the disease has no affinity

with that of the preceding: I shall proceed

to give its history, because the Moxa has

moreover, contributed much to the safety of

this soldier.

Stobler (Louis) aged twenty-one years, one
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of the soldiers of the first Swiss regiment of

the Royal Guard, in a paroxysm of nostalgia,

threw himself from the third story of his barracks,

with the intention of breaking his limb, in order

that he might be disbanded and sent home: the

result of such a fall, the principal effect of

which was concentrated in his right leg and

loins, may be imagined beforehand ; this limb

was shattered in its lower third; and the first

lumbar vertebra was lujfated forward, upon the

last vertebra of the back.

The deep depression which was perceptible

behind, upon this part—the preternatural projec-

ture, which occurred immediately, above the

spinous process of this last vertebra—the sudden

and complete paralysis of the lower limbs, of the

intestines, and the bladder—the great pain, and

icy coldness of death— left no doubt respecting

this luxation ; and although I had founded no

hope of preserving this young soldier— after

having brought him to, by the proper means, I

endeavoured, as much as possible, to fulfil the

indications which presented themselves.

I directed, first of all, several series of cupping

glasses (moucheUes), to be applied upon the

lumbar regions, and upon the whole of the sur-

face of the lower belly : I afterwards enveloped

him in the still smoking skin, of a sheep recently
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killed. This applicatiori I followed up by

embrocations of very hot camphorated oil of

camomile. Every attempt at reduction would

have been useless and hurtful. Two bleedings

in the arm, and a third in the jugular, in order

to dissipate the effects of the concussion, which

had been violent, were successively practised,

and he was put upon the use of refreshing and

antispasmodic drinks.

Although the comminuted fracture of the leg

indicated the amputation of this member, I

deferred it from the little hope that existed of

his recovery; and I contented myself with the

application of the dressing, of which I make
use in cases of this nature. Having, however,

recovered the use of his senses, and passed the

first five or six days without any increase of the

severe symptoms which I have just mentioned,

I conceived some gleams of hope of saving

him, by a continuation of the treatment, and

by assiduous attention. The paralysis of the

limbs and of the abdominal viscera, was carried

to so great a degree, that he experienced no

painful sensation in his limbs, notwithstanding the

fracture and the slight burns which were made,

in brder to prove his insensibility. The retention

of urine had already been remedied, by means

of an elastic gum sound, which was suffered

to remain in the bladder. But none of the
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purgative clysters administered, had been able

to remove the obstinate constipation, which this

poor young man had experienced, from the time

of his fall. It was necessary not only to clear

out the intestinum rectum, of the hardened

matters which filled it, by means of a scoop

made on purpose, but I was also then obliged to

rea.ch, with the scoop, the sigmoid flexure of the

colon, which was equally filled, at the point

where it makes its angle in the left iliac region,

across the parietes of the abdomen. After twenty

days of this treatment, along with tonic frictions

or embrocations, made over all the sinface of the

body, there was a sensible amelioration, and the

excretions began ^o be restored : there still,

however, remained great weakness in the lower

extremities, and fixed pains in the region of the

luxated vertebra. I then began the use of the

Moxa, which I applied by two at a time at

the sides of the last dorsal and first lumbar

vertebra. The number was earned to eight: the

sensibility and the muscular motions of the

lower limbs, were pretty quickly re-established

under its influence; so that after eighteen

months treatment, the patient would have been

able to walk, had it not been for the state of

deformity, and contraction of the fractured foot

and limb. He then solicited the amputation of

the limb, which I bad already judged indis-

pensable. I performed this operation in th^ ,
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thickness of the condyles of the tibia, as the

disease extended very high; nothing interfered

with the healing of the wound of the stump, the

cicatrix of which was linear.

The motion and the animal sensibility of the

parts, which had remained a long time paralyzed,

were progi-essively restored, and the patient^

after having walked with some difficulty with

the assistance of crutches, perfectly fulfilled

this function with his wooden leg. In short,

at the end of two years and a half, he obtained

a perfect cure. He was about four centimetres

(In. 1.574) shorter, than when he entered his

regiment. The false ribs are only a finger's

breadth from the crest of the ilium, and a deep

depression still exists beneath the spinous

process of the last dorsal vertebra, which is

itself very prominent. This is the third example

which I have seen, of a luxation, wliich I

believed complete, of one of the last dorsal

or lumbar vertebrae, produced suddenly by

mechanical causes. The two first are inserted

in my Campagnes, the subjects of which ought

to be at the Hotel Royal des Invalides. The
curious phenomena which tlie last cure presented

to me, will form the subject of a memoir, which

I purpose to make upon these luxations, at a

future opportunity.
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14.

OF SACRO-COXALGIA.

Rheumatism may attack the sacro-iliac sym-
physis, so as to produce, in young persons more
especially, a gradual disunion of the two bones,

and consequently, a sort of spontaneous luxation;

it is, indeed, the only one of the articulations of

the bony system, where such a species of spon-

taneous dislocation can occur; it is true, how-

ever, that it is generally produced by a mecha-

nical cause, such as falls, or strong compressions

exercised in a direction, contrary to the line of

imion between the two bones. This luxation

may also occur in very young women, who have

been recently delivered of children of a dispro-

portionate size: of this I have seen examples;

I have even been obliged to cause a young lady,

seventeen years old, to wear a retentive and com-

pressive bandage, in whom, after a laborious

accouchement, a separation of the ossa ilii from

the sacrum had taken place, similar to what

occurs in the females of the Cohayce during par-

turition. The symphyses were nevertheless gra-

dually reunited, and this lady has since gone on

well.

,
The case, communicated to the Academy of

Surgery, towards the end of the eighteenth
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century, by M. Lheritier, professor of the

practical school, is a striking example of this

affection. The subject of it was a young husband-

man, who, after having suffered a long time from

a rheumatic pain in the right sacro-iliac region,

experienced, in consequence of a fall, such a

separation of the two bones which form this

symphysis, that the ilium moved upwards and

downwards, alternately and reciprocally, with

the greatest facility. M. Lheritier, after

having made use of the actual cautery, inge-

niously thought of fixing the two portions in

apposition, by means of an elastic bandage, the

form and composition of which may be seen in

the sketch which has been made of it, and which

should be in the archives of the Faculty of

Medicine in Paris. I have since seen, in

young soldiers, this mode of dislocation occur

suddenly, from the oblique action of spent balls,

upon the hip bone, from above downwards. I

might here relate, en detail, the case of a patient,

laboring under a similar infirmity, which I had

under my own eyes, a short time ago, at the

Hospital of Gros Caillou.

In this affection, the correspohdmg abdominal

limb experiences a preternatural elongation,

proportionate to the abasement of the hip bone,

if the dislocation of this bone takes place from

above downwards; in the contrary case, the
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limb presents a shortening, equally preternatural,

and proportionate to the elevation of the hip

bone. It is diflScult to establish the diagnosis

of this particular derangement ; the local pains,

however, being augmented by immediate pres-

»ftre, and the manifest tumefaction in the sacro-

iliac region, are sufficient to satisfy us of its

existence.

It often happens that this disease produces, in

the symphysis which unites the ilium to the

sacrum, a carious process, similar to that which

affects the vertebrae, as I have mentioned in

treating of rachialgia, and towards the coxo-

femoral articulation, in the femoro-coxalgia, of

which I shall soon speak,

ri'

If the disease be recent, we may remedy it by

the means adopted by Professor Lheritier,

to which may be advantageously added, the

reiterated application of the Moxa. If the'

-disease be of long standing, and especially if

improper union of the bones have occurred, the

disease is incurable.

The means indicated in rachialgia ought to be

employed in this affection, which is of the same

nature; but I cannot too strongly recommend,

that the application of the Moxa should be

avoided, upon those portions of skin whiclr
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immediately cover the bones: the space, there-

fore, must be chosen, which corresponds to the

diseased symphysis, as is pointed out in plates

No. 3 and 4, of the fourth volume of my Cam-

pagnes.

The same kind of affection, sometimes also

attacks the sternum, the ribs, or the scapulae, as

1 have seen it:—the result of this disease, when

established in the substance of one or in many
of these bones, is precisely the same as in the

preceding cases. It may be equally affirmed,

that the abscesses, which shew themselves at

points more or less in proximity with the focus of

the disease, are constantly produced by the

caries of one of these bones. Nor do these

abscesses differ as to their nature and develope-

ment, from those which accompany rachialgia,

properly so called. We might give to these

affections the names of Stemalgia, Costalgia,;

and Scapulalgia.

In these disorders, as in rachialgia, I have

remarked, in every case, that where the opening

of the abscess, when it occurs spontaneously,

takes place, before the caries of the bone, which

produces it, is stopped by the means which 1

have made known, it is constantly mortal

:

whilst if we make early use of the Moxa, so as

to arrest the progress of the caries, the operia.tion,
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pointed out for these abscesses, is attended with

fortunate results ; of which I have seen a great

number of examples.

15.

OF FEMORO-COXALGIA.

.; .X <c?ill by this name, the latent or chronic

inflammation, which establishes itself, in the

fibro-cartilaginous and osseous structure of the

coxo-femoral articulation, similar to that of which

I have just made mention, and which attacks the

vertebral structure and the sacro-iliac symphysis.

It is commonly the effect of a rheumatic affec-

tion, or exhaustion of the prolific powers of the

individual.

This disease may be hereditary, acquired, or

scrofulous—rarely syphilitic. It is necessarily

hereditary, when it is the result of a scrofulous

vice: it is this species which we see in children.

With this supposition, the means which I shall

proceed to point out, for combatting the rheuma-

tic femoro-coxalgia, a disease which is always

accidental, are generally indicated with fewr

modifications, for the same disease, when ^of a

scrofulous nature. The symptoms, moreover,

which accompany this affection in infants, are

the same as those produced by the rheumatic
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femoro-coxalgia in adults, who have been ex-

posed to causes which produce and cause the

developement of the rheumatic affection. I

shall confine myself, then, to the description of

this latter affection, reserving some reflections

upon the effects of the scrofulous femoro-coxal-

gia, until the end of this article.

Rheumatic femoro-coxalgia rarely attacks the

extreme ages : it manifests itself commonly from

the first epoch of puberty to the commencement

of manhood ; that is to say, at that period of life

when the work of ossification is nearly termi-

nating. The developement of this disease is

made with the more facility and promptitude,

according as the subjects are exposed to an

ensemble of vicissitudes, the effects of which

bear upon the fibrous and ligamentous systems.

Young soldiers, subjected to the laborious

marches of ai*mies—destined to long campaigns,

and to peragrate cold climates, are the mosi

liable to it: I observed this particularly at the

termination of the long and distressing campaign

of Russia.

In the major part of these young soldiers, the

disease being very far advanced, and having

been at first mistaken, terminated fatally: I have

had the happiness, however, of treating several

of them, with an unlooked for success.

H
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- Before relating the cases of these individuals,

1).shall succinctly describe the symptoms of

femoro-coxalgia.

. It declares itself by pains more or less deep

in the articular region of the femur; they are

soon propagated along this bone to the articula-

tion of the knee; where they concentrate in such

a mEinner as to; turn the attention of the patient,

aad of the physician, from those which are felt

towards the ilio-femoral articulation: this cir-

cumstance has occasioned many errors.

' The individual generally carries his thigh and

leg half bent: the motions are executed with

difficulty, especially those of flexion and com-

plete extension of the limb; and its nutritm-e

quickly becomes impaired.

, In the first period, tlie extremity lengthens by

degrees, and .passes the level of the other.

This preternatural elongation is owing to a state

of relaxation and paralysis, into which the

muscles, surrounding the joint, fall, and to tur-

gescence and inflammation of the synovial mem-

brane : it may be also attributed to a similar state

of the ligaments, and especially of that which

fixes the head of the femur into the bottom of

the cotyloid cavity, upon the point of insertion

and substance of which, more particulaily, the
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rheumatic vice carries its first effects, as well as

upon the synovial apparatus, which fills the

sigmoid fossa of the articular cavity. During

this first period of the morbid process, the pains

are deep-seated : the patient experiences general

uneasiness, and the functions of internal life are

more or less disturbed, according to the irrita-

bility of the individual : a febrile attack esta-

blishes itself, with intermissions, more or less

perfect, according to the duration of the attacks:

these epiphenomena might be explained by the

stagnation of the fluids which lubricate the

articulations, and by the latent inflammatory

state of the capsular ligaments, of the synovial

membrane, and of the bony parts of the joint.

The cartilages, by their swelling, do not thrust

out the head of the femur, as several authors

have written, (see vol. xv. page 33, of the Dic-

tionnaire des Sciences Medicates) for I have con-

stantly found them, on dissection, rather lessened

and dissolved, than tumefied; their organization

not admitting of tumefaction.

By this state of general disorder of the arti-

cular parts, the head of the femur becomes

removed by degrees from the bottom of the

cotyloid cavity, and an elongation of the limb

is produced, the more sensible, from the articular

ligament having lost all its elasticity, or being

detached from its point of insertion, either at

H 2
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the bottoni of the cotyloid cavity, or at the head

of the f^rifitf^ which happens very early. In fat*t,

whien this ligament is separated from one of Its

points of attachment, the femur, by reason of its

curvature and gravity, tending to resume a right

line, necessarily produces in the whole of the

limb, an elongation, so much the greater, from

the powers which concur to fix it in its relation

with the hip, having lost their spring*. '-^ .ri"^'^

But—Is the head of the femur eritii'eTjj^''disr

placed, as the same authors have advanced
; d^,

if it is not, what does happen to it?

before it has arriYed at the edge of the coty-

loid cavity, erosion of the inter-articular ligament,

and of the diarthrodial cartilages takes place;

and unless from a fall, or forced movement of

the thigh, capable of displacing the articular

extremity of the femur, then deprived of its

ligament of insertion, and, consequently, readily

admitting of luxation, it does not occur spon-

taneously : and if, on dissection, we find the head

of this bone displaced, to the outside of its

cavity, we should ascribe the essential cause to

a fall, or to a violent percussion, the effects of

which have borne upon the extremity df 'tife

bone, in such a manner as to produce a prirtiitive

(6r consecutive luxation. The femoro-coxaigia

may have preceded or followed this luxation:
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and this must have been the case, in my opinion,

with those patients who were the subjects of the

cases of Sabatier, my distinguished master,

(See Les Memoires de tAcademie Royale de

Chirurgie.)

<f,,When luxation exists conjointly with the

disease of which I am speaking, it is attended,

along with the symptoms proper to femoro-cox-

algia, by those which characterise luxation ; an

occuiTence which 1 have never met with, in the

great number of patients whom 1 have had

under my care. But the process of internal

erosion is accompanied by a serous, lymphatic

effusion, which fills, first of all, the cotyloid

cavity, and, doubtless, concurs to the removal

of tlie head of the femur, the dimensions of

which are reduced by the caries which attacks

its surface. It invades, at the same time, the

whole extent of the articular cavity, perforates

even, sometimes, the thinnest parts; extends, by

degrees, into the os ilium; penetrates into the

pelvis, where the fluid, which at first accumu-

lated in the articulatian, proceeds suddenly to

form purulent ywA-ee* ; whilst, at other times, it

separates the fibres of the capsular ligament,

iilters into the interstices of the neighbouring

muscles, and fonns one or more abscesses, in

points more or less distant from its source.

-^'W/Pi ^^^^ symptoms become moue
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intense ; the limb may even undergo a momenta-!

neous shortening, owing to the wearing away,

from the caries, of the head, of the femur, or to

the sudden passage, from the articular cavity, of

the fluid contained therein: this characterizes

the second period. This phenomenon, when it

has taken place, has given rise to the belief of a

spontaneous luxation; but in examining atten-

tively, the rectitude and conformation of the

member, we do not find any signs, which

unequivocally characterize this luxation: and I

repeat, that, unless from a concomitant mecha-

nical cause, the head of the femur, already

moreover reduced by the caries, does not luxate.

I have never seen a single example of it, although

I have had occasion to open the bodies of a

great number of persons, who have died from

the effects of femoro-coxalgia.

The third period is characterized by the pro-'

gress of the caries, the developement of the

abscess externally, in points more or less distant

from the seat of the disease, as well as by a

febrile and cachectic state of the system. These

abscesses are nearly circumscribed, and present

an uniform fluctuation in every part of their

surface, without local pain, or change of color in

the skin; they increase slowly and insensibly,

and when they have arrived at their last stage,

the parietes become thin, and at last open spon-.
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taneouslyi From this time, he falls into a state

of slow and colliquative fever; a gangrenous

affection strikes the ulcerated parts, and the

patient dies. On dissection, pmulent foci are

found around the articulation, and the bony
parts are destroyed by the caries.

Such is the progress of this disease, v^hich I

have attended to, in a great number of indivi-

duals. When it has not passed the first or

second period, it is capable of cure; especially

if the patient be removed from the action of the

causes which have produced it. I have seen

many cases of it, and several are related in my
Memoires et Campagnes. I shall make known
others, in the course of this article, not less

interesting. But if the disease has arrived at the

third period, it is much more difficult to arrest its

progress, and to obtain a cure : nevertheless, we
may and should try the use of indicated reme-

dies ;—I shall now proceed to make known these

remedies, and their mode of application. In

the first period, we should divert the inflamma-*

tion from the articular parts, by local derivative

bleedings, such as cupping (scarjfiees)y around

the articulation, which may be repeated several

times. By this operation, performed d, propos,

w6 disgorge, successively, the vessels of the

articular ligaments ; the pain diminishes, and the

patient experiences manifest relief. If the
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inflammatory symptoms continue, jcwr if they

recur, during the progress of the disease, which

has happened to some of my patients, a seton

should be passed, in the fold of the thigh (dans

le pli de la cuissej, through the integuments and

cellular membrane, without either touching the

muscles, or any of the crural vessels and nerves.

I have employed this plan, with advantage, in

one of the subjects of the cases which follow

this article—The Moxa produces, afterwards,

tl^;^ most advantageous effects.

" Quibus a diuturno coxendicis dolore femoris

** caput suo loco excidit, iis crus tabescit et

*' cjaudicant, nisi urantur." Hipp. Aph. 60.

Sect. 6, Edit. Bosquillon.

Dr. CoRREF, one of the learned Professors of

Berlin, had the goodness to inform me, at the

time of his journey to Paris, in the beginning of

1816, that Professor Rust, of Vienna, now

Professor in the university of Berlin, used the

red hot iron with great advantage, and without

any preparatives, which he applied over the

articulation, and in three oblique lines uniting

at^^ the great trochanter. M. Rust has caused

a cautery to be constructed, for this purpose,

the form and thickness of which are such, that

it preserves, during the whole appHcation, the

quc^nti^y^ of;^ caloric, necessary for produ.ci»g>.
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with a single stroke, the desired eauterization,

without being- obliged to replunge it in the

fire : he has observed, that immediately after

this cauterization, the limb suddenly returns to

its natural length, and puts itself on a level with

that of the opposite side: 1 have had occasion

to verify this remarkable phenomenon in several

cases, (the histories of which will be related

hereafter) and in which it w as reproduced, as the

German professor has described. This pheno-

menon may be explained, I think, in the follow-

ing manner—by attributing, in the first place, as I

have observed, the elongation of the limb to the

rupture of the inter-articular ligament, at one of

its points of insertion, as well as to the state of

paralysis of the surrounding muscles : the appli-

cation of the actual cautery upon the articular

region, must needs produce, immediately, a

simultaneous and almost tetanic contraction of

these muscles, and recal, in the weakened liga-

ments, the elasticity and spring necessary for

fixing the head of the femur temporarily in the

cotyloid cavity, wliither it is suddenly drawn

back by this artificial contraction. What confirms

still farther the assertion advanced, respecting

the rupture of the inter-articular ligament,

isj that if the patient, believing himself cured,

becau^ his limbs have recovered their level,

slioiild make use of any exertion, which may be

sufficient to bring back the rheumatic affection
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into the muscles, and by consequence the

species of paralysis which is the result of it, the

limb lengthens again almost immediately, and

preserves this new elongation for a greater or

less time, if by fresh excitants the action of the

muscles, and the elasticity of the ligaments, be

not re-established. These principles will be

confirmed by one of the cases which are at the

end of this article. The sudden contraction

by the application of the cautery, proves incon-

testibly that there is no luxation. But I have

also observed, that when we confine ourselves

to the employment of the metallic cautery, the

limb again becomes gradually elongated, and

the symptoms of the disease, which had for the

moment disappeared, soon return; this recur-

rence may, however, be prevented by the

reiterated application of the Moxa; and by

persevering in its use, we succeed in curing the

disease.

Now ought it to be said, that the application of

the actual metallic cautery is needful, or useless*

Without presuming to pronounce upon this ques-

tion, which experience alone should definitively

resolve, and although the remedy is terrific, I

think that it may powerfully assist the success

of the Moxa, which, from not acting with the

same energy, does not arrest, so promptly, the

progress of the disease.
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The Moxas should be applied round the arti*

culation, by one, or, if the strength and courage

of the patient will permit it, by two at a time*

An interval, of one or more days, should be left,

between the applications, according to the effects

obtained, or to the state of the atmosphere:

foggy, or wet and cold weather, does not answer

so well as dry and serene.

FIRST STAGE,

In the first stage of the disease, it is easy to

conceive in what manner the means which I

have just pointed out, may arrest its progress,

and restore the vital properties in the parts

affected. Cupping, by taking off the fulness of

the engorged vessels, of the fibrous and bony

stincture of the joint, favors the circulation of

the fluids in these vessels, and re-establishes the

suspended functions of the lymphatics : the

effects of the irritation and inflammation, then

gradually abate.

Hippocrates knew very well the good effects

of the employment of cupping, in what he called

hip disease, as the following passage from his

book de Locis in homine, proves :
—" Quum

" Coxendicum Morbus a fluxione fiat, cucurbitam

*' medicam affigere oportet, &c." The advantages
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of cupping, shall be shewn at anotiier time,

more in detail, in a particular article, appropriated

to that curative means.

The combustion of the Moxa, carried on by

the blow-pipe, should be prefen-ed to that which

is performed spontaneously, without the aidriof

the breath; because, in the first case, the column

of air, which is made to pass with force through

the capillary tube of the blow-pipe, conducts,

or transmits to certain depths, along with a great

quantity of oxygen, the matter of the caloric,

which the combustion disengages; and -it is to

the excitation which this double igniferous prin-

ciple produces, deeply, in the affected parts, that

the efficacy of the remedy is owing. Moreover,

at each application the Moxas divert the internal

irritation, and the mass of caloric, which they

communicate to the most profound parts, aug-

ments their spring, and restores them to their

primitive state.

SECOND STAGE.

'>fijlf caries has begun, and there is a purulent

collection, these means have a less prompt and

(efficacious action: they frequently, however,

succeed, as I have had opportunities of observ'

ing; which should encourage practitioners, to
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make use of them, and to persevere in their

employment. bms

This second stage of the disease, is charac-

terized, as I have observed, by great elongation

of the limb
;

difficulty in moving it, or even total

immobility; by extreme emaciation of the patient,

and by slow fever. Sometimes the causes,

mentioned above, may produce in the limb, a

shortening more or less sensible ; the circumfe-

rence of the articulation is painful to the touch,

and tumefied towards the depending parts, where

sometimes a fluctuation, and incipient depdts,

near to, or distant from the articulation, may be

distinguished. In these cases, cupping is less

indicated; we should hasten to apply the Moxa.

The actual cautery should not be employed,

except with the greatest precautions ; in order

that the parietes of the abscess may not be

divided, if it is pretty near the articulation,

because their opening would establish a commu-
nication between the external air and the puru-

lent cavity ; from which unpleasant symptoms

might arise
;

especially if the carious process

were not arrested, as I have already observed.

The violent but gradual excitation, which the

Moxas communicate to the diseased parts,

arrests the morbid process, and appears to

augment the action of the absorbents, so that

the fluids, already accumulated in the abscesses
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around the articulation, or in those which are

more or less distant from it, (provided they are

not too much distended) are taken up, and trans-

mitted into the circulating mass. I am ig-norant

of the channels by which the absorption of this

matter is accomplished ; but I think that it is by

the cellular tissue, and the venous system : in all

cases it is marked by a diminution of the tumor,

by a pustular eruption,* which shews itself over

the whole body, as well as by an earthy and puru-

lent sediment in the urine, which is constantly

precipitated, on standing, to the bottom of the

vessel.!

Caries, or ulceration of the bones, may cicatrize,

and really does cicatrize, leaving, like ulceration

of the soft parts, a depression proportionate

to the loss of substance, and an expansion or de-

velopement of the vessels of the bone, which pass

from the edges of the caries towards its centre,

in order to produce its cicatrization. If the caries

had attacked the bony parts which are in con-

* We know that a cutaneous eruption, similar to flea-bites,

frequently marks the termination of rheumatism. Author.

t We read in the Memoires de VAcadtmie Royale des

Sciences, the case of a young person, who was completely

cured of a gibbosity, after a fever of ten days, and several

purulent dejections. Author.
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tact in the articulation, the limb wonld have

remained shorter than the other, with deformity

and lameness.

Whatever may be the effects of femoro-coxal-

gia, it is very rare that nature unites the osseous

articular pieces together : these pieces always

preserve their motion more or less free, which

circumstance is favored by the ivory polish, which

they acquire at the points of contact; for the

diarthrodial cartilages, when once destroyed, are

never reproduced: in short, these surfaces com-

pletely consolidate; the ligamentous parts, which

remained sound, grow thicker, acquire consis-

tence, and the disease is cured.

THIRD STAGE.

When the caries is very extensive, and the con-

secutive abscesses are large, and near the focus of

the disease, art offers but few resources. I have

seen, however, some examples of cure when the

disease had arrived at this stage, and we ought,

in all cases, to make use of the means recom-

mended for the second stage : but we should not

decide upon opening the abscesses or depdts

which are the result of it, until we are convinced

that we can no longer expect their resolution,

and that the source of the matter which forms
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them is dried up, which gives us reason to believe,

that the vi^ork of caries is arrested ; we judge of

this by the cessation of the local pain, by its

absence when we cause the affected limb to be

moved, by the return of nutrition, of the strength

and embonpoint of the patient, and finally, above

all, when the abscess, although it may have ali-

mented in size, is about to open spontaneously.

If, in this stage, we are fortunate enough to

arrive at the result of which I have spoken, by

the repeated application of the Moxas, and the

use of antiscorbutics and tonics, taken internally,

which supposes a treatment of six or eight months

at the least, we may then try the operation pro-

per for these kinds of abscesses, according to

the procedure which I have described in my
Campagnes, page 399, vol. ii. and which I have

re-described in the course of this work. The

operation being performed in that manner, and

the matter wholly evacuated, thick compresses;

steeped in warm camphorated oil of chamomile,

should be applied upon the exterior paries of

the depdt, and be kept on by the aid of lightly

compressive bandages. This method is, in my
opinion, preferable to that which has been in

use until the present time, and which consists

in merely making a puncture at the top of the

tumor, by the aid of a trocar, and suffering the

matter contained in the abscess to drain out
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gradually, for, in this mode of opening, the

contact of the external air quickly changes th^j

matter, which remains in the focus of the disease,

the parts are struck with a gangrenous affection,,,

and death supervenes, a few days afterwards.

By my procedure, I succeed in diminishing the

focus of infection and internal contagion, by

evacuating, with the aid of dry cupping, the

whole of the fluid contained in the sac ; the

parietes of the abscess are agglutinated together,

and are more easily able to contract a mutual

adhesion; in short, nature, seconded by all

these means, acts, with success, against the

morbific causes.

During the dressings, which must be renewed

frequently, we should be attentive to maintain

the parietes of the sac constantly in proximity,

and to prevent the introduction of air into the

wound.

As I have observed, the scrofulous femoro-

coxalgia in children, presents no sensible dif-

ference in its symptoms from that which we have

just described. In them, as in adults attacked

with rheumatic coxalgia, luxation of the thigh

can only be produced by a mechanical cause,

which may be brought into action, during the 2;

course of the disease. I have likewise had

I
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occasion to treat several children, affected Avith

this disease, and ray remarks on this subject are

the same as those which I have ah'eady made, ia

the cases of th^ soldiers; only, I have remarked,

that the disease proceeds with more rapidity in.

children, and that its termination is more quickly

fatal: the internal remedies of which we make
use, such as antiscorbutics^ joined Avith anti-

scrofulous remedies, do not even arrest its

progress ; whilst the Moxa, applied according to

the prescribed precepts, produces wonderful

effects, and constantly removes the disease,

wt^en it is not very far advanced. I inight cite:

many examples in support of this assertion.

I may add to these reflections, that the actual

cautery, so justly extolled, by the German Pro-

fessor, for the rheumatic femoro-eoxalgia of

adults, does not appear to me to be proper in,

the scrofulous coxalgia of very young persons,

inasmuch as the powerful and deep cauteriza-

tion is attended with a destruction, in the soft

parts of these individuals, so much the more

extensive, from their being, both by age and,

disease, in a mucous state : a putrid local affec-.

tion may be, therefore, quickly produced by that

application. We should confine ourselves to the

use of small Moxas, with the precautions, which

have been pointed out, and to the employment

o.f antiscorbutics, which second, advantageously^/

the effects of these topical remedies.
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In support of the principles laid down in this

article, I shall now proceed to relate a series of

cases, relative to the rheumatic femoro-coxalgia

of adults, which have appeared to rne to be pos-

sessed of considerable interest.

CASE 1.

Mademoiselle de St: M. aged twenty-one

years, of extreme sensibility, had been troubled,

for a long- time, with violent pains in the left

iliac region, towards the coxo-femoral arti-

culation, as well as in the knee of the same

side: these were frequently accompanied with

singular neuralgiae, the cause of which was

mistaken by several physicians of Paris.

Dr. CoRREF, already mentioned, called me in,

at a time when this young lady was nearly

dying, from the effects of a tetanic affection of

the pharynx and oesophagus, the removal of

which had been Vainly attempted. I hastened-

to force the passage to the stomach, by means of

a proper sound, and this was followed up by

cupping (scarifiees) : the nervous and inflamma-

tory symptoms had entirely disappeared on the

third day.

From that time, I turned my attention to the

I 2
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cause of, die very various nervous symptoms,!

M^hich the patient frequently experienced, 'and'

discovered, from the symptoms which indicate

tliat period of the disease, an hereditary rheu-

matic femoro-coxalgia, in its second stage:

there was, also, above the crural arch, and

beneath the anterior spine of the ilium, ,a

slightly prominent oval tumor, at the bottpiTi

of which, fluctuation might be evidently feljt|,j,,,,

ut ,! i riDiiiy/ 89iq

jThe inflammation, which still existed, yielded

readily to cupping (scarifices) : this was followed

by the application of the Moxas. The first

seven or eight produced an extremely favorable

change: 1 treated the violent pains which con-

tinued to manifest themselves, by passing a

seton through the thickness of the integuments,

under the crest of the ilium, which was kept in,

for the space of fifteen days : fresh Moxas were

applied all around the articulation: after the

thirteenth, the tumor had entirely disappeared.

—

This young lady had been affected with a puru-

lent discharge, by the uterine passages, which

was more or less abundant, according to the

state of the atmosphere.

jrj.The diseased extremity, which at first was

^longer than the other by about four centimetres,

(In. 1.574) was considerably retracted, and,

although half bent, presented a diminution . in
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length , of about two centimetres (In. .787):

finally, the cure was completed after the applr^

cation of twenty Moxas.

Now, how can we account for the progress

of nature in the fortunate and extraordinary ter-i

mination of this disease? It is doubtless very

difficult: but nevertheless, I think, that by

applying to the subject of this case, the princi-

ples which I have hypothetically laid down, in

the course of this article, we may be convinced,

that there had been not only absorption of the

punilent matter, accumulated in the abscess,

already formed in the pelvis, behind the cotyloid

cavity, but a point of caries had probably per-

forated it ; as I have observed in an individual,

who died of a similar disease, at the Military

Hospital of Gros Caillou, and who probably

w ould have recovered his health, if, like Made-

moiselle de St. M. and several other patients,

he had rigorously observed the regimen which

was prescribed for him: but, at the moment
when he gave well-founded hopes of cure, he

delivered himself up to all sorts of intemperance,

and even to onanism, from which he had not

been able to wean himself, and died. On
opening the body, we found the cartilage of the

cotyloid cavity destroyed; the circumference

and the bottom of this cavity eaten by the

caries
;
whilst, on its exterior surface, a work of
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cicatrization, like that which we observe in

the cicatrization of the soft parts, was already

perceptible : the head of the femur had also lost

its cartilage and its round ligament, and this

apophysis was reduced by one-third of its size,

from the effect of the caries, to which a true

cicatrization had succeeded. The traces of a

considerable abscess were also observable in the

interior of the pelvis, with a thickening of the

portions of the periosteum, corresponding to the

focus of the disease. This pathological specimen,

which I have preserved, has been presented to

the Societe de M6decine of the Faculty of Paris.

A similar preparation has been presented to

the same Society, by Messieurs Beclard and

Cloquet: it was found on the dissection of a

man, forty years old, whose spine was affected in

a like manner; these two disorders constituted

in him the existence of femoro-coxalgia and

rachialgia. (See the Bulletin de la Societe^ No.

7, 1816.)

But since, nature, aided by surgery, was suc-

cessful, in this case, in arresting tiie progress

of the disease, when arrived at its third stage,

and in producing a cme—a fortiori, ought we

to credit that of Mademoiselle de St. M, in

whom, in truth, the disease was much less

advanced, but more complicated with difibrent
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isymptoms, which it produced, or which accom-

panied it.

In this yonng lady, there was likewise a

shortening of the limb, in consequence of the

caries of the bony part of the articulatioii; and
also internal cicatrization, and the restoration of

a great part of the motions of the extremity, and

of all the functions.

"^^[^s person, with the exception of lameness,

enjoys, at present, good health.

CASE 2

.

A cavalry grenadier, aged about twenty-two

years, was received at Gros Caillou, in December,

1814, presenting every symptom of femoro-cox-

algia, in the right thigh, with an abscess, par

congestion, seated at the external and anterior

side of the ilio-femoral articulation of the same

side. This tumor projected about three centi-

metres (In, 1.181), and was about five or six in

length (In. 1.968, or 2.362). The diseased

extremity, which could with difficulty execute

very slight movements, put in parallel with that

of thie opposite side, passed the level, by about

three centimetres (In. 1.181): every thing, more-

over, announced a spontaneous* luxation, if we



,C|Xcept the characteristic signs, ^f^.^iqh^i jbave

spoken, and which I have never met with, in any

of these patients. y,

ns 11/ nmi
Several cuppings (scarifiees) preceded the

application of the Moxas, which, until the fifth,

^did not give us any hope of effecting the resola-

tion of the tumor; but, after the eighth and ninth,

it was already reduced by a quarter of its size.

Fresh Moxas caused a farther diminution, at

which time, being obliged to leave, I confided

,
this patient to the care of Dr. Pigou, who, by

a continuation of the same treatment, succeeded

in curing him, with scarcely any deformity, or

lameness, as the limb was only some millimetres*

shorter than that of the opposite side.

CASE 3.

In October, 1814, I again saw a case of

femoro-coxalgia, which had arrived at its second

stage, in the person of M. de Ronsan (Jean-

Casimir), aged thirty-two years, one of the

^King's Body Guard. This disease was the cou-

sequence of a rheumatic affection, which - sy«t

and cold bivouacs had developed.

y ' A Millimetre is equal to In. .03937. Tr.
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s^^The diseased liiub, longer than £hat of tKe

; opposite side by about four centimetres (In. 1 .574),

was in a state of atrophy, and almost complete

immobility: there was in the gluteal region an

^6Var tumor, in the centre of which an obscure

fluctuation might be felt; other symptoms
appeared to announce a spontaneous luxation

dfi the femur, effected in such a manner, that

the head of the bone seemed to rest upon

one of the external points of the edge of the

cotyloid cavity; but none of the pathognomonic

signs of luxation were present to confirm this

suspicion.

It is needless to repeat, that, guided by the

motives which I have mentioned in describing

femoro-coxalgia, I ordered the patient to be

cupped (scarijiees) upon the whole circumference

of the articulation. Some Moxas had already

diminished the disease, when Professor Rust,

passing through Paris, on his way to Berlin,

advised me to apply the red hot iron upon the

articular region, as a means for causing the limb

to be restored immediately to its natural length;

I was anxious to see and perform the operation

myself, before I could credit such a result. ' r
•

-

Three deep lines, converging at their inferior

j)arts, were traced with the metallic cautery at the

posterior region of the articulation: immediately
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after the cauterization, to my great surprise, the

limb actually lost its preternatural length.

After fifteen days repose, the pains of the knee

returned, and the extremity was again elongated

by about a centimetre and a half (In. .5905), the

cauterization, however, had been sufficiently

deep, and had been made according to the

views of the German Professor. The applica-

tion of the Moxas, to which I thought it right

to revert, and which I continued until the

twenty-first, caused the pains and the elongation

to disappear—restored the motion of the limb—

and completed, in February, 1816, the perfect

cure of this soldier, whose limb remained only

a centimetre (In. .3937) shorter than that of the

opposite side.

CASE 4.

Femoro-coxalgia is more frequently met with

amongst cavalry and artillery soldiers, who,

being more subjected to bivouacs, are, conse-

quently, more exposed to rheumatic affections.'
'

•

Dubois (Jacques), cannoneer, aged twenty-five

years, Avas received into the hospital at GroS

Caillou, in February, 1816. Violent permanent

pains in the right knee, flexion, and difficulty in
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moving the leg, tumefaction around the ilio-

femoral articulation, emaciation, slow continued

fever, the existence of an oval, deep tumor, with

an obscure fluctuation at the internal side of the

articulation, or at the external and posterior side,

according to the attitude of the patient, suffici-

ently announced femoro-coxalgia.

cThe limb was longer than the other, by about

three centimetres (In. 1.181), and when left to

itself, immediately resumed its former position:

at first sight, it had been affirmed that spontane-

ous luxation was about to be completely effected

—my prognostic was, however, quite opposite.

After cupping, four Moxas had calmed the

pains considerably, but the swelling and elonga-

tion of the thigh were nearly the same. I then

decided, as in the preceding case, upon employ-

ing the red hot iron, according to the method of

Professor Rust : this application had a result

equally rapid and fortunate : the diseased limb

became shorter by about three centimetres (In.

1.181). A few days afterwards, however, it

began to lengthen again : the Moxas, the appli-

cation of which I pushed to the twenty-fifth,

prevented the elongation, and succeeded in

perfectly curing the limb, which remained only

abo\it a centimetre and a half (In. .5905) shorter

than the. other.
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CASE 5. ''i^

i! -.1]

Malo (Jean-Claude), aged twenty-threii

years, cuirassier in the first regiment of the Roy^l

Guard, presented to us, in June, 1816, a feraoW-

coxalgia, in its second stage, proceeding from 'k

rheumatic affection, contracted in the wet ati'd

cold bivouacs in Saxony. The symptoms, which

characterized femoro-coxalgia, seemed so mudu

to announce a real displacement of the head of

the femur, from its articular cavity, and towards

one of the exterior points of the edge of. that

cavity, that several surgeons could not be per-

suaded to the contrary, until they saw m'^

employ the exploratory and curative means of

Professor Rust, which was again attended with

the same success. The limb lost the elongation

of about three centimetres (In. 1,181), which it

had before the operation. The application was

preceded by cupping (scarijiees), and a proper

regimen. The examples which I had had, in the

two preceding cases, of the tendency of the

diseased limb to re-elongate, notwithstanding

the cauterization, made me reasonably suspeti;

that this phenomenon would again take place:in

fact, fifteen days after the operation, it occurred;

and I was obliged to apply fifteen Moxas/ "ift

order to obtain a permanent shortening. .'^
^'^
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Malo was proceeding towards a complete

cure, when, after a treatment of three months

duration, in consequence of a long ramble, at

his first going out, he was suddenly struck with

fresh inflammatory symptoms, which, in the first

t\y^nty-four hours, reproduced all the phenomena,

which were remarked at the time of his entrance

into the hospital. In this relapse, it is evident,

that the state of chronic inflammation, of the

ligaments of the diseased articulation, produced

these phenomena, as the reiterated application

of cupping (scarifiees) was sufficient, to make
i^^^noL,, disappear.

The ancients have, with justice, recommended

j^he most perfect rest in the treatment of diseases

of the joints: whatever may be the apparent

improvement obtained, in other respects, by the

means made use of, we should not suffer patients,

affected with femoro-coxalgia, to walk about,

before the entire re-establishment of the func-

tions in their primitive state of integrity, the

return of the elasticity and spring in the liga-

ments, the cessation of the slate of paralytic

relaxation of the muscles which surround the

articulation, and, lastly, the cicatrization of the

^jpti^jrnal ulcerations, whether they have affected

^|{,^^rticular surfaces, or have their seat in t,he

.^broii^ system; which supposes ^^j_sp^a^c^ ^f

or six montlj^^^t.tjie J^eap^t.
^ ^^j,,^,-
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When the inflammatory symptoms resist the

repeated and energetic action of cupping (scari-

Jiees), a seton should be passed through the inte-

guments and cellular tissue of the region nearest

the articulation. There are even cases, where

general bloodletting is indicated—these, how-

ever, are rare ; besides, the seton may supply its

place : the operation for inserting it is at first

accompanied with a somewhat considerable effu-

sion of blood ; this local bloodletting disgorges,

successively, the vessels of the articulation;—the

irritation and the suppuration which the seton

afterwards produces, concur towards the reso-

lution of the abscesses;—lastly, we confirm

the cure, by the application of a fresh series of

Moxas. This is what I did for Malo, after

having employed antiphlogistics; and he experi-

enced a remarkable amelioration : I nevertheless

insisted upon the use of adustion, by the cotton

cylinder, until the perfect cure, which took

place a short time afterwards, when this soldier

returned to his duty.

CASE 6.

Raboullard (Jacques), aged twenty-one

years, soldier in the second regiment of cuiras-

siers of the Royal Guard, about three years ago,

was precipitated from the top of a carriage into
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a ditch: the wheel having^ been thrown upon

him, he remamed, daring five hours, immersed

in ice, and lying- upon his right side : violent

pains in the ilio-femoral articulation, in the knee,

and lumbar region of the same side, suddenly

seized him. After this accident, the right infe-

rior extremity became about a centimetre (In.

.3937) longer than the other. The pains, which

were sometimes mitigated, sometimes increased,

according to the circumstances in which he

was placed, always, however, continued their

progression.

This patient, at the time when he came to our

hospital, in August, 1816, presented the signs of

femoro-coxalgia : the elongation of the limb was

considerable.

Cupping, methodically applied during fifteen

days, took off the fulness of the vessels, and

produced a revulsive efiiect : I aftervk^ards traced

three rays, with the actual cautery, upon the

region of the coxo-femoral articulation, accord-

ing to the procedure described above. Fifteen

Moxas confirmed the sudden shortening which

the cautery had again produced.

CASE 7.

..p.uNA.u (Abraham), soldier in the sixth
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regiment of the Royal Guard, aged twenty-five

years, of a lymphatico-sanguine temperament,

in the month of June, 1815, after the cam-

paign of Waterloo, began to experience deep-

seated pains in the right coxo-femoral articula-

tion, and in the knee of the same side. These

pains supervened without any apparent cause,

and were regarded as rheumatic: they were

easier during fine weather, returned when cold

and humidity w^ere felt, and every time when

the temperature suddenly varied.

Forty days stay in the hospital, during the

months of September and October, palliated

his disease. Dunau believed himself cured, and

resumed his duty; but in the month of January,

the pains were renewed— they increased in inten-

sity, the limb became longer than the other,

and he was obliged to perform a movement of

circumduction, in order to execute the act of

progression. He felt, besides, the most violent

pains in the haunch and right knee.

Notwithstanding the intenseness of these

symptoms, it was not until the month of Octo-

ber that a soft tumor, with fluctuation, and

without change of color in the skin, appeared

upon the middle part of the sacral region.

Dunau entered the hospital in the first days
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of December, presenting the following symp-

toms: I remarked upon the exterior region of

the pelvis, answering to the superior part of the

sacrum, a tumor of the size of two fists, with

fluctuation, and without change of color in the

skin: it yielded to pressure, but was then felt

at the superior part of the thigh, which was

lengthened upon the pelvis, (qui etoit allongee

sur le hassin) and could not be bent, without

causing the patient the most violent pains : the

leg was slightly bent upon the thigh, and returned

suddenly to the state of flexion, when the

efforts at extension were discontinued: station

was impracticable.

From these symptoms, I discovered, without

difl&culty, an abscess par congestion, occasioned

by a caries of the coxo-femoral articulation.

Fourteen Moxas were applied successively, and

1 observed the pains diminish considerably after

each application : after the fourteenth, the patient

bent the thigh upon the pelvis, and extended the

leg upon the thigh, without experiencing much
pain.

The abscess was opened on the 15th of

Fiebruary, according to the procedure before

mentioned : it gave vent to about a pint of thin,

inodorous pus, mixed with albuminous flakes,

and small bony fragments, the detritus kom the

K
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caries of the heiad of the femur. The fifteen

days, which followed this operation, passed

jS'ithout any accident; but, at that time, the

patient procured aliments, and gave himself up

to intemperance; the suppuration almost entirely

stopped, and changed its nature; a serous and

very foetid matter oozed out from the wound; and

an ataxic fever developed itself. These accidents

were combated with success, by the means

pointed out in such cases ; the suppm*ation

became of a better quality, but was only ^dis*

charged in drops; the limb experienced ^fek

shortening of about a centimetre (In. .3937); the

patient could bend the thigh at will, and without

experiencing pain ; his embonpoint returned each

day, in a remarkable manner, and every thing

gave us reason to hope for a speedy cure, which

took place effectually, at the end of July, under

the influence of ten or twelve other Moxas: this

soldier returned to his regiment, where he

resumed his duty. r«d ^jfBd I

. ifrivf ^\(lf ill

• I shall terminate the exposh of the cases TeFa^

tive to femoro-coxalgia, by the detail of that of

M. R , an appraiser, whom I had treated in

town, for a like affection, and for which, a Moxa
had been ineffectually tried, accordingf to the

method of Pott, that is to say, by introducing

Pdas into the wound, which had been formed

J^g^5^^^tl|e igre^t trochanter of the dis^tased -side.
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^
' This faet proves still more tlie little efficacy

of this method, as the disease had arrived at

its third stage; that is to say, th«re wft«^'fwl

elongation of the member, of about two centi-

metres (In. .7874); an abscess par congestion

belovk^ the point cauterized ; violent pain in that

region, and in the whole extent of the limb

;

slow and continued fever, &c.

nolEhirty-two Moxas, applied successively, and

with the precautions mentioned above, caused

the absorption of the matter of the abscess, and

the cicatrization of the ulcerated or carious parts

— characterized by the shortening of the limb: in

fine, the cure has been so perfect, that, with the

exception of a slight lameness, the patient walks

actually with as much facility, as before the

invasion of the disease. I performed this fortu-

nate cure, in the course of the year 1818.

i si^iivf

I have employed the Moxa, with like success;

in the lymphatic diseases of other articulations

of the limbs, especially in that which is called

white swelling of the knee. The effects of this

caustic, which ought to be sometimes preceded

by a seton passed into the cellular tissue, at the

external part of the knee, may be advantageously

seconded, by an uniform and gr^iduated conii

pression, made -with linen slips, spread with pul*^

stotux,' imd^ifaidi'Carefully one upon the other :
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these dressings may be left in their place for five

or six days. 1 have remarked, in these cases,

that the detritus of the diarthrodial cartilages,

and the fluids accumulated, are absorbed; the

tumefaction of the bony parts becomes gradually

reduced; the ligaments acquire consistence; an

ivory substance forms on the surface of the con-

dyles, and replaces the cartilages ;—in short, the

cure is obtained, in process of time, and the

individual preserves the movements of the joint.

Finally:—This disease shall be the subject of a

particular memoir, with which I shall incessantly'

occupy myself.

Such are the diseases for which the Moxa has

appeared to me to be generally indicated, and

which I have treated with the greatest success :

it is easy to conceive, however, that this remedy

may be useful in other chronic affections; but

the care of ascertaining them, I leave to the

sagacity of practitioners.

FINIS.
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